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I.

EVOLUTION
PROPOSE,
I

IN

RELATION TO SPECIES.

in this brief article, to

submit some objections,

now

of a strictly scientific or logical character, against the

fashionable hypothesis of evolution as an explanation of the
origin

and mystery of species

in

organic nature.

occasion also to criticise the logic of
shall lay

no stress upon

its

its

I

shall take

But

advocates.

supposed sceptical tendencies

I

for

several reasons.

One

although infidels with their
keen instinct everywhere welcome and defend extreme views
on this subject as unanswerable arguments against the truth
of these reasons

is,

that,

Holy Scriptures, yet all evolutionists are not sceptics.
Some of them are firm believers in the Word of God, and

of the

declare that, as they understand

it,

they find nothing

in

it

op-

Some are clear and strong Theists,
posed to evolution.
revelation
or not, strenuously maintainwhether believers in
ing that the forces of nature by which the processes of evolution are supposed to be carried on, are not in any sense the
properties of matter, but the uniform action or energy of the
Divine will.
Others, whilst claiming that these forces are
truly the properties of matter, escape the gulf of scepticism

by holding

God, by an

and personal act,
endowed matter wfith these properties. Others still exclude
the human soul entirely from the hypothesis, and claim that
In
for its existence a creative act of God must be supposed.
also that

original

(611 )
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all

these cases, doubtless, evolution doctrines

consistency with faith

in

may be

held in

the personality and providence of

God. There are others, however, and not a few, who affirm
and maintain that the evolution forces are the properties of
matter in such a sense that the question, how it came to be
possessed of these properties,

is

excluded from

scientific in-

domain of human knowledge. These
are the agnostics, for whom it would seem that materialism
But with such as these, of
and atheism are unavoidable.
course, none but scientific objections can have any weight.
Another reason for confining myself here to such objections
is, that science, as it seems to me, can be safely left to refute
For it is essentially progressive
its own sceptical tendencies.
and ever advancing to new positions, or points of view, from
which its previous hypotheses and theories are necessarily
seen to be incomplete, or inadequate, and many of them enConsequently, scientists often advocate at one
tirely false.
In this way,
time what they strenuously oppose at another.
the objections which they raise against the Scriptures, and
which appear to many to be unanswerable, at one stage of
their progress, they often, at another stage, overthrow and

vestigation a nd from the

trample upon.
Of this, evolution itself affords us a notable
example. For only a few years ago, it was fashionable among
a certain class of scientists to deny the truth of the Mosaic
account of the deluge on the ground that the different species

of living creatures were so numerous that they could not posBut now the evolusibly have found room in Noah’s ark.
are moving- heaven and earth to convince us that
there never were any such things as permanent species, and
that all organized beings have been evolved out of a very

tionists

few primordial forms, perhaps from a single one, and ultiConsequently, they have
mately from inorganic matter.
dropped this argument against the Scriptural account of the
flood,

as a live coal

;

for at the time this great catastrophe

placed as far back as any one chooses,
the several varieties of land animals may have been so few as
to find ample accommodation in the ark. In this way, science
is constantly dealing with its own errors, which, therefore,
occurred, which

may be

may be

safely left to

its

own

In the meantime, before

correction.

we

accept any hypothesis of the

:

EVOLUTION
scientists,

will

it

they themselves
so

many

tianity

be wise
will

cases.

is

IN

RELATION TO SPECIES.

for us to wait until

not turn against

Nor should we,

to

as they have

whom

done

“Goon, gentlemen, make
But you

will please to

all the

in

the faith of Chris-

made good we must

We

should rather say to the
wise and great man in his day
truth.

see whether

everything, ever allow ourselves to admit that

or that claim of science be
Bible.

it,

we
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scientists,

if

this

give up our

with a certain

We

discoveries you can.
are not afraid of the
that whilst you are disputing about anything,

remember

are not obliged to accept it.
It is our place to wait until you have come to an agreement. And when you have established any new truth so that you yourselves no
longer dispute about it, we will accept it in perfect assurance that it cannot possibly
have any bad influence upon our faith. For since, as we hold, the Author of nature
and of revelation is one and the same infinitely wise and good Being, true science and
true religion can neve-r have any quarrel with each other.”

we

Moreover,

it is

irrational for us to

submit our minds blindly

to the general theories, hypotheses, speculations, inferences

and reasonings, which are so often put forth in the name of
For scientists, like all other men, are fallible, and
science.
much given to speculative and discursive views. I venture to
is saying a great deal) was
never more prone to daring speculation than is physical
science at the present time.
We should bear in mind, also,
now that it has become fashionable with scientists to submit
to the public in popular lectures the evidences upon which
they rely for the proof of their general and speculative conclusions, that their hearers are often quite as good judges of
the nature, validity and force of their proofs, and of the soundness of their reasonings, as they themselves can possibly be.
For logic is one and the same thing in all the departments of
human thought and life. There is not one logic for physical
science, another for moral science, another for political economy, and another for business affairs. There are no better
practical logicians than our ablest men of business.
Hence

affirm that theology itself (which

the statesman, the theologian, the lawyer, and the mind that
in business, are abundantly competent
judge whether the proofs of such general speculations in

has been well- trained
to

Otherwise, what good reason
can be given for submitting them to the public in popular lectures ?
Consequently, when we detect in them the most palpable violations of the universal and immutable laws of logic,
science are conclusive or not.
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may often do, we need not hesitate
But, with respect to the facts of observation,
or experiment, the case is all different.
Here we may well

as any intelligent person
to reject them.

accept in faith and with gratitude; those vast and priceless
treasures of information with which the discoveries of science
are constantly enriching human life.
I
come now to the scientific or logical objections which I
propose to offer against this boasted hypothesis of evolution,
which makes it necessary for me to enter here into some discussion of the essential nature and proper definition of species

in

the organic world.

The

is well known, lies
and of human knowledge. Coneverywhere represented in the languages of

principle of classification, then, as

at the foundation of science

sequently,

it

is

for every common term is the name of a class.
Classes are formed by the mental processes of comparison and
generalization.
When we direct our attention to individual
objects, we immediately begin, by an instinct of reason, to

mankind,

compare them with each other, and to note their points of resemblance and difference. Those that resemble each other in
the greatest number of particulars we group together, and
thus form our primary or lowest classes.
Such a class of individuals is termed a species.
These primary classes, again,
we compare with each other, noting their points of resemblance and difference, and thus group them into classes of
Such a class is called a genus. Applying the same
classes.
process to these higher classes, with similar results, when we
have carried it as far as possible, we are finally arrested at

one highest of all classes, which is that of undifferenced being.
The word, being, as denoting barely that which exists, or the
word, thing, which means whatever can be thought of, is the
name of the highest class which it is possible to form. Among
all these classes, and in every branch of science alike, that
which bears the name of species, being a class of individual
objects bearing the greatest resemblance to each other, is the
most important. It is upon this that every system of classification rests.

But here a great difficulty is encountered in determining the
limits of species from the fact, that a great number of objects,
especially in the world of organized beings, are found, upon
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by almost or quite insensible gradations, and even to overlap, so
Thus the Virginia mocking-bird,
to speak, upon each other.
one of the thrushes, and the most richly endowed of all
inspection of their mutual resemblances, to shade off

—

singing birds, partakes of the nature of the hawk
for in its wild state
certain extent, a bird of prey

—

to a

is,

it

it

will kill

and eat a sparrow as naturally as does the sparrowhawk. In
to this, creatures which bear the closest outward
resemblance to each other are often found to be very differwhilst those which are most
ent in their inward structure
alike both in appearance and in structure often differ greatly
in their physiological characters, especially in life and life’s
powers, faculties, and manifestations. The Saint Bernard and
terrier dogs, for example, have little outward resemblance,
but their life is so nearly or quite identical that it can be freely
propagated between them, and their offspring are also fertile
On the other hand, the Muscovy and
one with another.
common duck bear a much stronger resemblance to each
other, yet they are so diverse in life that, although it can be
propagated between them, their offspring is a hybrid or mule,
in which, consequently, the development of life and variation on that line comes to an end.
Also, it has been often
asserted that the Caucasian man of the highest type and the
negro of the lowest differ from each other in appearance and
structure more than the negro and orang or chimpanzee
but
addition

;

;

the former are so completely identical

in life that

it is

not only

propagated between them with the utmost freedom, but their
offspring are as fertile one with another as themselves
whilst
orang
are
so diverse in life that it cannot
the negro and the
be propagated between them at all. Thus it appears that the
veiled mystery of life is most salient, and its distinctions most
capable of being apprehended by the mind, in the phenomena
;

of

its

reproduction.

For these and other reasons, our elder naturalists, and all
until very lately, were agreed in regarding as subordinate all
other points of agreement and diversity, for the purpose of
determining the limits of species in the organic world, and in
attaching a paramount importance to those of life and life’s
organs, functions, operations, and manifestations. Thus Linnaeus, the founder of the modern science of natural history,

:
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by which their life is propaother points of agreement and dithem alone his all - comprehending

selected those organs in plants

gated, and, neglecting

erected

versity,

system

upon

of classification.

all

Thus

also the naturalists of succeed-

ing times have grouped in species all known organized beings
which they regarded as possessed of such a unity of life as
that it could be propagated among the individuals of the
same species in a permanently fruitful form. I do not mean
that experiments upon this point were actually made in one
case out of a thousand, but simply that hybridity was universally regarded as a final test of species in this sense, that all
organized beings which might be found normally incapable of
propagating among themselves a fertile offspring should be
classed as of different species, and all which were capable of
this, in the same. The divergencies by intermixture and other
circumstances among the members of a species, rendering
them liable to constant change in their peculiarities, were

made

the basis of certain fluctuating subdivisions, which, with

the strictest regard to etymological propriety, were termed
varieties.

Now

these statements readily furnish us with a definition

of species which
limits of the idea.

is

sharply determinative of the extent and
For, according to these views, species in

natural history can be nothing else but that unity of

life in

a

group of organized beings in virtue of which they resemble
each other, and are normally capable of propagating among
themselves a permanently fruitful offspring. This definition
was substantially concurred in by all naturalists until the rise
of evolution, and it is abundantly confirmed by the following
passage in “ the still classical work of Cuvier,” in which he
says
“The
and

birth of organized beings is the greatest

of all nature

mystery of the organic economy

All organized beings produce similar ones, otherwise, death

There
being the necessary consequence of life, their species would not endure
no proof that all the differences which now distinguish orga?iized beings are such as might
have been produced by circumstances. All that has been advanced upon this subject is hypothetical.
Experience seems to show, on the contrary, that, in the actual state of things,
varieties are confined within rather narrow limits and, so far as we can retrace antiquity,
we perceive that these limits were the same as at present. We are obliged, then, to admit
of certain forms which, since the origin of things, have been perpetuated without exceeding these limits and all the beings appertaining to one of these forms constitute what
Fixed forms
is called a species.
Varieties are accidental subdivisions of species
Generation, being
which are perpetuated by generation distinguish their species

is

,

;

;

:
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the only means of ascertaining the limits to which varieties may extend, species should
be defined the reunion,” or grouping, “of individuals descended one from the other,
or from common parents, or from such as resemble them as closely as they resemble
each other.”* To this it should be added, that “ allied species produce between themRemote species of the same genus are those between
selves an infertile offspring.
which hybrids are never produced.”

Now

admitted on

hands, for it is undeniable, that
which, as I have said, all
the elder naturalists are substantially agreed, marks a real
distinction in the actual state of things, and represents a vast
range of facts in the organic world. An immense number of
organized beings either cannot interbreed with each other at
all, or their offspring is infertile.
An immense number of
it is

all

this characterization of species, in

others are capable of being grouped into classes such that
the members of each class can and do freely interbreed with

each other, and their offspring are no less fertile than themselves.
And here I raise the question against evolution

Ought not

mark and

the classifications of science to

and broad physiological distinction
between organized beings ? Is it true science

this great

nore

in classification

it

what

as

if it

did not exist?

evolutionists are forced to do.

all

utterly to ig-

Yet

The

signalize

and difference

fact,

this is just

indeed,

is

so undeniable and significant that they cannot help recognizing it from time to time, but the point which I make against
them here is, that in their classifications, the primary object of

which

is

ignore

it.

mark resemblances and

to

Is this true science

differences, they utterly

?

do not misrepresent them is evident from the fact,
that their hypothesis itself is the assumption that there is no
such distinction in permanence that wherever it exists it is
the result of circumstances
that all the differences between
existing species have arisen through gradual divergencies, in

That

I

;

;

the course of innumerable ages,

common

among

the descendants of

were formerly capable of
interbreeding, and may again become capable. It is still more
evident,

parents, which, therefore,

if

possible, from their

For although,

own

characterizations of species.

obvious reasons, they fight shy of precise
definitions, yet they explain with sufficient clearness the meaning which they would if they could attach to the word. Thus
Professor Huxley in his “ Origin of Species ”
for

:

Animal Kingdom,

edited by Dr. Carpenter.

Introduction, pp.

18, 19.

1

:
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“If in a state ot nature you find any two groups of living beings which are separated from each other by some constantly recurring characteristic, I don’t care how
slight and trivial, so long as it is defined and constant, and does not depend upon sexual peculiarities, then all naturalists agree in calling them two species that is what is

meant by the word, species

— that

;

is

question of structural differences.”

Now

to say,

is,

For,

ley’s assertion, that “all naturalists

ization of species,

truth

is,

is

for the practical naturalist, a

mere

P. 104.

very curious.

all this is

it

in

the

agree”

first place,

in

this character-

as far from the truth as possible.

that no naturalist, not even himself, as

Hux-

we

The

shall pres-

by
any such tests as these. Secondly, by this expression, “a
mere question of structural differences,” he excludes all such
as are physiological and biological, which include all the pheently see, practically distinguishes species from each other

nomena

of

life,

among

which, of course, are those of its
we have seen, are the most signi-

propagation, and which, as
ficant of all the differences

by which organized beings are disThis makes good what I have

tinguished from each other.

namely, that evolutionists ignore all such differences in
their classifications, and again raises the question, is this true
science ?
Thirdly, in making the distinction between species
to depend upon any “constantly recurring characteristic,” no
matter “ how slight and trivial,” he lays down a principle which
requires him to class the white man and the’negro as of different species, for what can be a more “constantly recurring
said,

But this neither
any other evolutionist pretends to do for it is
not favorable to their hypothesis, and Huxley himself, in the
characteristic” than their opposite colors?

he

himself, nor

work already
“

I

am one who

;

referred to, explicitly says
believes that, at present, there

is

no evidence whatever

for saying

mankind sprang originally from any more than a single pair; I must say, that I
cannot see any good ground whatever, or even any tenable sort of evidence, for beP. 113.
lieving that there is more than one species of man.”
that

He

has forgotten the constantly recurring, though trivial,
characteristic of color, by which the black man and the white
Thus, in fine, he finds it impossible conare distinguished.
sistently to abide

by

his

own

characterization of species.

He

it on almost every page of the work in which
uses the word as including physiological traits,
and
it is
which he had expressly excluded. For example, in his discussion of hybridity, he says: “Hybrids are crosses between

loses sight of
given,

:

EVOLUTION
cannot succeed
.

.

.

Here

RELATION TO

Between

distinct species

.

IN

in

obtaining the

SPECIES.

species, in
first

many

which distinguishes natural species,”

cases,

you

cross (remote species).

a feature, then, great or small as

is
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it

may

be,

Here we have, on
random from innumer-

p. 107.

a single page, three examples, taken at

able others, in which he recognizes physiological distinctions

between species, and uses the word precisely as defined by
Cuvier and the elder naturalists. Especially in the last example, what does he mean by “natural species”? We see
in these criticisms and quotations the sense which evolutiondesire,

ists

in

the interest of their hypothesis, to attach to

the word, species, and
are to use

it

in this

how

sense,

utterly unable they themselves

by ’reason of the opposition which

they everywhere encounter from the stubborn facts of nature.
I come now to discuss the arguments upon which they rely
for the overthrow of the older definition, and for the estab-

which we shall see with what
reason Cuvier could say, in the words which I have placed in
italics:
“There is no proof that all the differences which
now distinguish organized beings are such as might have been
produced by circumstances. All that has been advanced upon

lishment of their hypothesis,

this subject

now

true

To
is

as

in

For these statements are as
that great man.
that has been advanced in favor of evolution

hypothetical.”

is

when they were put on record by

this day, all

“hypothetical.”

There are only two such arguments, each of which, however, includes a multitude of particulars.

The

first

of these

is

the argument from analogy, which

is

thus stated by Professor Packard
“ Reasoning a priori we assume that organisms, both plant and animal, have been
created out of pre-existent forms because it agrees with the general course of nature.
All agree that the solar system was evolved; that the earth was evolved .... that
the nebular hypothesis is necessary to account for the origin of our earth
,

.

.

.

Hence

evolutionists

Thus

far,

assume

that plants

and animals share

in this

process of evolution.”*

then, the hypothesis can be no better character-

mere assumption. But this argument includes
also the many cases in which organic forms which had been
hastily regarded as of different species have been discovered,
upon more perfect knowledge of them, to be mere varieties
ized than as a

* The

New

York, Independent, Feb.

5,

1880.

;

/
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of the same, as the squirrels of tropical America, for exam-

have been reduced from

ple,

Evolutionists lay
reductions, as

if

much

fifty-nine to

twelve species.

upon these discoveries and
they indicated that the differences between
stress

species might, conceivably at least, be thus reduced.
But
here, as in many other cases, their logic is manifestly false
for all that such reductions can prove is, that naturalists are
all

;

and have erred, through imperfect knowledge,
as was unavoidable, in regarding as of different, what were
in truth, varieties of the same species.
Nor does it matter
how many more such discoveries may be made, in so far as
the evolution hypothesis is concerned, because, whatever
definition of species be adopted, in ten thousand cases for
every one of them, it must still and forever remain as impossible to reduce the differences among- org-anized being’s to a
liable to error,

unity as

the

it is

that the lion should interbreed with the cow, or

mouse with the

elephant.

But now this whole argument from analogy, however
numerous the particulars it may include, can never, with its
utmost logical force, prove that anything is so the most that
it can prove is that it may be so, and raise an antecedent
probability in its favor.
For thus Leverrier, for example,
reasoned from many strong analogies to the probability that
there was a certain undiscovered planet on the outskirts of
our solar system but he did not pretend that this was to be
received as a truth of science until he had discovered, and
could show, his planet, Neptune, through the telescope. Upon this evidence from analogy, therefore, whilst scientists may
fairly accept evolution as antecedently probable, and as a good
working hypothesis, which is full of suggestion, and which
;

;

may

lead,

as

it

has led them, to

yet they cannot logically claim for

many
it

valuable discoveries

the character of a scien-

which others are obliged to accept, and with which
other known truths must be harmonized, until it shall have
been demonstrated by proofs of an entirely different character.
The only other argument for the hypothesis is, that it will
account for, explain, or render intelligible, a vast number of
facts in nature, especially the resemblances and differences
among organized beings. These facts are such as the following: The existence of rudimentary organs
the rudimentary
tific

truth,

—
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hand in the whale’s flipper the male mammae, which are supposed to have been dwarfed by ages of disuse, together with
all the female organs in the male in a rudimentary or atrophied
and, in like manner, all the male organs in the
condition
the changes which are obfemale, in a similar condition
served to take place in organized beings under the influence
;

;

—

by which, it is admitted, the
the
various types or races of mankind have been formed
progress in organization from the lower and more simple to
the higher and more complex types, which is everywhere conspicuous the manner in which the differences in organisms
shade off into, and overlap upon each other by almost insensible gradations, especially as this has been disclosed by late
of circumstances, such as those

;

;

discoveries of fossil remains

successively

in

;

the origination of

the lapse of past ages

ishing of such as were ill-adapted

those which were

in

harmony

conditions and surroundings.

great multitude of facts

in

to,

new forms

together with the perand the preservation of

;

with, their

changing physical

These are only examples of a

organic nature which

it

is

claimed

and render intelligible.
argument, which is strictly inductive in its character, if it were without flaw and perfect, would, I frankly
concede, be demonstrative that is to say, if the hypothesis
were in itself conceivable, and if it would fairly account for all
the facts to which it properly applies, and if these facts could
be accounted for in no other way, then we should be obliged
to accept it as a scientific truth, resting upon evidence precisely similar and equal to that upon which we receive the
Newtonian theory of gravitation. But, unfortunately for its
advocates, all of these three necessary conditions are wanting,
as I now proceed to show.
In the first place, then, it is not claimed that it will account
for all the facts to which it properly applies.
It is admitted
on all hands that it includes as yet unsolved difficulties, some
of which will be referred to in the sequel.
Now, in this state
of the case, the fact that it will account for a great number of
phenomena is not sufficient evidence to establish it as a truth
of science.
For other hypotheses, as is well known, have
been maintained on similar grounds, and yet have subsequently been found untenable. Thus in astronomy the Ptolethat this hypothesis will account for

Now

this

;
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maic or geocentric construction of the solar system was for a
long time universally accepted on the ground that it accounted
for a vast

number of

facts

and

celestial

phenomena whilst
many of
Yet both of these
;

the vortices of Descartes accounted for almost as

them as the theory of

gravitation

now

celebrated hypotheses are

persons are

now aware

itself.

universally rejected, and few

of what a place in science they form-

Such, therefore, notwithstanding the number
claimed that it will explain, may hereafter
be the fate of evolution. Professor Huxley is well aware of
this, and in view of it he well says, though in palpable inconsistency with other deliverances of his to which I shall refer:
erly occupied.

of facts which

it is

“You must understand

that

I

accept

Men

accept any other hypothesis.

it

same way as I
do not pledge themselves to creeds
not a bounden duty with them to hold

provisionally, in exactly the

of science

.... There

is not a single belief that it is
with a light hand, and to part with it (?) cheerfully, the moment it is really proved to
be contrary to any fact, great or small.” “ Origin of Species,” p. 145.

But how he can reconcile this with what immediately precedes it, and of which it is given in explanation, passes my
“I think it is Mr. Darcomprehension. For there he says:
win’s hypothesis (of evolution) or nothing; that either we
must take his view, or look upon the whole of organic nature
as an enigma the meaning of which is wholly hidden from
us.”

P. 144.

Moreover,

it

is

very

evolution or nothing.

far

For

from being
all

true, that

it

is

either

these facts, especially the re-

semblances and differences among organized beings, can be
equally well and better accounted for by another and totally
different hypothesis, namely, that of the distinct and independent creation of species as defined by Cuvier and the
Evolutionists, indeed, contend that this is
elder naturalists.
rendered improbable by many facts, and that it is utterly overthrown by the late discoveries among fossil remains of intermediate forms between existing species, which, as they claim,
render the transition of one species into another an easy mat-

Thus, Professor Huxley, in his New York lectures, ventured to assert that if but one more “missing link” should be
discovered, namely, a horse with five toes, “evolution would
ter.

But here again he

be demonstrated.”
ance.

For what

if

his

sets

all

logic at defi-

five-toed horse were found

?

Nay,
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what if any number of such approximations were discovered,
and the structural differences between all species were reduced
How would that “demonstrate” that any
to a minimum?
one species has been actually derived from, or evolved out of,
another, whilst the bar of their inability to interbreed remains

between them, and whilst their resemblances can be fully accounted for on a different hypothesis ?
How many things
bear the closest resemblance which yet no one pretends to
have sprung one from another ? The planets of our solar

much alike, but this does not
even suggest that the earth has been evolved out of Jupiter,
Such is the logic of evolutionists by
or both out of the sun.
which they demonstrate their hypothesis, and overthrow that
of the distinct and independent creation of species
But now, if we concede that either of these two hypotheses
will equally well account for the facts in question, there still
remains a logical necessity for an experimentum crucis a crucial test, that is, a fact verified and established which can be
accounted for by one of them, but not by the other, in order
to determine, on scientific evidence, which of them is to be
preferred.
Now such a crucial test we have in the universally
acknowledged fact, that individuals of different species can
produce between themselves no fruitful offspring, and, in most
For this fact which, as we have
cases, no offspring at all.
seen, is one of vast range throughout organic nature, is fully
and satisfactorily accounted for on the hypothesis of the distinct and independent creation of species, whilst it is utterly
inexplicable on that of evolution.
This, as we shall see directly, is admitted by Professor Huxley.
For what conceivable reason can evolution give us, why the descendants of the
same parents should ever come to be normally incapable of
continuous propagation with each other ? On the other hand,
no such crucial test in favor of this latter hypothesis is conceivable except an actual, observed and verified transition or
transformation of one species into another, such as that of a
bison into a cow, a dog into a cat, a horse into an ass, a chestnut tree into an oak, or the development of a new species out
of a pre-existing one so that their members should be inIn order that
capable of crossing breed with each other.
this hypothesis should rise even to the character of a sciensystem, for example, are very

!

,

:
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tific

theory, at least one beast

come a man,
formed

must be observed

to

have be-

or one animal or one plant to have been trans-

into another of a different or

new

species.

But no

such transformation has ever been observed. No evolutionist
pretends to have discovered any such crucial test.
In two or
three cases, indeed, among the lowest forms of organic life,
doubtful claims have been put forth to the evolution of
species out of pre-existing ones

;

species have been distinguished

new

but, in all these cases, the

by mere

structural differ-

ences, and the question, whether they could interbreed with
each other or not, upon which in this argument everything
depends, has never been tested.
Professor Huxley, in the work already referred to, has
given this subject an extended discussion, and we may safely
accept his admissions.

“We have
mon

seen,” he says, “that breeds

stock by selection

species

may be

may be

different

from each other

Do

known

to

have been derived from a com-

as different in their structure from the original stock as
(?).

But

is

the like true of the physiological

amount in degree to those observed between forms which naturalists call distinct species ? This is
a most important point for us to consider
For there is a most singular circumstance in respect to natural species,” (Again, what does hs mean by “ natural species ”?
For true science knows no others) “at least about some of them and it would be sufficient for the purposes of this argument, if it were true of only one of them, but
there is, in fact, a great number of such cases and that is, that similar as they may
be to mere races or breeds (varieties) they present a marked peculiarity in the reproductive process
If you take members of two distinct species, however similar
they may be to each other, and make them breed together, you will find a check
although you may get offspring
If you cross two such species with each other, then
in the case of the first cross (allied species), yet, if you attempt to breed from the products of that crossing, which are called hybrids .... then the result is that in ninetycharacteristics of animals

?

the physiological differences of varieties

—

—

—

Between species, in
nine cases out of a hundred you will get no offspring at all.
many cases, you cannot succeed in obtaining even the first cross (remote species).
.... This is a very extraordinary circumstance.” (He has just said that it is so ordinary as to be almost universal). “One does not see why it should be.” (Here he ad“ Here is a feature, then, great or
mits that evolution cannot account for it)
.

.

.

Can we find any
it may be, which distinguishes natural species of animals.
approximation to this in the different races (varieties) known to be produced by selectUp to the present time, the answer to that quesive breeding from a common stock?
As far as we know at present, there is nothing aption is absolutely a negative one.
Here you see is a physiological contrast between
proximating to this check
By seraces (varieties) produced by selective modification and natural species
lective breeding we can produce structural divergencies as great as those of species (?)
but we cannot produce equal physiological divergencies.” Pp. 104-1 n.
small as

Subsequently he adds
“ Mr. Darwin, in order to place his views beyond the reach of all possible assault,
ought to be able to demonstrate the possibility of developing from a particular stock
by selective breeding two forms which should either be unable to cross one with anNow
other, or whose cross-breed offspring should be. infertile one with another
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it is admitted on all hands that, at present, so far as experiments have gone, it has not been
found possible to produce this complete physiological divergence
If you have
not done that, you have not shown that you can produce, by the cause assumed (evolution) all the phenomena which you have in nature
If it could be proved, not
only that this has not been done, but that it can not be done.” (So by what law of logic
does he require us to prove a negative ?)
“If it could be demonstrated that this is
impossible (sic)
I hold Mr. Darwin’s hypothesis (evolution) would be utterly
!

.

shattered.”

.

.

.

Pp. 140-141.

Now I have been compelled to leave out much of this longwinded discussion, which is loaded with verbiage, but I have
given in the author’s own words his exact meaning in every
particular, as any one may see by reference to the pages
quoted.
Here, then, we see it fully and expressly admitted
that the crucial test which the hypothesis of evolution
requires has not been discovered, and we are gravely challenged to prove the negative, that its discovery is impossible
in which case, we are told that the “ hypothesis would be utterly shattered,” as if the burden of proof rested upon its
opponents, and not, as it does wholly, upon its advocates.
No, the evolutionists do not pretend that they have discovered
their crucial test.
They tell us that they have not yet had
sufficient time
for one such transformation may require many
thousands of years. Says Professor Jevons
!

;

:

“ The deeper differences between plants have been produced by the differentiating
action of circumstances during millions of years, so that it would naturally require
millions of years to undo this result, and prove experimentally that the forms can be

approximated together again.”

“ Principles of Science,” p. 414.

Give us time enough, they say, and we
plenty of such transformations.

them

all

Well,

will

we may

show you
safely give

the time they ask, and a million of years hence,

they shall claim to have discovered one such

fact,

we

when

—

will

examine it.
But the inability of

different species to produce a fertile offnot the only fact which cannot be explained on the
hypothesis of evolution.
In addition to this, there is a vast

spring

is

number of other facts, and these the most important of all,
namely, the facts of human consciousness, of which it gives
us no rational account.
This is frankly admitted by some
who, therefore, exclude the human soul, and all
of consciousness from their hypothesis, and
claim that it is to be applied only to man’s physical nature, together with the lower organic world.
But the great majority
evolutionists,

the

phenomena

—
;
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of

its

advocates, and

plainly

enough

that, if

it

scientific

those of man.

In fact,

are trying

inasmuch as

in this

this

among them,

exception, because they see

can be applied to the mental faculties
interest requires them to exclude
the exception is made by those only

of animals, no

who

the ablest logicians

all

make

steadfastly refuse to

way

to

guard

their religious faith.

this objection against the hypothesis, that

it

But
does

not rationally account for the phenomena of consciousness,
has been frequently and strongly pressed by others, I shall
do little more than state it here.

Our mental
and

faculties,

then,

and

their operations

— reason,

our conceptions of abstract, universal,
and necessary truths our ideas of the true, the beautiful and
the good our moral distinctions between right and wrong
our consciousness of freedom and immortality, of God, and
sensibility

will

;

;

;

of the whole

invisible,

supersensual

and

spiritual

world

these great salient facts cannot be accounted for by the uniform forces of nature, nor by the properties of matter, what-

ever “potentialities” be ascribed to it, nor in any way consistently with the evolution hypothesis.
Its advocates do,
indeed, make spasmodic efforts to explain the phenomena of
our moral nature.
But the best they can do is to tell us that
our distinctions between right and wrong are nothing but the
summation or result of the experiences of good and evil
through which our ancestors have passed transmitted to us
thus
their descendants by the principle or law of heredity
:

based upon experience becomes
us a distinction independent of, and prior to, our own indi-

what was
in

in

them a

vidual experience.

distinction

In the

same way

precisely they try to

explain the operations of animal instinct.

But even

in this

For it is incredible that bees,
they signally fail.
for example, should have learned by manifold experiments
through innumerable failures how to construct their perfect
hexagonal cells, which combine the greatest possible mechanical strength and capacity of contents with the least possible
expenditure of material and waste of room. Otherwise their
latter case

intellectual faculties

must be regarded as vastly superior,

for

at least, to those of human beings. The same
equally true of the operations of an ant-hill, ot the flight

such purposes
is

of birds of passage, of the unerring return of the

young

fish
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from their wanderings in the ocean to the river or stream
where they were spawned and hatched, and of almost all the
Much more is
phenomena of instinct properly so called.
this

explanation inadequate to the

phenomena of the con-

which the most fundamental and essential elements,
namely, its authority and its moral character, are left unexplained.
For it does not touch the fact of our consciousness
of moral obligation, which obviously is not contained in, and
consequently cannot be derived from, the mere experience of
good and evil, howsoever prolonged through innumerable
Neither does it touch the authority with which
generations.
science, of

the conscience delivers

imperative

”

compare

pher, could

its

sacred oracles

— that

“ categorical

the awful impression of which Kant, the philosoto nothing but that of the starry firma-

ment. In fact, this explanation reduces this great mystery of
“ the voice of God in man ” to a faculty of mere prudential
wisdom, to a selfish regard for our own welfare and happiness,
to a complete level with animal instinct.
This is not to acIn
count for facts, but to deny, or at least to ignore them.
like manner, our sensibility to the charms of moral sublimity
and beauty, the admiration we feel for an act of noble selfsacrifice, the promptings of great and heroic souls, our indignation at injustice and iniquity
all these and other similar
facts are inexplicable on the hypothesis of our derivation from
ape-like creatures, in which no such susceptibility has ever
appeared.
Together with these, and above all, the phenomena of the human will can never be accounted for by the
properties of matter, nor from the uniform operations of
natural forces, nor in any way consistently with evolution.
For if we know anything, it is that the will of man is not subject to the uniformity of natural laws, that it is a self-moving
power ( autokinetos ). Human life, as proceeding from the
will, does not run in fixed grooves, as the wheels of a steamengine. We have the ability to choose for ourselves whether
we will go in one direction or another, which is a freedom absolutely inconceivable as a property of matter, or as a quality

—

of any of the natural forces.
In

fine,

the hypothesis of evolution necessarily involves

and implies

particulars, processes, details of transition or
transformation which cannot be represented to the mind, of

—
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which no conception can be formed, which are absolutely unthinkable.
Among these are the origin of vegetable life from
inorganic matter, that of animal

life,

with

its

mental faculties

and operations, from the vegetable, the

transition of sexless

into sexual beings, the separation of the

two sexes, previously

combined

in

the

same

individual,

into individuals of

either

sex alone, the transformation of insensible, irrational, involuntary, impersonal, unmoral things into sensible, rational, voluntary, personal, moral beings.
Not one of these transformations is conceivable, or thinkable, in the several steps or
details of the process

which

the contrary,

it

is

increased,

necessarily implies.

it

the difficulty lessened, though

it

is

Nor

is

veiled and disguised, on

by the immense length of time

which is required and allowed for each of them. Especially,
with respect to the evolution of sexual out of sexless forms,
we have a logical right to ask, what was their condition at
this transformation?
In what conceivcould their existence have been preserved, and their
species propagated (if species they can be said to have had)
during those hundreds of thousands of years whilst they

each step or stage of
able

way

were neither one thing nor the other, but partly sexual and
Let any one undertake to represent to
partly sexless forms ?
his imagination the procedure and details of what must be
supposed to have taken place, and assuredly he will find that
they are inconceivable. Again, in the separation of the two
sexes, what were the several steps and details of the process ?
Whilst that which is now the male was ceasing- to bear childwhilst his mammae, now dwarfed and atrophied by ages
ren
of disuse, were ceasing to give suck whilst all the female
organs in the male were, from the same cause, falling into a
state of atrophy; in like manner, whilst that which is now the
female was beginning to bear separately, and her bosom was
undergoing development whilst all the male organs in her
body were falling into a similar state of atrophy together
with all the prodigious changes in the internal structures and
physiological traits of both which are necessarily implied
what then and through all the ages of this transformation,
were the physical and mental conditions of the creature which
How was its existence
is now the male and female man ?
maintained, and how was its species (?) propagated, during
;

;

;

—
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these immense periods of time, whilst it was neither male
nor female, but partly both ? Is it not evident to all men that,
before we can be even plausibly required to accept this hypoall

thesis as a truth of science,

of

its

we have

a logical right to

demand

advocates, that they shall represent intelligibly

the several steps, stages, processes, details,

if

all

of

not those which

were actually followed, at least those by which the transformaBut
tion might possibly, or conceivably, have taken place ?
have
though
they
been
often
challenged,
indinone of them,
rectly at least, and though the necessity of it is palpable to
all men, have ever dared or attempted to furnish us with any
such scheme, and this, for the best of reasons, because it canFor these and all the transformations which
not be done.
have just been enumerated, together with innumerable others
involved in the hypothesis, do necessarily include procedures,
particulars, details, which no mind can, by any possibility,
represent intelligibly to other minds, nor to itself which are
absolutely unthinkable.
Now what other refutation does
true science require of any hypothesis, or theory, than that,

—

it is unthinkable?
lamented Professor Henry, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, whilst he filled the chair of physics in
Princeton College, was always very full and explicit on the
He
nature and uses of physical hypotheses and theories.
took great pains to impress upon his classes that they were
very useful in giving direction to experiment and research,
and thus in leading to new discoveries. But he was accustomed to add: “Young gentlemen, your hypothesis is good
for just so many new facts or truths to the discovery of which
it can lead you.
When it will yield you no more discoveries,
you have no farther use for it you may throw it away.”
Now, agreeably to this view, it is undeniable that evolution
has opened the path of scientific research in many important
directions, and has led to the discovery of many new facts
and truths in the organic world. Neither have we any reason

in its particulars,

The

late

—

For scientists it may
is yet exhausted.
it
long continue to be a good and fruitful working hypothesis.
But, for such reasons as these which I have here given, it has
no claim to be regarded as an established truth of science,
with which other known truths must be harmonized and I
to think that

;
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venture to predict that the time is not far distant when, as an
explanation of the origin of species and of the mystery of
life, it will be cast by scientists themselves “to the moles and
to the bats,” with the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, the

of Descartes, the notion that nature abhors a
vacuum, and other Baconian “idols of the tribe and the
H. McIlvaine.
theatre.”
J.
vortices

:

II.

HISTORY OF THE EARLY SCOTTISH CHURCH.

T

ERTULLIAN,

in

one of the

last

years of the second

century, or the beginning of the third, wrote as follows

:

“The

various races of the Gaetulians, the extensive teiritories of the Moors, all the
and haunts of the Britons unvisited by the Romans, but subjugated to Christ, and of the Sarmatians, Dacians, Ger-

bounds

of Spain, the different nations of the Gauls,

mans, and Scythians, and of many remote nations, and provinces, and islands, many
unknown, and which we can scarcely enumerate, the name of Christ, who is
already come, has reached, and now reigns there.”

to us

An
years

incidental
later,

remark of Origen, written
same

thirty

or

forty

implies the

When did Britain, previous to the coming of Christ, agree to worship the one
When the Moors? When the whole world? Now, however, through the
Church, all men call upon the God of Israel.”
“

God?

In both passages,

it

is

presumed

to

be a

fact,

which none

dispute, that people in Britain had, at least as early as the

beginning of the third century, adopted the religion of Christ.
No distinction existed then between England and Scotland,
the whole island being called by the common name Britain.
Roman dominion alone distinguished the southern part from
the northern, which had not been reduced to the condition of

A

boundary

running between the Clyde and
Forth, included as Roman a great part of lowland Scotland.
The people consisted of various nations occupying their
a province.

line

and the Romans divided their
conquest into provinces, some of which were precariously
held but after the victories of Agricola, it could not be said
that any nation, south of the Clyde and Forth, had been unvisited by the Romans.
Accordingly, the remark of Tertullian asserts that Christianity had, in his time, been carried
north of that line. Tertullian is prone to color highly, but
there is no ground for charging him with falsehood and
when he says that there were, when he wrote, parts of Britain subdued to Christ, which were not subject to Roman arms,
separately

named

territories,

;

;

(631)
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we

can not take him to mean less than that some Christians
to be found among the independent Britons north of the

were

Roman

provinces.

By what means

had been carried into Britain
by any reliable authority but certain probabilities are obvious.
More than a hundred years
before the words of Tertullian were written, Roman armies
had been maintained in the land. Dispersed over the country in camps, many of which have left their names to the
towns that grew up around them, and under their protection,
is

nowhere

Christianity

directly stated

;

men necessarily came into acquaintance with the natives.
And some earnest Christians were, in the second century, soldiers in the Roman ranks.
Britons were also enlisted in the
army, and marched to other provinces, or to the capital. And
those who returned brought, some of them evil no doubt, to
their homes, but others may have learned Christ, and brought
back with them the message of the Gospel. From the nature
the

of the Christian impulse, conviction of the truth of Revelawe may safely infer, did not remain silent, amidst a

tion,

heathen people visibly suffering the penalties of a cruel reMuch may have been done by humble pious soldiers,
whose names were never known to history, because they
labored not by public efforts, but quietly, each in conversaligion.

tion within his

own

little

circle

of acquaintances.

Nor

is

it

among the Christian men who, in
of business, must have visited, and resided for years in Britain, that not one devoted himself, of more set purpose, to the

likely

various departments

It was a
of a missionary for the heathen populace.
period of great activity in missionary enterprise. And speaking for Christ was not confined to the clergy.
The British churches, in after-years, bore marks in doctrine

work

and worship, as well as in their ministry, of having been
planted in an age not far from that of the Apostles.
Within the bounds of what is now Scotland, it was the part
lying south of the firths of Clyde and Forth which participated in that blessing, though not to the exclusion of some
The victoconversions further north, on the eastern coast.
were
made
between
island,
of
the
part
that
in
Agricola,
ries of
the
terri
surrendered
the years 81 and 85 a.d., and Caracalla
tory as far south as the wall built by his father between the
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During that whole interof one hundred and twenty-seven years was the south of
in

the year 21

1.

Scotland under Roman rule.
From the latter date we hear
nothing further of Britain until the appearance of Carausius
in the early years of Diocletian.
But that successful naval
leader, whom the senior emperors thought best to recognize
as an associate in government, is himself the only theme of
the history which touches the country in his days.
In 293
Carausius was murdered by Allectus
and Allectus, at the
end of three years, was defeated by Constantius Chlorus, to
whom the administration in Britain belonged by the Diocletian scheme.
Constantius died at York in 306, and was succeeded by his son Constantine.
The interval from Caracalla to Carausius, about seventy
years, seems to have been entirely free from northern invasion,
and that part of Scotland once subject to Rome remained in
peace.
Christianity planted there within the preceding one
hundred and twenty-seven years best accounts for the long
uninterrupted tranquillity within itself.
Meanwhile, the Scots, a people from Ireland, were securing settlement, by war or treaty, among the southern Hebrides, and on the adjoining mainland.
From their subsequent relations to the Caledonians, it is probable that they
came as allies, and either as allies or with the same common
motive with the Piets, made invasions upon their southern
neighbors.
Some of their settlers were Christian, but in
mass the people were heathen. The name Piet, as applied
to the Caledonians, appears first in the address of Eumenius
to the Emperor Constantius Chlorus, upon his victory over
;

And Eumenius

Allectus, in 296.

inhabitants of

North

The army which

we

cannot say.

to the

military

Rome,

banner of the cross, began its
of a British element it con-

How much
But

it

indicates the convictions pre-

vailing in the province that Constantius,
tians with favor,

it

carried Constantine in victory to

and first elevated the
march from Britain.
tained

distinctly applies

Britain, before the time of Julius Caesar.

who

treated Chris-

was greatly beloved by the people.

And

if

Constantine was not then himself a believer in Christ, he
evinced his belief that the Christians were the stronger party,
by attaching himself to their side and the army under his
;
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command

consisted,

beyond

all

doubt, largely of Christian

men.

Eight years later, at the council of Arles, there were
three bishops from the British provinces south of the Tyne,
that is, south of the wall of Hadrian, but none from the north.
As long as connection with Rome existed, its ecclesiastical
progress was communicated to the provinces. But Christians
of the further north, cut off as foreign, by the receding of
Roman dominion, and by frequently recurring wars, had few
opportunities of obtaining relays of religious instruction from
the imperial city, and had to remain fixed in what was originally taught them, or, at least, whatever new practices grew
up among them were not dictated from that quarter.
Another hundred years of imperial rule was that of Emperors professing and protecting Christianity.

was now

Roman

Britain

recognized as a Christian country.
The north,
meanwhile, was harassed by incursions of Scots from Ireland,
who formed settlements in the west, and joined the Piets in
raids upon the Roman provinces.
Strength was thereby
added to the heathen element, while the Christian was greatly
diminished and depressed.
On the east, the ravages of Saxons had already begun.
It was in that state of things that
the

first

fully

positive facts of Scottish

Church history emerged

in-

to light.

On

the extreme south of Galloway, which looks over the
Irish sea, the coast is divided into three capes by the bays of

Luce and of Wigton, and the Solway firth.
The middle
cape terminates at Barrow Head, in an embankment of seaworn rocks, about two hundred feet high. North-east and
north-west from that point, the rugged barrier girds the coast
to the extent of

many

miles.

The

general level of the coun-

try lies at a corresponding elevation

above the

sea,

and with-

out possessing mountains, rises irregularly into a multitude
of isolated

hills.

Up

the eastern side, about three miles from

the blunted apex of the cape, there

is

a break and depression

the rocky wall, forming a natural harbor of small extent,
made safe by a little island lying nearly across its entrance.

in

On

that point of land,

and

in that little

or about the year 390, landed the
ary to Scotland known by name.

in

harbor of Whithorn,

first

Christian mission-

Ninian was a native of Christian Britain, probably of North
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Wales, where the British churches were in a flourishing condition, according to the venerated practices established by
At Rome he had sought a more complete
their founders.
His residence
education than his own country could afford.
Damasus I.,
the
pontificate
of
in that city must have been in

The constitution of Conand the hierarchical system in
union with the State, although still new, had already shaped
On his reitself into the likeness of the civil government.
turn through France, Ninian visited Martin, bishop of Tours,
from whom he could not fail to hear more or other lessons
on the merits of sacerdotal and monastic orders. He arrived
at Whithorn, there can be little doubt, with ideas of Christianity formed, to some degree, upon what was to be found in
Rome under Syricius but nothing is credibly recorded of
him at variance with the simple practice of earlier Christians.
Fie built a house for residence and worship, and preached the
Gospel there, as well as elsewhere in the country of the southMany of that people had heard the message of
ern Piets.
or of Syricius, or in part of both.
stantine

was then

in full force,

;

grace before, but, ere Ninian’s work closed, all of those living
to the south of the mountains of Dumbartonshire, had, in the
language of Bede, “ forsaken the errors of idolatry, and embraced the truth.” The death of Ninian is assigned to 432.
His successors, and the results of his labor, are lost to the
view of history for many generations. But after the establishment of Romanism in Scotland, Galloway emerges as an
Episcopal diocese, with its missionary Ninian a saint.
About the time of Ninian’s death, Palladius arrived as an
emissary of Rome, sent not to convert heathen, but to conform existing churches to the Romish model. For, as John
of Fordun writes, the Scots in Scotland had long before been
believers in Christ, but had as teachers of the faith, and administrators of the sacraments, only Presbyters and Monks,
following the rite of the primitive Church.
Also Prosper of
Aquitaine, writing in 455, says that Palladius was sent to the
Scots, who believed in Christ, to be their first bishop.
The
enterprise failed.
ing, his time

Even had

was too

brief.

Palladius found the people will-

He

died at Fordun

about a year after his arrival.
attempt, however, has proved to be not
ineshire,

The

in Kincardrecord of the

in vain.

It

consti-
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undesigned testimony to the tact that some Scots so
north were already Christian, before an emissary of Rome
had reached them, and also that their Christianity was not included in the Romish system, nor in all respects conformable
tutes
far

Church they had no clergy
whom Rome recognized as bishops. On this head the reasoning of Skene is, for him, singularly unsatisfactory.
Roman arms and civil authority were finally withdrawn from

to

it,

and

clearly,

that in their

Britain about the year 410, while heathen Piets continued to
harass the Christian population, from the north, and heathen
Scots from Ireland, on the west.
The latter seem to have

been

quest chiefly of plunder and of slaves.
In one of
youth of sixteen years of age, named Succat
and Patricius, was carried off and sold, or assigned to an under-chieftain of the O’Neil, in the county Antrim, who put
him to the task of tending cattle. By his own account and
it is hardly worth while to adduce anything said about him
from any other quarter Patrick was a native of Britain. And
that he meant the island of Britain, and not Brittany, admits
of no reasonable doubt.
For he writes of his wish to go
in

their raids, a

—

—

from Ireland to Britain, and even as far as to Gaul, in such a
way as to imply that Gaul lay at the distance of a considerable
journey beyond Britain. He also uses the plural of the name,
Britannia, Britanniis, and Britannias, after the custom of
the Romans when speaking of their provinces in Britain, and
calls that country his patria.
Moreover, it was not until late
in the next century that the name Armorica began to give
place to that of Brittany, on account of the great number of
British, who, by that time, had taken refuge there from the
It is a tradidomination of their Anglo-Saxon conquerors.
tion consistently retained in Scotland that the place of Patrick’s birth was on the Clyde, on the western frontier of the
Roman province of Valentia, and within the native Christian
kingdom of Strathclyde.
He was the son of a Christian
family, in a Christian community, who must have derived their
Born
religious instruction from a date earlier than Ninian.
when Ninian was only beginning his work, seventy or eighty
miles away, he was instructed from childhood in Christian
doctrine.
His father was a deacon, and his grandfather had
been a Presbyter. The hardships of bondage intensified his
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After six years he escaped, and

carried with him the purpose of returning to Ireland to preach

the Gospel.

tered upon

About the time of Ninian’s death,

432, he enthe execution of that design, and, with a few as-

landed at the extremity of Lough Strangford, in the
By the divine blessing upon the energy with
county Down.
which he prosecuted his mission, the Gospel was soon carried over that and the adjoining counties; and in a ministry
of thirty, some say forty or more, years, churches were organized in all parts of Ireland, and pastors educated for them
and ordained over them.
Christianity, as preached by Patrick, observed the primitive
simple rites once common to all the churches, Roman as well
as the rest, but longest retained in the old, out-of-the-way
British churches, within which Patrick had received his education.
He went to Ireland not to propagate a sacerdotal
sistants,

system, but, as he writes, from love to Christ and to the souls

Nor does he

commission to any human authority, but says that it was Christ the Lord who, in a vision,
commanded him to go, and the admonition of the Holy Spirit
which retained him in the work he had begun. He was a
Presbyter when he went to Ireland, and his Episcopal rank,
whatever that amounted to, he received in his own country.
Those whom he ordained to the ministry he calls by the name
They were local pastors laboring also as misclerics alone.
sionaries to extend the bounds of the Church each in his own
neighborhood, while he was the head missionary over all. By
fabrication of later writers they were all constituted bishops,
in the Romish sense, to the number of three hundred and
of men.

refer his

Of course, in so small a country as Ireland, their number declares what kind of bishops they were. At the southwestern extremity of Lough Strangford rise certain low grassy
On one of those Patrick chose his first
hills called downs.
preaching station.
It subsequently received the name Downfifty.

At Armagh, upon the “ hill of willows,” and on
ground given by Daire, chief of that district, he erected the
edifice in which he most frequently ministered himself.
His
saintship and other ecclesiastical honors were conferred at a
long subsequent time, when papalism, in effort for universal
dominion, deemed it expedient to adopt and claim credit for
patrick.
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earlier Christian achievements, disguising

them with its
and decorations.
While Patrick was pursuing his mission in Ireland, new settlements of heathen were forming in South Britain.
Saxons
had commenced their invasions before the Romans withdrew
but after the Romans had finally declared their inability to
protect the province, they came in greater numbers, and with
more success, and soon had their colonies planted along the
whole eastern coast, from Kent to Northumberland, extending successively to the countries on the Tweed and Forth,
while Norsemen had begun their invasions on the further
north-east.
By the middle of the sixth century, what is now
all

own

colors

;

Scotland was the residence of at least seven different national
groups heathen Norsemen on the north-east; heathen Saxons on the south-east on the intervening part of the east

—

;

coast,

Scots, with at least an

intermixture of

Christians

;

and partly heathen in the south centre
Christian Britons and Piets of Galloway and Ayrshire
Piets, purely heathen, in the Highlands of the north
and
heathen Piets with Scots, partly Christian, in the south-west
Highlands and Hebrides.
Britons, partly Christian
;

;

;

At

that time, the

of Strathclyde,

still

kingdom

in

the south centre, namely, that

retained

its

relations to the Britons in the

north-west of England and
of Christianity.

in

Wales, and the same profession

But the Church within

its

bounds had suffered

greatly from neglect of instruction, and long-continued warfare with

heathen on both north and

disorganized.

It

east,

and

its

clergy were

was the period of intensest conflict between
the time of King Arthur and his legend-

Britons and Saxons

—

ary wars, belonging to the most successful resistance ever
made by the Christian natives to the aggressions of their

heathen invaders.
And some of Arthur’s battles seem to
really
fought
for the kingdom of Strathclyde.
have been
Kentigern, more commonly called Mungo, a man of eminent
gifts and piety, undertook to restore Church order and the
Called by the king, the
activity of religious enterprise.
clergy, and Christian people, and ordained by a bishop from
Ireland, tie entered upon his work toward the middle of the
With long-sustained zeal he labored for the resixth century.
vival of Christianity within his

own

charge, and

in

aid of

it
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opposition to encroaching' idolatry, and encounnumber of youth, under
resistance from it.

A

his instruction, followed the

example of

his

life,

and aided

in

the execution of his plans.

While heathenism, in some parts of Scotland, was still
and resisting the work of Kentigern from both north
and east, the princes of Ireland were defenders of the Christian faith, and some of them its ministers. It was one of the
latter who recompensed the favor of Scotland to his native
Coland, by carrying the Gospel to her western Highlands.
lumba, of royal descent in the family of O’Neil, was born in
or about the year 520, at Gartan, in the county of Donegal.
Early in life he attached himself to the service of the Church
but his youth was greatly divided between it and the political
and military conflicts of parties. Finally, as he approached
strong,

;

middle age, he broke away from all secular interests, to deFrom the
vote himself solely to the work of the Gospel.
lofty headlands of his native county, far over the intervening
ocean, could be seen the grayish-blue mountains of the southOn some
ern Hebrides, Islay, Jura, Colonsay, and others.
of those Columba knew that there were colonists from Ireland converted before leaving home, but now without religious
instructors.
Others were descended of people who had left
Ireland before Christianity reached it.
And far out of sight
beyond, under the cold sky of the north, on islands and mainland, lay tribe after tribe of Piets in a state of utter heathenism.
Columba resolved to set apart the remainder of his
days to preaching the Gospel in those spiritually destitute
regions.
At about the age of forty-three he found himself in
condition to carry his design into effect.
As a Presbyter of
the Irish Church, (a higher clerical rank he never bore,) and accompanied by twelve assistants, in the year 563, he set sail in
his currach, and, after landing at several intermediate points,
fixed his residence

That

upon

Iona.

about three miles in length, and one in
width, lying off the south-western extremity of Mull, from
which it is separated by a sound one mile and a half wide, and
on every other side lashed by the free sweep of the Atlantic
ocean, was for Columba conveniently situated within the territories acquired by his countrymen, and yet not far from the
little

island,
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whose conversion he had in view. At
he
that point also,
was protected by the chief of a Scottish
colony, who gave him the island, and was prepared to welcome his Christian instructions. There he and his assistants
erecting for themselves such houses as they needed of the
humble materials of wattles and earth, Columba set up one
of those missionary schools, which formed a feature of the
old Irish and Scottish Church.
Monastic institutions they
might be called, in some sense, namely, in that their inmates
lived together in common, with some degree of ascetic selfdenial, and in obedience to their own superior; but not monastic in the sense of assuming the regular vows of poverty,
obedience, and celibacy, or in holding relations to the papacy
borders of the

Piets,

by sanction or otherwise. It would misrepresent their character, therefore, to call them simply monasteries.
Their socalled

monks were,

toral or

clergy educated for pas-

in reality, secular

mission work, as the superior or fraternity saw

direct, or

themselves might choose

;

fit

to

or they were students in

course of preparation for such work. And yet they were not
common secular priests. For, they always made the college
house their home. Even those of them who married, and
had other residences, did not surrender their place in the fraternity.
A monastery was nothing until it had received sanction from the head of the Catholic Church
in the Scottish
Church, the clerical fraternities were themselves the heads of
authority. Originally missionary colleges distributed over the
land, as convenience seemed to require, they became the seats
;

of ecclesiastical government.

Such an

institution

was now

set

up

in

Iona, from which to

direct the operations of missionary enterprise, and in which
Its
to prepare men to be pastors for the new congregations.
authority was in itself, vested by consent, or election, chiefly
in its principal, who took his orders from the Lord, whose
Gospel he preached. As he was not a diocesan bishop, but

a Presbyter of the Church of Ireland, and as all succeeding
superiors of Iona, in that line, were Presbyters, and yet, con-

and installed those who
he was always allowed the precedence, the style of bishops concerned was plainly that of
parochial pastors.
No other could belong to that connection.
jointly with the brethren, sent out

were

called bishops, of

whom
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the earliest theological college, in which pastors were edu-

cated, licensed,

of government

and ordained, Iona
in

instituted the earliest

the northern Scottish Church.

form

For, there

were yet no diocesan bishops, neither were there yet any
presbyteries or synods to discharge the duties of general superintendence, in that quarter.
In other words, it was a missionary church, and the missionary college was the source of
its ecclesiastical authority, and determined the style of its
government.
The Christian enterprise of Columba and his companions
encountered little opposition among the Piets, and was cordially supported by their countrymen, the Scottish colonists of
the Hebrides.
Meanwhile, relations were established with
Mungo and the Church of Strathclyde, giving and receiving
encouragement and support. In the course of little more than
thirty years, the western and central Highlands were brought
under Christian instruction. And these added to Strathclyde
and Galloway, and the eastern Scots, by whom Christianity
had been professed from before the days of Palladius, constituted all Scotland, except the Saxon and Scandinavian settlements.

Columba died

in Iona in 597.
His burial-place continued
long afterwards to be the most venerated cemetery in Scotland the chosen resting-place of chiefs and kings. His little
isle became an illustrious seat of Christian learning, from
which went out ministers of the Gospel, with evangelical and
educating influences over all Scotland, islands and mainland,
and far beyond its bounds.

—

In 635, Oswald, heir of the

Saxon kingdom of Northum-

having been converted to Christianity during a residence
of several years among the Scots, succeeded to the throne of
his fathers.
Earnestly desiring to have his subjects instructed
in the Gospel, he applied to the Scottish Church for a missionary.
Iona sent him Aidan, a man of singular meekness, piety,
and moderation, who was received with high respect by both
king and people. Aidan’s progress was rapid and of enduring effect.
Oswald gave him a residence not unlike that
which he had left in the Highlands. Eight miles south of
Berwick, at the foot of the seaward hills of Northumberland,
and separated from them by a belt of water about two miles
bria,
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broad, but at one place almost entirely withdrawn at low tide,
the island of Lindisfarne.
It is only seven miles in cir-

lies

cumference, and contains a smaller proportion of arable land

There did Aidan

than Iona.

modest house of rouo-h
and there other Scottish clergy
and younger men were educated for

timber thatched with straw

came

to his assistance,

the ministry.

Lindisfarne

erect his

;

became another

seat of Christian

learning— an Iona for Northumberland, and out from it proceeded missionaries, preaching the Gospel in all directions
through that kingdom. In the course of a few years they exceeded those bounds, and planted churches in the heart of
Mercia, and as far south as the kingdom of the East Saxons.
But another missionary enterprise was, at the same time,
advancing from the south. In the year when Columba died,
597, a party of Benedictine monks, with Augustine and Lawrence at their head, landed on the coast of Kent.
directly from Rome, sent by Pope Gregory I.

They came
Ethelbert,

king of Kent, influenced, it is said, by his queen, a Christian
princess of the royal house of the Franks, received them favorably, and, after a short interval, professed his belief in their
creed. His example was followed by his people, ten thousand
of whom are said to have been baptized on the following
Christmas.
Canterbury was constituted an archbishopric,
and Augustine its first incumbent. The plans of the Romish
monks wrought prosperously. Proceeding northward, it was
not long until they encountered the missionaries of Lindisfarne.
On several points their teaching and observances were
found to differ.
In the controversy which arose, Lindisfarne,
sustained from Iona, was ill-matched with Canterbury, backed
by all the weight of Rome. Before the end of the seventh
century the island school of Northumbria had passed entirely
under Romish control, and separated from her original connection. Accordingly, the Scottish and old British Churches,
in

maintaining the integrity of their own doctrine, worship,
discipline, remained apart from those of the Anglo-

and

Saxons.

Of

Churches the central authority, in the
was still Iona and of the old British Churches
that of Glasgow for the kingdom of Strathclyde, extending
down the north-west of England to Wales. Other British
the

Scottish

-eighth century,

;
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Churches were those of Wales and of Cornwall. The Scottish Churches proceeding from Iona were newer than the British, but of the same historic connection, differing in form of
government and some practices, but agreeing in the orthodoxy of their faith. A primary concern in the Scottish Church
was to provide adequate education for the ministry. A school
was accordingly the centre of its operations. The work of
the school consisted in the study of the Latin language, and
especially of the Latin Bible, with the doctrines of Revelation,

and defined, the practice of religious
observances of devotion, and the training necessary to

as then classified

duties,

proper exercise of their ministerial functions.
Their
standard of doctrine was the Bible.
Much time was devoted
to copying it
and in the study of it help was obtained from
such commentaries and summaries as their learned had prethe

;

In some of their practices they differed from other
branches of the Catholic Church, as in their peculiar tonsure
over the forepart of the head, their observance of Easter
after the example, as they understood it, of the Apostle John,
and, most of all, in that they worshipped neither saints nor
In all matters the pastors of the congregations
images.
recognized no human authority superior to the head of their
school at Iona.
And the school, without possessing any
right of primacy, could not fail to exercise a watchfulness
over the ministerial conduct of the clergy. As the bounds of
the Church extended, other schools were planted at different
places, and constituted on the same plan.
Such were those
of Abernethy, St. Andrews, and Dunkeld.
Thus, the government of the early Scottish and Pictish
Churches was neither Papal, Episcopal, nor Presbyterian, as
those systems now stand, but collegiate, in which theological
schools were the chief rulers.
They educated the ministers,
assigned them to their missionary or pastoral places, were the

pared.

when difficulties arose, and the homes to
which recourse could be had for rest, or consolation.
Saxon monks, in course of time, came among them, and
effected some changes in externals, and especially among the
Piets, and under favor of the Pictish king Nectan, in the beginning of the eighth century, introduced some of the Romish
ideas and terms
but even there the effect was only tempoauthorities consulted

;

—
;
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In the southern Hebrides and the opposite and more
southern mainland, where the Scots prevailed, Saxon innovators met with little favor, and no success, except in some inrary.

different matters, like the tonsure.
The Scottish royal line
continued to hold its separate seat of power at Dunstaffnage
in Lorn, and defended the cause of Iona.
Early in the ninth century, the Norwegian Vikings ap-

peared

among

Iona was plundered, and in succesSubsequently it revived
and continued long to be a highly venerated seat of Christian
influences but its great power in the Church was now divided
with Ireland on one hand, and the Scottish mainland on the
other, the principal part being removed to Dunkeld, on the
opposite eastern side of Scotland.
In 843, the king of Scots
happened to be left the nearest heir to the Pictish throne, and
removed his residence from Dunstaffnage to Scone, the capital of the Piets, near Perth, also on the eastern side of the
thus united kingdom.
For many ages the isles were ruled,
and to some extent inhabited, by Norsemen. At first those
invaders were heathen but in course of time, Scottish missionaries and intercourse with the Christians among whom
they lived, brought about the conversion of their settlers, who
became Christians according to the instructions proceeding
from Iona.
Later immigrations from Norway brought men
of Christian persuasion according to the type of Romanism
planted in their native land by the successors of Anschar
but that was comparatively a small element of population, and
the

isles.

sive invasions completely devastated.

;

;

created no discord

in

the religion of the country.

The Saxon settlers of England had become zealous Romanand made repeated attempts to introduce their opinions
and practices among their neighbors of earlier Christian faith.
The Scottish Church enjoyed no congenial alliance save with
ists,

those of Ireland and of Strathclyde. Their cause was one
that of retaining, as best they could, the doctrine and observIn that state of exposure
ances of their own earlier times.
to proselytism from England, and successive invasions from

was demanded of the Scottish
Aid was furnished by the
ministry to maintain their cause.
monarchy in its successive steps of growth, first by the union
of the Scots and Piets under the Scottish crown, then by the
the continent, great vigilance
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conquest of the Angles between the Forth and Tweed, and
then by the succession of the Scottish King Duncan to the
throne of Strathclyde, whereby Scotland was extended southward to the Solway, with a claim to British dominion beyond
Norsemen still ruled in Caithness and the isles.
it.
From the eighth century to the middle of the eleventh is a
period of deep historical darkness in the Church of Scotland,
in the course of which its purity may have suffered more than
can now be ascertained. No important change, however, took
place.
For at the end of that interval all its characteristic
It is then that we find
features emerge the same as before.

word most likely of
meaning servants of God, which came into use

the Scottish clergy called Culdees, a
Celtic origin,

among

the

common

people, within the unhistorical period.

It

any writings of the preceding.
About the same time also certain changes began to be introduced, of a nature to discolor and obscure the past, as well
is

not found

in

as to transform the future of the Scottish Church.

Soon

the annexation of Strathclyde, occurred the murder of

after

King

Duncan, and usurpation of the Government by Macbeth, in
Malcolm Canmore, son of the murdered king, found
1040.
refuge in England, and'at the end of about sixteen years, aided
by an English force, succeeded in recovering the throne,
through a war, in which Macbeth was defeated and slain. A
friendly feeling was thereby created in the Scottish royal
family toward the Saxons of England, which evinced itself
when, in the Norman Conquest, Edgar Atheling, heir of the
royal Saxon line, with his household, received a home in the
palace of Malcolm Canmore.
The Norman Conquest did not extend to Scotland, but its
effects gave occasion, in that country, to some very important changes.
Upon religion the change amounted to a revolution.
Margaret, sister of the fugitive Saxon prince, became
the wife of King Malcolm, and had much influence with him,
through the respect in which he held her Christian character.
A woman of sincere piety, with a degree of ecclesiastical
learning uncommon in that day, and her thinking molded by
the Romish Church, she was able to defend it before the majority of men by its traditional interpretation of Scripture. It
had been her wish to enter a nunnery and spend her whole
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And hardly was she persuaded to forego
by the offer of a throne, and of what must have
weighed more in the estimation of such a woman, the love of
a brave, true-hearted, and generous man.
Becoming Queen
life

in

devotion.

that purpose

of Scotland, she took under her special care the interests of
religion.

Although,

in

accommodated

observation of Easter and monastic tonsure,
partly to the persuasion of

Saxon monks,

— and there seems to have been a
piety — the Scottish Church was

an earlier date
of

zeal

what

still,

at

fallinor off in
o

in

the main,

had been constituted by its founders. Its monasteries,
were still ecclesiastical colleges, and not abodes of
any monastic order. Their inmates were free to marry and to
hold property.
Their principals wielded each a sort of episcopal authority, and the parish ministers recognized no higher.
Ascetics were to be found, who withdrew to rocky islets, or
other desert places, and lived in utter solitude, but, in so
doing, they were outside of the Church system
mere volunit

so-called,

—

tary anchorets.

The

Culdees, or ministers of the Scottish
Church, were supported by offerings of the pious, and their
colleges were, from time to time, liberally endowed with lands.

Some of
men for

those lands had been latterly appropriated by churchthemselves and their families still, in the days of
Queen Margaret and her sons, there was a large amount of
such property in the hands for whom it was designed. Nor
did

the

;

Culdees yet accept their orders from any earthly

sovereign, lay or ecclesiastic, out of their

own body.

The
The

king might be their friend he was not their head.
Bishop of Rome might be the greatest among bishops but
Scotland was no province of his, nor did they hold any relations, except that of a common faith, to him.
And from
several of his practices they dissented. All this was fearful
heresy in the eyes of Queen Margaret. Some of her innovations were real improvements, as, for example, her regulations for the better observance of the Sabbath, and the laws
forbidding marriage with a deceased brother’s widow, or with
a widowed step-mother; but most of them enforced upon the
nation hitherto unknown or unadopted superstitions of Rome.
With what forms the Culdees observed the sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper may not be clearly or fully ascertainable, but
;

;
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assuredly they were not the same as the Romish, nor did
they imply the same meaning.
For one of the grand points
of change which Margaret introduced was rejection of the
Scottish rite and adoption of the mass.

forced the recognition of the Lord’s real

Another article enbody and blood in

the substantially changed elements of the eucharist.

In the

observance of the anniversary of the Lord’s passion, the
queen also innovated upon the Scottish practice, and introduced the extension of the Lent fast to forty days, beginning
with Ash- Wednesday, and all the other holy days then kept
by the Romish Church.
To effect those purposes Queen Margaret had councils of
the clergy called, in one of which, at least, she appeared in person, and maintained her positions in oral address.
Her husband sustained her throughout, and added the weight of his
royal sanction to the consent of the councils.

How

far

the ac-

clergy became practical, and how
changes were accepted into the real faith of the people, we cannot say.
But it is worth remarking that the Saxon queen,
with all her excellence, was not popular among the Scots, and
in the high places of the subsequently introduced hierarchy
Scottish ecclesiastics had little share, and that, long afterward,
when the Scottish people once more took the regulation of
their Church into their own hands, they rejected all the changes
then made, excepting those touching marriage and the Sabbath.
Queen Margaret was the first among the sovereigns of Scotland to interfere with spiritual matters, in dictating faith and
forms of worship.
Rome, in whose interest her work was
done, recognized the service, and rewarded it with the honors
of canonization and a learned ecclesiastic of that connection
composed a glowing biographical eulogy of the royal saint, in
which her good works are made to appear, as Alban Butler
says, “ more wonderful than her miracles,” with which she was
also adorned.
Under her sons, Edgar, Alexander I. and David
I., who successively occupied the throne, the Saxon influence
Educated piously
at the Scottish Court continued to increase.
and with scrupulous care in the faith of Rome, those princes
added to the change of doctrine and observance effected by
their mother, a corresponding change in government.
Establishment of the diocesan system, according to the Rom-

quiescence of the

;

far the
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model, was commenced by Alexander, and carried forward
to completeness by his brother and successor, David.
The
ish

method generally followed was

that of conferring a favor

a suitable Culdee college by creating

its

upon

principal a bishop, as-

signing him jurisdiction over a definite extent of country, and
the income of certain lands, for the maintenance of his rank.

The

other

members

of the fraternity, where desirable or willing,

Where such
new foundation was filled at
The transformation proceeded

naturally constituted the chapter of the diocese.

preparation was. not available, a
once with a Saxon incumbent.

with the greater

facility that

some of the

sacerdotal

titles,

though

with a different application, were already in use in the Scottish
Church.
By Alexander, St. Andrews was changed from a seat
of Culdee learning to that of a diocese while the See of Glasgow was founded by act of Pope Pascal II., in consecrating
the first incumbent, and thereby conferring on it what was
deemed a more than common importance. Early in the reign
of David I., about 1127, Dunkeld was transformed, by making
The
the principal, or abbot, of the Culdee College a bishop.
And the
diocese of Dumblane was erected in a similar way.
Culdee institution of Brechin was changed into the diocesan
See of Brechin, by converting the brethren of the college into
the dean and chapter of the diocese.
In this enterprise, the monarch’s example was followed by
his powerful, but refractory subject, Fergus, Lord of Galloway,
and his rival, Olaus (Aulay), king of the isles. By the former the
diocese of Galloway was constituted, subject to the archbishop
of York and by the latter, that of the Suderies (Sodor) and
Man, about the year 1134. By Suderies was meant the south
;

;

Hebrides, and the Isle of

Man

was the royal residence of the

Norse king of the isles. At the death of David, in 1153, the
transformation was complete, although Shetland and the Orkney Isles, being under Norwegian rule, were not brought into
the system until the next century, and the diocese of Argyll
was not separated from that of Dunkeld until the same period.
In the establishment of a diocesan system after the Romish model, but copied immediately from the Anglo-Saxon, it
followed that the English archbishops claimed jurisdiction over
But to admit that, would have been
the bishops in Scotland.
to surrender the national independence, and, on the part of the
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One

step

constituted.

was early perceived, and action taken in regard
by Alexander I., who turned the property belonging to
the Culdees of St. Andrews into an endowment for the new
metropolitanate. Turgot, the first incumbent, was a Saxon,
who had been a monk of St. Cuthbert’s in Durham. He found
to

necessity

it

T

much difficulty in getting his office into satisfactory relations
with the English metropolitans and Romish practices on one
hand, and the royal authority, priests, and practices of the ScotChurch on the other. After six years of trouble, he went

tish

England
Eadmer, also

into

clergy of his

and never came back. His successor,
a Saxon, found the same difficulties.
Some
native country advised him to comply with the
for advice,

usages of the Scottish Church, as

honoring

his

“

without disIn their
character, or hazarding his salvation.”
far as

he could

seems, the difference between the Scottish Church
and the Romish, on some points, was vital. Eadmer preferred
to abandon the strife, and returned to England.
Again Alexander chose a Saxon.
Why? He wanted a Scottish primacy
without dependence on England; could he not find a clergyman at home able and willing to be primate? It seems not,
or that he felt unwilling to trust any of them with so much
power.
Robert, the monk, had to contend with the same difficulties which discouraged his predecessors
but he weathered
through them, and held the office until his death in 1158 or
1 159.
The bishop of St. Andrews, however, did not reach full
recognition of his metropolitan honors, during the true middle
estimate,

it

;

ages.

new

York

persisted in the claim of superiority over

all

the

nor would the Pope interfere to
restrain his ambition, or to enforce compliance.
During the same reigns, another branch of the Romish ecclesiastical empire was planted in Scotland.
The sons of St.
Margaret thought the Church not complete without the monastery, and had the two set up side by side, as if they had been
two halves of a unit. To neither the diocesan nor the monastic system were the Culdees held to belong.
They were set
aside to make way for the bishops, and totally ignored in setting up the orders.
Introduction of monasteries was pushed
forward with zeal and rapidity, until the land was full of them.
bishoprics of the north

;
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In 1098, Alexander founded, at Coldingham, an abbey for Benit with English monks from Durham, and

edictines, supplying

same order, which was afterAbbey, the monks being brought from
Canterbury.
In 1114 he erected an Abbey for regular canons
of St. Augustine, at Scone, to which was attached a priory on
an island in Loch Tay, in 1122, and another Abbey of the
same order on Inchcolm, in 1123. But in abundance of this
kind of work, David I. distanced all rivalry. In 1128 he established an Abbey of Augustinians at Edinburgh, which being
dedicated to the Holy Cross, was called the Holy Rood.
He
built at Melrose, upon the ruins of the old Culdee institution,
an Abbey for Cistercian monks brought from England also
the Abbey of Cambus Kenneth, for Augustinian monks from
France, that at Kelso, that at Jedburgh, and others, besides
priories in various parts of the kingdom.
He furnished establishments for Knights Templar, and Knights of St. John,
whom he was the first to bring into Scotland. Monastic
houses for women were erected by the same pious prince. Three
convents of Cistercian nuns were established at Berwick, at
Three Fountains, and at Gulane in East Lothian.
Here again the example of the king was imitated by some
Fergus, Lord of Galloway, founded
of his wealthy nobility.
for Premonstratensian monks the Abbey of Soulseat, and
another at Tungland, and one for Cistercians at Dundrennan.
a priory at Dunfermline, for the

ward changed

to an

;

Hugh

Moreville, constable of Scotland, erected the

Abbey

of

Dryburgh, on the Tweed, and that of Kilwinning, in Ayrshire.
And Cospatrick, Earl of March, and his lady, built a convent
of Cistercian nuns at Coldstream, and another at Eccles, in
Berwickshire.
Iona, through repeated calamities, partially maintained her

ground a generation longer but finally, broken, plundered, and
degenerate, succumbed to the common fate, and in 1203 sub;

mitted to become a seat of Romish monasticism.
In brief, within the successive reigns of those three sons of
St. Margaret, twenty-seven monastic institutions were estab-

bounds of Scotland, besides provision for
all of them planted with forNative institutions were appropriated
eign monks or nuns.
entire, and without scruple added to the wealth of the Crown,
lished within the

the ecclesiastico-military orders,
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Culdees, if they wished to
Church,
had
to
accept it under the new
retain a place in the
system, and abjure their own. What the sentiment of the peoFor the records of Scotland
ple was we can only conjecture.
defenders
hands
of
of Rome, who also exerinto
the
now pass
cised a retrospective care in manipulating those of the past.
The ancient Scottish Church may have been better than the
Romish, it may have been worse, but all pretension that it was
to

the foreign substitutes.

same is certainly in error, seeing that a national revolution
was needed to make it conform a revolution imposed upon
the country by powers of government in the hands of a dynasty
half foreign by birth, and entirely foreign by education.
the

—

James

C.

Moffat.

III.

PAUL’S CONVERSION AND
GOSPEL.

N

THE PAULINE

well-known work on the Apostle Paul, Renan remarks “After being for three hundred years the Christian Doctor par excellence thanks to Protestant orthodoxy,
Paul in our day is on the point of finishing his reign.
Jesus,
on the contrary, is more living than ever. It is no more the
Epistle to the Romans which is the resume of Christianity.
It is the Sermon on the Mount.
The true Christianity, which
will remain eternally, comes from the Gospel, not from the
Epistles of Paul.”*
Judging from present appearances the
French
savant seems destined to remain, for
prophecy of the
Paul’s reign, so far from coming
a while at least, unfulfilled.
to an end, appears rather to be entering on a new lease of
power. His history and teaching occupy a prominent place
in men’s thoughts at this hour; and the literature of “ Paulinism ” is constantly receiving important additions both in the
English-speaking parts of the world, and on the Continent of
Europe. This abiding and increasing hold of the great apostle of the Gentiles on the mind of the Church, and indeed we
may say of the civilized world, does not surprise us. For
next to Christ himself Paul is by far the most important figure
in the New Testament history, and after the Gospels there is
nothing in the New Testament literature to compare in rehis

I

:

,

spect of doctrinal value to the Pauline Epistles,

if

we

except

the Epistle to the Hebrews, viewed as of other than Pauline

And

authorship.

not only

is

Paul next to Christ; he

over, akin to Christ, a most congenial
* “

St.

Paul,” p. 569.
(

652)

is, moreand adequate interpre-
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genius of the doctrine taught by the great
If we look away from mere details, and
processes of reasoning, and fix our attention on the great
outlines of Paulinism, we cannot fail to recognize in Paul a
genuine disciple of Jesus, possessing a true insight into the
innermost significance of His teaching. The kingdom proclaimed by Jesus was a spiritual kingdom, a kingdom of
grace, a kingdom of joyous filial liberty, its citizens standing in
ter of the true

Founder of our

faith.

God as their

Father, a kingdom in which
and a kingdom open to all comers on
equal terms: to “publicans and sinners,” Samaritans and
heathen, not less than to the descendants of Abraham.
Turning from the Gospels to the Pauline Epistles we find
there Christianity conceived and elaborately expounded and
defended as a religion of the Spirit as opposed to ritualism,
a religion of grace as opposed to self-righteousness, a religion of freedom as opposed to legalism, a religion of charity
as opposed to Pharisaic exclusiveness; and by reason of these
attributes a religion for the whole world, and for all ages, the
the relation of sons to

the supreme law

is

love,

religion of humanity, the absolute religion.

In claiming for Paul close affinity to Christ we are not concerned to deny that we may find in his writings not only broad
fundamental resemblances to the doctrine of the Great Master, but also striking contrasts
contrasts sufficient to impress
us with the truth that Jesus is greater than Paul, and to make
us feel as if in the Gospel we were nearer heaven than in the
Pauline Epistles.
In the Gospels we find immediate intui;

tions of truth, in these Epistles elaborate

tiguing dialectics

;

in

and sometimes

fa-

the one region reigns a divine calm with

sky overhead
in the other, storms of controversy
rage, and the heavens are obscured with drifting clouds. The
teaching of Jesus is adorned with poetic beauty and artless
blue

;

lyric simplicity
spirit,

and

rugged,

full

;

the utterances of Paul are often poetic in

of glowing eloquence, but the eloquence

unrhythmical,

passionate,

wanting

in

is

repose and

grace and felicity.
In the mind of Jesus there is a
healthy objectivity: flowers, birds, fields, all natural objects
have a place in His capacious heart, and all receive occasional

literary

mention

in

His discourse.

characterized by intense,

Paul’s mind, on the other hand,

we had

is

almost said morbid, subjec-
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tivity.
His gaze is introverted he is too much preoccupied
with great absorbing questions of moral and religious concern to see or notice outward things.
As a missionary he
passes through many lands, but in his writings we look in
:

vain

pictorial

for

spiritual

touches, and find references only to the

phenomena of

the regions visited.

On

his arrival at

Athens he beholds the multitude of works of art for which
that city was famous; but what strikes him is not the beauty
of the statuary, but an inscription on a certain altar, which to
his mind becomes forthwith invested with a deep symbolic
significance.
Even the facts of Christ’s life seem to have
little interest for him, if we may judge from the paucity of references to these in his Epistles.
He hardly mentions any
facts, save the cardinal ones of the crucifixion and the resurrection. It has sometimes been supposed that this parsimonious allusion to the events of our Lord’s wondrously interesting
life on earth is due to ignorance.
But we migfht as well infer
that Paul had never seen the countries he is said to have
he gives us no descriptions of scenery after
the manner of modern travellers.
The silence is due to previsited because

occupation of mind with certain great ideas regarding the religious significance of Christ’s

earthly history,

in

virtue

of

determined to know nothing save Jesus Christ
risen
determined in the sense of being bound,
constrained to this course as by an overmastering influence,
possessed by great thoughts which leave neither liberty nor
inclination to follow any other course.
Along with this intense subjectivity and preoccupation
naturally went another characteristic, in which Paul comes behind Jesus. Nothing strikes one more in reading the Gospels
than the many-sidedness of our Lord’s mind, we might call it
circularity conceiving a circle as a figure consisting of an
In contrast with this many-sidedinfinite number of sides.
ness of Christ’s teaching we may without disparagement
recognize a certain one-sidedness in the teaching of Paul.
He is a man of one idea. His motto, as he tells us himself,
It
in the Epistle to the Philippians is er St, one thing only.
He knows
is his motto not in action merely, but in thought.
in part, and prophesies in part.
This partiality, however,
while it may be a limit or defect, is not a fault; it is rather a

which he

is

crucified

and

,

—
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doing the work assigned
to use him as His instrument
to give currency in the faith of Christendom to the great
truth that salvation is of grace, and He so burnt that truth
into his soul that he could not get past it, or see round it, or
refrain from speaking of it; could not find time for speaking
of anything else except in relation thereto. The one-sidedness

him supremely
him by Providence. God meant

virtue, for

it fits

for

of the instrument, thus explained,

in

mind

;

a

And

tance of the truth proclaimed.
this

homage

to the imporimportant to bear
for the infirmity of the instrument is apt to
is

it

is

breed in us unawares a dislike to the teaching in connection
with which it is manifested a dislike which, if we mistake not,
is wide spread in our day, and of which the sentences quoted
above from M. Renan, may be regarded as the expression.
Having adverted to this source of anti-Pauline prejudice, we
may allude to another closely related thereto. To sons of
culture delighting in sweetness and light it is apt to appear an
unpardonable sin in Paul that he was a controversialist. A
controversialist he certainly was, but it was his misfortune, not

—

his fault.

The

great question

in

debate, that respecting the

was to occupy as toward Judaism
and the Law, whether one of subservience or co-ordination
on the one hand, or one of independence and supremacy on
the other, must arise sooner or later.
Conflict on this point,
on which the whole future of Christianity turned, was inevitable, and some one must render the service to the world, of
fighting for the right in the momentous quarrel.
Paul was
the man raised up by Divine Providence to perform this great
task, and instead of blaming him for this destiny, let us rather
be thankful that he clearly discerned and firmly chose the
right side, and that he fought for it with incomparable skill,
and with heroic ardor and resolution.
There is one thing which, amid all changes of taste and
theological tendency, will forever guarantee the labor and
teaching of the Apostle Paul, against becoming objects of inposition which Christianity

difference to the

of the

man

human mind.

It

is

the remarkable history

previous to his becoming a Christian.

Paul the

apostle had once been a Pharisaic zealot for the law and a
ruthless persecutor of the Christian Church.

These

facts in-

vest his whole career subsequent to his conversion with at
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and supply to the pious mind a
recognizing the power of Divine
grace in bringing about so great a change as that involved in
one becoming a preacher of the faith, who had formerly been
a destroyer of it.
But the early antecedents of Paul may be
least the interest of contrast,

most legitimate occasion

for

We

turned to more than merely picturesque or pious uses.
may very legitimately hope to discover some causal connec-

between the apostle’s history before his conversion, and
and all that it subsequently led to. It
is by no means unlikely that a careful study of that history
may assist us to understand both how Saul of Tarsus became
a Christian and how he became such a Christian as we know
him to have been, holding such sharply-defined views of the
Gospel as we find taught in his Epistles. This is the scien-

tion

that conversion itself

tific

as distinct from the pictorial or pious use of Paul’s early

biography.

Such a

scientific

method of bringing

available

materials to bear on the solution of an important religious

problem commends itself to the temper of the present age,
and it is therefore only what was to be looked for when we
find the method pursued in recent works, such as those of
Pfleiderer on “ Paulinism,” a book deserving careful study on
the part of every theologian,

tinguished

ability,

and the

on

spirit of

account both of its discandor by which it is per-

vaded, and containing an exposition of Paul’s teaching, whose
general character may be indicated by the formula an exegetical vindication and a philosophical dissipation of the
Reformed interpretation of the Pauline system of doctrine.
This author approaches his task by asking himself the ques:

tion

:

How

are

we

to conceive the genesis

of the Pauline doc-

trine ? observing that the question presses itself with pecu-

urgency in reference to Paul, inasmuch as he was not
only not an immediate disciple of Jesus, but did not even deThe method
rive his views from such as had been disciples.
his
own
question
seeks
answer
is
to endeavor
which
he
to
by
liar

to find such a psychological explanation of Paul’s conversion

as

may

trine.

contain at the

He

same time the germ of

his peculiar doc-

holds himself' justified in seeking a

common

expla-

nation of the conversion and the doctrine by Paul’s own
statements, especially that one in the commencement of the
Epistle to the Galatians, where the apostle solemnly declares

;
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was taught the Gospel by the revelation of Jesus
Christ, the subsequent context showing that the revelation
referred to is that made to him at his conversion, consisting
that he

such a manifestation of Christ himself to the spirit of Paul
made the mission ,to the heathen (to which reference is
made in the same context), appear to his view a matter of
If so, then, argues Pfleiderer, “we
necessary consequence.
may thence plainly see that Paul’s faith in Christ, as regards
its distinguishing characteristics, namely, its antinomianism
and universality, really dated from his conversion, and had
The problem, accordingly, is to find
the same root with it.”
the common root in the inner processes of Paul’s spirit
in

as

which led up

to,

and issued

in,

his conversion.

We readily recognize the legitimacy as well as the interest of
the problem, and are prepared to examine with unbiased

mind

any attempt at its solution. We do not allow ourselves to be
scared by the fact that some of those who have made the attempt, including Pfleiderer, have themselves been biased by
a desire to eliminate the supernatural out of Paul’s religious
history, and to make his conversion and his conception of
Christianity appear natural products of immanent laws of the
human spirit. With such writers as Pfleiderer, it is a fixed
axiom that there can be no breach of natural continuity in the

any sphere, physical or moral no miraculous incurPower into the domain of natural law, either in the
This axiom they bring
inanimate world, or in the human soul.
with them to the consideration of Paul’s history, and it dominates their treatment of the most marvellous event therein, viz,
Common to all is the
his conversion on the way to Damascus.
determination to eliminate the miraculous, though they differ as
to their mode of achieving the feat and the amount of effort
expended in the task. Some make very slight and easy work
What a simple affair does Paul’s conversion become,
of it.
e. g., in the hands of Renan
universe

in

;

sion of Divine

!

“ In the midst of the hallucinations to which all his senses were a prey, what
saw he, what heard he? He saw the figure which pursued him for many days
he saw the phantom about which were current so many recitals he saw Jesus
himself, saying to him in Hebrew, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me? Impetuous natures pass all at once from one extreme to the other. There are for
them what cold natures know nothing of, solemn movements, minutes which
decide the rest of life. Reflecting men do not change, they transform them?;

:
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ardent men, on the contrary, change and do not transform themselves.
is a Nessus-shirt which they cannot tear off. They must have a pretext
for loving and hating. Our Western races alone have produced those spirits, large,
delicate, strong, and flexible, which no momentary illusion carries away, no
vain affirmation seduces. The East has never had men of that species. In a
few moments all his most profound thoughts crowd into the soul of Paul. The
horror of his conduct appeared in all its vividness before his eye. He saw himself covered with the blood of Stephen.
That martyr appeared to him as his
father, his initiator; he was touched to the quick, utterly confounded.
But, in
brief, he had only changed his fanaticism.
His sincerity, his need of absolute
faith, forbade moderation.
It was clear that he would employ for Jesus the
same fiery zeal that he had employed in persecuting Him.”*
selves

;

Dogmatism

It is

not consistent with

questions

in

German

such a flippant

style,

gravity to solve serious

and accordingly German

theologians of the naturalistic school either go into the matter
far

more

which we have a very good example in
his work on the Gospel of Peter and of

elaborately, of

the case of Holsten

in

more wisely show their respect for the difficulty of
the problem by abstaining from all attempts at its solution,
Such was the
while asserting the possibility of solving it.
course pursued by the famous Dr. Baur, who, in his great
work on the Apostle Paul, contented himself with saying
Paul,f or

“

Who has a right to say that such a revolution in the religious and spiritual life

man in a natural way ?
venture to maintain that even the most sudden transition from the
one extreme to the other lies outside the sphere of psychological possibility, and
in case such a phenomenon is deemed unnatural, that the unnatural can be realized by a miracle? If anywhere a miracle is to be rejected, it is in the psychological sphere, and in such cases in which the miracle could only be regarded
as a violent incursion into the natural development of the spiritual life.”]:
of the apostle could not develop itself out of his inner

Who will

But how

far

Dr. Baur was from deeming a purely naturalistic
affair, we learn from

explanation of Paul’s conversion, a simple

—

words written at a later period words honorable to his candor and indicative of true greatness: No analysis, he writes,
in his work on the Christian Church of the first three centuries

:

“No analysis,

either psychological or dialectic, can search

the inner secret of the act in which

His Son." §
In presence of such
* “ Les Apotres,”
f

“Zum

God

naturalistic

revealed to him (Paul)

attempts

to

eliminate

p. 182.

Evangelium des Petrus und des Paulus.”

X “ Der Apostel Paulus,” p. 86.
§ “Das Christenthum und die Christliche Kirche der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,”

p. 45.
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the miraculous from Paul’s conversion, and to resolve what
seems miraculous in it— the appearance of Christ into a purely

—

subjective vision, such as
epileptic habit can

have

men

of excitable temperament and

at certain crises in their history, in-

volving intense mental activity and nervous excitement, the
believing mind is strongly tempted to regard all attempts at
discovering a natural connection between the experiences of
Paul before and after his conversion as illegitimate, and to
rest content with receiving that event as a pure and absolute
miracle.
It
In this mood we speak of the event in this wise
:

God

His sovereign grace to open Paul’s eyes and
to change his heart, and so to convert the qicondam Pharisee
and persecutor into a Christian apostle. And in speaking thus
we only repeat Paul’s own words, for he was wont to speak of
“ It pleased God to reveal
the matter in such terms as these
His Son in me that I might preach Him among the heathen.”
It was a reverent, devout manner of speaking which well became him, and which we may lawfully, not to say profitably,
follow.
Only, in so doing we must be on our guard against a
mistake, into which we may inadvertently fall, that of assuming that it was psychologically improbable that one such as
Paul had been antecedently to his conversion, could become
such as we know him to have been after his conversion in
other words, that so intense a Pharisee and legalist could become a Christian, and especially such a Christian, an intense,
enthusiastic advocate of a religion utterly opposed to Pharisaism and legalism.
By such an assumption we make the
marvellous change more miraculous than there is any need
for, and introduce divine agency as the accomplisher of psychological impossibilities, saying in effect
See here Paul the
Pharisee, see there Paul the apostle, what an incomprehensible contrast behold what great things God hath wrought.
Now, the truth is, there is no psychological improbability in
such an one as Paul the Pharisee, if he become a Christian
pleased

in

:

;

:

;

at all (reserving

meantime the question as

to the probability

we see him to
have been. The psychological probability is all the other
way. It may be predicted that if this intense zealot for the
law became a Christian, he will be a Christian of a very remarkable type, as original in his new character and career as
of this event), becoming such a Christian as
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he was
sible, in
It

in his old,

may be

other

:

and as

different

from his former self as pos-

so far as religious opinion and practice are concerned.

expected that he

that having

will

been before

go from one extreme
his conversion, of all

to the

men

of

most ardent disciple of the law, he will after his
conversion become the most thorough-going advocate of the
Having,
doctrine that through Christ the law is abrogated.
to begin with, made the law everything, he will probably end
by making the law nothing; nothing, at least, in the sense in
which he formerly made it everything.
Thus far, at least, we can go with Baur and others in seeing, in the very pronounced Christianity of Paul after his conhis time, the

version,

an exemplification of the principle that extremes

But we may go further than this, and say that Paul’s
career as a Pharisee had something to do with his becoming
Given a man of Paul’s temperament in an era
a Christian.
when an old faith is dying out and a new one is being born
into existence, and his conversion from fanatical attachment
meet.

to the old to enthusiastic devotion

to the

new may be

Such a man

garded as a not unlikely event.

re-

throw himself in the first place with all the self-abandonment of a generous, resolute spirit, into the cause of the religion in which
he has been reared, striving to give it a rejuvenescence, and
exerting himself with all his might to repress its rival.
But
in

the very act of practicing the old religion with the fervor

of a devotee, he will discover

its

the very act of persecuting the
in

will

it

truths,

and

in

its

inherent weakness, and

new

professors virtues to which he will be

And

constrained, in spite of prejudice, to do homage.

struggle will begin

in

in

religion he will discover

his soul,

so a

which may go on secretly

a time, the zealot for the old faith feeling the force of truths

the new, to which, nevertheless, he will not yield

for
in

— the wild

But sooner or later the crisis
no longer when the
Pharisee shall own himself conquered by the Nazarene; and
that day arrived, it may be expected, of course, that the new
convert will be as zealous for Christianity as he was against
it, and will preach the faith which he once destroyed.
That such an imaginary career falls within the limits of
colt kicking against the pricks.

must come when the wild

natural probabilitv,

all

colt shall kick

intelligent students of

;

human

history
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and believing theologians can make

the concession without prejudice to their conviction that into
the conversion of Paul a truly supernatural element entered.*

But when we advance beyond generalities and endeavor to
what precise way Paul’s previous religious history
served as a preparative for his conversion, more than one line
of road is open to us.
Till recently, theologians were pretty
well agreed as to the hypothesis on which Paul’s conversion
could most satisfactorily be psychologically accounted for.
The key to the mystery was found in the Pharisaic zealot’s
ascertain in

Put broadly, the theory

intense longing for righteousness. f
is,

that Paul’s very earnestness as a Pharisee helped to

him

a Christian.

—

likely

little

man may remain

earnestness a

consuming earnesthe is not una hunger and thirst after righteousness
to go through to the other side of Pharisaism and

a Pharisee

ness

With a

make

all

his days, but with a great

—

become a convert to the doctrine that salvation is of grace.
And so it was with Saul of Tarsus. Even in the days of unbelief he had a noble, passionate longing for righteousness,
and he spared himself no pains to attain the desired end, and
so

commend

But the very thoroughness
and so prepared
change in his views from a religion

himself to God.

of the attempt demonstrated

impossibility,

its

the zealot for a radical
of self-righteousness to a religion of trust

Such was the old theory.
theory, and, moreover,

it

seems

It

—

in

Divine mercy.

intrinsically a credible

has the additional recommendation

of being in accordance with hints thrown out by the apostle

himself

in

version.!

was from

reference to his experience antecedent to his con-

From
his

these hints we gather that Saul of Tarsus
youth up devoutly religious, according to his light.

* In an article in the Studien und Kritiktn 1864, Beyschlag endeavors to show how,
while Paul’s previous experience was leading up to his conversion, there was still a necessity for a miraculous interposition.
“Christ,” he remarks, “ can help this man before thousands, for the innermost nature of this man is prepared for Him before
thousands yet He cannot help him in a purely inward manner, since his inner man,
while penetrated with intense unconscious desire for Christ, is nevertheless shut against
Him by a strong door of passionate prejudice. Christ must burst open this door from
without: He must help him from without inwards (Er muss ihm helfen von Aussen
nach Innen).” The article is on the conversion of Paul, with special reference to Holsten’s attempt to resolve it into a purely subjective vision,
,

;

f

Beyschlag, in the article referred

X

Compare such

texts as Gal.

i.

adopts this view.

to,

13-15

;

Phil.

iii.

5,

6

;

Rom.

vii.

8-1 1.
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He

believed with

his heart in

all

God

;

believed that

God

is,

He is the rewarder of them that diligently seek Him.
God’s favor he regarded as man’s chief end and according to all that he had learned from parents, rabbis, and
sacred writings, he reckoned the faithful keeping of the com-

and that

To

grain

;

mandments the
of keeping the

direct, sure way thereto.
And to this task
commandments he addressed himself with all

the ardor of a deeply earnest, passionate nature.
And for a
while he seemed to himself to have succeeded, and was in

high

spirits

and

full

of

good hope, having,

as he honestly be-

God and men.
hope and peace were the fruit of ignorance, or, more
exactly, of partial knowledge of the law’s demands.
In his
“
own graphic words,
He was alive without the law.”* But
one of the fruits of his moral earnestness was that he grada conscience void of offence before

lieved,

But

this

The

ually got a deeper insight into the nature of duty.

infin-

began to dawn on his mind, and in
consequence the star of hope set in the night of despair. In
his own terse language, which in few words record an everinemorable passage in his spiritual history: “The commandment came, sin revived, and I died.” The awful thought
itude of moral obligation

mind that by the way of legal righteousBut the unwelcome
ness to please God was unattainable.
conviction was not at once accepted and acted on
it was not
likely to be, for Pharisaism dies hard. But there it was, demanding submission, and provoking recalcitration in the Pharisee’s
Such was the state of his mind at the
wild, untamed spirit.
persecuting
the followers of Jesus.
In that
he
was
time
very
persecution, in fact, we see the untamed colt kicking against

forced itself upon his

—

the pricks, with ever-increasing violence,

came too hard

for himself

;

when

till

the process be-

at length, like

Ephraim of

Turn thou me and I shall be turned,
he yielded and said
thou art the Lord my God.”
This view of Paul’s state of mind while he was persecuting
the Christians assumes that Christianity presented itself to his
mind during the period of unbelief as the rival of legal righteousness.
Sceptical critics tell us, however, that this is not
old,

:

“

for

true,

*

and that Christianity,

Rom.

vii. g.

in its earliest form,

was a mere

vari-
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distinguishing feature the belief

and in all other respects conforming
to existing Jewish opinion and practice.
If this view were correct it would be difficult to understand what there was in the
Christian community to provoke such bitter hostility in Paul’s
breast.
The fact that he persecuted the Church is the best
that Jesus

Christ,

bosom of that
much had appeared.

possible evidence that in the
ligion destined to alter

society a

A

new

re-

sure instinct

was something
boded danger to the religion of the law latent possibly
as yet, and even not fully comprehended by the adherents of
the new sect, but destined to become operative more and more.
Not that it was altogether latent, for it had already begun to
told the ardent, thoughtful Pharisee that there

that

;

manifest

person

itself

of

as a principle antagonistic to legalism

Stephen.

This

remarkable

man had

in the

exhibited

Christianity in such a light as to lay himself open to a plausible charge of speaking blasphemous words against the temple
and the law, and of predicting, as the ultimate result of the influence of Jesus, the abrogation of Levitical worship and all old
customs.
Saul of Tarsus had seen this man, had heard him debate in the Synagogue, and plead before the Sanhedrim, and was
an eager spectator of his martyrdom. He cordially hated the
proto-martyr, but he felt his importance he recognized in him
;

the representative

man

of the

new movement,

best understood the genius of the

sect with

the

man who

which he was

and therefore he resolved to treat that sect as
Stephen had been treated. And so the young Pharisee became
a persecutor of the Christians, and while he persecuted he was
trying hard to work out faithfully the legal system in whose
defence he played the odious role, and while he tried he was
more and more haunted by the suspicion that Stephen was right,
and that the law was not the final basis of man’s relations with
God, and the suspicion maddened him and made him more
violent and unreasonable till the frenzy reached its height, and
the hour arrived when the Lord of the persecuted ones could
“ It
interpose with effect, and utter the compassionate words
is hard for thee to kick against the pricks,” and tame the proud
spirit into the obedience of faith.
In some such way as this have theologians tried to show how
Paul’s very experiences as an earnest law-keeping Jew tended
identified,

:
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make him a Christian, and such a Christian as he
who believed that righteousness came not through
keeping of the law, but through faith in Christ. But this way
naturally to

was, one,

viz,

of accounting for the religious change which came over him is
discarded by some recent writers, such as Holsten and Pfleiderer.

The

latter author, in

his

work on Paulinism,

characterizes the

theory as at least insufficient.
In support of this charge he
argues from the case of other Jewish Christians who may all,
he thinks, be assumed to have experienced more or less the
sense of inability to keep the law, and who, nevertheless, were

not led by that consciousness to the conclusion that the law
was no longer binding, or that it was useless for salvation, but
merely to this, that besides the keeping of the law there was
needed, in order to salvation, faith in the atoning death of
Christ as a God-appointed

those who, after

all

means

of cancelling the guilt of

their best efforts,

still

came

short of perfect

compliance with the law’s behests. The position taken up by
the average Jewish Christian was not, we are told, Paul’s inexorable alternative, either the works of the law or faith in Christ,
but both the works of the law and the faith of Christ. And it
is asked: If this was all the length the sense of shortcoming
brought the ordinary Jew, why should it take Paul further: beyond the hypothesis that Christ’s death was a supplement of
legal righteousness, to the daring and on the surface impious
hypothesis that it was the disannulling of the law, and the replacing of it by an entirely new way of salvation? To this
question our reply is Because Paul was no ordinary Jew but
a man of extraordinary mental vigor and moral earnestness
because he was endowed with an exceptionally tender and
active conscience, and also with what Sabatier well calls a passion for the absolute* a thorough-going intellect which, with
rigorous logic, followed out every principle to its remotest consequences. Most men are timid, inconsequent, half-and-half, given
to compromise, accepting principles, and at the same time holding opinions demonstrably incompatible with them. But there
are some exceptions, and Paul was one of them, and Luther
was another, and we are, therefore, not surprised that Paul’s
Christianity took a very different shape from that of the average
:

,

;

* In “ L’Apostre Paul,” an excellent work, which ought to be better known.
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Jewish Christian, any more than we are surprised that every
in his cell experienced troubles of conscience did

monk who

not play the part of the German Reformer in the history of the
Church. When such a powerful nature as Paul’s appears we
expect that it will feel far more intensely than other men, that
which all feel more or less that it will pass through more de;

cisive spiritual crises,

and that

it

will carry

out principles brought

into consciousness at such crises with a consistency and energy

of which most

few dream.

men

Does

are incapable

and to consequences whereof

the action of conscience lead ordinary

men

and make them thankful to
Christ one who supplements their shortcomings ? The

to see the defects of their conduct
find in

same cause

work

powerful nature will
breed tragic despair as to the possibility of pleasing God by
at

legal righteousness,

in the exceptionally

and make him accept Christ not

weight, or supplement, but as

all in all,

eousness as worthless, yea, the law

as a

make-

tossing aside legal right-

itself as

of no avail for the

purposes of salvation.

But

it

with the old hypothesis, what,
will be asked, does he propose to put in its place ?
For the
if

Pfleiderer

is dissatisfied

moral process above described he substitutes a dialectic process
of which not conscience, but the reason was the scat, herein following pretty closely the example set by Holsten. His explanation of the process as given in the introduction of his
work on Paulinism is, in substance, as follows: The problem,
let it be recollected, is to find a common root from which can
be explained at once the psychological process of Paul’s conversion, and the genesis of his peculiar Gospel.
Now as to the
leaves
us
in
no
doubt
as to what is the decisive
latter, Paul
ground of his whole doctrine concerning the law. He expresses
it in Gal. ii. 21 in these explicit terms: “ If by the law righteousness came, then Christ died in vain.” Of course, holding this
view, he, as a believer, could only conclude that Christ’s death
was meant to bring in a completely new righteousness which
should stand in no relation to human performances, but be a
pure gift of Divine grace. This conclusion he unhesitatingly
adopted and worked out to all its consequences, so that his
whole system of doctrine is a development of the central idea
of the atoning death of Christ. But how did he come to adopt
that strange idea

?

Is

it

credible or conceivable that the thought
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of the crucified Messiah was the cardinal point in the psychowhich led to his conversion ? Our author thinks

logical process
it is,

and he

tries to

prove

it

thus.

Consider the position of the

Pharisee Saul to the proclamation of a crucified Messiah.
cross of Christ

is

for the

Jews the arch

The

death of

all

crucified

Nazarene was the

their hopes.

offence, because

The

it is

the

question, therefore, whether the

Christ, as believers in

Him

alleged,

importance to them. No wonder that so zealous
a Pharisee as Saul could not rest, but saw in the persecution of the disciples a sacred duty.
But this very persecution
brought him into closer contact with the Christians. Of course he
fought them not merely with outward force, but with the weapons
of his formidable dialectic.
Of course, also, he heard what the
Christians had to say in their own defence, in which a foremost
place was given to the resurrection, and also to texts in Old Testament Scriptures tending to show that suffering and death
were a part of Messiah’s career. What could he oppose to
He could not deny either the possibility of
these arguments?
the resurrection or the feasibility of the Scripture proof in the
abstract, because, on the one hand, all Pharisees believed in the
resurrection of men in general, and because the mode of inter-

was of

vital

preting Scripture employed by the disciples was, in

its

general

character, very similar to that current in the Rabbinical schools.

But the

less able

he was to refute conclusively the arguments

of the Christians, so
feeling of the

much

Jew and

the

more

violently did the subjective

the Pharisee rise against the thought that

the crucified one was the promised Messiah.
curse of the law

fell,

He

on

whom

the

the bringer of Messianic salvation, there-

It cannot be a righteousness according to the law which one cursed by the law
brings in it must be a new righteousness, a righteousness without all reference to law. Impious, absurd notion to be put

fore also of Messianic righteousness!

;

down with

a strong hand.

But the very

act of putting the

impious notion down tends to make it appear more clearly before the persecutor’s eye in all its glaring antagonism to legal
But the conversion, does it not become in the
ri-ghteousness.
circumstances only the more inexplicable ? Not quite so inexThe one is this
plicable if you attend to two further points.
The Pharisees looked for the immediate advent of the time of
But in order to that, the people must be
Messianic salvation.
:

—
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But they are not, there is no present likelihood of
becoming so. What if they are to be made righteous in
a new way ? say by the atoning death of Messiah ? The other
righteous.
their

point

is

the resurrection of Jesus, solemnly alleged to have

men whose whole conduct bore a stamp of sinBetween the two, the thought of a righteousness arrived at by a short road through Messiah’s, sufferings, and the
thought of that rising from the dead, believed in by a dying
taken place by
cerity.

Stephen, the persecutor
perhaps, after

a state of

all

is

brought the length of feeling

the Christians are right, and that he

mind which must soon

issue in a crisis,

is

that,

wrong

and which did

issue in the crisis of conversion in the case of Paul.

We cannot

deny

of ingenuity, but

open

to this hypothetical construction the praise

it is

too ingenious to be true, and

to criticism at various points.

Its

first

it is

very

and most

fatal

author admits, it makes the conversion of
Paul a process of the theoretic consciousness, a “ dialectic of
religious thought,” and a moral process only in the subordinate sense that his conscience loyally submitted to the confault is that, as the

clusions of his intellect.
How much more probable that the
process was, to begin with, a moral one, and that the theoretic
process followed afterward when the problem arose, to construct an intellectual scheme of thought in harmony with the
religious position accepted under constraint of conscience.
Then in favor of the moral process, as against the theoretical

one,

the consideration that the former

is fitted to be a source
proportion to that yielded by the
other, and so can better account for the peculiar intensity of
Paul’s devotion to Christ. This feature of Paul’s Christianity
is

of motive

power out

of

all

recognized by Pfleiderer indeed we know no writer
speaks of it in more glowing and appreciative terms, or
has kept it more consistently in view throughout his entire exposition of the Pauline system of thought.
He very
justly remarks that Paul is at no time a mere scholastic theologian, and that even his deepest speculations issue from the
depth of his religious feeling; and he never forgets this in his
own representation, so that the reading of his work is a much
more refreshing and agreeable task than is the perusal of
w orks on Paul’s teaching by many more orthodox divines.
Pfleiderer knows what a great part Glaubens-mystik plays in
is fully

who
who

T

;
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the Pauline theology, and he knows also that the source of
this mysticism of faith and the secret of its moral power is passionate love to Christ, to Him “ who loved me and gave Him-

me.” But whence this intense passionate devotion ?
its source in a process of reasoning concerning the
puzzling question as to the construction to be put upon the
crucifixion of one who had made pretensions to be the Messiah ?
Is it not more likely to have had its origin in a moral
process through which Paul was made aware that to reach a
God-pleasing righteousness by self-effort was impossible, and
that it could be got only by looking unto a God-appointed
Propitiation?
In view of such a process we can understand
the intensity of those words spoken by Paul in the hearing of
Peter at Antioch “I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless
I live, yet not I
but Christ liveth in me and the life which
self for

Has

it

:

;

;

now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me and gave himself for me.” Such mystic selfI

and such ardent devotion
to the Redeemer are not wont to be the outcome of “ theoretic
processes,” whether respecting the cross of Jesus or any other
topic.
It is moral and spiritual processes alone which supply
such mighty dynamics as are seen to be at work in the literary
activity and the missionary enterprise of the Apostle Paul.
identification with Christ crucified,

The quotation just made from the Epistle to the Galatians
reminds us of anothef criticism to which Pfleiderer’s construction is open, viz, that the use which he makes of the last
verse of the passage from which the quotation is taken is very
In that verse the apostle

questionable.

is

represented as

by the law righteousness, then Christ died in
vain, and Pfleiderer finds indicated in the words the conclusive
ground of Paul’s whole doctrine regarding the law. Now,
what is actually to be found in the words is not the ground of
stating that

if

Paul’s doctrine concerning the law, but the doctrine

stated in the strongest possible form.

itself,

Paul’s precise position,

as distinguished from that of the Judaists,

was

that the law

and Christ were not

to be combined as joint factors in salvabut that a choice must be made between them and here
in the conclusion of his remonstrance with Peter he takes occasion to state his position strongly and startlingly, as his

tion,

brother apostle had been practically denying

;

it

and affirming
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In this famous Antioch
recorded proclamation of the Pauline Gospel, Paul in effect charges his brother apostle with
The first is that he virtually excommunicated
three offences.
the Gentile Christians by insisting on the observance of Jewish custom as a condition of church-fellowship. By withdrawing
from the Gentile brethren out of deference to the zealots from
Jerusalem he was in effect compelling the Gentiles to Judaize.
The second fault charged against Peter was self-stultification.
In refusing to eat with uncircumcised persons he was in effect
building again the things which he had destroyed and treated
ever since the time when he had the vision of the
as naught
O
sheet let down from heaven, so inevitably making himself a

the counterposition of the Judaists.

utterance, which

is

the

first

/

transgressor either in the past or in the present part of his conduct, for he could not be right in both

—

and

in eating

in re-

Paul does

fraining from eating with uncircumcised persons.

not indeed directly say to Peter, “ You have made yourself a
transgressor by treating as binding a law which hitherto you
have recognized as obsolete
he puts the matter in the first
person and in the form of a hypothetical proposition “ If I build
again the things which I destroyed, I make myself a transgressor.”
But this is a mere affair of delicacy it is easy to see
what is meant it is a charge of inconsistency and self-stultification brought against Peter in the form of an innuendo. The
third and most serious offence laid at the door of Peter is
:

;

:

Here, too, the charge is infrustration of the grace of God.
Paul indicates what Peter
sinuated, rather than broadly stated.
has done by declaring, with passionate emphasis, what he himself
He states his own understanding of the Chrishas not done.
tian position, and his own practice, and by implication repre“ I,
Paul,
sents Peter as occupying an opposite position.
through the law, am dead to the law I am crucified with
Christ to legal ordinances I do not frustrate the grace of God,
by acting as if the law was still obligatory. You, Peter, are
not yet dead to the law. You act as if its ordinances were
It was a
binding, and so in effect frustrate the grace of God.”
Paul
very serious charge to bring against a brother apostle.
was fully aware of its seriousness, and so he hastened to justify
;

;

himself for putting so serious a construction

thoughtless conduct by adding the reflection,

upon

Peter’s

“If righteousness

—
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come by

the law [the only assumption on which Peters action
could be vindicated] then Christ is dead in vain.”
This Antioch utterance, thus understood, gives us a very clear
insight into

Paul’s views of the Gospel, but

formation as to

how he was

clearly that Christ crucified

it

gives us no in-

led to adopt these views.
is

We

see

the central idea of Paul’s system,

sum and substance of his Gospel. Christ crucified is
everything to him, the law nothing.
Here we are at one with
Pfleiderer, and we hail it as another excellent feature in his
the

work

that he proclaims with due emphasis the cardinal

impor

tance of the idea of Christ’s expiatory death in the Pauline

But where we differ from him is in the inference he
draws from the words in the closing verse in the second chapter

system.

of Galatians, that of the

two

truths

:

Christ crucified the source

of righteousness, the law of no avail for righteousness, the
former was first revealed to Paul’s faith, and the latter then ar-

We can see nothing in the text to
We do see as a matter of fact that Christ cruci-

rived at by logical deduction.
justify this view.
fied

is

everything to Paul for righteousness, and the law nothing

but which of these two truths came

and which

;

which
was ground and which consequence, which foundation and which
superstructure, remains undetermined.
There is nothing in the
Antioch utterance to exclude the supposition that in the history
of Paul’s religious experience the truth first ascertained was the
futility of the law for the attainment of righteousness, and
first,

last,

that only then did the light of the truth that Christ crucified
is

our righteousness begin to break on a mind prepared by a
it with meekness and thankful-

discipline of sorrow to receive
ness.

Strange to say, while unwilling to admit that such was the
order of discovery in so far as Paul's personal righteousness
was concerned, Pfleiderer seems to think it probable that this
order obtained with reference to the righteousness of his countrymen.
Paul, we are told, did not first discover the worthlessness of his

was

own

righteousness, and then learn that Christ
but we are told by the same authority

his righteousness

;

countrymen and
the utter hopelessness of their ever becoming righteous by
the faithful keeping of the law, and so hit upon the idea that
perhaps Messiah himself would in some mysterious way

that he discovered the unrighteousness of his
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say by His being- a sin-offering— bring in righteousness. This
another weak point in the theory. How unlikely that Paul
the Pharisee would attach so much importance to the jvant of
righteousness in his countrymen as to be led thereby to
change his whole conception of righteousness, and to find in
the death of Messiah what he could see nowhere else, the
is

Messianic

needful preparation for the

any deep sense of
As long as he stood well

serve, without
ness.

not likely to find

in

able difficulty in the

his
in

kingdom

—

this,

ob-

own want of righteoushis own esteem, he was

the unrighteousness of others an insuper-

way

of carrying out the Pharisaic theory.

Messiah had but to come with a fan in His hand to separate
chaff from wheat, and to gather the wheat into His kingdom,
and to throw the chaff into the fire. It would only be when
the truth as to his own moral condition began to dawn on
him in all its grim reality, that the thought of a righteousness
not of the law would force itself upon his mind.
Then he
might begin seriously to say to himself “ I despair of salvation
by my own efforts. I can do outward works, pay tithes, fast,
and so forth, but how to cleanse the inner man ? The law
:

says not merely,
covet

;

not merely,

Thou
Thou

shalt not steal, but,
shalt not

Thou

commit adultery,

shalt not
but,

Thou

I am full of evil thoughts
my members warring against
”
Wretched man who shall deliver me ?

shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife.

and

There

desires.

the law of

my

is

a law

mind.
To get this length is not
Christ as our righteousness

in

!

in

itself to

accept the crucified

one who has got
nearer that position than is one who is merely
impressed with the unrighteousness of other men. The complacent Pharisee can find a subtle comfort in the prevalent

this length

;

but, certainly,

is

unrighteousness of society, thanking God he is not as the
rest of men.
But one who has been brought to ask in deWho shall deliver 7ne ? will not rest till he has found
spair
some other ground for thanking God. By what precise steps
Paul came to find that ground in a crucified Messiah, we do
not profess to know. After all our thinking on the subject,
we must confess a mystery in the matter for which no better
“It pleased God
solution can be suggested than Paul’s own
to reveal His Son in me.”
But we can see this, that the
moral despair into which Paul had fallen, and the faith in Je:

:
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sus the Crucified, which brought back the light of hope once
into his soul, fit well to each other
and we know it to
be a simple fact of history, that those whose religious experi-

more

;

ence has most closely resembled Paul’s in its former phase,
have also come closest to him in their conceptions of the
Gospel.

As
there

to
is

what Paul’s conception of the way of salvation was,
happily

of his gospel

little

room

may be

for doubt or dispute.
The genesis
a matter of doubtful disputation his
;

belongs to the category of certainties. The central truth therein, as already stated, was Jesus Christ crucified
for the sins of men.
His acceptance of this doctrine having
had its origin, as we believe, in his deep sense of personal sinfulness, faith in Christ naturally carried along with it the view
of the law enunciated in his writings, viz, that the end, the
raison d' etre of the law was not righteousness, but simply
gospel

itself

the knowledge of

take

away

sin

sin.

The same

faith in

would lead by an equally

tian universalism

— that

salvation are available to

is,

Christ crucified to

direct path to Chris-

to the doctrine that the benefits of

all

between Jew and Gentile.
he laid hold of this grand

on equal terms, without distinction
It was the enthusiasm with which

truth, a commonplace to us, but a
daring innovation then, that fitted him to be an apostle to the
heathen nations an office to which he felt himself called
from the day of his conversion, insomuch that he represents
the latter as taking place for the sake of the former: “It
pleased God to reveal His Son in me that I might preach
Him among the heathen.” It scarcely needs to be said that
along with these new beliefs would go an entirely altered conception of God.
To Paul the believer, looking for his justification toward the Lord Jesus Christ, God was no longer the
God of exacting demands, but the God of grace no longer
the God of wrath, but the God of love and peace no longer
a Judge, but a Father; in short, no longer a Pharisaic, but a
Christian God
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

—

;

;

—

and in Him the Father of all believers. The doctrine
of Adoption was an essential element of Paul’s creed, and the
spirit of Adoption that which determined his habitual temper.
He felt himself to be a son of God, therefore free free from
the law and from all other sorts of soul-bonds therefore fearChrist,

;

;
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therefore joyful,
less of to-morrow, of death, of the world
sunny, buoyant as a ship on the waves of a summer sea rejoicing- evermore; praying without ceasing; in everything
giving thanks rejoicing in the hope of glory to be revealed
;

;

;

when

the groaning creation should be delivered of the

new

heavens and the new earth rejoicing even in tribulation, because tribulation evokes the powers of endurance, and endurance gives the consciousness of testedness and out of that
consciousness springs a higher, confirmed, stable hope rethe summum bonum,
joicing above all in God his Father
the bliss of heaven itself, the stay and strength of the heart
These five truths the
amidst the evils of this present life.
sinfulness of man (learnt from personal experience)
Christ
crucified for sin
the law the way not to righteousness, but to
the Gospel a gospel for all mankind
the knowledge of sin
on the same terms; God the Father of Christians, and every
were indissolubly linked tobeliever in Christ His child
It is idle to ask in what order they
gether in Paul’s mind.
were revealed to him probably they all burst upon his astonished view simultaneously, like a cluster of stars suddenly
shaping themselves to the eye into a constellation, as we gaze
up at the sky at night. In some parts of his system of
thought there might be, there probably was, gradual development, as his mind followed out the essential principles of
his faith to their remotest consequences. In what department
of truth we deem growth most probable, we shall indicate
immediately.
Meantime, we express it as our conviction, that
of the foregoing central truths, Paul had clear vision from
The mental processes necessary for their apprethe first.
hension were gone through, not after, but before, his conversion.
He was prepared for understanding and earnestly believing these truths by his resolute endeavors to work out the
Pharisaic programme, salvation by the works of the law, and
by the tragic failure of that endeavor. He would build a
Babel tower that should reach unto heaven. He built it up
to an imposing height, till it began to bulge and totter under
its own weight, and at length fell headlong in irretrievable
ruin.
Then he saw that no man could get to heaven that
way that salvation was possible only by God stooping down
from heaven in His grace to lift the sinner up and that sal;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;
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by grace, by divine condescension and
was equally possible for all.
While we thus believe that what may be properly called
Paul’s Gospel was given to him by revelation almost at one

vation in this way,
love,

we should

gush,

be prepared to find traces of growth or gradual

development of thought,

in

what we may

call

the apologetic

of his Gospel.

Paul’s conception of Christianity being regarded by many with distrust and aversion, and encountering frequent contradiction as an innovation or even a blasphemy, the
task of self-defence was of necessity imposed upon him and
accordingly we find in his epistles many trains of thought fitted
and evidently designed to serve an apologetic purpose. And we
deem it not unlikely that this apologetic, rich and varied in its
character, developed itself gradually in Paul’s mind. The essential truths of his Gospel being purely spiritual might be given
to faith at once by an immediate intuition, but the apologetic
ideas being of a more speculative or philosophic nature might
not unsuitably be left to reveal themselves by degrees, as the
reward of continued reflection. Then the defence would naturally grow out of the attack, and one line of apologetic thought
after another would occur to the apostle’s mind, according to
the side on which his doctrine was assailed.
The points of
attack and therefore of defence were in all three.
Paul had
to reconcile his doctrine first with ethical interests second
with the claims of the law as a divine institution third with
;

:

,

,

On

the prerogatives of Israel as the elect people.
side

he was

assailed,

viz

:

in

,

;

;

a fourth

regard to his claim to be an

was purely perand may therefore be left out of account. To the first
department of the Pauline apologetic may be referred much of
what we find written in Paul’s Epistles in regard to faith, the
atonement, and the Holy Spirit. Paul proves that under his
Gospel ethical interests are abundantly guaranteed, by pointing
out that faith is a mighty energetic principle, ever working, and
working in the best manner, viz through love that the believer in Christ crucified does not merely appropriate a benefit
procured by a substitute, but is crucified with Christ that to all
who believe is given the Spirit of Christ, who is Christ himself revealed to the soul in His moral beauty, and by whose
iafluence the believer is changed into the same image, from
apostle, but the issue here, so far as distinct,

sonal,

:

;

;

PAUL’S CONVERSION
glory to glory.

To

AND THE PAULINE GOSPEL.
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many

which occur in the epistles concerning the
end and function of the law, the purpose in all being to
show how the law was fitted to serve a God-worthy end, and
how it might therefore be recognized as a divine institution,
compatibly with holding that it was destined to eventual abrogation through Christ.
Such signally is the purpose intended
to be served by comparisons of the law now to a ncadaycaybi,
now to a gaoler, now to tutors and governors, now to a
cruel husband whose death sets his wife free to marry another
husband.
Such also is the purpose of all statements to the
effect that by the law comes the knowledge of sin, irritation
to sin, increase of sin, despair of salvation by personal goodTo this
ness, the sense of an urgent need for a Redeemer.
same department may be referred Paul’s doctrine of the
as a hindrance to holiness. To the third department of Pauline
apologetic belong the three famous chapters in the Epistle to
the Romans, which refer to the subject of election and kindred
In these chapters what Paul
topics, the 9th, 10th, and nth.
has chiefly in view is to meet an objection to his Gospel arising out of the attitude of the Jewish people to Christianity.
The Jews generally rejected the Gospel, therefore one of two
things seemed inevitably to follow either the Gospel was false
because disbelieved by Jews, or the Jewish nation, God’s elect
people, was cast away
cast away, too, in favor of the heathen
peoples from whom chiefly converts to the Christian faith were
drawn. The apostle meets the formidable objection first by
assuming that the facts do signify the cancelling of the election, and showing that the cancelling affects only the outer
circle of election, that God is not bound by the act of election,
and that if Israel be disinherited it is for her own sin. Then
he sets himself to show that the facts do not signify the final
and irretrievable disinheritance of Israel, that there is mercy in
God’s heart still for His ancient people, and that in due time
He will turn Israel from unbelief to faith.
These meagre, hasty hints will recall to the mind of readers
striking statements

true

:

—

duly conversant with the Pauline literature, many remarkable
trains of thought which together constitute a body of apologetic truth of incomparable value, replete with original ideas
and pervaded throughout by a lofty spirit of Christian wisdom
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and

charity.
In that apologetic Paul appears at once as a philosopher (for some of his utterances in this connection amount

germ), a patriot, and a uniside by side with
his Divine Master in his inimitable apologetic for loving the
sinful, recorded for us in certain golden texts in the Gospels.
In both cases, the beauty, truth, and sublimity of the apolo-

to a philosophy of history in
versal philanthropist,

and

is

worthy to stand

getic are an index of the incomparable worth of the truth de-

fended.

We

feel as

we

read the glowing words wherewith the

apostle defends his doctrine from attack, that both the attack

—

and the defence are evidence that the doctrine is divine not
of man, neither by man, but from the Father in heaven. Naturalistic

philosophy, put to

its last

shifts to

banish the super-

natural even from what have hitherto appeared

may

moment

puzzle us by

its

strongholds,

its ingenious hypotheses and
But we soon recover from the momentary fit of doubt when we yield ourselves up to the combined influence of Paul’s history, Paul’s faith, and Paul’s defence
We feel that God’s hand was in his conversion,
of his faith.
God’s inspiration was the source of his Christian creed, and
God’s Spirit of wisdom guided him in defending the truth so
revealed.
A. B. Bruce.

for a

subtle argumentations.

IV.

THE RELATION OF THE CHURCH TO THE
INDIAN QUESTION.

F OR two

or three months during the past winter there were
twenty Indians from the Utes, Pawnees, and Poncas, visitA
ing Washington City on business with the Government.
lady, describing her interview with them, said she felt, on leaving them, like a bankrupt debtor bidding good-bye to his creditors in these words “ I owe you a great debt, but I am afraid
This is the relation the
to pay you.”
I shall never be able
:

Church bears

to the Indians of this generation.

It is

the rela-

tion of an undischarged obligation which, on account of past
neglect, we shall never be able to discharge.
When Gen. Grant announced his Indian policy, and invited
the different Christian benevolent societies to appoint agents
and co-operate with the Government in the work of Indian
civilization, Rev. E. P. Smith held a fine permanent position
in New York City, but he felt that self-denying men must
enter upon the work to which the President invited them or
He, therefore, resigned his fine
prove a failure.
it would

position in

New York

agent, and

was appointed

He

City, offered

his services as

to the Pillager

and Chippewa

Indian
tribes

once set himself to the work of reforming the service, and secured the appointment of a commission
which saved the Government, in one item of expense, more

in

Minnesota.

at

than half a million dollars.

Large bribes were offered him

to

modify his report of this commission, and so anxious did he

become

for the safety of the document, that he mailed it at
an obscure post-office to insure its arrival at Washington.
Finding an excellent outlook for civilizing agencies at White
Earth Reservation, he built school-houses and homes for the

Indians, fenced in their lands, furnished them with stock,
taught them agricultural and mechanical pursuits, and thus
( 677 )

—
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illustrated the possibilities of a righteous policy in

with the red men.

On

our dealings

the occurrence of a vacancy at

Wash-

Mr. Smith was appointed Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, and entered heartily into the business of developing
the benevolent policy of the Government, and breaking up
the bad practices which had prevailed so long.
The merciless opposition which he met from designing men who sought
to profit at the expense of the Indians, exhibits one of the
saddest phases of our republicanism.
His last report to Congress is an array of practical suggesington

would inure greatly to
the benefit of the Indians and the nation.
He is an example
of the relation that a few choice spirits in the Church have
borne to the Indians in our generation. Doing good in forgetfulness of self was his business, and he pursued it all
through his life from the time when, as a student in Union
tions which,

if

faithfully carried

out,

Seminary, New York City, he piloted a freight-car loaded
with poor children and rode with them to the West, where
he found them homes, until the end when, having finished his
labors for the Indians for a time, he

engaged

in

founding mis-

sion-stations in Africa until he died on board a steamer on the

words, dictated to the purser of the
ship, illustrate the spirit of the Christian hero: “ Good-bye!
good-bye
The blessing of Jesus is gracious is wonderfully
gracious to me.
I could not suppose it possible to go to
heaven so blessedly and certainly nothing but the love of

His

African coast.

last

—

!

;

the dear Saviour could carry

me

so easily across the river.

more hopefully and blessedly
I
I
wish I could see you all
than I am now passing away.
again and if God be gracious to me as I trust, most joywe shall live together again and do service
ously, He will
and do service with unspeakable joy, under a weight, even a
burden of glory. Oh, who would not have such a Saviour
I am passing away to Him now, quietly, peacefully, and it is
I would
scarcely a step to the very banquet of His love.
there
is
nothing
else
Him,
but
to
more
service
like to live for
worth talking about to keep me here. Come, my friends,
We will have better
come
Oh, beloved friends, come
Hold on straight to
above.
service, more glorious in the life
could not die happier, easier,

;

—

—

!

!

!

the end.

How

glorious,

how joyous, how

blessed

!

It

could
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not be possible for me to set out on an excursion so triumphantly, transcendently, magnificently, as I now pass away to
join Him whom we love, and shall yet serve in magnificent
glory.”

The Government, since the year 1869, has opened up a
sphere into which Christian men can enter and labor, to great
“ Inasmuch
advantage, in the interest of this despised race.
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.”
Last summer, as I was travelling west on the Union Pacific,
I was introduced in the cars to Miss Maggie J. Dunbar, a
graduate of Steubenville Seminary, in Ohio, who was on her
In a letter to the Board of
Fort Wrangel, Alaska.
Home Missions, dated Nov. 29, she gives her report of her
She says “ I am glad to be able to say
first quarter’s work.
that I have succeeded much better than I expected with the
work upon which I entered so tremblingly. The school is
prosperous I have eighty names enrolled, with average attendance of forty.
The pupils have not been as punctual

way

to

:

;

should like, but this has been unavoidable, owing to their
absence from the village. But now they are settled for the
I was told by
winter, and the school is filling up rapidly.
some people,' before I came here, Indians could not learn
but in this respect I have been very agreeably disappointed.
I must say that in dress, order, and studiousness, they rank with
as

I

;

many

of our

common

schools.

In singing, reading, spelling,

writing at the black-board, or in mental arithmetic, they evince
ability to learn what white children learn.
Perhaps they
are a

little

slower, but, considering they are mastering a

new

due allowance can be made for
them. My interest in the cause and work increases with every
day of my life. I have every reason to be thankful to God
for His directing me here, and prospering my way.
All we
want is God’s favor and blessing, and then we may hope, in
His own good time, to build up a model Christian village, reflecting light and radiating heat to many darkened tribes all
along this coast.”
This young lady represents the Church in its relation to the
Indians in the work of education in church schools. Our missionaries to the Indians have been only less careful to lay the
language

at the

same

time,

all
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foundations

of

intelligence

among

these

people

in

good
new

schools, than they have been to lay the foundation for the
life by the preaching of the Gospel.
Says the author of “

Gospel among the Dakotahs

”

The

“Schools occupy a very important place in the missionary work.
Among the Dakotahs
the school was always subordinate to the preaching of the
Gospel, but it was, nevertheless, regarded as a most important and indispensable auxiliary.”
Speaking later, Dr. Riggs
says: “Education has made rapid progress, and with little
effort and expense from us.
Their teachers have been from
among themselves a most encouraging fact, as looking
toward their ultimate civilization. All that has been required
of the mission, for the last two years, has been to furnish
books, the Indians themselves doing the work of teaching,
under missionaries’ care.”
This writer mentions some thirty American female teachers
who have labored from first to last amoncr
O the Dakotahs to
educate their children, and train up native teachers for the
work of instruction. In 1851 a dictionary and grammar of
the language of these Dakotah Indians was printed under the
direction, and chiefly at the expense, of the Smithsonian Institute at Washington.
It is one of the contributions of missionaries to science, and contained about fifteen thousand words.
Prof. Henry, late of the Smithsonian Institute, said there was
more demand for it than for any other volume published by
the institution.
It has been distributed to the various colleges
and seminaries of learning in this country and in Europe, and
may be a monument to missionary zeal long after the Dakotahs shall have perished from the earth.
These are but incidents showinof the relation of the Church
in its educational work to these red men of the forest, and now
of the plains. While speaking of this educational work in behalf of the Indians, I may mention the new departure of the
Government in its attempt to bring Indian boys and girls
under the continuous influence of white Christian teachers by
taking them away from their Reservations and educating them
notably the attempt has been made at
in Eastern schools
Hampton, Va., in connection with the negro school there established.
Seventy-seven Indian boys and nine Indian girls
spent last year in that institution, and this year, I understand,

—

;

:
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Perhaps some one will undertake
problem how the Government is to make these

a larger number.

to solve the

nine girls

“go

’round

”

when

it

comes

to the point of finding

wives for the seventy-seven boys. That part of “the Indian
Question ” the Government needs to take into serious consideration.
The other school, established after this manner,
is at Carlisle, Pa., where the old barracks has been put to use
for this purpose, and Capt. Pratt, a Christian, Presbyterian,
army officer, with the five teachers associated with him, is
doing a noble work for the one hundred and sixty-seven Indian boys and girls committed to his care.

A

now pending

House of Representatives
at Washington, providing for a number of Indian schools
similar to that at Carlisle, and it was in connection with the
interests of this bill that a visit of inspection was made recently by Secretary Schurz and several members of the House
bill is

before the

Committee on Indian Affairs and of the Board of Indian Com“It would seem,” says the New York Tribune
“ that, judging from the meagre opportunities for inspection
offered by a single visit to Carlisle, the movement promises
to be an effectual aid, if not ultimately one of the chief instruments in settling the vexed Indian problem. If, however,
only a part of that which is expected is actually realized, still
it will have been a very profitable venture both for the Indians
and for the Government.” Heretofore the Government has
attempted to assist and support boarding and day-schools in
the Reservations, and the Church has attempted nothing more
but the Indian is not tractable by nature, and is managed more
missioners.

,

;

readily

when he is entirely separated from tribal influences.
many Indian youths scattered among schools in

Besides, so

the East would be the very strongest pledge on the part of

the wild tribes themselves toward peace and

me

good behavior.

speak of the highest relation which we bear to the Indian race, growing out of an obligation to preach the Gospel to them.
there is almost as much disappointment to my
I confess
mind in the results of Christian endeavor to Christianize Indians as there has been in view of the part taken by the Government in reference to their preservation and civilization.
Rev. John Elliott settled in Roxbury, Mass., in 1632, and at
It is

scarcely necessary for

to
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once began preparations to preach the Gospel to the Indians.
In 1649 lle published “The Glorious Progress of the Gospel
among the Indians,” as testimony of his success. In 1660
the church of Natick, the first Indian church in America, was
organized, and in 1690 Elliott died, having lived to see thirty
native preachers and over eleven hundred praying Indians.
And yet the American Board, representing all the great body
of Congregational churches, has only six hundred Indian
members connected with the churches under its care, and only
eight native preachers.
Is it possible that after two and a
half centuries of effort, this

is

the net result of these later

New

England churches among the Indians?
The first active efforts of the Presbyterian Church in behalf
of the Indians began with the work of David Brainerd in the
provinces of New York and New Jersey, about the year 1740.
I his mission was broken up with the death of Brainerd in
The next general work was begun in 1818, and as the
1781.
result of this effort, mission work was begmn in seven different
tribes.
This work was transferred to the American Board in
1826, and in 1830 three- fourths of all the church members
belonging to the churches under the care of the American
Board were among the North American Indians. Another
separate effort was made by the Presbyterian Church to start
missions among the Indians in 1831, and as a result of this
effort there were in i860, at the time when secession began,
in connection with our General Assembly in these Indian misefforts of

twenty ordained missionaries, three native preachers,
twelve laymen, and sixty female workers.
In the churches
were found 2,188 communicants, and in the schools 1,003
pupils.
The war broke up this mission work, so that in 1862
there were reported only two missionaries, five male and
eleven female workers, and sixty-five communicants. The
others were in the Indian Territory, where the mission was
suspended, although the churches there are still in existence.
sions,

A

new

effort

was begun

after the

war,

in

Navajoes and the Pueblos, and according
there are

now

1868,

among

the

to the last report

ten white ministers, eight licentiates, and four-

teen female helpers.

The

total

number of communicants

is

1,351 (nearly one hundred added each year), and of scholars
in boarding and day schools, 317.
From this sketch we infer
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work among the

In-

The
dians is that it
might
results are encouraging, but not nearly so large as they
have been, if the Church had held the vantage ground which
has been too spasmodic and desultory.

acquired early in this century.
But we pass now to the consideration of the more general
Indian question, which is one in regard to their preservation
and civilization, rather than their evangelization through direct
There are really two questions involved
missionary labor.
it

in this

main question.

One

is

the other of Administration.

a question of Legislation

The one

is

and

a question belong-

ing exclusively to Congress, and the other belongs to the
President and the Senate.
Gen. Grant’s policy, inaugurated
in

1869,

upon

was simply a policy of administration.

He

threw

a dozen benevolent Christian societies the responsibility

Government concerning the appointment of a part of the whole number of Indian agents. But
such an arrangement as that, while very good in its place,
of advising with the

cannot seriously affect the general question of the policy we
ought to pursue in regard to the Indians. It is a question of
law, and lies in the province of Congress to determine, and
this is the reason why our Indian policy is in such a chaotic
condition.
Congress is the least fitted of all bodies in the
country to establish a uniform and good policy in regard to
the so-called despised races of this country, be they Negro,
Chinese, or Indian
for the reason that they make partisan
issues out of these subjects, and every individual Congressman has an “axe to grind” for himself, and several more for
his political friends. It is safe to say that Congress will never
do the Indians justice in the enactment of proper laws, until
;

the Christian community rises

in its

might and makes

its in-

felt on this one subject.
There are enough men in
Congress that believe in the policy of extermination to such
extent that, if in the course of the year there has been an Indian outbreak, as in the case of the murder of Gen. Canby by
the Modocs, or of Agent Meeker by the Utes, any wise and
pacific measures then pending would fail of enactment, and
even the whole well-established policy of the Government for
years may be unsettled by the excitement created by one
such Indian fight as that in which Custer and his troopers

fluence
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Yet this is just as great folly as it would be for
a city government to abolish all wise measures because a
squad of policemen had been shot by a drunken mob on the
perished.

street,

or for a State

Legislature to disturb its system of
because an insane man had murdered his keeper in
one of our asylums. So unsettled is the mind of the public
on this subject, that it is almost impossible to secure the enactment of wise laws for the settlement of this most troublecharities

some

subject.

The

first

question that arises

Government

is,

“

What

is

in

the

regard to the policy of the

power of Congress over the

Indians?” There are two theories on this subject. One
was expressed in December, 1870, by the Judiciary Committee of the United States Senate, Matt. Carpenter presenting
the report.
After making what purported to be a fair and
complete recital, which, however, seems to have been really
inaccurate and illogical, of judicial opinions, the report contains the following startling announcement: “Inasmuch as
the Constitution treats Indian tribes as belongdnof to the rank
of nations, capable of making treaties, it is evident that an act
of Congress, which would assume to treat the members of
tribes as subject to the municipal jurisdiction of the United
States, would be unconstitutional and void.” Here is a strange
doctrine for the United States Government to proclaim
The
Government claims the sovereignty of the soil of all her Territories
she makes treaties with these tribes, reserving to
herself the control of all minerals in the Reservations, and of
all lumber interests also.
She removes the Indians from time
time
and
from
place
to
to place, and yet, because with some
of these tribes she has made treaties and allowed them, as a
matter of convenience, to manage their own tribal relations
under certain conditions, therefore she has abrogated all sovIt is true we make treaties with
ereignty over these people.
foreign nations, over which we have no power, to legislate
but it does not follow from this that because for temporary
purpose, and as a matter of convenience, we make treaties
with these Indians, therefore we have no right to legislate for
!

;

;

them within the limits of these treaties, or so far as we are
not limited by them.
We have the same sovereignty over
these Indians that

we have over

the Mexicans, Spaniards, or

:
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Indians that populated the soil that was ceded to us by the
Government of Mexico, or over those Indians and other races
The
living in Alaska when it was purchased from Russia.
Judiciary Committee of the Senate did not express the mind
of the Supreme Court of the United States, as is shown by a
decision

it

made

in

1870, the year of the report.

The

case

as “The Cherokee Tobacco Case,” and the court,
quoting a sentence from Chief-Justice Taney, and another of similar import from Chief- Justice Marshall, remarks:
“ Both these propositions are so well settled in our jurisprudence that it would be a waste of time to discuss them or to
The sentence
refer to further authorities in their support.”

is

known

after

from Chief-Justice Taney is as follows: “We think it too
firmly and clearly established to admit of dispute that the Indian tribes residing within the territorial limits of the United
States are subject to their authority, and where the country
occupied by them is not within the limits of one of the States,
Congress may by law punish any offence committed there,
whether the offender be a white man or an Indian.” The
following propositions would seem to cover the constitutional
questions involved
1st. “Indians not taxed” are excluded from the basis of

Congressional representation.
This is a proposition in the interest of those States that had
no Indians as compared with other States where Indians were
numerous.
2d. The self-government enjoyed by Indian tribes has
always been a government by sufferance, by toleration, by
but this toleration of Indian self-government
permission
worked no prejudice to the sovereignty of the United States.
3d. Congress is constitutionally competent to extend the
sovereignty of United States law over tribes and individuals
belonging to those tribes, whether they reside in States or
;

Territories.

This

is

as far as

we need go

into this subject.

Now how

stands the faith of the nation as pledged to these Indians?
1. It appears that there are about 120,000 Indians in the
country,

These

with

whom

the United

no exemption from the direct legisCongress.

certainly can claim

lative control of

States holds no treaties.
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There are about the same number, or about 125,000

whom the

United States have unexpired treaties.
these treaties which would limit seriously the legislative control of Congress is that the faith of
the nation, in many cases, if not in all, is pledged to keep inviolate the Reservations to which these tribes are assigned.
Aside from this, Congress can legislate so as to regulate the
internal affairs of these tribes by United States law. A more
serious question would arise in regard to legislative control of
the tribes in the Indian Territory and some others who were
the subjects of the colonization policy of Secretary Calhoun
and President Monroe. The faith of the nation is pledged to
them that they shall have perpetual exemption from the control
of any foreign authority and the authority of the United States,
without their consent. But this statement of facts, furnished by
Gen. Francis A. Walker, late Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Indians, with

About the only thing

would seem

in

to leave a clear field for legislative control of

Con-

gress over at least 240,000 of the 290,000 Indians within our
borders.
Now the next question that arises is, “ What is the policy

ought to urge upon
Congress in regard to these 240,000 people ?
It seems like a small number of people to give so much

that the Christian people of this country

trouble to a great nation like ours.

And

yet the history of the

years shows that our Indian wars alone have cost
us on the average for each year the sum of $12,500,000, be-

last forty

sides the appropriations to carry out the provisions of treaties,

and feed and clothe Indians have been no small matter, and
have constituted a vast corruption fund out of which Congressmen and agents have helped themselves sometimes to
the lion’s share.

Over

the grave of Dr. Livingstone in Westminster Abbey
“ All that I can add in my

the following words are inscribed
solitude

is,

may heaven’s

:

rich blessing

one, American, Englishman, or Turk,

open sore of the world.”

come down upon every

who

will

help to heal

open sore of
the world, then only less so than the Africa we have imported,
as slaves, have the Indians been the “ open sore ” on our body
politic.
We have poured our wealth into this sore, but it has
been the money of war and it has had no healing power. The
this

If Africa is the
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American Church alone, by its political and religious influence,
can pour in the true balm by which it shall be healed.
Two policies are open to the Government, one or other,
and, under certain circumstances, both of which may be followed.
ist.

We

may

confer citizenship upon the Indians and give

them homesteads as we do our

frontier settlers,

and

let

them

among

settle down
the white people that are
This policy is confilling up our new States and Territories.
stitutional and has been followed successfully in a few cases.
In Kansas a few over 2,000 have been admitted to citizenship.

as colonies or

Minnesota and Wisconsin several hundred are citizens, and
Michigan about 6,000. Dr. Williamson gives the following
account of the Flandreau Indians in Minnesota: “They are
citizens, and are, without doubt, the most advanced in civilizaThey pay taxes and
tion of any portion of the Sioux nation.
very cheerfully, considering how high, we might say exorbitant, some of them are.
Their total taxation last year (1878)
In

in

to $800. They go to the ballot-box with their white
neighbors and appreciate the privilege very highly. It has an
elevating effect upon the Indians themselves, and, on the
other hand, gives them the respect which they need in the
eyes of their white neighbors. They nearly all read their own
language.
They own their lands, live in houses like their
white neighbors, and dress like them.
No painted Indian
with long hair, feathers, or breech-cloth, can be found among
them.
They are a Christian community. There are two
churches among them, one a Presbyterian and the other an
Episcopal organization.
In the two are 184 communicants

amounted

the most of the adult population. On the Sabbath nearly the whole community may be found at church.

who compose
Here

is

a

little

community of

struck out, each

man

100 families who have
and taking the pioneer set-

less than

for himself,

have scattered themselves out over a
county and have attained unto a fair degree of civilization.
Many wonder why the Flandreau Indians ever left the old
agency free rations and gray suits. If we would go into their
hearts we would find it was that same longing for freedom,
to be one’s own, and take care of themselves, which led the
Pilgrim Fathers to Plymouth Rock.”
And no doubt every
tlers for their pattern,

—

:
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Indian that has developed sufficient independence and strength
of character to strike out for himself, should be encouraged to
do so. Perhaps we shall reach the point very soon with many

Reservations when

be best to cast them out of
to spread their wings
and fly with the rest of the Eagle nation or fall and die. But
meanwhile another policy must be adopted in regard to the
great mass of these people. This policy I would outline in the
in their

it

the old Reservation-nest and

will

tell

them

following propositions
1. Let
the Indians be guaranteed a settled permanent
home. To this end it is best that the Reservation system
should be continued and be extended over all the tribes. These

Reservations should contain so

much

The

each
This is

tillable land, that

head of a family should be guaranteed a homestead.

Reservation should be in the tribe,
and yet each head of a family should have a property which
he could call his own, and over which, and over whose products he would exercise complete control.
This has never
been the case yet on any Reservation. There has been no law
to protect personal property or rights.
Such protection has
depended entirely on the good-will or power of the agents.
2. The agents appointed by the Government and representing its executive authority ought to be able and honest men,
and paid accordingly.
3. The laws of the United States ought to be extended
over these Reservations to protect individuals and punish
offenders, whether they be white or red. This has never been
Indians could be punished for robbing and killing
the case.
white men, but no Indian could be punished for robbing or
killing another Indian.
The jurisdiction of the United States
Circuit Courts ought to be extended over these Reservations.
4. The Bureau of Indian Affairs ought, as rapidly as possible, to be made independent of the War Department. And those
who are familiar with Indian affairs think it ought to be erected
to a separate place independent of the Interior Department
essential.

also.
it

is

It

title

certainly

to this

ought

to

managed now, nobody

the last case of the Utes.

have one responsible head. As
For instance, take
responsible.

is

Agent Meeker gets

into trouble

and wants soldiers. He sends his request to the Interior Department at Washington. Secretary Schurz sends it to the
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Secretary of War.
The latter sends it to General Sherman.
General Sherman sends it to the commander of the department, General Sheridan. General Sheridan orders one of his
Major Thornburg
officers to send a force against the Utes.

marches

Meeker

who

is

to the relief of
is

killed

and

responsible

Agent Meeker.

Meanwhile Agent

his family are in captivity.

Well, now,

?

But suppose Major Thornburg had reached the Agency in
Agent Meeker could employ
time to protect Agent Meeker.
the soldiers to oppress or destroy these Utes, and who would
be responsible? Agent Meeker would blame the military and
Major Thornburg would blame Agent Meeker. The Interior
Department would sustain Agent Meeker and the War Department Major Thornburg, and between the two the interests
of the country and of the Indians also would be sacrificed.
But who is to blame ? It is a case where there are too many
irresponsible heads. And the Utes, in their blind fury, thought
they would cut the gordian knot by cutting off two of these irresponsible heads. So they selected one from each department,
first taking the life of Agent Meeker and then that of Major
Thornburg. It seems like only an outburst of savage cruelty

who

read only of the massacre, but there is method
in several cases of late
years, notably in the massacre of General Custer and his regiment, there have been instances of romantic revenge and poetic justice in the blows which these red men have dealt to
those who have wantonly violated the faith of the nation, and
shot down the innocent when only the guilty should have
been punished.
We want, then, one responsible head to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and as soon as possible a police
force among the Indians themselves, or of white men specially
appointed for that purpose, who should take the place of United States soldiers in keeping order on these Reservations.
There are not as many Indians, all told, as there are inhabitants in the city of Chicago, and it is nearly as absurd to employ the whole United States army to manage these few Indians as it would be to employ it to manage the city of
Chicago.
Nearly all the Indian tribes could manage their
own affairs under the laws of the United States, and with a

to those
in

the

madness of these savages, and

competent police force to arrest individual offenders.

Then

=
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the army need be called only in case of an actual outbreak.
But now the army is attempting to do police duty that does
not belong to it at all, and so it is scattered about and practically unavailable in case of an actual uprising of any single
tribe.

The

Indian must be sent to school, and he must be
made to work. Most people suppose that the reason that the
Indian will not work is because he is lazy.
But, says Dr.
Williamson, who spent a long life among them, this is a mis5.

no men labor harder than the SLoux were accustomed
do in chasing deer and buffalo, and carrying meat into
camp; or the Algonquin in paddling and carrying their canoes, and their baggage when taking fish and furs. Yet these
same men could not, while heathen, be hired to chop wood or
hoe corn, much lighter work. He says it is the firm belief of
those in the northern part of our country, that red men were
made to hunt and fish and fight, and that for them to labor as
take, for
to

white

men

and, in

fact,

do,

is

not only degrading, but wicked, dangerous,

ruinous.

“

I

have been

told,”

he says, “by many

them when endeavoring to persuade them to cultivate corn
and potatoes to save themselves and families from starvation,
that it is all right for white men and black men so to labor,
but if they should do so, they would die, the gods would de“ There are some exceptions,” he says.
stroy them.”
“For
of

are infidels among red men as well as white men.
Nevertheless most of them sincerely believe that for them
such labor was both wicked and dangerous.”
Mr. Williamo
son says he could give the names of fifty men who when
heathen could not be hired to work, but who, having become
Christians, work as industriously as the average of civilized
white men.
6. This brings us to the sixth and last point in this Indian
policy.
It is the duty of the Church to extend at once her
There are tribes that in
missionary work to all these tribes.
to
the aggregate number 60,000
70,000 souls, among whom
there is not a single Christian missionary of any denominathere

tion.

work in other tribes is
has settled the
Government
the

Besides, the force actually at

entirely inadequate.

When

Indians on their Reservations, missionaries ought to be sent
among them at once. One man like Elliott or Brainerd in
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each of these tribes might, under God, be the means of their
The hindrances, of course,
conversion in a single generation.
are Qreat, but no more so than anions the heathen of other
races and countries.

We

in the history of the Indian quesopportunity to solve it.
If a few
years are lost, the opportunity will be past, and the result will
be the dispersion of 200,000 Indians among the settlements

tion

have reached a point

when we have our

last

beyond the Missouri, bringing to our frontier an almost intolerable burden of vagabondage, pauperism, and crime.
Says
Dr. Walker, late Indian Commissioner: “ Unless this system
of Reservations shall be recast soon, the next fifteen or twenty

years will see the great majority of the Indians on the plains
mixed up with white settlements, wandering in small camps
from place to place, shifting sores upon the public body, the

men

and
and harlotry,

resorting for a living to basket-making, beggary,

stealing

;

the

women

to fortune-telling, beggary,

while a remnant will seek to maintain a

little

longer

in

the

mountains their savage independence, fleeing before the advancing settlements when they can, fighting in sullen despair
when they must.”
The claim of the Indian upon us is of no common character.
The advance of railroads and settlements is fast pushing
him from his home, and in the steady extinction of game, is
cutting him off from the only means of subsistence of which
he knows how to avail himself, and which his superstition permits him to seek.
We claim a sovereignty over him and
over the soil. We have stripped him at once of his savage
independence and of his savage subsistence.
have
made ourselves responsible before God and the world for his
rescue from destruction, and his elevation to social, industrial,
and Christian manhood and yet only now, at the eleventh
hour, when the loss of a single year counts like the years of
a man who has passed his threescore and ten, we are just
laying the corner-stone of our Indian policy, by which we are
to treat these people, not merely to endowments and lands,,
but with honor, justice, good faith, forbearance, patience, in-

We

;

struction,

The

and Christian

love.

indictment that can be

wrong-doing

in

made

against the nation for

the past against these people,

is

its-

a fearful one;.
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includes broken faith with them.

The

Indian

knows our

Government by the name of Washington, and the Indian says,
“ Washington always lies.”
This indictment includes theft.
We have stolen from the Indian. We are stealing from him
all the time.
We are guilty of the lordly robbery by which the
strong overpowers the weak, and
thieving by which

we

steal the

we

are guilty of the petty

pony from the Reservation and

the bread from the starving man’s mouth.
This indictment
includes treachery, by which we have almost uniformly forced
the Indian to choose between starvation and the war-path.

This indictment includes murder. Gen. Custer murdered Indians, a whole village of friendly Indians, on the Wichita. Perhaps it was a mistake. He may have thought them hostile,
but he paid dearly for his blunder on the Rosebud.
Gen.

Hancock murdered Indians by burning, says the report to
Congress, without any known provocation, a whole Indian
destroying property to the value of $100,000, and
bringing on a war that cost us $40,000,000.
Must it be said
that even Gen. Sheridan has murdered Indians in the name
of his Government ? (See Manypenny’s “ Our Indian Wards.”)
village,

Gens. Harney, Stanley, and Crook, the best fighting generals we have ever had on the plains, are the most positive and
outspoken in their denunciation of the unjust wars which we.
have forced upon our savage enemies. Says the Rev. H. A.
Stimson, of Minneapolis, Minn., in an article prepared for
“ The ministers should know that the treatment of
ministers
the Indians by our Government has been, whether knowingly or
not, of a kind to make both the christianizing and civilizing of
the race next to impossible. He is the only man in the land today who is without law, without recognition as a person, without right to buy or sell, without redress for bodily wrong,
without recognized title to his home, and almost without title
to any property whatsoever.
His horse can be stolen, his
wife debauched, his son made a drunkard, his roof taken from
over his head, and his cultivated field from beneath his feet,
and, either from want of law, or from the manner of administering the law, he is helpless.
He cannot engage in lumbering, for the fee to the timber, even on the Reservation, is held
to be in the United States; he cannot undertake cattle-raising,
for the law does not protect his stock, nor can he buy or sell
:
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the open market; he cannot even dig in the earth for ore,

in

he is excluded from the privilege of the Mineral Act.
He
confined to a Reservation, and on most of the Reservations
it is
impossible for him to subsist.
In many cases he is
obliged to depend for food largely upon the chase, but the
for

is

him of ammunition or a gun is prohibited. He is liable
to punishment for bigamy, but we have made no provision for
his legal marriage to even one wife
if he kills a white man
he may be hung for murder, but any white man may kill him
with almost absolute impunity; and no crime committed
against him by another Indian can be punished.
If his property is stolen, his only redress is to steal it back, and when
sale to

;

the officers of the

Government take

it,

this

is

impossible

;

sell-

ing of liquor is forbidden but a conviction under the law is
He is not a
next to impossible, and is now rarely attempted.
citizen nor yet an alien, but within the law chiefly when he has
anything to lose by the law and without the law, when there
is anything he might gain by the law.
;

;

“

The

ministers should

portant step
it

ceaselessly

know

that the next

in settling this bitter

upon the

and most im-

Indian question

attention of

Congress

injustice of the present status of the

Indian

is

to press

until the utter
is

felt

and our

laws so modified in form and administration that the inalienable right of every man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of hapThen will come their Christianizapiness be secured to him.
tion.
But until civil justice is secured to them, until they are
rescued from being the prey of every cormorant, and the
stumbling-block of even honest officials, until we can approach
them with something like honor and truth, we cannot avoid
having the hatred and scorn they feel for the white man’s
government, pass over upon the white man’s religion.
“ The honor of Christ is at stake in this Indian question,
and every minister in the land should know it.”
J.

M. Linn.

V.

THE AFTER-WORLD.

HAT

does the Bible teach in reference to the world of
?
What has been their past, what is their present condition ? What information is imparted on these subjects
from the Old Testament?
What from the New? What
changes have transpired in the case of any in the past ? and
on what occasion? and why? Into what state do the dying
now depart ? What light from our study upon the question of
future and final destiny?
These, and questions like these,
are the inquiries which will seek an answer in this article.
The Old Testament reveals an After- World, into which all
the dead departed, and which served as a common receptacle
for both the good and evil.
Thus Jacob “I will go to my
”
son, mourning, Sheol-ward
(Gen. xxxvii. 35) and again, in
the dead

:

;

Korah and his company: “They, and all that
appertained to them, went down alive into Sheol, and the
earth closed upon them ” (Num. xvi. 33).

reference to

The New Testament,
Lazarus, as well as

in

the parable of the rich

man and

in other places, confirms this view

(Luke

common

receptacle has for its name the
This word occurs sixty-five times in
the Old Testament, and, in every instance but two, the Septuagint has translated it into its nearest Greek equivalent,
“ Hades.”
An early object of our seeking should be the
original meaning of these two words.
Now, suppose that we are Hebrews. We witness the phexvi. 19-26).

This

Hebrew word

nomenon

“ Sheol.”

We

life within us
our
flesh.
This
other and nobler than that which animates
fleshly life, we see, has departed
but what of that other life ?
Where is he ?
are accustomed to the use of a word, “ Sha-al,” which

of death.

are conscious of a

;

We

means

to “ inquire.”
( 694 )

We inquire

“
,

Where

is

he ?

”

and

to the
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deep silence which alone follows our inquiry, we frame the
only possible response, and say he has gone to “ Sheol ”
and though we cry after him, we are ever unheard. So, Sheol
was to the Hebrews the realm of the unheard ;* no answer
;

came back from it to the anxious inquiry, “ Where is he ? ”
Our Greek word Hades, the LXX’s translation of Sheol, is
composed of Alpha privative and idsiv, to see. Hades denotes,
therefore, the invisible or unseen world.

eye, peering hopelessly into the dark

;

It

represents the

Sheol, the ear, listen-

Each gives rise to the
The Hebrew made reply

ing to the equally hopeless silence.
question,

“To

the

world

”

—

Whither has he gone ?
unheard” Sheol; the Greek,
Hades.

—

What, now,

owy world

is

:

“To

the unseen

the Scripture teaching concerning this shad-

?

In answer, the effort will be made to show:
(1)
1
Sheol was not the grave.
(2)
(3)
2. Sheol was not the hell of our modern conception.
.

3.

(4)

No

part of Sheol embraced the heaven of our modern

conception

,

and of the

Bible.

—

Sheol included the whole after-world except Heaven
embracing four distinct conditions, as follows
The Paradise of Hades.
The Hades of the Wicked.
Abaddon; Abyss; Tartarus; “the Bottomless”;
4.

,

:

.

.

.

Satan’s prison.

The Lake of Fire Perdition Gehenna.
These latter conditions of being were separated from each
other by vast distances, yawning chasms, so that passage
from one to another was impossible (Luke xvi. 26).
1. Sheol was not the Grave.
The earliest instance of the occurrence of the word Sheol,
.

;

;

Scripture, is in the passage in which our A. V. represents Jacob as saying: “ I will go down into the grave, unto
my son, mourning” (Gen. xxxvii. 35). No critical knowledge

in the

any acquaintance with the Hebrew tongue,
Two verses
to show that we have here a faulty translation.
previously Jacob has said: “An evil beast hath devoured
required, nor

is

*
(

The

intelligent reader will understand that the writer intends to represent this as

the conceptual idea, to the

Hebrew mind, merely.
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him
:

Joseph

is

without doubt rent

lieved, therefore, that

Jacob beJoseph had been denied the poor boon
in

pieces.”

What he did say, was “ I will go to my son,
mourning, Sheol-ward.” He pictured Joseph as torn in pieces,
and not even his body in the grave but he had gone to
Sheol.
Jacob was on his way toward Sheol, where he
would find his son; and toward that goal he went “mourning.”
Remembering, now, that Jacob was on his way to
Sheol, we turn to the closing scene of his life and receive further light upon the point now before us.
The record is this
Jacob “gathered up his feet into the bed, and yielded up the
ghost, and was gathered unto his people'.'
The common
thought is, that our italicized words refer to one’s being laid
of a grave.

:

;

:

in

the grave, and point, therefore, to the destination of the

body.

The

fact is

that they

destination of the spirit

;

for

have reference,
the

fair

rather, to the

inference

is

that the

yielding up the ghost, or the dying, and the being “gathered

unto his people,” stood in some close relation to each other,
in time.
He was “ gathered unto his people ” at once, upon
his death.
The further history, however, shows that Jacob’s
burial was an entirely distinct event, and must have occurred,

some three or four months later. “ The
Egyptians mourned for him threescore and ten days.” At

at

the

nearest,

the close of these seventy days Joseph asked permission of

the king to take his father to the land of Canaan to bury him.
When “ they came to the threshing-floor of Atad,” Joseph
“ made a mourning for his father seven days.”
Estimating
the seventy days before the cavalcade started from Egypt,

consumed by
must have been about three months,
at the least, between the time when Jacob is said to have been
“gathered to his people” and the date of his burial in the
Manifestly, then, the
“cave of the field of Machpelah.”
being “gathered to his people” is a distinct event from his
Dr. Jacobus says it “ is constantly distinguished from
burial.
departing this life, and being buried.” It can have reference,
the seven days of this mourning, and the time
the journey,

we

see that

it

therefore, only to the destination of his spirit into the un-

known Sheol, as the burial to the destination of the body.
If we go back to the lives of the earlier patriarchs, it is distinctly asserted of Abraham (Gen. xxv. 8, 9) and of Isaac

—

;
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(Gen. xxxv. 29) that they died, and were gathered unto their
people, and afterward their sons buried them.

One remarkable passage sets the
God said to King Josiah: “Behold,

seal to this argument.

I will gather
thee unto thy fathers, and thou shalt be gathered into thy
grave in peace.” These passages manifestly teach that the
being gathered unto one’s fathers, was an event distinct from

therefore,

both death and burial, and between the two.
In each case
men have nothing to do with the gathering unto the people.
God gathered them unto their people “/ will gather thee
unto thy fathers ” and afterward men buried them. When,
therefore, Jacob said, “ I am to be gathered unto my people
bury me with my fathers ” (Gen. xlix. 29) thus clearly distinguishing the two
he referred, in the first part, to the destination of his spirit, to Sheol
“mourning, Sheol-ward”
and in the last part, to the destination of his body, to the
“ field of Ephron the Hittite.”
The passage, Acts xiii. 36,
teaches the same truth.
The words here translated “ was
laid unto his fathers,” Dean Alford renders, “was gathered
unto his fathers.”
Olshausen, in his commentary, in loco, says that the
words “ denote his reception into the happy portion of

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

According to these distinguished scholars, therepassage embraces these ideas: David “fell on
sleep,” or died; he “was gathered unto his fathers,” or his
spirit departed to Sheol; his body, being buried, “saw corHades.”

fore,

the

ruption.”

Another line of argument will now confirm the truth of the
broad and clear distinction between Sheol and the grave.
The Hebrew language has a word Qeber -which is defined
by Gesenius “ a burial-place, a sepulchre, grave.” No other
definition is given.
This word is in frequent use in the Old
Testament, is constantly translated by the words “grave,”
“ sepulchre,” and “ burial-place,” and has connected with it the
words and ideas which are utterly inapplicable to our word
Sheol.
The following are a few among many passages “A
possession of a burying-place of Ephron the Hittite ”. (Gen.
“ Lo, I die
in my grave which I have digged for me
13).
there shalt thou bury me” (Gen.
“And Jacob
5).
set a pillar upon her grave
that is the pillar of Rachel’s

—

:

:

1

.

:

.

.

.

1

.
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grave unto this day” (Gen. xxxv. 20, cf.
In the use
13).
of this word Qeber we find that men bury their dead in
Qeber; the bones of men are in it, it may be opened with human hands, and its contents removed. Qeber was digged by
1

.

,

men

;

buried

long

Qeber is the peculiar possession of the one who is
in it, and various other facts.
If now we search the
of passages,

sixty-five in number, in which Sheol
no case of construction similar to the
above. Men are not buried, their bones are not found in, monuments are not erected over Sheol. No human agency was concerned in forming, no price was ever paid for, no ownership
was ever had in, Sheol. When such thoughts were present, the
list

occurs,

we

shall

find

Hebrew used

his term Qeber but Sheol never.
In Deut. xxxii. 22, and in Ps. lxxxvi. 13, we find “lowest
Sheol" ; in Prov. ix. 18, “depths of Sheol" and in Ezek. xxxii.
21,

,

“the midst of Sheol"

there are contrasts between

,

and

Ps. cxxxix. 8,

Heaven and Sheol

as of the sub-

In Job

xi.

18,

which are clearly
irreconcilable with the idea that the amazing height of heaven
should be put in relation to the depth of any grave that was
limest height with the profoundest depth

ever digged.

All these considerations

make

it

manifest that

Sheol was not the grave.
Similar conclusion

ment

is

reached,

if

we review the New TestaNot to cite all

use of the corresponding term, Hades.

the ten passages in which

which prove,
Testament Hades was
as distinct from the grave, as we have seen the Old Testament
Sheol to be. These are “ And in Hades he lifted up his eyes,
being in torments” (Luke xvi. 23). “Thou wilt not leave my
“His soul was not left in Hades" (Acts ii.
soul in Hades"
It certainly was not in the grave that Dives “lifted
27, 31).
up his eyes,” neither was it concerning the departure of Christ’s
“ soul ” to the grave, that David wrote in the Sixteenth Psalm.
The teaching, however, is that Christ’s soul did go to Hades
But the place of departed souls is
but did not remain there.
hence,
we prove that Sheol ox Hades
grave;
and
in
the
not
was not the grave.
2. Sheol was not the Hell of our modern conception.
it

occurs, there are three

to an absolute certainty, that the

New

:

,

The truth

of this proposition will appear from the fact that the
uniform representation of the Old Testament is, that when the
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Citing, again, a text

go unto my son,
mourning, Sheol-ward" (Gen. xxxvii. 35). Jacob believed that
Joseph was in Sheol and he was on his way thither. Similarly
Job “If I wait, Sheol is mine house” (xvii. 13). So David
“Thou wilt not leave my soul in Sheol" (Fs. xvi. 10). And
Hezekiah, speaking of his own declining life, and with evident
outlook to his future “ Sheol cannot praise thee ” (Isa. xxxviii.
These passages intimate whither four of the Old Testa18).
ment worthies believed they were tending to Sheol. And il
these, then we must believe that all had the same destination.
The question, however, will arise in thoughtful minds, whether
this was not an Oriental fancy. Does inspiration teach that the
righteous went, at death, to Sheol or did these old patriarchs,
merely think so ? And such inquiry deserves serious consideration and answer.
It is the question, whether the entire representation of the Old Testament saints, respecting the AfterWorld, was imagery if so, we are pressed with the inquiry,
whence they drew their conceptions? It has escaped no one’s
before used in proof of another point

:

“ I will

,

:

:

:

—

,

;

observation, that the doctrine of the future

life

is

more ob-

scurely taught throughout the Scriptures, than

many

other doc-

trines.

And, hence, it is not strange that a large measure of
hang over the teaching of the Old Testament

obscurity should

upon

this point.

Is

it

consistent, however, with our ideas of

inspiration, to suppose that, for 4,000 years,

God

should have

allowed the purest Theists upon the face of the earth to entertain an utterly false conception of the After-World, and then
should have transmitted these false notions down the ages, in

Book

which all are looking for guidance ? Is it not
rather to be presumed that their ideas were the true ones, and
that “ they are written for our admonition upon whom the
ends of the world are come ? ” (1 Cor. x. 1 1).
The argument under the preceding topic, upon the phrase
“gathered unto his people,” stands in proof of the point, that
the destination of the righteous was to Sheol. Add to this the
teaching of Christ himself, in the parable of the rich man and
Lazarus, and the teaching respecting Christ’s descensus ad
The rich
inferos, and the question is placed beyond dispute.
man was in torments, Lazarus in Abraham’s bosom. The rich
man and Abraham held conversation across the impassable
the

to

,
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by which they were separated. The rich man was in
Where was Abraham ? If we say in Heaven, we are
confronted, at once, with such passages as Job xi. 8, and Amos

gulf,

Hades

.

ix. 2.

And the problem is, for the rich man and Abraham to hold
communication across the amazing distance which the Bible
everywhere represents as separating Heaven and Hades. All
however, if we maintain, with Olshausen,
when Abraham was “gathered unto his fathers,” he went,
not to Heaven, but to the “ happy portion of Hades” separated
by a “ great gulf fixed,” from the Hades of the wicked, but both
difficulties disappear,

that

of which are included in the greater After-World.

And now we have the inspired language of Peter, quoting
David, respecting Christ, and saying that His soul was not left
in Hades (Acts ii. 31).
There can be no meaning to this language, unless the soul of Christ went to Hades and to that portion, or apartment of Hades which He Himself called Paradise,
,

in

His word to the penitent

thief

(Luke

this article has called the Paradise of

xxiii. 43),

Hades.

It is

and which
contended,

Old Testament representation of Sheol as
from the Hell of our modern conception, is perfectly

therefore, that the
distinct

borne out by the New; the facts being, that the righteous
to Sheol and that Jesus himself went thither, after His
This last idea will be argued, at a later period, in
crucifixion.

went

,

this article.

No

part of Sheol embraced the Heaven of our modern
conception and of the Bible.
Says David: “The Lord’s throne is in Heaven” (Ps. xi. 4).
“Thus saith the Lord, The heaven is my throne” (Isa. lxvi. 1).
And, at the dedication of his temple, Solomon “ Behold the
heaven and heaven of heavens cannot contain thee” (1 Ki. viii.
By these passages, which might easily be multiplied, the
27).
3.

:

location of the central throne of the Universe, the residence of
is definitely fixed in the locality we call Heaven.
But
from the beginning to the end of the Divine record, there is no
intimation that God is, in any manner, or at any time, so manifested, in Sheol as He is upon His throne in Heaven. This fact
could not be accounted for on the supposition that Sheol em-

God,

,

braces the

Heaven

Again, Jesus

is

of the Bible.

represented as saying:

“Thou

wilt not leave
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and “ his soul was not left in Sheol" ; but if
Sheol had included Heaven, then Christ could not have felt a
desire to depart from it, and so to he sepaiated from the throne
of His Heavenly Father.
Besides, the forms of expression
which are used to designate the departure of any one, either to
Sheol or Heaven, are such as absolutely to forbid their common
location in space.
Whether speaking of the righteous or the
wicked, the entrance to Sheol is represented as a descent, and
that to Heaven as an ascent. These are a few only of the passoul in Sheol

“ I will go down to my son.”
fact.
They and all that appertained to them went down alive into
Sheol ” (Num. xvi. 30, 33). And, on the other hand: When
”
the Lord would take up Elijah into Heaven by a whirlwind

sages setting forth each

“

‘

ascend up into Heaven, thou art there” (Ps.
cxxxix. 8). The uniform representation, therefore, is that the
two localities are in diverse regions, nay more, poles apart, and
antipodal to each other, “ high as Heaven,” “ deeper than Sheol.”
Heaven is located in the heights, Sheol in the depths (Amos
ix. 2).
When the sacred writers sought for the widest possible
contrast, they found it in the Heaven above, and in the Sheol
beneath. In precise accord with the representation here made,
is the language of Jesus, respecting His demise, and the later
language of Luke, respecting His final ascension (Mat. xii. 40),
upon which Dr. Schaff remarks (Lange’s Com. in loco) “ There
should be no more dispute now, as to Christ’s actual descent
(2 Ki.

ii.

9).

“ If I

:

Hades” (Acts i. 10, 11). When Jesus was crucified, He
descended into the lower parts of the earth ” forty days afterIn the
ward, “ He ascended up on high” (Eph. iv. 9 and 8).
former case, He went to Hades, in the latter, to Heaven.
If further proof were needed upon the topic now under discussion, we need but cite such Scriptures as the following “ In
Sheol who shall give thee thanks ? ” (Ps. vi. 5) “ I will ransom
O, Sheol, I will be thy dethem from the power of Sheol
”
and Sheol were the
Heaven
If
xiii.
(Hosea
struction
14).
same, then would David be confronted with the whole representation of the Apocalypse, in which language seems to fail the
heavenly inhabitants to express their praise and thanks to God
and the prophet would make
for the benefits of redemption
God declare His people to be under the “ power” of an enemy,
into

“

;

:

;

which enemy

He had

purposed to destroy.

*

Rather, in no part

—
:
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of Sheol

is

Heaven embraced.

Sheol was,

at best, a

“prison”

iii.
19), in which, while there was “comfort” (Luke
25), there was not the fullness of final happiness, and
from the power of Sheol,” the dwellers therein might well de-

(i Pet.
xvi.
“

sire a “

Compare

ransom.”

the sixteenth chapter of

must soon become apparent

and

it

the

full

that Lazarus had not secured

He

object of his desires.

had, indeed, attained to

“Abraham’s bosom,” and was “comforted”

home

Luke with

John the Divine,

the closing chapters of the Revelation of St.

how

but

;

different

Lamb’s wife,” in
the “great city, the holy Jerusalem,” in which “the Lord God
(1)
and the Lamb are the temple,” in which “ God shall
Almighty
(2)
wipe away all tears from their eyes,” “ and they shall see His

that scene from the

of

“

the bride, the

(3)

face” (Rev. xxi. 22).
(4)Sheol included the whole
4.

embracing four
.

.

.

After-World except Heaven

distinct conditions, as follows

The Paradise of Hades.
The Hades of the Wicked.
Abaddon Abyss Tartarus
;

;

“
;

,

:

the Bottomless

”
;

Satan’s

prison.
.

The Lake

of Fire; Perdition; Gehenna.

In entering upon this branch of our discussion, attention
must be called to certain facts, clearlv revealed, in the Scriptures,

but obscured in our version by certain infelicities of transThere is clear revelation of sphere above sphere, deep

lation.

below deep,
eous dead
“

Twice,

we have

all

The wicked

that forget

The

in the After- World.

state of facts

departing to Sheol, while
shall

God”

in the

intimation of this

first

already discovered, in seeing the rightit

is

be turned into Sheol, and

also asserted
all

the nations

(Ps. ix. 17).

Old Testament, we have the

qualifying

word

joined to Sheol (Deut. xxxii. 22 and Ps. lxxxvi. 13),
and once the same word is joined to “ pit ” “ lowest Sheol”

“

lowest

”

;

Such words

meaningan inspired volume. We now find another word of
some awful import, which dimly, but no less truly, sets forth
some lowest deep, and which is the same, without doubt, as the
“lowest Sheol”; this is the word “Abaddon.”
It appears in
our A. V. but once, but is found six times in the Hebrew.
These are some of the instances “ Sheol is naked before him,
“

lowest

pit.”

are not used carelessly, or

lessly, in

:
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and Abaddon hath no covering” (Job xxvi. 6);

Sheol and
Lord (Prov. xv. it). Some distinction, therefore, exists between Sheol and Abaddon
and there
is conveyed in these quotations some intimation, however obscurely, of a deep, returnless sphere, from which there was no
hope or conceived possibility of escape, but, to enter there, was

Abaddon

are before the

“

”

;

“

to inherit

destruction.”

Turning now to the New Testament, we find the word
Abyss (A. V., “deep,” “bottomless,” “bottomless pit”). To
the English ear it is a word of profound significance, but its
Greek derivation adds features of awful impressiveness. The
Abyss (Alpha privative and /3 uS 6 ;) is the place without depth,
fathomless a deep so deep, that peer down however profoundly
any may, there is no bottom. The word occurs seven times in
the Apocalypse, and the exact sense would be conveyed if, in
every instance, it were translated “ the abyss ” or “ the bottomIt was into this that the “ angels that sinned ” were
less.”
;

cast, for St.

Peter records that

“

God

spared not the angels that

them down to Tartarus, to pits of
gloom, delivered them, to be kept for judgment” (2 Pet. ii. 4).
The Revelator informs us that some of these are permitted to
swarm forth, like destroying locusts, from these “ pits of gloom,"
to perpetrate their hellish designs, with a “ king over them
whose name, in the Hebrew tongue, is Abaddon, but in
the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon ” (Rev. ix. 11).
sinned, but having thrust

.

.

.

.

This similarity of names,

if it

timate the fact that the

Abaddon

does not prove, goes
of the

far to

in-

Old Testament was

New. This latter was to the lost angels a
upon the shore of the Sea of Galilee, when

the Tartarus of the
place of dread, for

Christ cast out the legion of devils,

he would not
viii.

command them
says, “

Alford

31).

this Tartarus,

mission of

i. e.,

to

“

they besought him, that

go out

into the

we should

of hell”;

rather say,

from which they are temporarily escaped, by per-

Him who

thrust

them down

there.

Satan’s prison during the thousand years in

be bound.

Abyss” (Luke

An

This, too,

which he

is

shall

angel shall bind him and “cast him into the

Abyss” (Rev. xx.

This entire description, the fearfully
“ everexpressive words which are employed
“ pits of gloom,”
lasting chains,”

reached a

far

“

3).

darkness

more

terrible

—

”

— indicate
fate

that

we

have, at least,

than that which has befallen
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those wicked men,

who have found

their

first

dwelling-place,

Hades of the wicked. Three conditions of
the After- World has now disclosed nor have we far to

after death, in the

being,

;

seek to find the fourth.

The Revelator

“ beast that .... shall ascend out
Abyss, which has been already located
“ and go into perdition ” (Rev. xvii. 8).
Evidently something else is meant than that he shall return to the Abyss.
“ Perdition ” differs from “ the bottomless.”
The closing his-

tells

of the bottomless”

—

—

of a

this

—

beast has this record
the beast and the false
prophet “ both were cast alive into the (Greek) lake of fire,
burning with brimstone” (Rev. xix. 20). That is evidently,
then, the other sphere than the “ bottomless,” that is, “ perdition.”
Here is, then, a lower deep than the Abyss. Hither,
also, goes Satan, at the last.
have seen him bound in the
Abyss during the thousand years, “ and when the thousand
years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his prison ” (Rev.
xx. 7). Afterward, this Satan, “the devil that deceived them,

tory of the

—

We

was

and brimstone, where the beast
him (Rev. xx. 10). Finally,
“ death and Hades delivered up the dead which were in them,”
“ and death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire.
This
is the second death, the lake of fire (so, S. and A. MSS., and
Alford).
And whosoever was not found written in the book
of life, was cast into the lake of fire” (Rev. xx. 13-15). There
remains to be considered one more word, used twelve times, in
the New Testament, by our Saviour, and only once else, by
James (iii. 6), and descriptive of the lake of fire the word
Gehenna. In every instance it is translated, in our A. V.,
“hell.”
Thus, in the sermon on the mount, when Jesus says
that the fool “ shall be in danger of hell fire ” (Matt. v. 22),
His literal word is, “in danger of the Gehenna of the fire.”
cast into the lake of fire

and the

false

prophet

are,”

before

—

And when He

speaks of certain, as cast into hell (v. 29) the
Thrice we find
literal word is, again, “ cast into Gehenna.”
“ the Gehenna of the fire,” and in all the other places simply

Gehenna.

We

identify this locality with “the lake of fire”

pressions like these

:

three times, in the ninth of

from ex-

Mark

(vs.

43-

48), Jesus speaks of those who “go into the Gehenna,” and
immediately He adds, in each instance, “ into the fire that never

;
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be quenched where their worm dieth not and the fire is
Exactly similar, in intent, are the expressions,
“the furnace of fire” (Matt. xiii. 42-50), and “the fire, the
eternal, prepared for the devil and his angels ” (Matt. xxv. 41).
shall

:

not quenched.”

Thus, we identify Gehenna, perdition, the lake of fire, as one
and the same place, the lowest deep of all in the After-World
above which we have found the Abyss, or the bottomless, the
Abaddon of the Old Testament, the Tartarus of the New and
”
then, above, the Hades, into which shall be turned “ the wicked
and “ all the nations that forget God ” and, higher than all,
one world, yet more than one,
the Hades of the righteous
sphere above sphere, abyss below abyss, and impassable chasms
between.
How profoundly impressive, in the light of this exegesis, become the words of the blind Milton
;

;

;

—

:

“ Which way shall I fly
infinite despair?
Which way I fly, is hell myself am hell
And, in the lowest deep a lower deep
Still threatening to devour me, opens wide.’’
Infinite

wrath and

;

,

We

thus see the whole After-World, except Heaven, embrac-

ing four distinct conditions of being included in Sheol.

Among

the questions propounded in the

first paragraph of
changes have transpired in the
case of any of the dead in the past ? and on what occasion ?
and why? To the answering of these questions our attention
will now be directed.
In St. Paul’s Ephesian letter we find this language “ Wherefore he saith, when he ascended up on high, he led captivity
Now that he ascended, what
captive, and gave gifts unto men.
is it, but that he also descended first into the lower parts of
the earth ?
He that descended is the same also that ascended
up far above all heavens, that he might fill all things ” (Eph.
iv. 8-10).
That this language refers to Christ there cannot be

this article are

these:

What

:

the least question.

Of Him

it is

asserted that

He

first

“

de-

scended into the lower parts of the earth,” and then, that He
ascended up on high.”
It is evident, from the whole tenor
of the narrative, that the descension and the ascension were
near together in time.
It is distinctly stated that “ he led cap” “
tivity captive
when he ascended up on high.” It is equally

“
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manifest that this captivity did not accompany

Him when He

descended into the lower parts of the earth.” The inevitable
and only conclusion, then, follows, that He found them there.

“

Of whom

could this captivity consist

?

He

led this

“

captivity

when tie “ascended up far above all heavens.” The
terminus ad quem of the ascent was, unquestionably, Heaven.
Thither He led His followers, this “captivity.” Jesus came to
the earth and went through all, only to convey the righteous
dead to Heaven. Evidently, then, this captivity consisted of
the righteous dead whom He found “in the lower parts of the
earth,” in the Paradise of Hades, whither His soul went, but
where it “ was not left.”
This conviction is strengthened when we consider the phrase
captive”

“

led captivity captive.”

What

does

it

mean

?

No

one would think of resorting to a dictionary for an interpretation of Scripture
but we do go there for the meaning of
words.
Referring to Webster, under the word “captivity ” we
find: “To lead captivity captive] in Scripture, is to subdue
those who have held others in slavery or captivity ” (italics his).
That is to say, judging from the meaning of the words, before
Christ could lead up on high a captivity, He must first subdue
those who held them in captivity, or the powers of Hades. The
“captivity” led “captive” are thus twice captives; first, by
enemies, and then by re-capture of friends.
This view receives the support of Scripture, in the only passage in which the connection furnishes a clue to the meaning.
In the Song of Deborah and Barak, we read: “Arise, Barak,
and lead thy captivity captive, thou son of Abinoam ” (Judges
The circumstances were these: the children of Israel
v. 12).
had done wickedly, and “ the Lord sold them into the hand of
Jabin, king of Canaan,” “ the captain of whose host was Sisera.”
“And twenty years he mightily oppressed the children of
Israel” (Judges iv. 2, 3). What more natural than that, in this
long period, many captives should have been taken from among
the children of Israel? Deliverance at length came through
Deborah and Barak. Of the issue of the battle between Sisera
and Barak, we have the following statement “ The Lord discomfited Sisera. And all the host of Sisera fell upon the edge
of the sword and there was not a man left ” (Judges iv. 15, 16).
Evidently, therefore, Barak did not take any prisoners from his
;

‘

:

;
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When, therefore, we hear the word, “ Arise, Barak
and lead thy captivity captive,” what else can be meant than
that, having subdued those who have held them in captivity, he
is now to recapture the children of his own people, hence called
“ thy captivity,” and set them free ?
This interpretation of the passage in Ephesians, corresponds
We have beheld, through the
to all that we have seen before.
Old Testament times, all, the good as well as the evil, marching
Sheol-ward. The former have gone to an apartment which was
In this Hades of the righteous there has
especially their own.
been “ comfort,” but not the full fruition of hope. They were
“captives” they were, in a sense, in “prison.”
Christ, at His
death, descended to the Hades of the righteous, to which
Himself gave name, in the promise to the dying thief, “Today shalt thou be with me in Paradise ” (Luke xxiii. 43). When
He afterward “ascended upon high,” He took with Him all
this captive multitude which had lingered in Hades during the
enemies.

;

4,000 years of the Old Dispensation as it were, He transferred
bodily the Hades of the righteous to Heaven, so that since
;

more of the righteous have gone to Hades,
but have gone directly to Heaven upon their decease. This is
the change to which reference is made on the first page of this
article, and this, the occasion of it
the change, viz, which took
the ascension no

;

all

the

Old Testament

saints out of

Was

Hades into Heaven upon

not this to which the apostle
referred, when, at the end of his long catalogue of the heroes of
faith, he says, “ the world was not worthy ” of them, and adds
“ And these all, having obtained a good report through faith,
received not the promise God having provided some better
”
thing for us, that they, without us, should not be made perfect
”
(Heb. xi. 39, 40). The world was not worthy, their “ mansions
were not prepared, Hades was their temporary waiting-place.
See now, how, in the light of this interpretation, certain diffiUnder the Old Dispensation we have seen
culties disappear.
all the saints going, like Jacob, Sheol-ward.
But under the
New, we encounter a new class of texts which seem to contradict the idea that the righteous should ever have a place elsewhere than in Heaven. We have Christ, saying to His discithe ascension of Christ

it

:

,

at

—

go to prepare a place for you ” a plain intimation that
the time at which He spoke, the place was not yet prepared

ples, “

I

;
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He

adds “ if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come
again and receive you unto myself, that where I am, there ye
may be also’’ (John xiv. 2, 3). And ever since that time, this
hope has animated the breast of the dying saint, viz, that he was
henceforth to be with Christ. But Christ is in Heaven (Acts iii.
21). Hence, when Jesus, in His last prayer, says, “ Father, I will
that they also whom thou hast given me, be with me where I
am, that they may behold my glory,” He made manifest reference
to their being with Him in the Heaven, where He now resides.
To this representation, agrees that also of the apostle, “to be
absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord ” (2 Cor.
And again “ having a desire to depart and to be with
v. 8).

and

:

:

which

Christ,

is far

tion of this passage

better” (Phil.

i.

Admit

23).

the explana-

which has been made, and there

is

perfect

agreement between these two classes of texts. We see, indeed,
a vast throng of the Old Testament saints marching Sheolward, and there they wait in “ comfort,” yet desiring more. At
It is
length the Lord of death and Hades comes thither also.
And He has
not possible for Him to be holden by death.

come

to set

barriers of

Heaven

all

With Him they cross the
free.
they go to Heaven to Him in
Testament saints have been gathering,

these captives

Him

Hades, with

all

the

New

;

shall continue to gather, until such time as He comes descending “ from Heaven with a shout,” to call to resurrection
So, too, the dying
the bodies of those who “sleep in Jesus.”
thief departed for Paradise to meet Jesus. But we are distinctly
taught, in the second chapter of the Acts, that the destination
Hence, they met in
of Christ’s spirit was that day to Hades.
But Paul was caught up to the third
the Paradise of Hades.

and

Heaven
of the

That

“

is

“

into Paradise

tree of

life,

”

which

(2 Cor.
is in

xii. 4).

The Revelator speaks

the Paradise of

God ”

(Rev.

ii.

to say, after the transference of the saints, of which

have spoken, their

and was

still

new abode took

the

name

7).

we

of the former,

called Paradise.

Two

other, confessedly difficult, passages receive light from
These are: “ For Christ also hath
the preceding explanations.

once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that he might
bring us to God, being put to death in flesh, but quickened in
spirit, in which also, having gone, he preached to the spirits in
prison, which sometime were disobedient, when once the long-

.

:
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Noah” (i Pet. iii. 18conform more exactly to
cause was the Gospel preached also to

waited in the days of

change from A.

V., to

Greek) and, “ For this
them that are dead ” (iv. 6). The first passage declares that
evidently to the “prison”
preached
Christ, “having gone”
;

—

to the spirits in

“

—

The

prison.”

evangelical interpretation

is

went and preached to the spirits which are
in the days of Noah.
Is not such
a view forced and unnatural, and evidently intended to avoid a
In the light of the passage from Ephesians let us
difficulty?
now interpret this. Christ died upon the cross while His body
lay in the tomb, He went, in spirit, to the Paradise of Hades
in contrast to that for which they waited and longed, this,
though a place of “ comfort,” was not all that they desired
about this

now

:

Christ

in prison, by

Noah and

;

;

;

they are

fitly,

therefore, described as “ spirits in prison ”

— of what

;

to these

That the work of atonement, on which their full and final salvation depended, was now
complete His blood, on which their hopes rested, was now
shed the day of their deliverance from Hades had now arrived
He had come to lead “ captivity captive,” and to set them free.
“I will ransom them” such was His triumphant language
“ from the power of Sheol
O, Sheol, I will be thy deSo, Christ did preach the Gospel
struction ” (Hosea xiii. 14).
to those in the prison of Hades, not as offering a new hope to
any, but as the full fruition of the hope in which they had died.
To this interpretation Fronmiiller objects (Excursus on the
descensus ad inferos Com. on 1st Pet. in loco ), that Hppvaauv
“ uniformly signifies to preach the Gospel.”
But that it does
not always have this signification is manifest from two or three
passages, which will be merely cited without a word of comment, and with the simple italicizing of our word. Thus
“ Moses, of old time, hath in every city them that preach
him ” (Acts xv. 21) “And I saw a strong angel, proclaiming
with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the book?” (Rev.
Christ

makes proclamation

?

;

;

;

—

—

,

;

v. 2).

It is evident, that in

signification than to

“

these instances, nr/pvaaeiv has other

preach the Gospel.”

A

careful

exami-

nation of the sixty-one times in which the word occurs in the

New

Testament, will reveal the fact that about one time in six
to publish or to proclaim something; and with such
a state of facts, no one can unquestioningly hold that our word
it

means

:
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must mean

to

“

preach the Gospel,” although

it

may

usually

signify that.

now, we suppose that the passage, “for this cause was
the Gospel preached to them that are dead” (ist Pet. iv. 6), ]*e
fers to the same facts set forth in the passage just under discussion, we find that the one explains the other
in reference to
which fact we quite agree with Dr. Fronmiiller, although we
arrive at a very different conclusion. The word here employed
is vr,y-yeAlffB}/, used impersonally, and translated with sufficient
accuracy, “ the Gospel was preached.” Was this preaching of
If,

;

new hope, as Fronmiiller
maintains?
hold far otherwise. The very first definition
of this word, both in the Classical and in Dr. Robinson’s New
Testament Lexicon, is “to bring good news”; “to announce
glad tidings.”
In his citation of this very passage, Dr. Robinson gives as the meaning of the word, in the Pass, aor., “ to be
announced as glad tidings to be preached.” The exact sense,
then, of the passage would be given if we read, “ Glad tidings
were announced to the dead.” And this is precisely that for
which we contend. Those were glad tidings when Jesus came
to them in the realms of Hades, and proclaimed or preached
“ I will ransom them from the power of Sheol.”
thus suffer these passages to mean what they seem to mean.
When
and
preach
to
spirits
in
to
go
prison,
we suffer
Christ is said
Him, and not Noah, to preach; and He preaches literally to
spirits, in the time then present, and not to living men in some
long past time He preaches to those in prison, dead according
the Gospel, then, the offering of a

We

;

We

;

to the flesh, but spiritually living, in the Paradise of

Hades

;

He

proclaims to these the glad tidings that the hour of their
deliverance has struck.
not claimed that this interpretation removes all difficulfrom these confessedly difficult passages, nor has any one

It is
ties

that

was ever presented.

In reference to the apparent limita-

tion of Christ’s preaching to the Antediluvians, the sugges-

tion

is

thought

made

—

that this

was introduced

in the interest of the

— perhaps

as an

after-

comparison, between the saving

Noah, by the waters of the flood, and the saving of the believer, by baptism.
It remains, now, only to summarize some of the incidental
lessons upon the future state, which the discussion suggests.
of
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The Unconscious State of the Dead.

.

The

Bible clearly reveals that the belief of this doctrine

is

When Jacob says, “ I will go down to my son,
an error.
mourning, Sheol-ward,” what possible thought could be in his
mind but that he, in a state of consciousness, was going to his
son, in a state of consciousness

Evidently, in the old man’s

?

he found some poor comfort in
the belief that he should again find him, in Sheol.
But to find

sorrow at the

loss of his son,

him, in unconsciousness, would be no better than for a corpse

So David “
me (2 Sam. xii.

to find a corpse.

shall

I

:

go

to him, but he shall

If death were extinction,
23).
were even unconsciousness, these expressions would be
the height of absurdity.
Look again at this passage from the
prophet Isaiah (xiv. 9-10), with reference to the introduction
of the King of Babylon into the After-World: “Sheol from
beneath is moved for thee, to meet thee, at thy coming it
stirreth up the dead for thee, even all the chief ones of the earth
it hath raised up from their thrones, all the kings of the nations.
(2) All they shall speak and say unto thee, Art thou also
become weak as we ? art thou become like unto us ? ” It cannot possibly be questioned that they were all conscious of what
was passing, and of the entrance into the domain of the dead,
of one who had “ made the world as a wilderness.”
Add to
“
all, that which God says
I am the God of Abraham, and the
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob. God is not the God of

not return to

or

”

if it

:

;

:

the dead, but of the living

The

.

No

(Matt. xxii. 32).
Annihilation of the Wicked.

such

doctrine

is

”

taught

the

in

Word.

Death

is

“sleep”; but we have just
seen that the sleep of death does not result even in unconsciousness, much less in extinction of being.
No more
have we reason to suppose the “ second death ” will result
The argument which some would frame
in
annihilation.
from the words “ everlasting punishment,” as if this were
a “ cutting off,” and a cutting off equal to annihilation, cannot
be sustained by scholarly criticism. This word punishment is
from a word which, when applied to branches of a tree (Sevdpa)
means to “ curtail, dock, prune ” “ but usually ” (Liddell and
often

called

in

the

Scripture,

;

Scott),

when

applied to men,

“

like Latin, castigare, to

within bounds, hold in check, bridle,”

“

keep

then to chastize, correct,
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punish.”
It is vain, therefore, to seek to find another word
which shall more strictly render the Greek, than the word in
our A. V., “ punishment.” And punishment is not annihilation.
Note, here, that text of the Revelator: “and death and
Hades were cast into the lake of fire ” (Rev. xx. 14). The casting of Hades into the lake of fire can have no meaning, unless
it

be the casting: therein of the dwellers in Hades.
(3)

of the locality into Gehenna, after
nihilated,

would be mere

The

inhabitants were

its

There

child’s play.

is

casting:
all

an-

no annihilation

of the wicked.

A

Second Probation.
Again, there is none. The Scripture upon which this doctrine is based, is that in 1st Peter, wherein Christ is said to
have “ preached to the spirits in prison.” But we have seen
that this has reference merely to Christ’s descent to the Paradise of Hades, to declare that the work of Atonement was
(4)
It has
complete, and the “captivity” might now be set free.
salvation
to
no reference to the preaching of the good news of
those who, in this life, have rejected the offer of a crucified
Saviour.
The Bible represents the Hades of the wicked, as
.

merely the vestibule of Gehenna, and it teaches that in Hades
there is no repentance, no Second Probation.
The Endlessness of Punishment.
This, the Word, unhesitatingly and everywhere declares.
Satan, the beast and the false prophet with death (“ the last
enemy ”), and Hades are finally cast into Gehenna, where, according to the express and emphatic testimony of our Lord
himself, “ their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched.”
In the terse and emphatic language of our Confession, which
is an exact transcript of that of Scripture, the wicked “ shall be
punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the
Lord, and from the glory of his power” (2 Thes. i. 9).
.

,

Jno. F. Kendall.

VI.

REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENTS AND THE
MORALITIES OF LIFE.
A REPLY TO SUNDRY TORY AND REPUBLICAN WRITERS.

N
I

the

December number of The International Review

appeared an article entitled “ Pending Ordeals
of Democracy,” written in very vigorous and trenchant language and style by Hon. George W. Julian, formerly a distinguished Whig member of Congress from Indiana, and still
widely and honorably known and respected as a gentleman
of culture, of learned tastes, and leisure, and a statesman of
unquestioned patriotism and conscientious convictions.
By
forcibly and skilfully summarizing the prominent, existing
evils in this country, such as the ever-growing contest between labor and capital official peculation by means of comfor 1878,

;

binations or “ rings ”

among

involving the expenditure of

those holding political offices
embezzlements of funds

moneys

;

banking, insurance, and other companies aggregation of landed and moneyed capital by railroad corporations evils incident to every community, under
every phase of civilization, in every advanced stage of society,

by

officers

in

;

trust,

—

and under every form of government where men are free to
act, to invest their labor or capital, or are stimulated by great
opportunities for personal aggrandizement or personal advancement this writer has adroitly yet unfairly associated
these various evils and immoral practices with our Republican
form of government, so as to leave the impression that they
are the natural and legitimate outcome and products of that
form of government.
Post hoc propter hoc.
Nor does
Mr. Julian stand alone, even among Republican writers,
in this forcible, but specious, treatment of common and
current evils.
Even the high-minded, patriotic, and excep-

—

(T13)
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who wrote the “ Federalist,” while
defending the then new Constitution from unjust, assaults,
and buttressing the proposed novel form of Republican government, by unanswerable argument and logic, conjured up
in advance, and grouped together eloquently, many evils likely
to arise, and then gave themselves the intellectual pleasure
of showing how they could be met and some of the finest
specimens of logic and sarcasm, found in that admirable series
of papers, were levelled at purely supposititious evils and
purely imaginary objections to our constitutional Republican
system, liable to sprout out from that fruitful trunk, the corrupt nature of man.
Of course other writers, of less ability and originality, have
followed them in an almost unbroken succession, who have
gathered into our daily, weekly, and monthly garners of
thought, the ever-springing crop of peccadilloes, social offences against the moral code, and crimes against the peace
and order of society, and have thoughtlessly associated this
baneful harvest of weeds with the legitimate growth of good
government. Others there are in every period of time, under every condition of social advancement, and beneath every
form of government, of atrabilious temperaments and physically predisposed to take despondent and discouraging views,
tionally great statesmen

;

who, looking around them and finding— as men can always
find
many unlovely qualities, traits, and characteristics,
both in individuals and communities, aggravated it may be at

—

times by exceptional evils or concurring circumstances, conjure up with almost Dantean imaginations political Infernos

more

dramatic, ghastly, and agonizing than that of the Flor-

entine poet.
Still others there are who seem to have been
“
born in the cold shades of opposition,” natural pessimists,

who
man

follow around every successive administration

followed around

Van Amburg

—

— as

to every exhibition

the

when

he entered the lions’ cage sure that at the next turn, it must
disappear behind the ravenous jaws of lion-like environments, although it had by good fortune escaped hitherto.
To such men the country is always just on the eve of ruin,
sometimes by mal-administration, sometimes by bad crops
now by an expansion, then by a contraction at one time by
a convulsive disturbance, at another by the delusive and fatal
;

;
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To

such minds we are always in a pure
decline
the times are always “ out of joint ” our public men
degenerated from our early statesmen, and all public and private virtue in a sad eclipse. And all these dismal forebodings
and forecasts are followed by the ready and ominous shake
of the head, with the significant doubt whether after all Republican governments are the right kinds, and whether we
should not be better off under a monarchical one.
Of course
a cat two feet away looks larger than a tiger two miles off—
and at these relative distances the purr of the former seems
as formidable as the growl of the latter.
serenity of peace.

;

;

the columns among the magnificent
Melrose Abbey, there is sculptured in the spring
stone of the arch the figure of an aged monk. As his shoulders had to support the roof, they are bent, and his head is
bowed down, while his stony eyes are fixed upon the pavement below. The roof has long since disappeared, and with
still the shoulders are bent
it the weight on the shoulders
forward, the head is bowed down, and the eyes stare downwards as if crushed out by the superincumbent weight. So
is it with the gloomy-minded detractor of
Republicanism.
Standing amid the ruins of monarchical systems, he stoops
beneath the imaginary weight of Republican errors and immoralities, his shoulders have grown into a dismally crushed
bend, and his stony eyes are fixed in moveless horror upon a
fancied wreck and ruin below him.
These stony figures, however, can become animate and
open their horror-stricken lips, when any suggestions are
made imputing any human imperfections to monarchical institutions.
Then they become like the Irish emigrant who,
freshly arrived upon our shores, and strolling out with his
fellow-emigrant one evening near a pond, heard with horror
the sound, all new to him, of a chorus of bullfrogs.
Overcome with terror, he clutched his shillalah and cautiously explored the margin of the pond from which the sounds came.
Seeing no enemy in sight, and amazed at a sound which he had
never heard at home, he jumped at once to the side of his
friend and to a conclusion, exclaiming: “And sure, Jamie, in
my opinion it’s nothing but a noise ! ”
This satisfactory solution is perfectly convincing in both

At the top of one of

ruins of

;
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cases, especially to the monarchical detractor of Republican

sounds of industry, of benevolent action and assured prosperity from our shores.
In his
opinion it is nothing but a noise.
As might be very materially expected, however, the most
determined, persistent, and able arraignment of Republican
governments on these partial, unfair, and unjust indictments
have been made by the conservative and imperial writers of
Germany and France, and by the Tory journalists and magazine writers of Great Britain.
And among the latter every
one will readily recall, especially the truly able, but unscrupulous writers for Blackwood' s Magazine from the first number, issued April i, 1817, down through every succeeding
one, almost without a single exception, to the very latest.
With an intellectual ability which its friends and enemies must
alike admire, but with a malignancy, bitterness, and vindictiveness which both also must alike deplore, the Blackwood
writers have with a species of rabies a partisan fury and polished violence sought with especial animosity and persistent
institutions, as

he

listens to the

,

iteration to establish to the satisfaction of all British subjects

two propositions:
all

its

First,

that

the French

Revolution with

was the legitimate fruit of the
govern himself; and secondly, that

ghastly terrors

at-

all
tempt of man to
the moral evils under the sun came, not from the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, planted in the garden of Eden,
but from that more baleful and deadly upas, planted at Philadelphia July 4, 1776, and ever since carefully and abundantly
watered and cultivated by the Devil. So thoroughly has this
effort been followed up and industriously pursued, and so
universally have the Blackwood writers been vaccinated with
this virus, that the contagious poison distills from the pens
even of that gentle soul, “the Ettrick shepherd,” from the
generous and pure-minded Sir Walter, from his scholarly and
kind-hearted son-in-law, Lockhart, from De Ouincey, Walter
Savage Landor, the tender-hearted John Wilson, and the accomplished William E. Aytoun. Widely as these writers
have differed from each other and from other writers in the
same magazine, in regard to the philosophy of history,
finance, political economies, and the philosophy of life, in one
thing they have all agreed that governments of the people

—
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by the people were unmixed terrors. And in instilling this
idea into their countrymen they have marvellously succeeded.
The continued dripping has worn away the rock of truth.
The busy shuttle, incessantly plying, has woven a yellow
thread of prejudice through all the intellectual and literary
tissues of thought and feeling of England and her dependencies.

With chronic grumblers, found in every community, under
every style of government, and in every age, we have no
words of controversy, but only thoughts and feelings of deep
compassion and pity compassion for their myopian blindness
and consequent moral discomfort but we have some words
of expostulation and of emphatic protest of argument, derived from history, reason, and human nature, with those who,
abusing their fair, often great powers of logic or rhetoric, by
culling from history a few exceptional incidents, which may
by a little pressure be crowded into the support of almost any
theory of government, or by gathering up from communities
of bad men under a Republic, examples of national evil or
products resulting from too great a strain by temptation upon
weak natures, seek to consolidate the conviction that wherever
men are politically free, there they are especially, and because thus free, evil morally.
It may be pertinent to remark at the very outset of this
whatever
investigation, that under repressive governments
Landgravate,
whether
Kingdom,
Duchy,
the name,
an Empire,
the army, the
Principality, or even a small Territory or City

—

;

—

—

—

police,

all

the sentinelling forces of the State, scattered in

cantonments,
villages,

in

larger or smaller bodies through the

cities,

or rural districts, are constantly employed and in-

structed to keep under forcibly,

and by

persistent, rigorous,

and ever-watchful agencies and efforts, not only the first
gathering of immoral practices, but any appearance of its
Despotic, monarchical, or self-asserting political
power, instinctively dreading any disturbance which may in
itself jar its authority, or, by leading to concert of action,
question its legitimacy, is first and last and always most
solicitous to maintain order, that is, seemly and decorous appearances.
Dearly as these repressive efforts may cost in
the expenditure of money, time, and civil administration, and
existence.
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still

more dearly

in

population with the

manhood of the entire
few moral symptoms of disorder, in cutextirpating- the

ting up the wheat with the few tares, they do undoubtedly

succeed in producing order. So will a pestilence leave order
in its wake, the stillness of death.
So a stern reaper which
cuts

down

the

young

thistles also levels

with the ground the

abundant wheat crop.

These

so-called paternal governments,

in

their

supreme

anxiety to repress two or three disorderly or mischievous
boys, flog the whole school into the painful silence of

fear.

At Dotheby Hall, Squeers administered the rod and treacle
to all
and the brutal and sensitive, the slow and the quick,
were all brought under the repressive system, which secured
;

order and seeming silence.

and just to suggest in limine, that in
Republican governments, where men are free to employ
their talents, enterprise, labor, and capital in any direction
that may please them, and where varied and abundant
It is

also pertinent

opportunities

offer

great temptations to the

acquisition

of

doubt it does happen more
frequently than under repressive governments, whose permission must first be gained for the establishment of
business enterprises, that the risk and hazard of industries
will sometimes be undertaken and pursued by methods of
questionable morality. A strong man, hunting freely a variety
of game in an open field, will be very likely to step without
a scrupulous prudence upon clover-tops as well as upon weeds
wealth,

it

is

natural,

and no

or thistles.

And

then the publicity which is given to any examples of
misconduct or wrong-doing in a Republic, where the press is

wholly unrestricted, and under a repressive government,
where a censorship by the government selects the items of
news and authorizes no publication which shall reflect upon
In the
itself or its administrators or agents, is very different.
former, publicity of the minutest details not only takes place,
but is given in a startling, sensational way, and is multiplied,
like an echo at the Lurlei, a thousand times and in myriad
varieties of form
in the latter it is either wholly forbidden,
or only allowed with such decorous statement and form as
;

almost to seem virtuous.
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Bearing in mind these preliminary and general suggestions,
us proceed to inquire into the foundations of the argument
or theory of the writers referred to, and of the timid assumptions of many good, but melancholy people, around us, that
somehow Republican Governments conduce and tend to immoral practices, especially in the abuse of fiduciary relations
and official, pecuniary trusts.
First. Is there anything in the nature, character, or quality
of Republican governments to lead necessarily to such results?
We sincerely believe and affirm that there is not. Human
nature is essentially the same whatever be the form of government under which it exists. It is selfish in its aims and
purposes
it dreads
it studies to secure its own interests
punishment, and in its efforts at self-aggrandizement at the
expense or in wrong of its fellow, it seeks to escape the penalties which the self-interest and best intelligence of the rest
of the community strive to harden into its legislation and to
let

;

;

affix to wronsf-doinof.

Without intending to enter now upon the vexed questions
of the origin and authority of civil government, we submit as
a just philosophical proposition, easily defended by reason
and history, that the instincts and intelligent self-interest of
an entire community, constantly thinking and acting in and
through its diversified industries and in its local legislations
in regard to schools, taxes, roads, and in its religious organizations, are more likely to bring to general legislation just,
high, and watchful considerations, to prudently weigh the
evils which threaten, and to contrive means to secure and safely
guard the morals which these evils are seeking to undermine
called King, Czar,
or assail, than is any single individual
Emperor, or Sultan acting from his selfish stand-point and
from partial and necessarily imperfect information, or than is
any civil coterie of individuals or oligarchy, acting from its
selfish stand-point and interested mainly to secure its own
welfare and perpetuity. Thackeray once declared that he had
tried a passage in one of Lord Lytton’s despatches backwards
and forwards and in several other ways, and that in every
way it meant the same. So in reading the legislation of absolute or oligarchical governments, either backwards or forwards or in any other way, it always means the same simply

—

—

—
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and always

strengthen, guard, and

to

consolidate

its

own

power.

— we confidently submit as a further philosophical prin— are the results of Republican laws, thus representing the

Nor
ciple

general good sense and diversified interests and practical experience of its many constituents, upon its citizens, likely to

encourage vice or immorality.
ness

is

golden

An

intelligent

and wise

apt to lead to justice and benevolence,
rule.

The

citizen juror, called to sit

if

selfish-

not to the

upon the rights

of his neighbor, and to administer a general law to his individual case, cannot but feel that at the next term of the court
his

neighbor

may be

juror

ing equity by his ballot,

— and

And

learns justice and right.

so,

through

self-interest

he

the electoral juror, administer-

constantly confronted by the arguvientum ad suum.
Sir Godfrey Kneller was accustomed to paint his portraits
by first sketching and painting the face of the original individual sitter, and then finishing the figure from drapery which
he kept on hand for all his sitters. In painting the portraiture
is

of Republicanism, the monarchical painter has generally
limned the outline head of some particular Republic, and then
finished the figure, not from the general drapery of human
nature, but from the crimson and soiled garments of the
French Revolution or the French Commune. These were
specimens, not of Republics, governed by men of average intelligence and of average political education and political habits, but of French mobs, with exceptional French ideas and
passions, and stimulated by exceptional circumstances to exceptional acts of barbarism and atrocity.
As well hold up
these bloody pictures or images as scare-crows, not to scare
away the monarchical crows from plundering the hills of corn,
but to frighten the honest and plundered farmer from planting
any more corn
The advocates of absolute or repressive governments are
especially fond of dwelling with exaggerating force upon the
turbulence and alleged corruptions attending all popular elections. We do not claim that there are not just imputations to
be made against some of our very heated elections, on both
these grounds; but while we are disposed to make every
reasonable concession in these respects, we may still fairly
!
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challenge a comparison, especially in a moral point of view,
both as to methods and results, with the imperial model
of elections set up by Napoleon III., in Nov., 1851, when to
avoid a popular disturbance and to secure a peaceable and orderly election, he allowed no negative ballots to be printed,
distributed, or cast, and so the imperial urns emptied out an
unanimous vote, and the imperial prefects reported universal
order at the polls. We will also challenge a comparison between
our methods with their speech-making, vociferations, and
electoral excitements, with the most approved elections of
Kings, Roman, Spanish, or French, or even those of the
Lancastrian or York claimants in England, where the voters
on the other side are usually silenced by the pike and sword,
and the canvass by cutlass and rifle is followed by the funerals
of the suppressed and orderly voters.
This monarchical
method of securing a result is very similar to that of the
anxious cooper in endeavoring to get all his barrel staves to
stand up and form a perfect barrel.
Finding that the individual staves were disposed, when stood up by their unaided
selves, to fall down and make an unseemly clatter, he put a
boy inside to hold them up, while he put the head on and
secured the cask in its shapely form by hoops well driven
down and nailed. He congratulated himself upon his grand
success, when some neighbor pointed out that it might look
very well, but that there was a live boy inside. Now the friends
of Republican governments propose to head up their electoral
barrels without any live boys inside or any dead soldiers outside.

Nor should we omit here reference to the effects of governtipon its own administrators while in possession of
power. And here we may well challenge every comparison.
The same inspired Word which assures us that “ God was
ment

displeased because the Israelites desired a king,” and merci-

informed them in advance what the result would be upon
his taking their sons for his chariots and horsemen,
their daughters to be his confectioners and cooks, the tenth
of their flocks and herds for his own use, this same Word,
which is careful to inform us that the Lord, at last weary of
their importunities, “ gave them a king in his anger,” has also
left on record the terrible pictures of the re-action of that kingly

fully

them

;

722
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power upon its possessors in the persons of David and Saul,
and even upon the wise and virtuous Solomon. And without
recounting the abundant examples from all history, we may
cite from the more familiar annals of modern England, thus
generously giving to the advocates of monarchy the most
favorable illustrations which they can possibly claim.
Sir
Horace Walpole, himself a Cabinet minister, after associating
for twenty-one years with the best culture, among the highest
aristocracy, and in the inner court circles of the times of
George II. and George III., has left on record, as the result
of it all, “ that it was a dangerous thing to be a minister, and
that there were few minds that would not be injured by the
constant spectacle of meanness and depravity around them."
Certain it is that no biographer of either of our sixteen Presidents, no Secretary or Cabinet officer in the twenty-five different Cabinets or administrations under these Presidents,
could truthfully leave such a blackening record as that.
In times of great political excitement with us, we sometimes hear wild and unproved charges of political bribery and
partisan committees, moved by partisans for political profit
and gain, and filled by extreme partisans, have, in a few extreme cases, brought to light a very few examples of bribery
but no unprejudiced American historian, writing with judicial
calmness and fairness, has ever asserted or implied anything half so inculpating as Macaulay, the most eloquent and
;

;

all the advocates of constitutional monarchy,
has recorded of the practice of bribery at English elections.*
“To buy the votes of constituents,” says he, “is as immoral as to buy the votes of the representatives. The candidate who gives five guineas to the freeman is as culpable as
Yet we know that
the man who gives 300 to the member.
in our own time no man is thought wicked or dishonorable,
no man is cut, no man is black-balled because under the old
system of election he was returned in the only way in which
he could be returned, for East Retford, for Liverpool, or for

conscientious of

Stafford.”
“ Walpole,” he continues in the

by corruption because
*See Edinburgh Review

in

his

for Oct., 1833.

same article, “ governed
time it was impossible to gover7i

!
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the practice of

House of Commons was commenced by
the daring Clifford, and carried to a great extent by the crafty
and shameless Danby.” Thank God, no American Macaulay
can justly make such a charge against any American Cabinet
officer, nor against any American Congress, nor will the
buying

votes in the

archives of our, or of any, Republic reveal the disgraceful

bribery of ministers and ambassadors from other powers, as
have the archives of England during the time of the virtuous
and much-lauded Elizabeth of Spain, during the reigns of her
best sovereigns, Charles V. and Philip II., and of France during the brilliant reigns of Francis I. and of his son, Henry II.
Patent as are the evils connected with our system of elections by the people, such as the great excitements of political
temper and passion, the temptation to unjust accusation of
character and the strain upon the time of the large electoral
mass, we may not also overlook the counterbalancing, favorable
By their frequency and the possession of unimoral results.
versal suffrage by the entire adult male population, an alert
and vigilant supervision is kept up by all classes over every
citizen
for every one is liable at some time to be selected by
;

his friends for

some

office,

general or

local,

when

his merits

What
or demerits will be mercilessly sifted and inspected.
the post-mortem examinations of the ancient Egyptians into
who died, before they were allowed
what the inquest of the kitchen over the
morals and conduct of the parlor which Thackeray has so

the characters of those
the rites of burial

;

masterfully described

— such are these electoral inquests among
— that

us over the character and moral conduct of candidates
is,

of the whole population.

Many a

fair-looking tree,

waving

and abundant fruitage, has shown, after the
the carious trunk or worm-eaten branches.

in beautiful foliage

electoral frosts,

Our

constantly maintained political parties are vigilant and
watchful inspectors of the morals and characters, not only of
their opponents,

candidates.

Our

but of their

own competing and

aspiring

partisan press, too, political, religious, social,

and even the so-called independent, with all
its indefensible practices, its espionage of individual and family
life, and its inquisitorial interviewing, has also a wholesome
terror for the audacious and the unprincipled who act from

benevolent,

local,

—
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All our public business,
the low motives of popular favor.
our Congressional and State legislation, our municipal proceedings, the judicial trials in all our courts of every grade,
the transactions of our benevolent and charitable associations,
are all in public, in the presence of witnesses and spectators,
and often of hostile parties or critics, and their proceedings
are afterwards usually printed and widely distributed.
The
genius of our government and institutions, and the traditions
and habits of our people, nursed as they have been by our
Republican form of government, are all opposed to star chamber proceedings, to closed doors, or to private sessions on the
part of those who have to do with our business, legislative,
This publicity is a guaranty
judicial, municipal, or religious.
against wi^ng-doing on the part of those who thus meet in
could wish that the same vigilant jealousy
open session.
would, and we trust it soon will, force open the doors of
legislative committees and the board rooms of railroad

We

directors.

—

Secondly. Is it fairly true as is so persistently charged by
monarchical writers, and is quite widely assumed even by ourselves
that we have in our Republic, as products of its form
of government, an unusual amount of peculation on the part
of officials having public moneys to disburse, and of officers
in corporations having charge of trust funds ?
believe, and careful statistics will confirm the assertion,
that robberies, frauds, peculations, and embezzlements, as
shown by court records, are equally common in Great Britain,
Germany, Belgium, Spain, or Austria with the same crimes in
the United States; while social offences against the code of
morality, family and domestic scandals are far more prevalent
where great wealth in
in the monarchical countries named
a few families, especially as it is disposed of by marriage contracts, high living, pampering passions and irritating resentments, and idleness, the fecund mother of all vice, naturally
encourage and promote these scandals and offences than in a

We

—

—

Republic, where labor and industrial pursuits by

all

give

more

honest occupation and means of livelihood. The histories of
the leading and most virtuous European countries with monarchical forms of government, are mainly filled with the intrigues at court of the leading families to secure, at the ex-
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pense even of the virtue of the female or of the honor of the
male nobility, public moneys, grants of land in the New World,
or odious monopolies, which wrung from the people at large
money to feed the dissipations and profligate habits of unworthy favorites. The mistresses of the French and Spanish
kings obtained for their noble paramours empires of territory
carved out of this continent. Yearly pensions, in sums larger
than the salary of our President, were conferred on royal
pimps who pandered to the sensual desires of their royal or
Fines imposed by the judges upon noble
imperial masters.
remitted
by royal decree or at the royal comwere
offenders
mand. Even the great Queen Elizabeth granted, simply from
caprice, or in return for a compliment to her personal appearance, to Raleigh the monopoly of collecting taxes on playingcards, to Essex that on sweet wines, and to Sir Giles Mompesson the right to the exclusive manufacture of gold and silver
thus virtually authorizing these personal favorites, without any consideration rendered to the public, to embezzle the

lace

;

amount exceedSupreme Court Justices

internal duties belonging to the nation, to an

ing annually the salary of any of our
or of any Cabinet officer.

We

are not unaware

of,

nor would

away from

gloss over or hide

we wish

or attempt to

view, the disagreeable and dis-

formation of political combinations, or
us for the past few years, to partition out

graceful fact of the

“rings,”

among

among

a few officials of differing political opinions,

public

custody which they were elected to guard and
We have had,
alas
our Tweed we cannot, nor would we, forget it but
we may also remind ourselves, too, that as soon as his peculations were suspected, public sentiment and an outraged
public virtue, following him and his confederates through all
their tortuous courses, chasing them in swift ships around the
globe, and arming the courts with extraordinary powers, gibbetted the offenders at the cross-roads, and left their wretched
carcasses dangling there as public examples and warnings.
But even these “ring” thefts and peculations are neither the
result of, nor peculiar to, Republican governments.
Numerous precedents have been set under monarchies, of peculations equally atrocious as Tweed’s and far more stupendous.

moneys

in their

to administer honestly in the public interest.
!

;

;
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We have yet to furnish an example to match the unspeakably
mean, dishonorable, and gigantic thefts of the great Marlborough in the vaunted and virtuous reign of “the good
Oueen Anne,” who confederated and formed a ring with his
own captains, colonels, and paymasters, to return on the payrolls the names of, and to draw and pocket pay for, soldiers
in his own army who had been dead for months and even
years, and that, too, month after month
the military “ ring”
dividing the plunder among themselves, like Tweed and his
confederates, according to an agreed proportion
and thus,
too, still more impoverishing the public treasury when it was
staggering under the heavy load of a gigantic war, and was,
;

;

with

getting

difficulty,

money

at ruinous rates for legitimate

expenses.

In moral atrocity as well as in

moralizing

effect,

its

extent and de-

the crime of the monarchical General was

greater than that of the vulgar Democratic municipal Superin-

tendent of Public
the extent of the

Works; but

while

Tweed was punished

to

and his ill-gotten
estate, so far as it could be reached, seized and sequestrated,
and himself swept into a felon’s cell, Churchill, screened by
royal favor and court influences, instead of being dismissed,
prosecuted, and his property confiscated, and his person incarcerated in prison, was rewarded with a splendid dukedom, the
princely estate of Blenheim, a pension of $25,000 per annum,
and the thanks of Parliament, and at his death, with a public
Nor
funeral and a superb monument in Westminster Abbey.
is it unseasonable to note in this connection the unwarranted
seizure by King Louis Philippe, and later by the Emperor
Napoleon III., in France, of State property, real and personal,
and its shameless appropriation to their individual uses, and
that the royal and imperial embezzlers, instead of being compelled to disgorge their unlawful spoil, openly used and enjoyed it in their lifetime, and at their deaths transmitted it, as
part of their undoubted private property, to their respective
families.
No words of condemnation from monarchical writers
have branded these royal robberies although red-hot invective
would have fell hissing with wrath and indignation had like
acts been attempted or suspected on the part of any Repubfull

penalties of the law,

;

lican officials.

If

•

we come down from

these gigantic

and conspicuous

e> -

—
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amples of peculation connected with the administration and
abuse of governmental powers and authorities, to private embezzlements committed by presidents, directors, and trustees,
and other officials connected with insurance, bank, trust, and
other corporations while it is difficult to see any reason why
the form of government under which they chance to occur had
anything to do either with their growth or discouragement
those who are familiar with the foreign journals and the foreign
press, restricted as it is by a censorship, well know that these
same crimes and offences are occurring constantly in the leading European monarchies to an equal, if not to a greater, extent even than among ourselves.
Our European critics are,
however, so busy in looking across the water to see what
naughty things are happening in the great Republic, that they
have not time— as they have no inclination to observe or comment upon similar crimes at home. When such things happen there, “ it is only a noise.” We will, however, undertake
to cite against any American catalogue, however minute, of
offences of the kinds enumerated, one of equal length and
covering a like space of time and among a population of equal
numbers in England, Germany, Italy, Spain, Austria, Turkey,
Russia, or Belgium.
Let us take a single example, which
occurred about a year since in Nov., 1878, in Belgium, to show
how parallel are the features of kindred crimes under a monyoung Belgian, Eugene
archy and in our own Republic.
T’Kindt Roodebecke, robbed the Bank of Belgium, in which
he was a clerk, of nearly $5,000,000.
He was a clerk on a

—

—

A

salary of

$800 per annum, but

lived before the eyes of the staid

—

and highly respectable directors at the rate of $20,000 had a
town and country house, a picture gallery, a pack of hounds, a
private race-course, a mistress, and other luxuries of fast men.
Like the rest of the jeunesse doree, of Brussels, he moved
among highly respectable people in society, was a constant attendant at a fashionable church, and responded generously to
the appeals of charity.
When arrested, he was, of course, on
his way to this country
and had he reached our shores, he
would, doubtless, soon have furnished to the monarchical journals of Belgium, as so many self-exiled Englishmen, gifted with
the genius for appreciating coined as well as crowned sov;

ereigns, have, after they reached us, furnished to the

London
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Tunes and The Stcuidard brilliant examples for comment and
homily upon the corrupting influences of Republican institu-

upon private morality.
While writing this article we have received,
the last number of The Scotsman published
tions

,

in regular course,
at

Edinburgh,

in

severely virtuous Scotland, under date of Oct. 18th last; and

glancing over it we find no less than three cases of embezzlement, by secretaries of insurance companies, of the moneys of
their respective corporations.

These are not blazoned out to

public view, as they would have been in our daily press, by

and made more conspicuous by editorial
comment. They are put, as if nothing unusual, in small type,
and almost hidden from the reader’s attention by being put,
as mortar between the bricks, between notices of the chronic
Scotch crimes of wife-beating and child-murder. On inspecting all the daily journals of New York which have a vigorously asserted jurisdiction over the entire United States for
the whole week ending on the date named, we fail to note a
single case of embezzlement or misappropriation of moneys
throughout a territory twelve times the size, and among a
startling head-lines

—

—

population eight times the number of the people cf Scotland.

We
rule,

do not mean to be understood

as stating this as a

uniform

but only as a significant incident, bearing upon the point

under discussion.

We

Lastly.
as confidently appeal to history to show that
morality either in high places or among the great body of the
people has in the past been maintained at as high if not at a'
higher stand-point, and been as widely if not more widely diffused among Republican as under monarchical or repressive
governments.
should be glad, had we space or time, to
trace down the parallels through every age, and through like
stages of civilization, from the earliest records of man to the
present time.
A few references in addition to those already

We

Against the example of
Marlborough against the examples of the Russian officers in
the Crimean war, and the kindred examples of the imperial
French and the monarchical English officers in the same war,
many of them noblemen and gentlemen of family, appropriating to themselves funds destined for the clothing or good of
the common soldiers in the service, who were often in great
cited can

only be permitted here.
;
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and suffering for the lack of these articles, we will
triumphantly place the history of our great conflict from 1861
destitution

to 1865,

when hundreds

of millions of

money and

millions of

tons of clothing passed through the hands of disbursing
cers, plain

offi-

and common men, often themselves poor and

in

want, without diversion or misappropriation.

we will lay bare the entire record of the
our Federal and State Courts, from the
formation of the government, most of them men from the people, of little or no fortune, and poorly paid for their labors
and we challenge a comparison with the judicial annals of
England, Germany, Russia, Italy, or monarchical France.
In judicial history

numerous judges

in

;

Bad

as were Barnard and McCunn, as measured by a lofty
morality which forbids that the ermine should fall or rest upon
shoulders less white or stainless than itself, they were immac-

and pure compared with the judges of imperial Rome,
or with those of imperial Russia or Germany, or even with
many of those of England. We have yet to furnish an example to match that of the great Lord Chancellor Bacon, of
whom Ben Jonson sang:
ulate

“Whose
Out

even thread the Fates spun round and
and their whitest wool

full

of their choicest

yet who, although

in the receipt of a large salary, and surrounded by every barrier against temptation, meanly and dis-

gracefully received bribes from suitors in his

own

court to in-

judgment in cases pending before him.
The world has had but few Republican governments but we
will confidently appeal to the history of those few, and will
gladly measure by any fair standard the morals prevailing
among their officials and their populations, with those of any
monarchically governed people at or near the same epoch.
We will match Rome, the Republic, with its glorious civil annals, reaching through 480 years, under the Catos, the Scipios,
and the Ciceros, against Rome the Empire, through its dismal
and dark records of corruption, venality, and cruelty for 505
years, under its Caligulas, Neros, and Julians in later times the
Dutch Republic, under William the Stadtholder, Maurice, and
John of Barnevald, with a like period of monarchy preceding
or succeeding
Switzerland with any of its monarchical neighfluence his judicial

;

;

;
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bors, Austria,

Italy,

Wurtemburg

Bavaria, or

;

or the

little

mountain Republic of San Marino with ducal Florence, doganal Venice, or monarchical Sardinia, or Italy.

Not in any spirit of boasting, but in deep sorrow, and because challenged to it by the invidious and unjust statements
and sarcasms of the advocates of monarchy, and in a just selfdefence, do we make these comparisons.
It is, we think, high
time that we rise up to vindicate ourselves against the unfair
denunciations and cavillings of foes and the hypochondriacal
wails and

moans of weak-backed friends. We have been
enough with the undeserved reproach of

twitted quite long

being unduly addicted to the love and worship of the dollar,
to the greed of money, and to its improper, if not criminal acquisition.
Faults we have, many and grievous, which are
open and justly subject to criticism, come whence it may, from
without or from within faults which no one more earnestly, or
more conscientiously than ourselves point out, condemn, and
strive to correct
but a just vindication of our chosen system
of government and a proper self-respect and self-appreciation
demand that we as candidly, and in a spirit of moderation and
fairness, insist that we should not overlook or forget our virtues, public and private
our open-handed generosity in private life our liberal uses of money to an exceptional extent
our
in promoting every form of benevolence and charity
swift and prompt application of the money we are accused of
hoarding and worshipping to the relief of suffering or destitution, famine or pestilence, not only to our fellow-countrymen,
but as promptly to the countrymen and fellow-subjects of our
very detractors and calumniators our noble system of public
schools, laid in the midst of our poverty as infant States, difour chain of benevofusing intelligence among all classes
lence and charity with its freely-forged golden links, encompassing and drawing up from the depths of ignorance, misery,
and sin into the blessed sunshine of Christian solicitude and
tender love, every form of human wretchedness, suffering,
and sorrow.
John D. Sherwood.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

VII.

NOTES AND NOTICES.
IN

THE ONE

the imprecations are included between verses 6 and 19.

In the 20th

THE HEBREW TENSES IN THE IMPRECATIONS
HUNDRED AND NINTH PSALM.
All

no reason

verse, there is

for supplying the

copula

in

The

the imperative.

remaining verbs which are sometimes imperatively translated are indeterminate in form, and with no sufficient reason for making them other than declarative in meaning.

This imprecatory passage naturally divides itself into three sections, correInverses 6-1 1 the verbs are
sponding to the character of the verbs used.
In 12imperfects, or perfects, with vav conversive, following an imperative.
In 16-19 they are perfects, or imperfects
15 they are unambiguous jussives.
with vav conversive, preceding the jussive ij-p with which verse 19 begins.

The

imperfects of the

of them, pplItV

i

first

n verse

One

section are none of them distinctively jussive.

7, is

distinctively declarative.

Presumptively, this peculiar and symmetrical arrangement of the verbs

designed and not accidental.
tive,

Presumptively, the sixth verse, with

its

is

impera-

bears a relation to the five following verses similar to that which the 19th

verse, with

its

imperative, bears to the verses which directly precede

it

;

while

these two groups of verses are also alike in their relation to the four jussive
verses which

we

lie

between them.

This presumption we evidently violate,

if

give a jussive meaning to these verbs which have carefully avoided the

jussive form, and, disregarding the

symmetry indicated by the

make

verbs,

of

the whole simply fourteen pairs or triplets of imprecations, barely placed in

juxtaposition one with the other.

This

difficulty vanishes, if

ployed, as the imperative

is

we suppose

the imperative in verse 6 to be

frequently employed in both

em-

Hebrew and English,
“ Rebuke a wise man,

In Prov. ix. 8-9,
and he will love thee give to a wise man, and he will be yet wiser teach a
just man, and he will increase in learning;” the meaning evidently is: “ If
you rebuke a wise man, he will love you ; if you give to a wise man, he will
Or, in
be yet wiser; if you teach a just man, he will increase in learning.”
the
other words, the effect of rebuking a wise man is to make him love thee
If the passage in hand be
effect of giving to a wise man is that he will, etc.
“ Put a wicked man in
similarly constructed, we may have the meaning
office over any one, .... that one will cone out wicked when he is judged.”
to introduce a conditional sentence.

;

;

;

:

( 731 )
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In other words, “If thou put a wicked

come

out wicked,

etc.

!

”

That

man

in office

over one,

the effect of putting a

is,

....

wicked man

he

will

in office

over a person, is that he will fail to find protection in courts of justice.
One adopting this construction might, at first thought, be disposed to make
the apodosis of the conditional sentence begin with the second member of
set a wicked man over one, a satan will stand at his right
The structure of the Hebrew, however, seems rather to require
we make this second member a phrase of specification, calling attention

verse 6

:

“If thou

hand, etc.”
that

to that which, in the first

member,

is

most important

Translate the whole passage as follows
“

for the speaker’s purpose.

:

thou put a wicked man in office over any one,
satan thus coming to stand upon his right hand;
That one will come out wicked, when he is brought into judgment,
Even his prayer becoming sin;
If

A

Few

days be,
another will take;
Orphans his sons will be,
And his wife a widow;
And his sons will wander, wander, and be beggars,

His

will his

office

And

A

will inquire,

away from

creditor will set a trap for

And

all

their ruins;

which belongs to him,

strangers will plunder his earnings.

“ Let there be no one extending mercy,
And let there be no one having pity for his orphans;
Let his posterity be for cutting off,
In another generation let their name be wiped out;
Let the iniquity of his fathers be remembered with Jehovah,
And his mother’s sin let it not be wiped out;
Let them be before Jehovah continually,
And let him cut off their remembrance from earth

—

“ Because he was not mindful to do mercy,
And pursued a man poor and needy,

And

And
And

humiliated of heart, to put to death;
loved cursing, and it entered him,
delighted not in blessing, and it was far from him;
And put on cursing as his garment,
And it entered as the water within him,

And
Let

And

as the oil into his bones;
be to him as clothing which he will wear,
for a belt which he will continually gird.”

it

order of thought in the Psalm is as folauthor complains of personal injuries, particularly specifying, in the fourth verse, that those who ought to sustain to
him the relation of loving friends have, instead, put themselves in the attitude
Then, in verses 6 — ii, he continues his complaint, in
of “satans” to him.

According to

lows

:

In the

this

first

translation, the

five verses, the

the form of a graphic generalization of the evil consequences of misrule, that
as he explains, of giving one a satan for a protector. That this is indicated

is,

by the phrase, “Stand upon his right hand,” will appear, if we compare the
The effect of setting a wicked
verse with verse 31, and with Ps. cx. x, 5.
man over one, of giving one a satan for a protector, is to corrupt judicial
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good man

will
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go out of court condemned, irrespective of
man will be counted an

the merits of his cause, and the prayer of a praying

aggravation of whatever offences are charged against him.

be cut

and

It is that

men

by others. It is the
multiplication of widows and orphans, and of respectably bred citizens re-

will

duced

off prematurely,

to beggary.

men

for ruining

their positions filled

It is the flourishing of extortioners, with peculiar facilities

to satisfy their

own

Next,

greed.

in verses

the injurious misrule just mentioned, with

upon

inflicting

;

Verses 16-19 are an expression of the fact that the
fruit of his own deliberate, persistent, malignant

others.

followed by an expression of acquiescence in them.

thus, with

Since he has

such determination and obstinacy, saturated himself with

him be saturated with

Let him have

it.

author recognizes the fact that his
ful

the habit of

imprecated are the

evils thus

choice

in

four

guilty of

Upon him

attendant crimes.

its

invoked, mainly, the same sort of evils which he has been

is

come

12-15,

upon some one, apparently one who has been

pairs of imprecations

his

own

own

way.

evil,

let

In the 20th verse, the

come under the dreadThe rest of the Psalm is

private satans

law of retribution which he has been

stating.

made up of the same sort of material with the first five verses.
The presumption with which we started becomes pretty decided proof,
when we thus find the logical divisions of the meaning coinciding with the
The translations which make the passtransitions in the style of the verbs.
age simply a string of imprecations certainly show no such logical distinctness
or progress in the thought.

So

far as this translation is

concerned,

it

is

of

little

consequence whether

we regard the indeterminate verbs in verses 6-1 1 as declarative or as jussive.
The jussive is most frequently, though by no means exclusively, used in the
apodosis of conditional sentences beginning with an imperative.
noticing that in verse 14, in an unequivocal imprecation,
1

we have

But

it is

“,73^

iHStOPH

Why,

n?3 vVb 5-< a c ^ ause of specification with the verb in the jussive.
it

in

•

the precisely similar clause in verse

7,

should the author so carefully use the

unapocopated form rpnEV un ^ ess he designed
in

worth

the

mood

of the verbs?

Or, indeed,

if

to indicate thereby a difference

he intended these verbs to be un-

derstood as imperatives, why did he not put them in the imperative, or use
unambiguous jussives, or perfects connected by vav conversive with the initial
imperative
well

how

When

?

to

he wished to utter imprecations, he evidently knew very

make them

intelligible

and unequivocal.

Apologetically, our translation does not at

seems

chiefly to trouble

many,

in the

passage.

all

It

touch the

difficulty

diminishes the

which

number

of

compared with most of the
makes those which it retains more startling and

the imprecations, indeed, to less than a third, as

current translations.
terrible than

But

it

they were before.

And

it

retains the imprecations in

w hich the
r

fatherless children of the evil-doer, his posterity, his ancestors, his mother, are

But, on the other hand, it removes
ground for the charge that the author gloats over the evils he imprecates,
and loves to dwell upon them, and repeat them again and again. And in
other similar respects it materially changes the character of the imprecatory
element in the Psalm.

associated with him in the evil invoked.
all

1
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If the

translation just given

cites the eighth verse

those which attend

in

many

be correct, the

fact that Peter, in

the imperative, presents

of the

New

Testament

no

Acts

difficulty different

citations

i.

20,

from

from the Old.

W.

J.

B.

The General Synod of the Reformed ( Dutch') Church in America met in
Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 2d of June, and continued in session eight days.

The Rev.

De

Baun, D.D., was elected President, and Rev. J. W. BeardsThe membership numbered one hundred and thirty, and although among the ministers not a few were missed of those who usually take
J.

A.

Adsessor.

lee,

an active part

in debate, the elders included

The

clear-headed inen.

spirit

an unusual number of able and

of the assembly was very good, and while there

was considerable earnest and sometimes heated

discussion, conclusions were

reached with a great deal of unanimity.

The most

exciting subject before the

body was Freemasonry.

This was

brought forward by a memorial from a Classis composed mainly of Hollanders,
who insisted that this and all similar oath-bound secret societies were inimical to

The matter had
been in agitation in the Western portions of the denomination for more than
twenty years.
In some cases, things had gone so far that Freemasonry was
made a bar to communion. It was necessary, therefore, that some deliverance should be made. A wise and able committee, Dr. W. J. R. Taylor, of
Newark, N. J., chairman, made a report expressing sympathy with the brethren perplexed by the matter, refusing on the ex parte evidence submitted
to pronounce for or against the society, vindicating the right of ministers and
members to obey their own convictions of duty in this matter, cautioning Consistories and Classes against setting up new terms of communion, and yet declaring that no one should unite with or remain in any society, secret or open,
whose principles and practices are anti-Christian. This report was finally
adopted with a single dissenting vote. It did not satisfy all parties, yet will,
the Gospel, and should be discountenanced by the Church.

it

is

thought, go far to put an end to the existing difficulties.

cipline
its

cannot be

effectively

members many

other respects

is

of Freemasonry,

ministers and elders whose high Christian character in

universally acknowledged.
if

Manifestly, dis-

maintained against an institution which has among
all

The most determined opponent

candid, must admit that process under such circumstances

It might split a denomination, but could not harm
Masonry be an evil, it belongs to that class of evils
which the Church must remove indirectly, by moral means, and not by formal
process and censure.

could have no good
the object

it

result.

opposes.

If

Another matter of interest was a plan of systematic beneficence, reported
by a committee appointed the previous year. Its essential feature was, that
when the different Boards estimated the amounts needed for their work, these
estimates, when approved by the Synod, should be made the basis of an apportionment among the several Classes, according to their ability, and that
then the Classes should apportion the quota assigned to them among their
churches, and require each consistory and minister to meet its apportionment,
Considerable objection was made to
or else give the reasons for its failure.
If carried
the mandatory character of the plan, but it was finally adopted.
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The pecuniary difficulties which
it can hardly fail to be of great service.
embarrass the benevolent operations of all churches, are owing mainly to the
fact, that so large a portion of the people do little or nothing, leaving the rest
If only the proper pressure of reason and Scripture can
to bear the burden.
be applied to the consciences of the delinquents, and the whole body be induced to equal the fidelity of a part, the problem is st lved. But it will be
out,

very necessary to avoid anything that would look like compulsion or the application of

A

Church power.

Charity cannot be forced.

proposition to institute a sort of lay ministers or evangelists, requiring

less careful preparation

when

and

gifts

than the regular ministry, laid over from the

it, was taken up and unaniwas felt that this is no time to lower the standard of ministerial qualifications, and that quality is much more needed than quantity.
The tone of the Synod on this point was conservative and healthy. The constitution of the Church requires for its ministers a full college course or its
equivalent, and a three years’ course in its Theological Seminary. Exemption
from these requirements can be obtained in any case only by dispensation
given by the Synod.
This year three applications were made for such dispensation (sometimes there are six or eight), and were granted, but only after a
rigid investigation of the circumstances.
The Synod called the attention of
all ministers and parents to the startling fact, that of the two hundred and

previous year,

mously rejected.

there was not time to discuss

It

eighty-four students graduated

in the last twenty years, only about a third
were educated at their own expense. They urged, therefore, that renewed
efforts be made to have children of parents in good circumstances consecrated
to the ministry
and also to have stricter examinations as to character and
qualifications of those who expect to be aided in their support.
They also
adopted vigorous measures to secure the endowment needed for Hope College
in Michigan, an institution considered vital to the denominational interests in
the West, and yet suffering greatly by reason of the failure of certain of its
In consequence of the embarrassments of the Board of Education,
funds.
the Synod confirmed the action of the Board, in dispensing with the services
of a salaried Secretary.
It remains to be seen whether such an act is not a
pi ce of misplaced economy.
There are few machines that run themselves.
In Foreign Missions the reports were favorable the converts in all the
Fresh openings are
fields having increased by one-half in the last two years.
to be seen in all directions, nor is there any lack of men ready to consecrate
themselves to this work. The only drawback is the lack of means. Although the contributions last year showed an increase of twelve per cent,
over those of the year before, yet the debt of nearly $30,000 has not been
removed nor sensibly diminished. The Woman’s Auxiliary has grown perceptibly in means and activity.
The Board of Domestic Missions reported a decrease of missions owing to
the fact that some had become self-supporting.
But this should have led to
the establishment of new stations.
The Board had an increase of funds, notwithstanding that the churches gave less than during the preceding year. The
anomaly is due to the legacies received. The Board's field lies in the thinly
;

—

among

settled portions of the East, but

mainly

West who long

and yet of themselves are

for the Gospel,

support a settled minister.

the emigrant Hollanders at the
literally

unable to

;
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The Synod passed unanimously
recognizing

its

a hearty commendation of this Review,

relation to the Dutch, as well as the Presbyterian Church.

T. W. C.

The Teyler Theological Society of Haarlem, at its autumnal meeting in 1879,
awarded but one prize. The subject was The mutual relations of the State
and Society judged by the principles of Christian Ethics, with reference to
:

present controversies
Dr.

W. Hollenberg,

among

political economists.

Two

of Saarbriicken.

award, both written on

“The

of the Scriptures of the

New

The

successful essayist was

other essays received a conditional

application of conjectural criticism to the text

Testament, with a sketch of its history, a judgment upon its necessity, and a full exhibition of its most important results.”
The names of the essayists will be announced when the conditions are accepted.
The new theme proposed is Pessimism and Ethics, with reference
to E. von Hartmann’s “ Phenomenology of the moral consciousness.”
The Hague Society for the Defence of the Christian Religion awarded a
prize to Rudolf Riietschi, of Reutigen, in Switzerland, for an essay on the
theme proposed for 1879, to wit A history and criticism of the doctrine of
the Church in respect to the state of original perfection and the Fall.
The themes proposed for essays to be submitted before December 15, 1880,
are the following A discussion of the question, how far the comparative history of religions as at present studied contributes to the knowledge and correct estimation of Christianity
an essay on Alexander Vinet, describing
and estimating him as a Christian moralist and apologist and a grammatical
and historical examination of the interpretation of Biblical texts, which is fol:

:

:

;

;

lowed by the Reformed Church of Holland
texts that are used, whether directly or

all

doctrinal propositions.

Revue de

Ihistoire des Religions.

partment of historical and
established.

The

symbolical books, including

indirectly, as

and proof

for

—To meet the wants of an important denew bi-monthly has been
M. Maurice Vernes, with whom are asso-

staff,

distinguished scholars like

Leclerq, Decharme, Guyard, Maspero, and others.

sumed -the

basis

scientific research, this

editor-in-chief is

ciated in the editorial

in its

MM.

Some

Barth,

Boucho-

of these have as-

responsibility for periodical surveys of particular fields of historical

Thus M. Barth reports on Aryan mythology and the
Maspero on Egypt (both these in the opening number)
Guyard on Assyria; Decharme on Greece; Bouche-Leclerq on Italy Gaidoz
on the mythology of ancient Gaul; M. Vernes himself on Judaism and ChrisAside from these and other similar systematized reports, there are to
tianity.
be original articles on special topics the reproduction of original documents

research and literature.
religions of India;

;

;

of special value

;

reports of Societies

annals of current events

The field
M. Vernes in

lists.

is

important

summaries from the periodicals with
and bibliographical
;

;

to the department,

well covered and the

work

well organized.

— Feb.,

1880 E. Leroux, Paris,
and importance of
amount
the
undertaking
by
pp. 160, 8vo), justifies his
material accumulating in this department of inquiry, the interest awakened in
The attitude of the Review is to be
it, and the want of a suitable organ.
the opening

number

(Jan.

:

and colorless historical recital. He rejects and
condemns with equal emphasis a distinctively evangelical or Protestant and
that of absolutely impartial
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a rationalistic criticism.
He and his co-laborers are to be intent upon pure
and substantial facts, avoiding all controversy. “The Review excludes every
work exhibiting a polemic or dogmatic character.” It is for others to seek
and supply the interpretation of whatever may be substantiated as fact. It
will soon appear to what extent this scientific impartiality and exactness are

The

attainable.

first

number

religion of Israel, Part

I.

offers

as

of a series on

its

contribution to the history of the

“The

history of worship

among

the

Hebrews, after J. Wellhausen.” It contains also articles on Italian divination, and the religious monuments of Cambodia.
The new Review has its field to itself, and cannot fail to supply very valuThe subscripable material to those interested in its department of research.
tion price for foreign lands

Zeitschrift

some time

fur

is

30

kirchliche

the great Lutheran

fr.

Wissenschaft

und

kirchliches

body of Germany has had

Leben.

for its

— For

organ no

rank than a weekly journal. The old QuarErlangen and Leipsic had died out, one after the other. Dr. Luthardt, whose qualifications are eminent, has assumed the editorship of a new
monthly (k 56 pp., large 8vo, Dorffling & Franke, Leipsic. Subscription
religious periodical of higher

terlies of

price 8 marks), for which he has the pledged co-operation and support of large
all parts of Europe, and of all positions.
two numbers, which lie before us, contain contributions (two) from
Delitzsch, “Critical Studies on the Pentateuch” ; from Kahnis, “The Apologetic Argument”; from V. Schultz, of Leipsic (two), “ A day in Rome, in
the year 200,” and “ Artisanship and Artisans in the ancient Church” from
Luthardt, “Modern Views of the World”; from A Stahlin, part of a sketch
of G. C. A. von Harless with others of interest.
There are surely learning
and power and zeal enough within the Lutheranism of Europe to make the
new periodical influential and widely welcome. We extend to it our hearty

numbers of Lutheran scholars from

The

first

;

;

salutations.
Prof. Luthardt

terprising house

;

is

also the editor of two weeklies published

by the same en-

the Allgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirehenzeitung, and

the Theologisches Literaturblatt.

A novelty comes to us from another quarter in the “ Minerva A monthly
Review edited by Pericles Tzikos.” It is published in Rome, and bears also
the imprint of houses in Milan and Naples, and of Williams & Norgate, in
London. Its aim is very cosmopolitan, as is its first list of subjects and con:

tributors.

It

proposes, so far as

announcement,
civilization of

we can

to interest itself in

our times.

The Robertson Smith Case.

infer without aid from any editorial
whatever belongs characteristically to the
C. A. A.

— For upwards of four

years,, the

Free Church of

Scotland has been agitated by the controversy with reference to the views of
W. Robertson Smith, Prof, of Hebrew in the Free College of Aberdeen ; and
the whole Presbyterian Church,

and other Churches as

well,

ing on with intense interest and anxiety as to the result.

have been lookSmith is a

Prof.

young man, some 33 years of age, of unusual talent, extensive learning, originality of mind, and independence of character.
He was born in the Free
Church, educated for the ministry in the Free College of Edinburgh, and subsequently studied in the universities of Germany.
He was called in 1870 to
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the Professorship of Hebrew at Aberdeen, where he at once became distin
guished as a teacher and a preacher of the Gospel. He made himself familiar
with the various topics of his professorship, and as a thorough student, gave

considerable attention to the theories of the various critical schools of Germany and Holland, which, with all their errors, have done so much for the
sacred Scriptures.
He felt constrained to abandon
of the traditional views with reference to the authorship, time of com-

scientific study of the

many

and design of the various Biblical writings; and would conwould remove critical objections, and accord with the
divine character of the Bible. He was providentially called to prepare various
position, structure,

struct a theory that

articles for the ninth edition of the “

Encyclopaedia Britannica,” on Angels,

the Bible, Canticles, Chronicles, and other topics.
the one on the Bible, gave great offence

By

These

articles, especially

and fearless rejecand regarded by most people as
inseparable from orthodox views of the inspiration and authority of the Bible
as the Word of God
(2) by the confident and assured statement of opinions
that were strange to the British and American public as if they were unquestionable and accepted by all competent scholars
(3) by the bald statement of
theories that were ordinarily associated with Foreign Rationalists in their attacks on the Christian religion, without those qualifications and explanations
that would be expected from an evangelical Presbyterian, in separating himself
from them.
The attention of the College Committee of the Free Church of Scotland
was called to these articles on the 17th of May, 1876. This Committee, composed of eleven ministers and ten elders (including the three principals, Profs.
Candlish and Smeaton, Sir Henry Mcncreiff, Dr. Wilson, Alex. Whyte, and
others), is a Standing Committee of the Assembly,
:

(x)

their bold

tion of views long established in the Church,

;

;

‘‘With authority to undertake the general administration of College property and
to give advice in cases of difficulty, to originate and prosecute before the
Church courts processes against any of the Professors for heresy or immorality, and
to make necessary inquiries for that purpose to originate also and prepare for the decisions. of the General Assembly proposals for the retirement of Professors disahled
by age or infirmity, and for fixing the retiring allowance they are to receive.”
finances,

;

This Committee gave careful attention to the subject, and

fully

discussed

it

after conference with Prof. Smith.

At

this

conference Prof. Smith stated

:

“ It is right that an Encyclopaedia should contain a fair and impartial account of the
present state of critical questions, and the account was more likely to be fair and impartial if written by a person whose criticism was not enlisted in the service >f a deI would not have undertaken the article if I had thought that a
structive theology.
critical statement, within the limits of the plan of the Encyclopaedia, would tend to

But I am convinced that there
have written to touch a faith which moves in the lines of sound
Protestant doctrine, and rests on the bases indicated in the first chapter of our Confession and I cannot be answerable for the effect of my teaching on men whose belief in the Bible moves in other lines, and rests on other foundations.”
cast any doubt on the Divine authority of Scripture.

is

nothing in what

I

;

The

chief question

was then, as

in all the

subsequent discussions, with
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The Committee presented

Prof. Smith’s

adopting the report of their Sub-Committee:

That various portions of the Levitical institutions, to which a Mosaic authorassigned in the Pentateuch, are of later date, having come into the form in
which they are exhibited only by degrees, and in days long subsequent to the age of
Moses. This is held to be established by discrepancies between different parts of
Scripture, which are held to arise when the Mosaic origin is assumed. (2). In particular, the book of Deuteronomy, in portions of it which, ex facie bear to be the record
of utterances by Moses, makes references to institutions and arrangements much later
than his time. (3). This is to be accounted for by assuming that some prophetic person in later times threw into this form a series of oracles, embracing, at once, Mosaic
revelations and modifications or adaptations, which were of later development ail
together being thrown into the form of a declaration and testimony by Moses.
(4).
That, viewed especially with reference to the literary conceptions and habits of that
time and people, the method thus adopted was legitimate, and was such as the Divine
It was designed to teach that the whole body of
Spirit might sanction and emplo)'.
laws delivered were the fruit of the same seed, had received the same sanction, and
were inspired by the Spirit who spake by Moses. (5). The Sub-Committee do not understand the Professor to mean that this involved any fraud upon those to whom the
book was delivered. It was given and taken for what it was, however it may subsequently have been misunderstood in the Professor’s view, in so far as it came to be
believed to be an ordinary historical record of actual Mosaic utterances.”
“(1).

ship

is

,

—

—

These propositions were accepted by

“As

on the whole a very

from tradition and

fair

Prof.

representation of

Smith

my

position, both in

my

divergence

any idea of fraud with the Deuteronomic
account of the date and authorship of the Book de-

in m3' refusal to associate

Legislation, or to admit that

my

value and authorit)' as Canonical Scripture. When my position is thus
discriminated from the theories of those who, like Kuenen, ascribe the origin of Deuteronomy to a pious fraud, I do not think that it will be found to involve any more
serious innovation in our conception of the method of revelation than this that the
written record of the Revelation of God’s will which is necessary unto salvation makes
use of certain forms of literary presentation which have always been thought legitimate in ordinary composition, but which were not always understood to be used in
tracts

from

its

—

the Bible.”

The College Committee

accordingly reported to the General Assembly of

1877, that

“On a survey of the whole case, the Committee do not find sufficient ground to
support a process for heresy; .... they cannot profess to be surprised that the article,
from what it contained and what it omitted, awakened anxiety or created suspicion
with reference to Prof. Smith’s views on the inspiration of Scripture. But, in addition
to his character and public engagements, the Committee are bound to draw attention
These declarations of his adherence
to his declarations, submitted with this Report.
to the doctrine regarding the Word of God laid down in the Confession of Faith, and
in the Reformed Confessions generally, appear to the Committee to be clear, decided,
The Committee gladly recognize Prof. Smith’s high character, and
and hearty
express their cordial sense of his great learning. All the more they lament that an
They cannot
article written by him should have given rise to anxiety and suspicion.
withhold the expression of their opinion, that the article, in opposition to Prof. Smith’s
avowed intention, is of a dangerous and unsettling tendency.”
The College Committee had also transmitted their report to the Presbytery
of Aberdeen, in accordance with the instructions of the Free Church Commis-

:
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sion, on the 7th of March, 1877, which directed the Presbytery to see the
whole Articles and Documents, take such judicial steps as they might deem
competent or necessary, and to report to next Assembly. The Presbytery
addressed several questions to Prof. Smith, and transmitted others as suggested
by individuals. To these the Professor briefly replied and these, together with
several dissents and complaints, were reported to the General Assembly of
1877. After thorough consideration of the whole case, the General Assembly,
by a vote of 491 against 113, adopted the motion of Dr. Wilson, that—
;

The General Assembly, considering how necessary it is, especially at the present time,
Church should maintain a clear testimony to the inspiration and authority of the
Scriptures as the Word of God, and the only rule of faith and manners and considering
that the College Committee though not finding, according to their judgment, sufficient
ground to support a libel for heresy, give it as their opinion that the article ‘Bible,’
contrary to Prof. Smith’s avowed conviction, contains statements of a dangerous and
“

that this

;

unsettling tendency and considering that the teaching and training of students for
the holj' ministry should be conducted by men whose views are above all suspicion,
;

deem

it expedient and necessary in the interests of the Church, that until the proceedings of the Presbytery of Aberdeen, which are now in progress, and are so far reported
to this Assembly, have been terminated, and final judgment has been given in the

question at issue, Prof. Smith should cease from discharging his duties as Professor,
and instruct him accordingly
The Assembly instruct the Presbytery of Aberdeen to proceed with the case according to the laws of the Church.”

Smith having demanded a libel, proceedings against him took that
The following
the Presbytery of Aberdeen, in the spring of 1878.
extract from the libel, containing what is called the major premise, sets forth
the false doctrines he is charged with holding
Prof.

form

in

:

“ That whereas the publishing and promulgating of opinions which contradict, or
are opposed to the doctrine of the immediate inspiration, infallible truth, and divine
authority of the Holy Scriptures, or any part or parts thereof, as set forth in the Script-

ures themselves, and in the Confession of Faith, and to the doctrines of prophecy and
angels therein set forth; as also (II.) the publishing and promulgating of opinions
which are in themselves of a dangerous and unsettling tendency in their bearing on
the doctrine of the immediate inspiration, infallible truth, and divine authority cf the
Holy Scriptures, or any part or parts thereof as set forth in the Scriptures themselves,
and in the Confession of Faith, and in their bearing on the doctrines of prophecy and
angels therein set forth; as also (III.) the publishing and promulgating of writings

concerning the Books of Holy Scripture, which writings, by their neutrality of attitude in relation to the said doctrines, and by their rashness of statement in regard to
the critical construction of the Scriptures, tend to disparage the Divine authority and
inspired character of these Books, as set forth in the Scriptures themselves, and in the
Confession of Faith, are severally offences, especially in a Professor of Divinity,
which call for such censure or other judicial sentence as may be found adequate;”

and more particularly:
“ Primo: Albeit the opinion that the Aaronic priesthood, or at least a great part of
the laws and ordinances of the Levitical system, were not divinely instituted in the
time of Moses, and that those large parts of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, which
represent them as having been then instituted by God, were inserted in the inspired
records long after the death of Moses.
“ Secundo
Albeit the opinion that the Book of inspired Scripture called Deuteron-

omy, which is professedly an historical record, does not possess that character, but
was made to assume it by a writer of a much later age, who therein, in the name of God,
presented, in dramatic form, instructions and laws as proceeding from the mouth of
Moses, though these never were and never could have been uttered by him.”
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follow six other less important particulars, and the

The Presbytery

their basis.

of Aberdeen found the

first

body of the

libel

alternative charge

general major irrelevant as to the eight particulars in detail, the

(I.) of the

and the III. alternative charge irrelevant.
Both sides dissented and complained to the Synod of Aberdeen, which with
reference to 1 and III. referred the whole matter to the General Assembly,
but with reference to II. found it irrelevant and reversed the action of the
Presbytery. The minority dissented and complained to the General Assembly
of 1878, which took up I. in detail and unanimously reaffirmed the judgment
II.

alternative charge relevant,

.

of Presbytery with reference to

Rainy moved

to confirm the

all

Principal

the particulars except secundo.

judgment of Presbytery with reference

to

Se-

cundo; Sir Henry Moncreiff that
statements of Prof. Smith, regarding the Book of Deuteronomj', are opposed
supposition of the Book being a thoroughly inspired
historical record according to the teaching of the Westminster Confession, while his
declarations on the subject of inspiration are the reverse of satisfactory, and do not
indicate his acceptance of the Book in that character.”

“The

in their legitimate results to the

The

motion prevailed by a vote of 301

latter

to 278.

The Assembly

sus-

action with reference to the second (II. y general charge,
irrelevant in its present form, but amended it as follows

tained the Synod’s

and found

“As

it

:

and promulgating of writings concerning the Books of
ill-considered and unguarded setting forth of speculations

also the publishing

Scripture, which, by their

of a critical

kind, tend to

awaken doubt,

especially in the case of students, of the

Divine truth, inspiration, and authority of any of the Books of Scripture, and on the
doctrines of angels and prophecy as the said tiuth, inspiration, and authority and doctrine of angels and prophecy are set forth in the Scriptures themselves, and in the
”
Confession of Faith

The

libel

was

also so

amended

that the eight particulars might

reference to either of the general charges.

As

taken up by the Presbytery of Aberdeen

the

irrelevant in
tery resolved

all

in

be used with

amended the libel was
autumn of 1878, and found

thus

particulars, except secundo , with regard to

which the Presby-

:

“That in respect of the Assembly having already found this part of the libel relevant to the effect recorded in its acts under the first general charge, the Presbytery
pass from the consideration of it under a different branch of an alternate libel.”

The

minority complained and dissented, holding that the Presbytery ought
have considered secundo under the second general charge, as well as the
first, and also with reference to the other particulars under the second general
charge.
The Synod of Aberdeen in October, 1878, took up the case and
unanimously agreed
to

“That the Synod, with the acquiescence of parties
Assembly the dissents and complaints now laid before

refer simplicitir to the

General

the court.”

Thus the case came before the General Assembly of 1879. By a withdrawal of dissents and complaints, and through the neglect of the minority to
plead at the bar, the action of Presbytery stood confirmed, and the whole case
was reduced

to secunci

1

under the

first

general charge.
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Dr. Bonar moved,

“That the General Assembly instruct the Presbytery of Aberdeen to meet on the
first Tuesday of July, and then to take immediate steps for having the libel as regards
the Second Particular of the First Alternative Charge served in due form upon Prof.
Smith. They also instruct the Presbytery, in the event of their finding the libel sustained, either by the admission of Prof. Smith, or by adequate proof, to suspend him
judicially from his functions
professorial, ministerial, and judicial
till
the next
meeting of Assembly, reserving final judgment in the case till that meeting of
Assembly and the Assembly now appoint a Committee to adjust the libel in this view,

—

—

;

excluding from it
of this Assembly.”
It

all

now

the parts that are not

applicable, to report at a future diet

was also moved by Principal Rainy,

“That, having respect

to the

novelty and perplexity of this case in certain of

aspects, the serious difference of opinion which prevails throughout the

Church

its

re-

—

garding it, the gravity of the consequences which the disposal of it may involve, the
General Assembly resolve, before proceeding further with the libel, to appoint a Committee, fairly representative of the Church, with power, if they see cause, to confer
with Prof. Smith, directing them to consider the case in all its bearings, with a view
to ascertain the best means for arriving at a result honoring to the truth of God, and
fitted to secure, as far as may be, all the weighty interests which are at stake, and to
report to next General Assembly.”

Dr. Bonar’s motion prevailed by 321 votes over 320 for Principal Rainy’s
motion thus a majority of one in the largest vote ever cast in the Free
Church Assembly. The libel was then amended and reduced in the technical

—

forms of Scotch process to the following

:

“Mr. William Robertson Smith, Professor of Oriental Languages and Exegesis of
Old Testament at Aberdeen, you are indicted and accused, at the instance of the
Free Presbyter}’ of Aberdeen
the

:

“ That whereas the publishing and promulgating of opinions which contradict or
are opposed to the doctrine of the immediate inspiration, infallible truth, and Divine

authority of the Holy Scriptures, or any part or parts thereof, as set forth in the Scriptures themselves, and in the Confession of Faith, is an offence, especially in a Professor

may be found
adequate; and more particular!)’:
“Albeit the opinion that the book of inspired Scripture called Deuteronomy, which
is professedly an historical record, does not possess that character, but was made to
assume it by a writer of a much later age, who therein, in the name of God, presented,
in dramatic form, instructions and laws as proceeding from the mouth of Moses,
though these never were, and never could have been, uttered by him:
“And albeit this opinion contradicts or is opposed to the doctrine of the immediate
inspiration, infallible truth, and Divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, as set forth
in the Scriptures themselves, and in the Confession of Faith as aforesaid.
“All which, or part thereof, being found proven against you, the said Mr. William
Robertson Smith, by the said Free Presbytery of Aberdeen, before which you are to
be tried, or being admitted by your own judicial confession, you, the said Mr. William
Robertson Smith, ought to be subjected to such sentence as the gravity of the case,
the rules and discipline of the Church, and the usage observed in such cases, may require for the glory of God, the edification of the Church, and the deterring of others
holding the same sacred office, from committing the like offences in all time coming.”
of Divinity, which calls for such censure or other judicial sentence as

The

Presbytery of Aberdeen, on July

sembly, assembled to serve the
the Assembly had

amended

libel.

1st,

as directed

by the General As-

Prof. Smith entered a plea in law, that

the libel subsequent to the finding of

it

relevant
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answer thereto, and that simple justice required that
its present form, and his answer thereto
received.
His plea in law was recorded, and it was decided that his answer
The libel
to the amended libel should be received as a paper in the case.
was subsequently served, without prejudice to the plea in law, and Prof.

and subsequent

its

to his

relevancy should be determined in

Smith’s answer was received

;

and

it

was resolved

matter that has emerged, and the new questhat these are questions that must be
adjudicated on prior to judgment, while it is not clearly within the province of the
Presbytery under their instructions to deal with these resolve now to sist procedure,
“ That the Presbytery, considering the

tions in law raised by Prof. Smith

;

new

and finding

—

and report the case

The Synod

to the

superior court.”

of Aberdeen on appeal resolved to affirm the judgment of the

Presbytery, receive the report and transmit

it

to the

Assembly.

came before the General Assembly of 1880. Prof. Smith,
the amended libel, satisfied many minds by his statements.

case
to

I.

“I ask

it

to

be observed

at the outset, that

I

Thus

in his

the

answer

uphold the canonicity and inspira-

Book of Deuteronomy as strenuously as my most determined opponent
can do. Those who press the Libel against me have never attempted to prove that I
disbelieve in the inspiration of Deuteronomy or any part of that book. What they
attempt to show is, that in consistency with my opinions as to the origin of the book,
tion of the

inspiration.
II. It has often been insinuated, that while I profess
book as inspired, I mean by inspiration something different from what
I ask my judges to reject this insinuation as injurious.
I am
the Confession means.
willing to have my views of Deuteronomy tested even by the strictest doctrine of
plenary inspiration, and I am confident that they are able to stand the test.”
... “I
am sensible that the extreme condensation of the article Bible,’ left some room for
misconception of the scope of my theory, especially on the part of those who are unI humbly accept my own share
familiar with recent aspects of Pentateuch criticism.
of responsibility for such misconception, which once entertained by the public mind
could not easily be removed. Throughout the progress of the case I have done my
best to clear it away by fuller and simpler statements, and I hope that after the explanations in this paper no one will again misunderstand me so completely as to find
I

ought

lo reject its

to receive the

.

‘

a charge of fraud against the sacred writer, in sentences from my writings, which
contain an explicit repudiation of the very idea of such a fraud. I hope it will now
be clearly understood how entirely foreign to my position is this whole notion that

Deuteronomy pretends

to

historical, in the sense

and

be something which it
to the extent to which

The

historical part of the

of

its

first

audience.

deny

is

not, or that

it

claimed that character

book

is

I

the

book
in the

to

be

eyes

history, the legal part is law,

the speeches are historical speeches in the natural sense in which these terms

were
understood by ancient readers. This is the fair way of testing whether a book is honest
and truthful in purpose
It is not, therefore, in the interest of rationalism, but
in the interests of faith, that I have sought a view of the book, which does justice to
the facts on which rationalists build, but reconciles them with a full recognition of the
supernatural in the Old Testament dispensation and the inspiration of the Old Testa-

ment records.”

There were four motions brought before the Assembly representing the
The first motion was a compromise advocated
chiefly by Sir Henry Moncreiff and Principal Rainy, which it was supposed
would be supported by moderate men on both sides
various views entertained.

:

“That the General Assembly, considering the position in existing circumstances of
the libel which has been served on Prof. Smith
considering, also, the evils that may
;
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arise from further protraction of the case, and the possibility at the present stage of
disposing of it so as adequately to guard the great interests involved in it considering, finally, the importance of the disposal of it being such as may tend to unite as
largely as possible the members of Assembly, and those whom they represent throughout the Church, resolve, that, without disturbing any of the j-udgmentS pronounced
by former General Assemblies in the case, they will not give any renewed instruction
to the Presbytery for the probation of the libel nor take any other steps in that direction.
But looking to the whole course of the proceedings in relation to the Professor's writings
the General Assembly feel constrained to come to the conclusion
that Prof. Smith no longer retains that measure of confidence on the part of the Church
which is necessary to the edifying and useful performance of his professorial work
therefore, with great regret at finding themselves placed in this relation to a man of
Prof. Smith's gifts and promise, the General Assembly, under a deep sense of their
responsibility for the theological training of aspirants to the office of the ministry, find
and declare that he must now cease to hold the chair of Hebrew and Old Test. Literature at Aberdeen. And with this finding the Assembly declare that the case takes
end.”
;

;

The second motion was

compromise, prepared by some of the previous
number of his opponents to their views.
It was proposed by Dr. Laidlaw, to the effect that the
views of Prof. Smith regarding the Pentateuch are not the views of the Free
Church yet as-they do not contradict the Confession, the Assembly abandon
the charge and admonish Prof. Smith to be extremely careful in the future.
The third motion was made by Dr. Begg
also a

supporters of Prof. Smith in the hope of winning a large

;

:

“That

The

this

Assembly

shall

fourth motion was

proceed with the probation of the

made by

Dr. Beith

libel.”

:

—

“The General Assembly considering that the course of the case has confirmed the
report of the College Committee, that they had not found any ground sufficient to justify
inasmuch as seven of the eight counts
have been found irrelevant while with regard to the remaining
count, the explanations offered by Prof. Smith at various stages, and in particular his
answer to the amended libel, afford satisfactory evidence that, in this aspect of the case
also, there is no sufficient ground to support a process for heresy, do resolve to withdraw the libel against him. Further, the Assembly, finding that Prof. Sm'ith is blameworthy for the unguarded and incomplete statements of his articles, which have occasioned much anxiety in the Church, and given offence to many brethren zealous for
the honor of the Word of God, instruct the Moderator to admonish Prof. Smith with
due solemnity as to the past, in the confident expectation that the defects referred to
will be guarded against and avoided in time to come.
And, finally, the Assembly declares that, in declining to decide on these critical views by way of discipline, the
Church expresses no opinion in favor of their truth or probability, but leaves the ultimate decision to future inquiry in the spirit of patience, humility, and brotherly charity, admonishing professors to remember that they are not set for the propagating of
their own opinions, but for the maintenance of the doctrine and truth committed to
the Church.”

a process for heresy against Prof. Robertson Smith,
in the original libel

;

The motion

of Dr. Beith prevailed over that of Dr. Begg by 287 votes to
over that of Sir Henry Moncreiff
over
that
of
Dr. Laidlaw by 244 to 51
256
by 299 to 292. After the decision, Prof. Smith was called to the bar of the As;

;

sembly and admonished by the Moderator in accordance with the action of the
Assembly and Prof. Smith said that “while I thank God for the issue, .... I
have never been more sensible than on the present occasion of the blame that
;
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upon me

res f s

for

end of three years,

statements which have proved so incomplete
th'e

very important points

(r

That

that, at

the

House has been so divided upon them.”
have been made in the history of this discussion

opinion of

Two
j.
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this

:

views of the sacred Scriptures, which do not conflict with the

critical

Westminster Confession, should be decided by discussion, among competent schol
and (2). That evangelical men should be extremely careful not to make

ars

;

loose and unguarded statements and give offence and anxiety to their brethren

Church.

in the
libel,

Prof. Smith,, in his various

has removed

tained.

He

many

answers to the various forms of the

of the objections to his views that were at

first

enter-

has distinctly separated himself from Rationalistic schools, and

has emphatically declared his adherence to the Westminster doctrine of the

and authority of the Bible, and made ample apology for his unguarded and incomplete statements. Nevertheless it is not to be denied that
his views are still regarded by large numbers of his own Church as well as other
churches, as logically inconsistent with Westminster doctrine. Whether this is
inspiration

still be disputed.
In the meanwhile, it is better for
concerned that the discussion should take place without heat,
and free from the complications and technicalities of ecclesiastical proceedings,
by competent scholars on both sides, seeking earnestly and prayerfully the

or

all

is

not the case, will

interests

truth.
It

seems

to us that both parties desire to vindicate the divine authority

inspiration of the

Holy

Spirit,

Word

and are

If therefore the

and

of God, which are assured by the testimony of the

infinitely

more important than any or

discussion should he conducted

still

all critical

further, in

theories.

the proper

with Christian charity and mutual toleration of legitimate differences,

spirit,

without the sacrifice of truth or principle, the result will be that

some

many

trouble-

be removed from the study of the Scriptures, and the
majesty and glory of the Bible as the holy eternal Word of God, will be greatly
enhanced in the minds of men.
C. A. B.
difficulties will

The
ber of

New Jersey
this

Review

—

Case before the late General Assembly
In the July Num(p. 570), the proceedings of the last Assembly in “ the New
.

Jersey case” are represented as making a “Judicial Committee a quasi Judicial

Commission,” and belonging

to the class of “ virtual trials without

of judicial responsibility, without consent of parties, without
carefully prescribed

know

methods and safeguards.”

the facts in the case,

I

Having been

in

reminders
observance of
a position to

ask leave to state them so far as they concern the

foregoing representation, and let them speak for themselves.

had been clearly brought out
no occasion for this note.

in the

Perhaps if they
published reports, there would have been

As to a trial, “ virtual ” or formal, of this case before the Assembly or any
committee or commission thereof, none was had, if for no other reason,
because this was not the kind of relief prayed for by the complainants.
They
petitioned the Assembly to order the Presbytery of Monmouth to re-try the
case, after its original verdict had been sustained by Synod, adjudicating it
upon

their complaint.

The

alleged defects in the previous proceedings of the

lower courts did not seem to the Judicial Committee, even

if

true, sufficient to

an order from the Assembly compelling the Presbytery to undergo this
labor a second ‘ime, with all its direct and indirect consequences. They stated

justify

—
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Assembly these alleged defects, and no question of the accuracy and
was made by the complainants or their representatives.
The committee also stated their opinion that these alleged defects, however
true, were not sufficient to justify granting the prayer of the petitioners
and
they accordingly recommended that it be not granted
i.e., that the Presbytery
to the

fairness of the statement

;

of

Monmouth

be not ordered to re-try the case.

This report was resisted by complainants and their friends, less on the
ground of its intrinsic merits than on the side issue, that the Judicial Committee had transcended its powers and “usurped” the exclusive prerogatives of
the Assembly.
Much time and ingenuity were spent in the effort to convince
the

Assembly of

this.

But

after a

thorough discussion the recommendation

The argument

of the committee was adopted by an overwhelming majority.
in refutation

am

summarized

in the closing

speech of the debate, but, so

aware, only partially reported, insisted

That the course of the

1.

line of precedents, in which,

far as

I

:

Committee was in conformity with a long
even when papers of appellants or complainants

Judicial

were not excepted to as irregular in form, yet, because the reasons alleged for
further trial appeared inadequate, however true, the Judicial Committee
reported such to be their opinion, with the recommendation that the matter
be dismissed; the Assembly accordingly adopting such report without intimation from any quarter that their prerogatives had been invaded.
(See Moore’s
Digest, pp. 551-62, 600-1-2, etc.)
2. It is the express province of the Judicial

Committee to “prescribe, under
the direction of the Assembly, the whole order of proceedings ” which, as
interpreted by accepted usage, includes “ proposing to the

mode

Assembly the best

(Moore’s Digest, pp. 208-14, 564).
3. It would, indeed, be singular if the Judicial Committee, as such, were
divested of the right which any one of them or any member of the Assembly
of proceeding in each case.”

But beyond doubt any member had the right to make the
and motion presented in this case by the Judicial Committee. It is difficult to see how far it could be of much service to the Assembly, much more how it could fulfil what Cushing’s Manual declares the true
province of a committee to be “ the eyes and ears ” the body employs in

has individually.

precise statement

—

way to a proper result.
Commission and committee, derived from

finding
4.

its

the

same

and sometimes

root,

used interchangeably, are distinguished in our ecclesiastical usage, the former
denoting some members of a body commissioned to act in its behalf in investigating and trying litigated cases
the latter to digest the papers, and recom;

mend

the best

wise

if

;

by

mode

trial

of proceeding, whether by

trial

before the body or other-

before the body, to digest and arrange the papers, and to

prescribe, subject to the direction of the judicatory, the order

procedure.

Of

easily definable

necessity,

as

so often

happens,

there

is

and method

a borderland

where these two functions may unavoidably,

of

not

some degree,

in

overlap.
5. An opportunity or temptation arises in this region for some play, conscious
or unconscious, upon the word “judicial,” which has a very broad import,

ranging from that in the phrase “judicial mind” to the authoritative interpretation

and application of law by an authorized

tribunal.

Of

course,

all

the
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and agencies by which a court comes to its decision are
A judicial committee reporting on a judicial case

“judicial.”

in
is

doing judicial work, but not therefore, as is often covertly or openly implied,
authoritative judicial work.
A committee of the U. S. Supreme Court, or a

employed by the court to specially investigate a case and formuan opinion, is doing judicial work, but not that which is of authority till
adopted by the court itself, or which is in any manner invading or usurping
the proper functions of that court.
The Committee on Bills and Overtures, in
recommending measures, does not make itself a legislature.
Here, omitting much that might be said, I close, with a single additional
remark, that, on looking at the Revised Book of Discipline reported to the
single judge

late

Assembly, in the chapter on complaints, paragraph 87, it is directed that
shall appear to the judicatory that the complaint is in order, and the
reasons therefor sufficient, the first step shall be to read the action complained
Here two things are required to give complainants a standing in
of,” etc.
and 2, that “ the reasons thereof be
court
r, that the complaint be in order
sufficient.” This is only recognizing and formulating what has been developed
in the precedents referred to as right and needful.
And is it not as important
last

“if

it

:

;

Assembly to know what light the Judicial Committee can shed on the
one point as the other, viz., the regularity of the complaint and the sufficiency
of the reasons offered for its being entertained and issued? Reason and established practice give but one answer.
L. H. A.
for the

#

The

and anxious expression that our PresSynods and Assemblies have too often of late, and with growing frequency, been disposing of judicial questions in non-judicial ways. The spirit of
our discipline, however, as we apprehend it, would in this whole sphere of
action multiply safeguards and reminders of responsibility, and exclude as far
fear has found frequent, wide,

byteries,

as possible

bly and in

with the

all
its

comparatively irresponsible modes of action both

committees.

modern

principles of our system

that the latter

drift, in

be construed otherwise

The

;

seem

in the

Assem-

to us at variance

makes nothing “judicial” which can

while the former would throw the protection of a

and method broadly and strongly over Christian character and
and ecclesiastical relations. Nor do we think that the modern tendency
would enhance the significance of judicial proceedings even after it has reduced
the number of examples to a minimum. Technicalities aside, when the merits
of a case are involved the one tendency acts by preference in committee and
open Assembly, as in the transaction of ordinary business ; the other under the
reminder and protection of special and appropriate forms.
If the information which was unavoidably lacking to us at the early day
when our notice was prepared, had shown us that the New Jersey case was
treated as judicially as was possible, it would have been impertinent to attach
to our mention of it irrelevant strictures ; it seemed otherwise to us, and to
C. A. A.
others whose lack of information could not be suspected.
judicial spirit
rights

—

VIII.

REVIEWS OF
RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
I.— EXEGETICAL

THEOLOGY.

Introduction to the Study of the Holy Scriptures. By Henry M. Harman,
D.D. N.Y.: Nelson & Phillips. 1879.
This volume forms the first of the Library of Theological and Biblical Literature,
The names of the editors are guarantees of
edited by Dr. Crooks and Dr. Hurst.
a wise selection for the series, and this first volume will only confirm this assurance.
In such a work as an Introduction to the study of the Holy Scriptures, there is not
to be said, but there may be a scholarly selection of material.
Increasing light on matters ethnographic, geographic, and historic, makes much that used
to be said in Introductions of very small account, and much of no account at all.
He has, moreover,
Dr. Harman has exercised a wise judgment in this matter.
taken up the live questions concerning the books of the Bible, and given his own
opinion in his own way. He refutes the idea of the late origin of the Pentateuch,
or of the book of Deuteronomy, with arguments that are unanswerable. He, however, would place Job in the age of David, making the book of the same date with the

much new

Proverbs, the two having strong resemblances.

His treatment of the unity of the
Pentateuch, and his explanation of Jehovah and Elohim and Jehovah Elohim, on
which so much wild hypothesis has been built, are lucid and satisfactory. Chap. xiv.
on the New Testament is, perhaps, if we can make any distinction, the best chapter
in the work.
It does not, of course, propose to be such an exhaustive treatise on
John’s gospel as Canon Westcott has just given us, but it is, nevertheless, a compact and convincing argument for the genuineness, authenticity, and truthfulness of
the fourth gospel. This work of Dr. Harman’s is admirable in its condensation, and
forms a most valuable handbook for not only the student, but also the ordinary-

reader.

A

A

few modifications are
MSS. and Versions,
and the chief editions of the New Testament. A third edition, which is soon to
follow, will incorporate this and other valuable matter in the body of the work
H. C.
under appropriate rubrics.
second edition, revised, has already appeared (1880).

introduced, and an important Appendix added, on the oldest

By James G. Murphy, LL.D„ T.C. D-. Professor of Hebrew, Belfast. Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark. i6mo, pp. 154. Imported by Scribner
& Welford, New York. Price 60 cents.

The Books of Chronicles.

This is brief, compact, and admirably suited to its purpose, as one of a series of
handbooks for Bible classes. The comments, which are throughout conceived in a reverent and devout spirit, are just of the sort to meet the needs of intelligent students
of the Scriptures, both in the direct interpretation of these books and in solving the
questions that arise from a comparison of the parallel accounts of Samuel and
W. H. G.
Kings.

Der Prophet Hosea,
gie.

Berlin, 18S0.

erklart von Dr. W.
[B.
8vo, pp. 255.

Nowack, Lie. und Privatdocent der TheoloWestermann & Co., N. Y.]

This volume belongs to the school of Old Testament Criticism represented by
and Wellhausen but notwithstanding this, and in some respects for
Fortunately the
this very reason, it is an ir*eresting and important publication.

Graf, Kuenen,

(
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have not found it to their interest to dispute the genuineness of the book of
Hosea, in whole or in part. Nowack, accordingly, affirms its integrity throughout,
with the exception of the title, i. I, and defends the correctness of the Masoretic
It has long been the fashion to
text, save in a few instances of small consequence.
deny the truth of the title to this book, though with a singular lack of unanimity
Inasas to the reasons for setting it aside, or what is to be accepted in its stead.
much as no allusion is made to the Syro-Ephraimitic invasion in the reign of Ahaz,
Nowack concludes that Hosea’s ministry must have terminated prior to that event,
while he attributes no weight to Ewald’s conclusion from a like argument, a sileniio,
that Pul’s prior invasion in the time of Menahem was its limit, nor to the counter
arguments of Knobel and others, who would extend it to a much later period on account of allusions which they find to events under Ahaz, or even under Hoshea, the
last king of Israel.
He consequently denies that Shalman, x. 14, can have been
Shalmaneser, preferring instead the very improbable conjecture of Schrader, that it
was Shalmanu of Moab, whose name occurs in an inscription of Tiglath-pileser.
And he throws out from the text the clause containing the names of the kings of
Judah, though “the days of Jeroboam,” which he suffers to remain, cover but a
critics

fraction of Hosea’s ministry, even as he regards

it.

On

the ground of certain

com-

binations with Assyrian chronology, in which, however, he differs from the Assyriologists, he infers that 2 Kings xviii. 9, 10, is in error, and that the kingdom of Israel,

Hosea came to an end before
Hezekiah ascended the throne.
For this reason again he argues the spuriousness
of the name “ Hezekiah,” in i. 1, whereas, this very verse is an independent witness
to the truth of the statement in Kings, and to the falsity of his chronological hyand, by a necessary consequence, the ministry of

pothesis.
It

something, however, to have the admission that even a pcrrtion of the

is

title

came from the hand of the prophet himself, and that the book in its present form
was arranged and issued by him instead of being a posthumous collection by some
nameless editor of unknown date. If this is allowed to be the case with one of the
earliest of the books of written prophecy, it supplies an argument which is more
than a mere favorable presumption that the like was true in other cases. The hypothesis once so fashionable, and which so employed the ingenuity of the critics, that
this book consists of distinct discourses or fragments of discourses referrible to dif-

ing plausibility

Nowack

too
a

much

little,

:

“

is

decisively abandoned.

correctly traces to the frequent

characterize Hosea, and in regard to

by Eichhom

now

All its seemand abrupt transitions which
which he adopts the explanation long ago given

ferent periods of the prophet’s ministry,

The prophet pursues

his subject to a certain point

affected or his enthusiasm reaches a given height,

and

after a short pause, proceeds again.

same discourse thus assume the form of brief,
The old division into ch. i.-iii„ based on

till

his heart is

when he breaks

Must not sections and

distinct discourses

off for

parts of the

”
?

the figure of the marriage, and ch.

which this figure sinks into the background, is preferred to Ewald’s ingenious suggestion, subsequently abandoned by himself, of two allegories with added
comments or explanations, ch. i. ii., and ch. iii.-xiv. The first part, in which the
iv-xiv„ in

transaction, contains the substance of Hosea’s
The second part contains the substance
Jeroboam.
of his ministry after the time of Jeroboam, and though not susceptible of strict logical division, follows a general course of thought, which is slightly modified from
that proposed by Ewald, viz, 1. ch. iv.-viii., the criminality of the people and their
leaders 2. ch. ix.-xi. the necessity of punishment
3. ch. xii.-xiv., a retrospect, setting forth what Israel should be according to his destination, and what he now is,
with Messianic hopes for the future.
But the most significant and hopefully instructive fact revealed in this commentary, is the reaction which it indicates from some of the extreme conclusions of the

marriage

is

conceived to be a

literal

earlier ministry in the reign of

;

;
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Kuenen school. In regard to the date and authorship of the Pentateuch and its
imaginary constituents, it apparently goes all lengths with this wildest of critics.
The numerous references to the books of Moses in Hosea, and contemporary prophets, have always heretofore been regarded as a serious obstruction in the way of
unlimited theorizing respecting the date of the Pentateuch. Tuch, though a strenuous advocate of the supplementary hypothesis, frankly confesses (Genesis, 2d edition,
1871, p. lxx), Hosea’s acquaintance both with the so-called Elohist and Jehovist
paragraphs, and that there are about “ 800 traces of the existence of the present
form of the Pentateuch in the prophets of that time.” All this the present race of
Nowack does not shrink from affirming that “ there is not a
critics bravely ignore.
single passage of Hosea that can be clearly shown to be dependent on the sources
united in our Hexateuch.”
Every allusion to patriarchal history is declared to be
traceable not to any written narrative, but to oral tradition and if occasional passages may possibly show some acquaintance with the Jehovist, which, however, is
not admitted, any reference to the priestly or legal narrator is utterly out of the
question.
The “ thorah ” of which Hosea speaks, iv. 6 viii. r, 12, is not “ the law
of Moses,” but priestly or prophetic instruction. The passages so cogently quoted
by Prof. Curtiss in his “ Levitical Priests,” are set aside, p. 1 53, by a magisterial
stroke of the pen.
And while he admits that viii. 12 is not hypothetical, but declarator}-, he insists that the tense employed shows that the code spoken of was not
one already fully committed to writing in the past, but one which was in the course
of gradual production, a conclusion which he could scarcely apply to Ps. ciii. 7. The
writings of the prophets, he tells us, are the oldest undisputed record of the relig;

;

ion of Israel.
All this
leaders in

we

makes

find in the

a matter of

it

moment

Nowack

that

does not blindly follow his

Kuenen maintains that the spiritual religion which
The Commentary before us shows
prophets originated with them.

all their

conclusions.

that this cannot possibly have been the case

;

it is

utterly inconsistent with

any un-

The prophets were not lifting the
biassed interpretation of Hosea’s language.
religion of Israel from the nature-worship, in which the mass of their contempoThey were
raries and all previous ages had been sunk, to a new and higher plane.
simply recalling them to known but neglected obligations and duties, and setting
This obvious deforth truths long before understood, but practically disregarded.
duction from the whole tenor and scope of the prophet, sweeps away from Kuenen s
theory the only semblance of foundation that it ever had, and hopelessly demolishes
the entire edifice which he has been at so

Other instances of a gratifying return

much

pains in erecting.

to older

mention, as when in the explanation of the

and sounder views are worthy of
pp. 3, 4, he rejects on

name "Jehovah,”

purely linguistic grounds Kuenen’s interpretation of

and comes back

Creator,
ble

and

all-sufficient.

And

of like character traced out, to satisfy him that
first

ordained that

as a Hiphil,
iii.

14,

meaning the

as the immuta-

the indications that he finds in the early prophets of a

centralization of worship, p. 151, only need to be

who

it

to the derivation suggested in Ex.

all Israel

it

should have one

more carefully studied, and others
was neither Hezekiah nor Josiah,

common

sanctuarv.

W.

H. G.

Die Heilige Schrift A. cnd N. Testaments nach Dr. Luther’s Uebersetzung

A

mit dcr
uslegung der vorzuglic/isten Schriftforscher der alteren evangelischen Kirche.
Neties Testament.
Erster Band.
[B. Westermann & Co., N. Y.J

commentary prepared by four pastors, Braun, Meyer,
a new plan. They say in their preface that the Bible
And when peois too little read, books of psalmody and devotion taking its place.
ple do read it, it is out of a sense of duty.
Many would be glad to shake everybranch, like Luther, and make gain from every part of it, but they honestly confess
This

is

the

initial

part of a

Moller, and Schmalenbach, on

they

know not how

to begin.

Current expositions are of no use to plain Christians,
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Our old writers best knew how to speak to
because they are hard to understand.
They spoke simply and at the same time profoundly, and they, especially
Herein they are unLuther, filled heart and mind with the power of God’s word.

the people.

The

excelled to this day.

compilers, therefore, think that they are doing an excel-

Churches seeing
higher and study it

lent service in bringing forward these writers again, so that the
their explanations of the Divine

Word, may

learn to prize

it

more, and make it truly their own.
Their work, accordingly, is constructed on this fashion. Without any introduction or critical apparatus of any kind, they give the text, and subjoin to each verse
remarks and explanations in the very words of I.uther, or Bengel, or Roos, or Starke,
or Rieger, or Hedinger, distinguishing, by initials in each case, the writer to whom
the citation belongs.

good one, but we cannot think the means of reaching it
is a piece of patchwork, and as such,
There cannot be glow, energy, progress, or
necessarily mechanical and slavish.
It will furnish an excellent book of excerpts for devotional
depth in such a mosaic.
And besides, what is
reading, but it will not stimulate to the study of the Word.
Their aim

is

well devised.

certainly a

After

all,

the whole thing

rousing in one generation does not always have that effect in a succeeding age.
Manners and tastes change, and usually each generation must furnish its own literature.

The

Bible alone

is

the devotional book for

all

T.

time.

W.

C.

Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Gospels of Mark and Luke. By H.
A. W. Meyer, Th.D. Translated from the fifth edition of the German by Rev.
Robert Ernest Wallis, Ph.D. The translation revised and edited, Vol. I., by
William P. Dixon, D.D. Vol. II., by W. P. Dixon and Wm. Stewart, D.D.
Two vols. Vol. I., pp xvi. 348 Vol. II., pp. 371. Edinburgh T. & T. Clark,
;

:

;

1880.

New York

Scribner

:

&

Welford.

Price, $3 per vol.

These two volumes, with the twelve previously

issued, carry the series

Colossians, with the exception of the Ephesians, which

through the

not yet issued.

These inMeyer himself. The editor has preferred
to publish the work from the latest editions published during the author’s life, and not
from that edited by Dr. Weiss, which is “worked up anew.” Meyer’s work grew
largely in value and extent in successive editions, but in some parts the expansion
exceeds the value. Whole pages together are added in some of the commentaries
on the Epistles, containing a statement and refutation of Hofmann’s exegesis, which
is often of little interest.
Prof. Godet says of Hofmann’s Romans that his interpretations are often so strange that the reader cannot think that he believes them himself, and that the obscurity is such that the sense only asserts itself often after a

clude, with Philemon,

all

is

that were written by

third or fourth perusal.

Meyer holds that Mark was the first of the three Gospels, and while he holds to a
Logia - Collection of Matthew, decidedly rejects, as Weiss does, the hypothesis of
an Ur-Markus. He accepts the testimony of Papias to the influence of Peter in the
Gospel, and denies all dogmatic coloring in its composition.
Luke, among other sources, written and unwritten, was based chiefly on Mark,
and also Matthew, not, as Weiss holds, only on the Logia incorporated in Matthew.
The influence of Paul on Luke, even in the historical portion, is conceded. Luke
xxi. 24 compared with Matt. xxiv. 29, Meyer thinks, proves the Gospel to date after
the destruction of Jerusalem.
Amid the multitude of new commentaries which are

now

appearing,

it

will

be long before these of Meyer’s cease to be indispensable.
C.

W.

H.

Die Pastoralbriefe, Kritisch und exegetisch behandelt von Dr. Heinrich Julius
Holtzmann, Ord. Professor der Theologie in Strassburg. Leipzig Wilhelm Engelmann. 1880. [B. Westermann & Co., N. Y.]
Schleiermacher’s attack in 1807 upon the genuineness of 1st Timothy, opened a
path which Eichhom and DeWette both entered and widened, by challenging the
Baur followed, claiming that these
authenticity of all three of the Pastoral Epistles.
:

;
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were written

second century, by an opponent of the
put his denunciations into the mouth of Paul.
Without adopting Baur’s theory entire, this latest commentary on the Pastoral
Epistles is, nevertheless, of the advanced Tubingen School.
It is marked by learning and minute research, is written in an inelegant and involved, though sometimes
epistles

Marcionite heresy,

after the middle of the

who

graphic style, toned occasionally with sarcastic bitterness.
It is a valuable thesaurus of materials for the critical study of these documents.
Of 504 closely printed
octavo pages, more than half are occupied with the introduction, which, in twelve
all the main questions affecting the genuineness and essential
character of the three epistles.
In these chapters, the principal conclusions reached by the author are the following
The three epistles cannot be brought within any known period of Paul’s life as
recorded by Luke.
Nowhere can “a windstilics Platzchen ” be found for them.

chapters, discusses

:

Pauline at

If

all,

they cannot be dispersed over different

They must belong to one and

the

same period

— after

periods of Paul’s life.
the imprisonment with which

the book of Acts closes.
The question of the second imprisonment he gives up as
a “ labyrinth of untenable hypotheses into which it is both uncomfortable and unnecessary to penetrate farther.” It being shown that the Epistles cannot be identified with the known life of the Apostle, it follows “ with mathematical certainty”
that they are not Pauline, but of later origin.
Holtzmann differs from Baur, in
placing them in the former, instead of in the latter half of the second century
but agrees with him in believing them to be forgeries. They were written in

order to give them weight against current heresies, and, therethough with only partial success, the peculiarities of
The pretended Paul is betrayed “ by the striking and unwonted

Paul’s name, in
fore,

the author affected,

Paul’s

style.

mode

of designating himself,” by the lower level of the whole style of thought,
as contrasted with that of Romans, Galatians, or Corinthians, and by the absence
of a single breath of the Pauline spirit; w'hile, as respects the intrinsic weight,
majesty and conclusiveness of the course of thought, even the doubtful Pauline Epis-

stand high above them. This is, indeed, placing them low down, since Holtzmann,
with Baur, recognizes only four of the Pauline Epistles as, beyond doubt, genuine.
Timothy and Titus go with Paul. The old objection is revived, that, on the assumption of a second imprisonment, Timothy must have been for thirteen years, at
least, a companion of Paul
a fact, w'hich does not consist wfith the exhortation to

tles

;

no man despise

and with the appeals to the instructions and the faith
while the injunction to “ flee youthful lusts ” is an ungracious reThe Timothy of
flection upon the tried helper and familiar friend of the Apostle.
these Epistles is, in short, a schoolboy, under Paul’s tutelage, a creation of the comlet

of his ancestors

his youth,

;

upon his own ideal of the historical Timothy and colored accordingly.
long chapter is devoted to the peculiarities of diction w’hich differentiate these
As to the doctrinal contents, they
Epistles from the genuine productions of Paul.
present the Pauline teaching in an inferior form, the Pauline ideal being lowered to
the measure of the understanding of a later age, and the original close connection
of thought appearing in a state of dissolution so far advanced, that it matters nothing
in what order the details may be treated.
On the vexed question of the nature of the heresy assailed in these Epistles,
Holtzmann maintains that they do not deal throughout with any single form of
error. Gnostic, Judaistic, or Essenic.
He holds, against the “ practical ” theory of
Reuss, and the “tendency” theory of Wiesinger, that the errors contemplated are
distinctively doctrinal.
He finds distinct traces of Gnosticism, and signs of the
same heresies which are attacked in the Epistle to the Colossians, though in a more
highly developed form ; but he claims that none of these are distinctly individualized, but rather are treated broadly under the general conception of apostasy from
the church. “ To our author, the Gnostics were what they were to the writer of 1
poser, based

A
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—

ii. 19
those who If ypuv egyMov aXK ovk f/oav If yfiuv.” But under no circumstances can these heresies be brought within the life of Paul.
look in vain
in the genuine Epistles for a conception of the spiritual world so purely myth-

John

We

ological, for so definite a dualism as

we

encounter

in these

heretics.

It is

net

the personal authority or the Apostolic dignity of Paul on which they are trenching, but the already formulated faith of the Church.
The question is no more

concerning the value of the Mosaic law to a Christian believer, but concerning
strange views of the origin and design of the law which, as in 1 Tim. i. 8, is treated
only as “ the positive, formulated norm of morality.” The address to the Ephesian
Elders, which, even Baur admits, may furnish a point of defence for the Apostolic
date of these Epistles, according to Holtzmann, stands to them in the relation of
programme to performance. The composer of the Epistles has shaped them according to the hints of Luke’s narrative. For example, the allusion to Timothy’s
“tears” (2 Tim. i. 4,) shows that he imagines Timothy among those who were left
behind at Ephesus. Paul declares that bonds await him therefore, in 2 Tim. i. 8,
he appears as the prisoner of the Lord. He bids them guard the flock against the
“grievous wolves ” which shall enter in these Epistles profess to furnish the instructions for dealing with such heretics.
Moreover, so far as these Epistles deal
with Gnosticism, they declare, by that fact, their post-apostolic origin, since as a
historic phenomenon, the gnosis appears first after the days of Trajan and Hadrian.
Little more needs to be said.
The wonder remains how such a method of criticism can consistently spare even the four Epistles which this commentator admits
to be genuine, or, indeed, any other portion of Holy Scripture.
His cool assertion,
that the value of these documents is in no sense affected by his conclusions as to
their origin, hardly suffices to explain the pains bestowed upon the exegesis of these
second century forgeries. Granting that their value is, as he claims, practical rather
than doctrinal, one must needs confess that there is little to choose between the
practical and the doctrinal value of documents concocted in such wise.
The exegesis, therefore, may be very summarily dismissed, colored, as it is,
throughout by these views. It adds nothing of substantial value to what we already
possess.
It is generally concise, not always clear, occasionally striking, especially
;

;

valuable for

abundance of

The commentary

parallel passages.

a good specimethod of the
“ destructive criticism.”
It furnishes a good illustration of the words of a recent
writer
“A specialist may sink his shaft so deeply into a particular mine of investigation, as to be able at last to look up and see above him hardly a bit of the broad
sky.”
M. R. V.

men

its

is

of the scholarly, aggressive, but microscopic and hypercritical

:

Dr. Ferdinand Hitzig’s Vorlesungen uber Biblische Tiieologie und Messianische
Weissagung des Alten Testaments.
Herausgegeben von Lie. Theol. J. J.
Kneucker. 8vo. pp. xiv. 224. Karlsruhe
H. Reuther. 1880. [B. Westermann & Co., New York.]
:

This posthumous work of the

late Dr. Hitzig is

a welcome addition to the literaand the fact

ture of Biblical Theology, notwithstanding its fragmentary character,

that his views on these subjects were, for the

most

part,

known through

his

com-

mentaries and other writings. Dr. Hitzig will always be remembered by Hebrew
scholars for his bright and ingenious theories, his clear insight into difficult pointsof grammar, and his firm adherence to his convictions of truth notwithstanding the
;

and the rationalistic spirit of his expositions.
The portrait that accompanies the volume presents a strong, but kindly face. We
can well accept the testimony of his enthusiastic pupil and admirer in his recollections of Dr. Hitzig, which take up sixty-four pages of the book
that he was firm
in character, true to his convictions, sure in his faith, entirely sincere, and zealous
above all to do honor to truth. His serious style of joking is well illustrated in his
“ Observe, gentlemen, Hebrew can be properly learned only in
words to his class
defects in his theological conceptions

—

:

—
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two places in Germany, with Ewald in Gottingen, and here with me since, however, Ewald no longer lectures, it can only be learned with me.”
We note another
“ Gentlemen, have you a Septuagint ?
characteristic remark
If not, then sell all
that you have, and buy yourselves a Septuagint.”
Dr. Hitzig defines Biblical Theology as the science of the religion taught in the
Old Testament, limiting the sources to the Canonical writings and the Hebrew portion of the Apocryphal books, and laying stress upon the genetic method.
In his
fundamental principles he claims, what seems to us, the arbitrary principle of admitting, not only what is expressly taught by the authors, but also what legitimately
and thus crosses the bounds that distinguish this disflows from their teachings
;

:

;

from Dogmatics. The first chapter treats of the principle of the religion of
the Old Testament, which was the idea of a God who was a holy spirit.
This developed itself in two directions: the first, recognizing their particular God as the
universal God, and then, in that they alone recognized Him, He was their particular
God and they His particular people. Hence the Univcrsalism and the Particularism of the Hebrew religion. The first division treats of the universal doctrines of
faith
of God, according to His absolute independence. His relation to the world,
and His relation to men. The second division treats of Particularism, and so of
the nature of the Theocracy, its members and development, and finally the ideal
Theocracy, or the Messiah.
Messianic Prophecy is treated in a separate course of lectures, which, however,
cipline

:

depends upon the previous course. The origin of the Messianic hope, he finds in the
hope of a better future, springingup from the feeling of dissatisfaction with the present.
He distinguishes the spurious Messianic material from the genuine, including
Protevangelium, the blessing of Abraham, the Shilo passage, the
Redeemer of Job xix., the Messianic
idea of Pss. ii., xvi., xlv., cx., and the suffering Messiah of Isa. liii. The genuine Messianic prophecy embraces the ideas of the day of judgment, Joel iii. and Zech. xiv.,
in the former, the

star out of Jacob, the prophet like Moses, the

the conversion of the heathen,

ancient Theocracy, Hosea
ideal

Theocracy,

iii.;

Micah

iv.,

Isa. ix., xi., vii., etc.

;

of the
head of the

Isa. xlii. xlix. etc.; the restoration

the removal of sin,

Amos

ix„ etc.; the

the resurrection of the dead, Ezek. xxxvii.,

and the new Covenant. This outline of the course, exhibiting characteristic
arbitrariness and entire subjection to a priori, rationalistic principles, is yet of interest
and value for its suggestiveness. It may be remarked, however, that in the detailed
exposition of the various passages there is much that is fresh, valuable, and sound.
Dan.

xii.;

C. A. B.

II.— HISTORICAL
A

THEOLOGY.

Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines, being
a Continuation of “ The Dictionary of the Bible.” Edited by William Smith,
D.C.L., LL.D., and Henry Wace, M.A., Professor of Ecclesiastical History in
King’s College, London Chaplain of Lincoln’s Inn. Vol. II. Eaba-Hermocrates.
London: John Murray, Albemarle Street. 1880.
The “ Dictionary of Christian Biography,” and the “ Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,” edited by William Smith and colleagues, and published by John Murray in
London, are the legitimate and worthy successors of Smith’s “ Dictionary of the
Bible,” (in three vols.. Am. ed. by Hackett & Abbot in four vols.,)and represent the
latest stage of archaeological and historical theology, as the “ Dictionary of the
Bible ” represents the latest stage of Biblical learning in England down to the year
of its completion. The two new works together are by far the most important contribution to ancient Church history which has been made by English scholars since
the valuable labors of Cave and Bingham.
The “Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,” edited by Smith & Cheetham, is now finished in two stately volumes (1875 and
;
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Of the “ Dictionary of Christian Biography,” edited by Smith & Wace, the
1880).
second volume has just appeared, which reaches the letter H inclusive. It was
originally intended to embrace only two volumes, but the preface to volume second
informs us that the work will be extended to four volumes, and a well-informed friend
from England just tells me that a fifth volume will be necessary. This extension of
the work will, of course, double the price and limit the circulation, but will make
this opus magnum all the more valuable for scholars as an indispensable book of
reference.

Both works extend only
the Christian era
Plitt,

the

Roman

;

to the

age of Charlemagne,

i.

e

,

the eighth century of

while the great Protestant Real-Encyclopaedie of

Catholic Kirchenlexikon of

Wetzer

&

Herzog and

Welte, and the American

Cyclopedia of McClintock & Strong (which has just reached the ninth volume),
embrace the whole field of ecclesiastical learning and literature down to the present
If Messrs. Smith & Murray, or their successors, intend to go on in the same
time.
style, they will have to issue a separate work on Mediaeval Church history, and
another on Modern Church history, each of at least equal, if not larger, size than
that on Ancient Church history.
But while the work before us is behind the continental works just mentioned as
regards comprehensiveness of plan, it is, we do not hesitate to say, superior to them
in thoroughness of treatment as far as ancient, and especially British Christianity
The list of contributors embraces many of the very best theological
is concerned.
scholars of the Church of England, such as Bishop Lightfoot, Canon Westcott, Drs.
Plumptre, Hort, Wace, Swainson, Salmon, Scrivener, Haddan, Stubbs, Barry,
Ffoulkes, Forbes, and Bright, and also a few distinguished non-Episcopalians, as
Prof. Milligan, of Aberdeen University, Principal Reynolds, of Cheshunt College, Dr.
Dickson, of Glasgow, William Aldis Wright, and Dr. Ginsburg. Germany furnishes
but one contributor, Dr. Lipsius, of Jena, (who belongs to the critical school of
Ttibingen), France one, Rev. E. de Pressense of Paris, and America one.
The
work is, therefore, predominantly Anglican and Episcopalian, though by no means
in

a narrow, sectarian sense of the term.

The second volume embraces 928 pages, and articles from Eaba to Hermocrates.
Almost every name in early Church history finds a place here. There is, of course,
a great inequality

in

length and treatment, and great difference in the merit of the
Many contribute little or nothing to our

contributions, as in every composite work.

stock of knowledge, but not a few are unusually able and complete.

Among

the

Eusebius OF CAESAREA, by Bishop Lightfoot, a model
of fair and exhaustive biography Roman Emperors, and Eschatology, by
Dr. Plumptre Ephraim, the Syrian, by Dean Smith of Canterbury, (one of the
best Syriac scholars); Hebrew Learning among the Fathers, by Rev. C. S.
The Anglo-Saxon Names are prepared by Canon Stubbs and Canon Raine;
Elliott.
very best

we would

notice

;

;

the

articles

on

British, Irish,

and Scotch Saints by Rev. C.

W.

Boase and Rev.

J.

Gammark. The article on the Essenes is done by Dr. Ginsburg Eucharist,
and Fathers, by Dr. Ffoulkes the book of Enoch, Apocryphal Gospels, and
Epiphanius, by Prof. Lipsius; Gnosticism, and Hermas, by Dr. Salmon.
The labor bestowed upon this volume is immense, and if its successors shall be
equal to it, as we have every reason to expect, the editors will, indeed, leave behind
P. S.
them a monumentum are perennius.
;

;

.

St. John.
By James M. Macdonald, D. D. Edited with
Pp.
an introduction by the Very Reverend J. S. Hovvson, D.D., Dean of Chester.
Royal 8vo. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1880. $3.00.
xxxvi. and 436.
are glad to see so soon a re-issue of this interesting and valuable work, at a
reduced price, that will give it an entrance into many families that otherwise would

The Life and Writings of

We

be unable

to

purchase

it.

It

has already been made known to the public and
Whilst adding little to the scientific
it deserves.

received the wide circulation that

—
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knowledge of the

and writings of the Apostle John, by scholarly research and
it is yet a careful, judicious, and tasteful
presentation of the theme in the light of the best results of modern scholarship, for
the edification of the Christian public in general.
It should take its place with
Conybeare and Howson’s St. Paul, in the libraries of all our Christian families,
The introduction by Dean Howson is kindly, and we cannot but respond to the sentiment that the co-operation between England and America in Biblical subjects may
be “ full of blessing to mankind.”
C. A. B.
life

original critical investigation of the sources

;

Gieseler's Church History. Vol. 5 a. d.
Robinson. Harper & Brothers. 1880.

1517-1854.

Completed by

Mary

A.

There are few periods of history about which men are more likely to be ignorant
than about the century preceding their own time. Many persons have a better understanding of Greek and Roman life than they have of life in the eighteenth Christian century.

The

great achievements of the older time have been completed and can
difficulty
the movements of the time have been subjected to

be ascertained without

;

long continued scrutiny from very different points of view, and the results of scrutiny
are summed up in treatises easily obtainable.
It is not so easy to get at the facts of
a modem time the really great facts are not always distinguishable from a host of
others that will ultimately have no separate or considerable significance. Nevertheless, no knowledge is more needful than the knowledge of one’s own time, and of
the times immediately preceding, which have made the present what it is. In Christian history the first century, the period of Christ and His Apostles, is, doubtless, the
period of primary importance. But next to that there is no period which the men
of to-day so urgently need to understand, in its working forces, as the period from
the Reformation to our own times. All modern life is the product of those forces.
No man can do his work well without understanding them no young man can be
fitted for his life work until he is put in possession of a knowledge of them.
Therefore, the closing volume of Gieseler deserves peculiar welcome.
The translation
was begun by Prof. Smith in his debility he assigned a part of the volume to Prof.
Stearns, of Michigan, but the last half of the volume has been translated by Miss
Robinson, who has also prepared the index.
Prof. Schaff contributes a preface,
which includes a short biographical sketch of Prof. Smith, by Prof. Hitchcock.
As a condensed and systematic account of the time, it is, probably, the best single treatise in English.
Hagenbach’s is far less scientific in form and gives the history only of the Protestant Church during the last two centuries.
Prof. Smith’s
tables are both more comprehensive and more abundant in details, but, with the exception of the first column of “ General Characteristics,” they constitute a syllabus,
which is more useful to one who already has some understanding of the history.
Most compends are by men far inferior to Gieseler in ability and scholarship. The
history of his fifth volume is in three divisions, the first of which gives account of
the Roman Catholic Church from the Reformation to the Peace of Westphalia.
This division alone had been published by Gieseler himself only in this are found
the citations from original authorities which have given great value to previous volumes.
It concludes the history of the Reformation period, upon which Gieseler
labored with peculiar affection, and in respect to which his labors are considered
most valuable.. The second division, in 220 pages, covers the period from the Peace
of Westphalia to the Treaty of Paris.
It includes a sketch of the history of philos;

;

;

;

in its relations to Christianity (Descartes, Deism and the Freethinkers, Leiband Kant), an account of the Roman and Lutheran Churches, and a very
meagre outline of the history of the Reformed Churches in England and on the
Continent. The third division fills nearly 300 pages with a history of the Modem
Church from 1814 to 1854. It is chiefly, however, the religious history of Western
Europe the original contained one brief chapter on America, which, Prof. Schaff

ophy
nitz,

•

;
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was too superficial and too full of errors to merit translation, or to have a place
work of such solid value.
The second and third divisions were published after Gieseler’s death from his
MSS. They give a continuous narrative, with few notes and very few references to
says,
in a

the abundant literature.

But the story

is in

—

Dr. Gieseler’s characteristic style sysHis treatment of

tematic, condensed, precise, discerning, impartial, almost cold.

Roman

Catholic history

is

that of a discriminating Protestant

;

his

be regarded by Americans

superficial polemics (p. 628) needs. to

;

warning against
his statement of

France during the early part of this century (pp. 409-24) may be
Kis
profitably considered in connection with the recent expulsion of the Jesuits.
Jesuit practices in

sagacity respecting the course of future events,
the temporal

power and a coming schism

to the acceptance of papal infallibility (p. 628).

Church

is

(p. 385),

shown
but

The

is

in

predicting the loss of

greatly at fault in reference

general view of the condition

modern times is broad, wise, and hopeful. Dr. Gieseler anticipated a freer relation of Church and State, if not a practical separation (p. 384), a
theology not so fettered to the past that it cannot improve (pp. 316, 385), and an increasing disappearance of practical irreligion.
His judgment respecting the prospects of Republicanism in Europe (p. 368) would probably be somewhat modified were
it to be made now.
Some bias toward Rationalism was alleged against him, but he
has evident sympathy with the union of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches in
Germany (p. 522) for which he labored his discussion of the Pietistic controversy shows
appreciation of Scriptural theology and a piety of the heart (p. 294)
his condemnation
of Strauss (pp. 550, 573) and of Hegelians of the left wing is unqualified. His treatment
of the

in

the

;

;

of the history of Rationalism (p. 514 seq.) is so guarded that his own position is not
very clearly indicated.
The formal definition is carefully made, a distinct difference
from Naturalism is very properly insisted on, but there is no statement or criticism
of the essential contents of Rationalism. In the description of Supernaturalism the
statement (p. 515) : “If a religious doctrine is proclaimed as a divine revelation by
some pious individual whose truthfulness is undoubted, and who cannot be convicted
of fanaticism, and if, moreover, this doctrine is not directly opposed to reason, Supernaturalism feels itself compelled to accept it as a supernatural revelation, and no
longer permit reason to examine it conclusively,” would certainly not be accepted as
correct by any intelligent Supernaturalist on this side of the water.
Injustice seems
also to be done to Schleiermacher.
In a case requiring exactness of expression one
cannot be sure of a translation, and a copy of the German is not at hand but it is
;

not just to say that Schleiermacher’s theology is based on the effort to represent in
the form of doctrine the emotions of the pious Christian heart. In Schleiermacher’s
use of it, Gefiihl is never synonymous with mere emotion he expressly makes it
;

synonymous with a term of much wider significance, the “ Christian consciousness.”
There is some lack of comprehensiveness in treatment. Very slight notice is
taken of the Greek Church, and no notice of the other Eastern Churches. There is
scarcely more than a mention of the great practical work of the century in foreign
missions.
In common with all German scholars of his generation. Dr. Gieseler had
little appreciation of the Anglo-Saxon world, and missions among the non-Christian
peoples have been most extensively carried on by Anglo-Saxons.
Apart from the
relations of Church and State, the outworking of the Christian spirit in secular life
is little noticed.
There is no mention of the rise of the physical sciences under Christian influence
the so-called conflict of religion and science had scarcely begun at
;

the time of Dr. Gieseler’s death.

There are a few evident slips in the translation. From childhood Miss Robinson
has been so familiar with German, and so accustomed to think in German, that she
is not always sensitive to the difference between German and English idioms.
Thus

membership of the Catholic Church we read (p. 503), “others were led to the
same end”; (p. 552), “ such doctrines could not be indifferent to the governments ”

of

5

;
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“ the Lutheran party grew up or augmented ”
(P- 57 )»
(increased in numbers ?) and
the worst of all, (p. 517), “ Hengstenberg and his school have permitted themselves
the most arbitrary suppositions for the removal of the historical grounds ’’—which is

merely unintelligible.

A

few sentences are obscure because the structure is involved
on p. 402 there is the doubly careful statement that the
main support to secular offices.”
W. W. A.

after the German style, while
“ cardinals mostly owed their

Duff Missionary Lectures — First
Smith, D.D.

Cr. Svo, pp.

& V elford, New York

;

ix.

279.

American

Series: Medi/Eval Missions.
By Thomas
Edinburgh T. & T. Clark. 1S80. [Scribner
:

edition, $2.50].

This volume brings us the first-fruits of a lectureship instituted under the provisions of the will of the great missionary and evangelistic teacher whose name it bears.
The courses of lectures are to recur at intervals of four years, are each to be delivered

in at least two of the great university centres or in equivalent places selected by
the trustees, and are to be published with other special provisions for their circula-

may be drawn upon, clergy or laity, for the successhould be gathered under such auspices.
It was eminently fitting that the inauguration of this lectureship should be committed to one who had been a co-laborer with Dr. Duff both in India and in Scotland.
Very wisely the terms of institution open for presentation any subject cognate
to foreign missions.
Dr. Smith has chosen the missionary work of the Church at
some of its most important points with in the period A.D. 500-1500. His first two
tion.

All Evangelical churches

sive lecturers.

Rich

fruit

lectures, skirting the earlier

boundary of his chosen period, deal with the conversion
of Clovis and the evangelization of Britain in the third and fourth he passes to central, northern, and eastern Europe
in the fifth he discusses missions to the Mohammedans in Spain and Africa, while the two remaining lectures sketch some of the
;

;

more important attempts to plant the Gospel in different parts of Asia. These lectures
wide and careful study of the sources of information, with sober judgment in
regard to their solid contents. They afford opportunity for the graphic exhibition of
the personality and work of not a few of the great workers of the mediaeval Church,
exhibit

as well as for the detection and presentation of different types and tendencies in doc-

and method. And incidentally the author draws profitably upon his own observation and experience as a foreign missionary as e. g. when he speaks of the
comparative resistance encountered by the Church in its work among heathen and
trine

;

among Mohammedans, and
gelization.

of the different aims of Protestant and Catholic evanIn his last lecture he throws out important suggestions in regard to the

great difference between the mediaeval and the modern Church in their relation severally to the civilization of their age, and their sphere of action, and utters timely caution in regard to perils that are incidental to the great superiority of the modern
missionary, in this respect, over those among and upon whom he works.
He does

not forget the grand apologetic argument for Christianity which
supplies.

its

missionary work
C. A. A.

Conversion of the West

The English. By the Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D., Head
Master of King’s College School, author of “The Missions of the Middle Ages,”
etc., with two maps.
London Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. New
York Pott, Young & Co. Also, “ The Northmen, The Celts, The Slavs,” by the
same author, and issued by the same publishers.
:

:

:

These

books aim to give a popular view of one of the most momentous
the conversion of the western nations to Christianity. The narrative is, of necessity, very brief
but it is clear, graphic, presents the main facts with
care and skill, and breathes an excellent spirit. The work does much credit to Dr.
Maclear, and also to the Committee of General Literature and Education, appointed
by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, under whose direction it is published.
In its preparation, the most recent and trustworthy authorities have been
consulted, explanatory notes have been subjoined, and references given to largei
events

little

in history

—

;
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—

It is a most useful epitome, and we could wish that the whole series
all
the volumes have not yet reached us— might speedily find its way into our Christian

works.

homes and our Sunday-schools.

The history of the conversion of the West, which is
known, even among our educated people, is full of missionary incidents
of thrilling interest, and abounds in impressive and beautiful illustrations of the
power of the Gospel. Our young Christians cannot become too familiar with it.
The roots of our own noblest life strike back into those memorable times.
far too little

We

The English. It begins with a sketch
England and of Teutonic heathendom. Then follows
an account of Augustine’s missions near the close of the sixth century, and the conversion of Kent through his labors. The next four chapters tell the story of the Roman and Celtic missions in Northumbria, the missions in Mercia, and the mission
work of St. Chad. Then follow two chapters on St. Cuthbert, the apostle of the
Lowlands, and the conversion of Sussex and the Isle of Wight.
The school of
Malmesbury and the Herdsman of Whitby, Bede and the school of Yarrow, Alcuin
and the school of York, close the narrative, and the whole concludes with an instructive chapter on the salient points suggested by a retrospect of the conversion of Engive the contents of a single volume,

of the Teutonic settlements in

gland.

G. L.

The Monks of the West, from

St. Benedict to St. Bernard.
Montalembert. Authorized translation. Volumes vi. and vii.
wood & Sons, Edinburgh and London. 1879.

Montalembert

is

an eloquent writer of the Celtic type.

He

By

the

P.

Count

df.

William Black-

deals largely in sweep-

ing generalities, strong in truth, and startling with falsehood. To discriminate is a
task he likes to shun, while the history he recounts needs it in an eminent degree. When

he does give the two sides of a case, they are generally so
well-balanced judgment
ogy, no panegyric,” but
truth

is

“a

lost.

He

represents the

simple and exact tale— the truth, and nothing but the

But he

is

less,

evil

which

in later

the last man, in the ranks of respectable

erature, to confine himself to those limits.

sentence, something

of

as requesting “ no apol-

—justice, nothing but justice —as their sole revenge ” for the

times has been said of them.

sum

far apart that the effect

monks

He

tells

the truth, but also, in

lit.

many a

or something more, and so incorporates the whole that the

make a
statement showing that he is not ignorant of the differences, but not the less, his
defence of a point has enjoyed the advantage of the concrete. The history of the
“Monks of the West ” is a high-wrought eulogy of Monachism, at the expense of
every other form of Christian society. The Church herself would never have accomplished what she was designed for, without the monks.
Montalembert admits that
the monastic orders are an appendage to the Church, not an integral part of it and
yet he makes them out to be the best part of it
and, if the English translation is
correct, quotes Pius IX. unfairly as taking the same ground, namely, that the eccleis

not the truth.

Perhaps, twenty or thirty pages further on, he will

;

;

chosen phalanxes of the army of Christ.” The pope had called
He sustains all that has ever been said of monks to
their praise, even their miracles
and asserts, with all the apparent zeal of belief,
that the first monastic system of rules “ written out complete and minute,” as introduced by Pacomius, was not only inspired, but “ the very words of it had been
brought to him from heaven by an angel.” He makes the important distinction between the monks of the East and those of the West, but the lives of both superhuman.
In their single purpose of seeking their own salvation, they made sure by aiming at
doing more good than enough. Most of them achieved that end, and by a large sursiastical orders are the “

them “select

auxiliary troops.”

;

plus of

good works put God

in their debt.

The monastery is a
in the whole subject.
and every man who confers his estates upon a monastery,
no matter how many he impoverishes thereby, becomes a saint. No doubt many of
them were excellent institutions for their times, and manv of their inmates holy men.
This lack of discrimination appears

family of blessed saints,
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and

useful to the cause of righteousness

;

but this boundless laudation

is

not sus-

tained by history.

Monks of the West, in their best days, industrywaste lands, building their own houses, and in aiding
the poor, that in ages of ignorance, learning and science found an asylum among
them, and “ moral freedom was asserted against the bondage of the flesh, the constant effort of a consecrated will, in the pursuit and conquest of Christian virtue.”
So much, but for the prevailing dissoluteness of their later history, might never have
been questioned. And when he belittles, in comparison, the work of the secular
clergy, he is not far from the truth, as touching the depths of the middle ages.
But
when he goes the length of asserting that “the first known monks were no other
than the first disciples of Jesus Christ;” that the monastic life was founded by Jesus
Christ himself; that it was born with the Church, and has never ceased to co-exist
with her, and that it inherits its own divine right, as truly as the Church, we are not
surprised to find him add that “ the grandeur, the liberty-, and the prosperity of the
Church have always been exactly proportioned to the power, the regularity, and the
sanctity of the religious orders,” and has flourished most when they “have been
most numerous, most fervent, and most free.” The Church, in Montalembert’s
meaning, is the Roman Catholic. Church, and that alone but even there his extravagant estimate of the monastic orders has never been shared by all the highest and
best authorities.
Even in their most flourishing days, the wisest and greatest of
popes, Innocent III., perceived that the Church was harassed and encumbered by
their multitude, and in the midst of his pontificate, resolved to sanction no more of
them. Many of the best and most sagacious have been of the opinion of Cardinal
Giudiccioni. v he> he opposed the institution of the Jesuits, on the ground that “ all
Orders become relaxed, and then do more harm to the Church than they did good at
the beginning.” The first two hundred years of Cluny were indisputably the period
of greatest prosperity in the cloisters, during which they rose to the very acme of
their power.
Will any man definitely assert the same of the Church in those same
two hundred years?
Montalembert does not fail to mention that evils occurred in the course of monastic
history
but his plan did not include the long series of ages when those evils constituted the main theme of complaint. It was designed to embrace only their best
days, extending from Benedict, in the sixth century, to Bernard, in the twelfth, but
Montalembert claims

truly for the

in cultivating the soil, clearing

;

;

was left incomplete at
The work is one of
trines, and,

the author’s death.

extensive learning, deals with

from the great influence of monks

in

many important

facts

and doc-

the middle ages, especially in the

tenth and eleventh centuries, could not fail, in the hands of a glowing narrator, to be
possessed of many attractions. The twelfth century would have furnished more;
but upon that the author was permitted only to enter. The first five volumes were
published under his own eye, from i860 to 1867. The last two, of which we have
now the English translation, are posthumous, and appeared in Paris in 1877. They
bring the series of events down only to the eve of the great epoch, which the author
most fondly contemplated, and as introductory to which all the rest was executed,

namely,

that,

Although

of Bernard.

its

way

of putting things

is

not always reliable, nor

its

principles always

work cannot be denied the merit of eloquent declamation and interesting narrative, and it certainly throws the warmth of animation over some sections
of history, recounted by themselves with the coldest degree of aridity.
J. C. M.
defensible, the

Der Altkatholicismus.
viii. 149.

Gotha:

Eine geschichtliche Studie von

F. A. Perthes, 1879.

[B.

Lie.

Th. Forster.

Westermann &

8vo, pp.

Co., N. Y.]

The author regards the recent Old Catholic movement as one phenomenon among
many t-hat have appeared from time to time in connection with the development ol
Romanism. He accordingly indicates rapidly the successive points reached by the
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of

Rome

in

maturing, formulating, and pressing

its
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and shows in each
was made to the new

claim,

instance the source, form, and measure of the opposition that

assumption and demand. The positions taken by the Oriental and African, the British and Gallican Churches, by Agobard and Hincmar, Abelard and Arnold ol Brescia,
Bernard of Clairvaux, D’Ailly, Gerson, Jansen, Wessenberg, and others in their time
and order, are so exhibited as to set forth the successive stages reached in the establishment of Papal Absolutism, and the nature and grounds of resistance, whether in
behalf of bishops, general councils, national rights, or any other assailed interest.
The history of the present century is, of course, much less fully given than in Prof.
Friedrich's masterly “ History of the Vatican Council ” (Vol. I., Bonn, 1877).
Our
author’s concern is first to put the Old Catholic movement of our own day into the
line of its historical succession
and then to sketch its immediate occasion, its
formal organization, and the steps taken by its adherents between the famous 18th
of July, 1870, and the fifth meeting of the Old Catholic Synod at Bonn in 1878. His
attitude toward the entire recent movement is (we think, with good reason) more
sympathetic and hopeful than that of Prof. Geffcken and some other recent Protestant critics. At the same time he clearly recognizes its defects and the great difficulties which it has to surmount in justifying, maintaining, and extending itself.
The very steps in its progress which have separated from it most of the eminent
scholars whose names gave the chief prestige to its beginning, he regards as proofs of
its genuineness, and signs of promise that it will prove something more than a learned
and powerful literary remonstrance against the logical audacities of Vaticanism. Of
the four possible issues that have been predicted for it, his persuasion and hope are,
that it will neither vanish away, nor formally return into Romanism, nor become at
an early day thoroughly Protestant but rather continue to lift up its protest against
Rome and exert influence for a Catholicism that is not Romish. The movements of
1879, while at some points encouraging, were elsewhere so chequered as, on the
whole, neither decidedly to confirm nor to discredit the author’s anticipation.
;

;

C. A. A.

Alfonso et Juan de Valdes;

Manuel Carrasco.

leur vie et leurs Merits religieux : 6tude historique par
Geneve, chez les principaux libraires, 1880.
8vo, pp. 136.

When

Charles V. was holding the Pope a prisoner of war, and the Catholic world
of the Church, he was defended by a
Spanish gentleman of his court as the arm of Providence. Alfonso de Valdds, in his
dialogue between Lactantius and an archdeacon, exposed with great freedom the
evils then prevailing in the Church, and especially at the Papal Court, and argued

was

agitated by that indignity to the head

Rome was a divine chastisement of iniquity. In the end of
the dialogue the archdeacon, the advocate of the Pope, declares himself convinced
that the humiliation of

that reform of the Church was needed, and hopes that the Emperor will effect it.
In
so doing he will acquire a reputation to place him so far above all other princes that
it

said to the end of time, “Jesus founded the Church,

shall be

restored

and Charles V.

it.”

Juan de Vald&s, a younger brother of Alfonso, took up the same theme, and in a
dialogue between Mercury and Charon, pursued to greater length the religious interest of the controversy.
Both wrote, as Catholics, in the cause of the Catholic Church,

and as opponents of Luther. The work of Alfonso was circulated in manuscript,
and read by many. Some charged it with heresy, and a prosecution was instituted
While his
against the author, but the highest authority refused to condemn him.
enemies were still deliberating renewed prosecution, Alfonso died of the plague at
Vienna,

in

October, 1532.

Juan de Valdds, in his further study of Scripture, was led to the conviction of evanHe removed
gelical doctrines, exposing him to be suspected by the Inquisition.
from Spain, and took up his residence in the neighborhood ol Naples. There his
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was eagerly sought by persons of piety and intelligence, many of whom, adopt"
ing his views ot doctrine, became conspicuous by their ability and sufferings in the
early suppressed attempt at Reformation in Italy.
He died in 1541.
society

Neither of the brothers had any connection with the Reformers of Saxony or SwitIn the beginning of their religious inquiries they were indebted chiefly to
Erasmus nor does it appear that the older ever proceeded beyond the point to which
the great critic led. Juan, however, although opposed to separation from the Papacy,
zerland.

;

had, in his later years, been led to define for himself the principal doctrines of the
Reformed Church. The writings of both were subsequently sought out to be
destroyed by their enemies and, for more than two hundred years, little was known
;

about them by the public.

Their views were misrepresented by both Catholic and
research has been turned to
them, and portions of their writings have been printed. This work of their countryman, Carrasco (brother of the lamented Antonio Carrasco), which contains some
newly discovered material, was undertaken at the instance of the late Professor
Binder, of Geneva, and is published in that city.
It gives, first, a brief and compact
narrative of the life and literary work of Alfonso
secondly, a similar account ot

More

Protestant.

recently the attention of historical

;

Juan, whose writings were more numerous and whose influence was greater; while a
third part treats of his principal religious ideas.

The volume
in the

presents an interesting episode, and one not very

Church History of the Reformation.

commonly known,
J. C. M.

Die Theologie Melanchthons

in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung und im Zusammenhange mit der Lehrgeschichte und Culturbewegung der Reformation dargestellt
von Lie. th. Herrlinger, p.468. Gotha: F. A. Perthes. 1879. [B. Westermann

&

Co.,

New

York],

The author has

evidently given great pains to the study of the literature of Melanchthon, and has been conscientious in his investigation but has not succeeded in
making a very clear or satisfactory presentation of his theme. His style is dry and
;

method and arrangement of material are awkward and confused,
from the reading of the book with the conviction that a grand theme
has been inadequately discussed. This is all the more apparent when we compare
uninteresting

so that

we

his

;

rise

book with the kindred one,

“ Luther’s

Theologie in ihrer geschichtlichen
hopes that this might be a suitable
mate to that, but must confess to a sad disappointment. Such a work is evidently
needed. This will, doubtless, be helpful until another and better one may be precannot but express the wish that the same author may work over his
pared.
C. A. B.
abundant material in a new edition, with more satisfactory results.

this

Entwicklung,” von

J.

Kostlin, 1863.

We were

in

We

of the Last Three Hundred Years as seen in its Litspecial reference to certain recondite, neglected, and disputed pasIn twelve lectures, delivered on the Southworth Foundation, in the Theosages.
With a Bibliographical Appendix.
logical Seminary at Andover, Mass., 1876-1879.
By Henry Martyn Dexter. Pp. xxxviii. 716 and 326. Royal 8vo. New York
Harper & Bros., 1880.

The Congregationalism
erature

:

With

:

—

In this massive volume of nearly 1,100 pages a considerable portion of which is
composed of valuable historical and bibliographical notes and extracts from rare
we have, doubtless, the most painstaking, accurate, and thorough
tracts and MSS.

—

The author has
been engaged for many years in careful research into the original sources of his hisso far as Congregationalism is concerned such a familiarity with
tory, and exhibits
his material, such excellent judgment and wise discrimination, that he wins your
confidence and carries you along with him in sympathy with his conclusions, even
when at times one is forced to differ from him. It is to be regretted, therefore, that
as regards other churches, and especially Presbyterianism, he should exhibit at times
an unfairness of statement and a bitterness of spirit, that will greatly prejudice the
exhibition of Congregationalism that has thus far been composed.

—

—

:

:
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We rise from the reading of the work with profound thankwhat he has given us, and not the least for the bibliography
of more than 300 pages. At the same time we feel that he has been hampered by the
form of the lecture, and has not been free to construct his material in the proper
proportions and divisions of historic composition.
The first lecture bears the title, “ The Darkness and the Dawn,” in which the
author gives us a sombre picture of the religious condition of England before the
Reformation, which, unrelieved by the brighter views that might be taken here and
there, seems to leave little historic basis for the Reformation itself. Although he
admits that “ dawn-streaks had already begun to flush the sky,” in Reformers before
the Reformation, whom he naively regards as “ Congregationalists before Congregausefulness of the book.

fulness to the author for

tionalism,” he reduces these virtually to a

minimum

in the extraordinary

statement

u But no Protestant Episcopalian can deny that there is much in his system due to the traditions of the
elders; .... and every intelligent Presbyterian must be aware that his church eldership was a contrivance
of John Calvin as the best he could do to meet the exigencies in which he found himself in Geneva, and
that the proof texts which the Book assigns as its authority for the Synods and the General Assembly, and
many other things, fully to justify such use, require an imagination more vivid and creative than that by
aid of which the ancients fastened the Ursa Majjr upon the concave sky by the golden nails of seven and
eight glittering stars. But if we throw out thus the monarchic and autocratic and aristocratic polities, as
having some other foundation than that which is laid in Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, what have we left but
the democratic to be the simply Scriptural system ?
1

‘

Such language, in view of the long, historic struggle for the divine right of Episcopacy and Presbytery, still unended, is inconsistent with historic truth, and a misrepresentation of the present state of opinion in the churches for, doubtless, there are
more in America who believe in the divine right either of Presbytery or Episcopacy
It was not
to-day, than those who believe in the divine right of Congregationalism.
Congregationalism, but Presbyterianism, which, under the leadership of John Knox
and Thomas Cartwright, sustained the hard conflict for Puritanism during the Elizabethan period and under the Stuarts, until it prevailed in the Long Parliament
and the Westminster Assembly; and though, doubtless, these were intolerant
through their righteous dread of the excesses of the Anabaptists and the infinite
divisions of Separatism, they were no more intolerant than those who regarded
Episcopacy and Presbytery as anti-Christian, and refused the validity of their baptism
and communion with them in their ordinances. Religious intolerance, even when it
insists upon civic toleration, especially when it is urged by a poor and feeble sect, is
The Presbyterians were struggling for the
as great a sin as civic intolerance itself.
control of the Church of England with reasonable prospects of ultimate success,
and it would have been the highest folly for them to have adopted the principles of
Separatism. That they did not succeed is due to the Independents probably as much
as any other cause.
The second lecture is devoted to “ Robert Browne and his Co-workers.” The
author has given careful attention to the original documents on this subject and has
;

shed fresh
the

first

light

upon

it.

It

seems

to

be well established that Browne “was

writer clearly to state and defend in the English tongue the true,

and now

accepted doctrine of the relation of the magistrate to the Church.” Browne was a
His views
rigid Separatist, and so gave great offence to the Presbyterian party.
of Church government are well stated by the author
“ His conception of Church government, it is clear, was of the absolute monarchy of Christ over His
Church. But then he conceived of Christ the king, as reigning through as many regents as there arc individual subjects of His kingdom, who fulfil the conditions of their high office and live near to Him and under
the guidance of the Holy Ghost.”
is right, we are sure, in regarding Browne as the founder of Congregaand rejecting the claims of Richard Fitz, who was hastily adopted by the
English Independents under the influence of recent discoveries of Dr. Waddingtcn
and whilst we cannot but sympathize with him in his efforts to remove the sad blots

Dr. Dexter

tionalism,

,

:
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upon Browne’s memory, and so far as the scandals are concerned, think that he has
succeeded we yet cannot regard him as successful in proving that for the larger
portion of his career he “was clouded by dark shadows of mental disorder, sometimes almost and quite likely for one period of years together deepening into the
midnight of actual insanity.” It seems far more probable that, disappointed with
;

—

—

the practical results of Separatism and the continual quarrels of his flock, and under
the influence of powerful friends, he conformed to the Establishment without giving

up

his principles, and so became a fretful, discontented, and ill-tempered man.
Lecture third is devoted to the “ Martin Marprelate Controversy,” and is excellent
throughout, and, indeed, the very best presentation of the subject.
cannot
accord with Arber’s yiew (“ Introductory Sketch to the Martin Marprelate Contro-

We

versy,” London, 1875), that John Penry and Job Throckmorton were the authors, for
we cannot doubt the denial of the former, and there is no sufficient evidence for the
It seems to us that Dr. Dexter has made a very strong case for Henry Barrow, then a prisoner in the Fleet, especially from a comparison of style and language.
Lecture fourth is upon “ The Martyrs of Congregationalism,” in which Henry Barrow has the chief place. The views of Barrow are carefully discriminated from those

latter.

ol

Browne, and

is

it

shown that Barrow held with the Presbyterians in the organizaChurch under the government of elders, but did not find
the Scriptures, and that he agreed with Browne in the principles

tion of the particular

synodical bodies in
of Separation.

Lecture fifth gives an account of the “ Exodus to Amsterdam.” After the martyrdom of Barrow, Greenwood, and Penry, the Barrowists decided to emigrate to
Holland in a body. A few left in 1593, but it was not until 1597 that their pastor,
Francis Johnson, was released from prison and joined them. Henry Ainsworth became teacher. The controversies and quarrels of the flock are faithfully and vividly
portrayed.

Lecture sixth describes the “Fortunes and Misfortunes in Amsterdam,” a side
among the Separatists upon baptism and the powers of the eldership and minor matters, Ainsworth being the only character who awakens our
picture of the strifes

and admiration.
Lecture seventh, on “John Robinson and Leyden Congregationalism,” is an exceedingly interesting and valuable chapter, in which we have a clear exposition of
the difference of this body from the other bodies of Separatists :
interest

4
“(1) It required that all elders should be apt to teach and able to exhorte with sound doctrine and convince
gainsayers, and that not onely privately, or in the consistorie, but in the publique assemblie, also, as the
nature of their publique office requireth.’ (2) It insisted that theirs be a life-office. (3) It forbade the elders
to transact business in their private consistorie
they might indeed prepare business there but took the

—

ground that the

—

4

being publique, requires answerable and publique administration.’ (4) It repudiated
the idea that the elders are in any sense the Church. (5) It therefore relegated the function of the eldership to the purely moral one of leading the mass of the Church in its action
4
‘
This, in point of fact, so nearly reverted to original Brownism on the one hand, and so nearly advanced
toward modern Congregationalism on the other, that it gave a type of Barrowism so mild and purely nominal
as to exist only in name, and restored to the body of the Church nearly the advantages of which incoming
Presbyterianism had deprived it. Its disadvantage was that it retained a name which had mischief in it, and
bequeathed to New England a hundred years of confusion over the supposed necessity of a Ruling Eldership, which was an enigma and a stumbling-block and a constant occasion to fall.”
office

Lecture eighth gives an account of “ Early New England Congregationalism,”
showing that the Plymouth Church under Elder Brewster, introduced the Leyden
Congregationalism into New England. Other churches were founded, however,
with varying principles, so that they entered into conflict with one another. The
result is well summed up

—

•*'The early Congregationalism of this country was Barrowism and not Brownism a Congregationalized
Presbyterianism or a Presbyterianized Congregationalism which had its roots in the one system and its
branches in another which was essentially Genevan within the local congregation and essentially other
outside it. The forty or fifty churches, which for the ‘substance of it,’ adopted the Cambridge Platform,
held this general system indeed with varying degrees of strictness, from the almost Presbyterianism of Hingham and Newbury, to the large-minded and large-hearted Rotinsonism of the mother Mayflower Church.”

—

;

:
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Lecture ninth treats of “Later New England Congregationalism,” and very well
in Connecticut it became compacted in the Saybrook Synod (1708) on
the basis of the Savoy Confession and the heads of agreement of the Congregational
and Presbyterian ministers of London, and adopted the plan of Consociation ; and
that in Massachusetts, under the lead of the Mathers, it arranged itself in Associations with a strong tendency to Presbyterianism but that they called forth a powerful
reaction under John Wise, who led back to the original Brownism, and still further
to a still more democratic character, taking the position

shows how

;

in

“ That the people or fraternity, under the Gospel, are the first subjects of power, .... that is, democracy
Church and State is a very honorable and regular government according to the dictates of right reason.”

These views were in accordance with the political spirit of the times, and more
and more prevailed, so that “by the year 1800, the principle enunciated by John
Wise, with a single exception, had effectually leavened New England.” That exception was in the examination and licensing candidates for the ministry by the
Association.

Lecture tenth

ample
is

is

devoted to “Ecclesiastical Councils,” discussing

illustration the general subject

fully

and the various kinds of councils.

and with

The author

truly enthusiastic for councils.

“a

court of Jesus Christ which, on sworn testimony and after special pleading, is to declare a
all must conform, and under which one party, at the least, must smart with disappointment, if not with some sense of wrong it is the affectionate, persuasive presence of near friends, tenderly
concerned to have all that is unclear clarified, and all that is selfish or exorbitant, or only mistaken and
misdone, readjusted into the harmony of absolute right.”
It is

not

judgment

to

which

;

Lecture eleventh bears the
propriety, for the subject

is

title,

“ Congregationalism in

England,” but hardly with

inadequately and superficially treated.

The

interesting

It is hardly a fair statement
conflict in the Westminster Assembly is slurred over.
But they made a
that “ no wonder the Independents eventually wearied and left.

hard fight, mainly seven amongst an average of from 60 to 80 in attendance.” But
what of the weariness of the Presbyterian majority, their patience and long-suffering
with the tricky, persistent, troublesome seven, who postponed and postponed until
Cromwell and the army, with an iron, hand, might give them the supremacy. This
delay was most disastrous to the supremacy of Presbyterianism in the nation, and
most advantageous to Congregationalism for a while, but it brought fearful retribution upon both at the Restoration.
Lecture twelfth, on “Things More Clearly Seen,” is a statement of conclusions
many of them sound and some unsound. We entirely sympathize with the effort tc
“ do justice to our Fathers.” “The trouble is that we have too much judged them
and too much allowed the world to judge them in the light of our generation instead
It does not seem to us, however, that the history of Conof the light of their own.”
gregationalism and its present condition, justify the conclusion “ that the golden age
“ The Millennium will be the golden
lie in its Past.”
age of Congregationalism.” Other churches, especially Presbyterianism, have claims
on the future. The two fundamental principles of Congregationalism are well put
“That it be organically an entity complete in, of, and to Itself; and that still it be
such in sisterly relation with all similar bodies.” We also concur in the “ unwisdom of mixing Polities.” The position is well taken that “ no such thing as Congregational statute law is in the nature of the case possible, since there can be no human tribunal higher than the local church to enact or enforce it.” But it seems to us
”
entirely arbitrary and inconsistent to contend for a Congregational “ Cointnon Law
“
and the challenge, How then can that man
that shall bind the particular church
honorably claim to be and remain one of the Congregational body so affirming, who
himself is advocating something less and other as to these vital subjects? ” seems to
The local church is and must be
us entirely opposed to Congregational principles.
supreme. No statute law and no common law can bind it. It is independent, and

of Congregationalism does not

;

:
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churches have no other way of expressing disapproval than by withdrawing
This is the inherent weakness of Congregationalism, and they
must suffer from it. The only escape is in making their polity more Presbyterian.
The best that we can suggest to them is to become Presbyterian altogether. The
sister

sisterly relations.

author’s conclusion

is

marred by the following unworthy utterance

—

14

All childish things bishops, presbyteries, liturgies, which had their use, once, as crutches for the lame,
as tonics for the feeble— will by and by be done away, or be so exalted and purified as to be new creatures
in Christ Jesus.”

The Bibliography is exceedingly valuable and useful, and will be so helpful to
we dislike to criticise it. It is evidently the result of great labor, expense, and self-sacrifice.
The limits and the extent of such a bibliography are certainly difficult to define.
Nevertheless, we fail to see the propriety of the insertion
of some works and the omission of others. The author has limited himself, with few
exceptions, to the libraries of England and New England.
The valuable libraries of
scholars that

Scotland and of several of our Presbyterian colleges and seminaries are entirely overfear that one would gain the impression that outside of the few libraries of New England mentioned in the introduction as containing original editions
of the first thousand volumes in his list, there were but insignificant numbers contained in other libraries, whereas to our knowledge the library of Union Theological
Seminary of New York would come third in the list with regard to the thousand
given, and with the insertion of other works which we see no reason for excluding,
probably still higher and other libraries have some claims for a standing here, at
least with the four works of Bowdoin and the two of the Boston Public Library’.
looked.

We

;

C. A. B.

Herzog Albrecht von Preussen und sein Hofprediger.
Eine Konigsberger
Tragodie aus dem Zeitalter der Reformation. Von D. Carl Alfred Hase. 8vo.
pp. 396.

Breitkopf

u.

Hartel, Leipzig, 1879.

[B.

Westermann

&

Co., N. Y.]

a son of the “ Master of Protestant Church History,”
Carl August Hase, Professor at Jena, and the book was presented as a tribute of

The author of this volume

is

and respect on the fiftieth anniversary’ of the latter’s connection with his
The theme was probably suggested by the son’s residence at Kbnigsberg, as chief chaplain of the First Army Corps, and whatever novelty the book contains is due to his use of the hitherto almost entirely neglected correspondence
between the Duke and his court preacher. An examination of the volume, however,
fails to show that this correspondence throws much new light upon the relations of
affection

University.

the various parties.

Dr. Hase gives us a painstaking, accurate account of a dark and troubled period of
Reformation history. There is not one of the characters here introduced who
awakens any especial interest or commands any great respect. Nor can it be said
that the author has succeeded in so treating the events as to stir our blood.
He is
clear and orderly in his arrangement.
He makes diligent use of the labors of his
predecessors, but he has not, in our judgment, made as much out of his materials as
was possible. Even the hero of the recital, so to call him, Johannes Funck, the
Kdnigsberg court preacher, does not in these pages live before us. It is his fate
which constitutes the “ tragedy,” but when he falls beneath the executioner’s sword
the event is told so tamely that we are not moved.
The moral that Funck’s life points may be expressed in the striking words of Jeremiah to Baruch, “ Seekest thou great things for thyself? Seek them not” (Jer. xlv.
Funck made himself notorious as the chief advocate of Osiander’s peculiar
5).
Unpopularity
notion of infused righteousness. And what was the consequence?
and an enforced recantation. Later on, while the people mistrusted him, he consented to become one of the Privy Council of the Duke, whose government was
weakening. By this step he exposed himself to adverse criticism. At length he
counselled the

Duke

to

flee.

For

this,

and other

ill-timed measures, the Council
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were tried by a Polish commission, sent at popular request. The trial was unfair
and hasty. The verdict was known from the start. Funck and his companions fell
victims to popular rage.
His fate was surely too severe. He was by no means the
miscreant he was regarded. But his ambition had led him astray, and in his hour
of need he had no friends.
These facts are brought clearly out, and yet the conviction remains that in spite of
Dr. Hase’s industry and ample learning, he has failed to present a graphic history.
We think that out of this play of conflicting passions there might be evolved a drama
of tragic interest. As it is, we seem to be in a valley of dry bones, and catch no
whisper of the spirit that will make them live
S. M. J.
!

III.— SYSTEMATIC
An Introduction to the Philosophy
1880.
millan & Co.

THEOLOGY.

of Religion.

By John Caird, D.D.

Mac-

It is a very difficult task to give a just estimate of a work so thoughtful and profound as Dr. Caird’s “ Philosophy of Religion,” within limits necessarily so narrow
Both the matter and the form evince that the author has
as these notices impose.
thoroughly possessed himself of his theme, subtle and wide as it is. The influence
of certain thinkers, especially Hegel, is very apparent, yet the materials are completely
fused, and the treatise wears the look and makes the impression of original and

spontaneous power.

The

position of the author

between philosophy and

is,

that there

religion.

is

no contradiction, but a

If truth is actually

reached

in

perfect

harmony

the former,

it

will

agree with truth in the latter. By religion, Dr. Caird means evangelical Christianity,
and throughout the volume his best energy is devoted to the demonstration of the
intrinsic rationality, not of deism or any inadequate form of religion, but of the common Christian faith. The aim of the book is lofty, and the general spirit excellent,

judged from both the ethical and the theological point of view. We say this in the
outset, because we shall be led, in our criticism, to direct attention to some features
of the work which we think are not in harmony with the design of the author, or
with the ethical and theological position which we suppose him actually to hold.
In demonstrating his position, Dr. Caird begins with answering objections to the
oneness of philosophy and religion, that, in his view, arise from three sources.
1.
The alleged relativity of human knowledge. 2. The alleged immediate or intuitive
nature of religious knowledge. 3. The authoritative nature of religious doctrine.
The objector either asserts that religious knowledge is so subjective and individual, that it has no universality, and of course no absolute and scientific quality
or that religious truth is known merely by feeling and faith, and hence has no rationality at all
or, lastly, that it is given by an external revelation, to be passively
;

;

received without examination.
first objection, the author gives a critique of the doctrine of the
knowledge which is as destructively thorough as anything that has yet been
done within the same limits. There is no more valuable chapter in the book than
this one
and if the author had done nothing else, he would deserve the thanks of
all sound thinkers.
In replying to the second objection, Dr. Caird makes statements, and introduces
views which, in our judgment, injure the value of the treatise as a whole. It is to the
matter under this head, and to that which grows out of it in other parts of the volume,

In replying to the

relativity of

;

that

we

shall direct attention.

Dr. Caird maintains that intuitive and immediate knowledge is not the highest form
of knowledge.
It is an inferior mode of cognition characteristic of the common un-

—
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scientific

mind.

It is

only the faith and feeling of the ordinary believer, and cannot

be regarded as philosophic

intelligence.

rect intuition into a higher cognition,

Philosophy must transmute

by

scientific thought.

Up

this simple di-

we

to this point,

should have no dispute with the author. As Dr. Caird acknowledges that there is
an element of truth in the doctrine of immediate knowledge (p. 41), so the defender
of intuitive perception will concede an element of truth in his view. The immediate

God, of the soul, of right and wrong, or whatever the object may be,
must be analyzed and formulated. The contents of Christian faith and feeling must
be reflected upon, and stated in logical propositions, if there is to be any science of
religion, and any systematic theology.
The dictum of Anselm, which the author seintuition of

lects as the

motto of

his treatise,

culpable neglect of duty,

if,

after

is

the dictum of the intuitional philosopher

we

are confirmed in the faith,

we do

“

:

It is

not endeavor

understand our faith.”
But how is this to be done ? In answering this question, Dr. Caird leaves, we
think, the main current of Christian speculation, and parts company with the majority
He adopts the Hegelian construction of
of Christian philosophers and theologians.
consciousness, according to which, the first step is the direct and immediate union, in
unanalyzed consciousness, between the subject and object then, secondly, a separation
of the subject from the object by an act of reflection upon the datum given in the first
step and then, thirdly, a final reunion of the subject and object in the higher form of
In this dialectic process we think that a speculative element is
philosophic cognition.
introduced that is heterogeneous, and conflicts with the intuitive element, and vitiates
After reIt certainly places the author in a polemic attitude toward intuitions.
t.
marking that, according to the theory of intuitive perception, religious truth “ is cognizable only by an organ other than reason, or self-conscious intelligence ” (p. 39)
a position that would not be granted by the advocate of the view he says that
“ the theory of immediate knowledge implies the positing of a finite conceived of as
distinguished from, and opposed to, the Infinite and as in order to the attainment
of a relation between the two terms, there must be a third term by which they are
mediated, it follows that immediate knowledge must virtually include a process of
”
thought that is, must include all that is objected to in mediate or rational knowledge
to

;

;

—

;

;

(p. 52).

We

agree that the

common

intuitional consciousness

that any “third term ”

scrutiny of thought, but

we deny

process of reflection

rightly conducted.

is

must be subjected
is

to the

thereby introduced,

Take an example.

The

finite

if

the

mind

is

Here, there is a finite subject, the human
immediately conscious (say) of God.
mind, in immediate mental union and communion with an infinite object, the Eternal
Mind. This is the consciousness of simple faith and feeling, as Dr. Caird would
allow.
When, now, this form of consciousness is itself, subsequently, made the matter of rational reflection, and the endeavor is made to analyze it into its constituent
elements, and to formulate its implication in logical propositions, no new matter, no
“ third term ” is introduced. The rational and philosophic knowledge of God which
is reached by this act of reflection upon the data of intuition is made up wholly of
itituitive elements,

and

is

the form of the cognition

immediate knowledge
is

altered

;

still,

the matter

is

course, converted the original synthesis into another

in its

nature and texture. Only
Analysis has, of

unchanged.

mode

;

if it

did not,

it

would

not be an analysis. But new form does not mean new matter.
Dr. Caird, under the influence of this theory of consciousness, disparages the immediate perceptions of the human mind, and overestimates ratiocination and specu-

methods generally. He endeavors to prove that intuitions are not of an absoand philosophic nature, by citing popular assumptions that often prove to be
popular errors (p. 57), and denies that there is a consensus gentium for the doctrine
lative

lute

of the divine existence (pp. 60, 82).
In so doing he is in conflict with himself, as we
think for everywhere he assumes the intrinsic rationality of man, and affirms very
;
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He is led to these extreme positions, as it
by the desire to make out the insufficiency of intuition, so that the
necessity may appear for that higher form of cognition which is to be mediated by
speculation, instead of deduced by simple analysis.
In this same connection he is
led to dispute the common statement that revelation is not contrary to reason, though
it is above it.
He asserts that if religious truth is above reason, it is in reality contrary to it and goes so far as to say that there is not only no qualitative, but no quantitative difference between finite and infinite reason, because “ reason or thought is in
itself essentially one ” (pp. 72-75).
On pages 88, 93, 240, the author combats the
doctrine of a creator or designer as “ dualistic ” and “anthropomorphic,” because
“ betwixt two things thus heterogeneous the category of causation establishes no
necessary bond.” On p. 220, he objects to the common explanation of the unity of a
material or of a mental object, by the notion of a substance in which properties inhere.
“To say that the different properties of extension, impenetrability, weight, etc., cohering
in one substance, unite to make one thing, is not to explain or give a rational idea of
their unity, but merely to reassert that they are one
is only to tie them together with
a string, and that, too, a fictitious string.” He asserts the same of the category of
substance when applied to mind, either the infinite or the finite (p. 222).
In attempting to provide a substitute for the important idea of substance, it seems
to us that the author adopts a monism that would carry him to consequences from
which he would recoil. He proposes the doctrine of an “organic unity ” between
“ It is a false presupposition that
the Infinite and Finite, and explains as follows
Nature and Mind, the world without and the world within, constitute two fixed independent realities, each by itself complete in its own self-included being. Beginning
with two isolated existences separated by the impassable gulf of rigid self-identity,
no theory can ever force them into rational union or coherence. But when we begin to see in Nature and Mind not two independent things, but two members of one
organic whole, having indeed each a being of its own, but a being which implies and
then, and then only, can ,we bring the two
finds itself in living relation to the other
factors into that union which any real knowledge of nature implies. The principle that
solves the difference between nature and finite mind is, that their isolated reality and
exclusiveness is a figment, and that the organic life of reason is the truth or reality of
both” (pp. 237-240). “This same principle,’’ he continues, p. 241, “applies to the
solution of the higher problems of religion, or the relation of the finite mind to God.
Here, too, it will be seen that the understanding, which clings to the hard independent identity of either side, inasmuch as it starts from essentially dualistic conditions,
renders any true solution impossible. A true solution can be reached only by apprehending the divine and the human, the infinite and the finite, as the moments, or
members, of an organic whole, in which both exist at once in their distinction and
their unity.”
This position is repeated again on pp. 243, 251. “The true infinite is
not the mere negation of the finite, but that which is the organic unity of the infinite
strongly the universal nature of reason.

appears to

us,

;

;

:

—

and

finite.”

Dr. Caird here deserts the dualism of Des Cartes and Kant, and adopts the monism of Hegel. The infinite and finite, instead of constituting two different spheres,

They are an organic unity. In reacting from the extreme of
deism, which sets the two spheres outside of each other, instead of resting the one in
and upon the other as Christian theism does, Dr. Caird goes to the other extreme of

are reduced to one.

obliterating the difference

substance.

He

objects to the doctrine of duality of being

the universe one

and

sum and system of being. The
But God is rot such. The uni-

regarded as a part of a general system.
a creation from nothing, and of a different substance from the divine essence^
cannot, therefore, be put into a sum-total along with God, and constitute one

Deity

is

verse

is

It

itself.

He makes God and

common
universe

form of being. Once the universe was not. But God always was. The
contingent being God is necessary. To combine under the notion of

is

;
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an organic whole, such totally different objects as God and the world, is irrational.
But this is attempted. “We are required to show,” says the author, pp. 24.3, 251,
“

that finite spirit presupposes, or

first,

Infinite Spirit;

and secondly, that the

is

nature, organic relations to the finite.”
infinite

and

finite is

overlooked.

intelligible only in the light of, the idea of the

Infinite Spirit contains, in the very idea of its

Here, the difference in kind between the
that man supposes God, and is inexplinot true. God does not suppose man

It is true,

cable without Him. But the converse is
and man’s existence does not explain that of God. It is true, that we cannot think of
man independently of God but we can and must think of God independently of
man. “ Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the
earth and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God.” The infinite cannot, therefore, be brought under the same category with the finite.
Nature
may be an organic unity. Man may be an organic unity. And God may be an unity
not organic, however. But nature and God together cannot be an organic unity,
and neither can man and God be one. Two such diverse existences as God and
nature, or as God and man, cannot constitute one organic system.
In an organism,
one part is as old as another. Organs are contemporaneous, having the same origin, and developing simultaneously.
This, of course, cannot be true of the infinite
and the finite mind, and still less of the infinite mind and matter.
That Dr. Caird is in error at this point, and shows a tendency to monism, is still
further evinced by his opposition to “ such notions as First Cause,’ or Creator and
Governor of the World,’ ” as inadequate to solve the problem. “ For,” he says, “by
the act of creation, the creator calls into existence something external to himself,
something absolutely new, and which is, so to speak, an addition to his infinitude,
and then neither before nor after the creating act can he be called infinite” (p. 244).
;

;

;

‘

‘

The reply to this objection is, that the addition to the real infinite of a quantity of
being which is only the unlimited and not the infinite, is precisely like the addition
of a vast finite number to mathematical infinity.
It does not affect the infinite in
one way or the other. To add imperfect and contingent being, however great the
sum or quantity of it may be, to absolutely perfect and necessary being, is no increment

and necessary being, and to subtract it is no diminution.
greater and no better than God minus the universe.
the universe as necessary to God in respect to His
self-consciousness and blessedness.
He objects to conceiving of the Supreme
Being “as a self-identical Infinite, complete and self-contained in His own being.”
He asserts that “the nature of God would be imperfect, if it did not contain in it relation to a finite world,” and assigns as the reason, that without the finite world,
“ God would lack one of the most essential elements of a spiritual nature
the element of love,” p. 252. Unless there were in existence a world to love, God must
be destitute of the emotion. The Christian doctrine ot the Trinity is the answer to
this objection.
The divine self-contemplation and self-communion, according to the
trinity of Scripture, is not mediated, as it is in the Hegelian trinity, by the world,
but by God himself. God distinguishes Himself from Himself, and not from that
which is other than self. The trinitarian distinctions are within the Divine Essence.
Prior to the existence of the universe, and when there is nothing but the infinite essence, there is self-contemplation, self-communion, blessedness, and all the elements of
self-consciousness in the Godhead.
The Father knows and loves the Son, his alter
ego, from everlasting to everlasting.
God no more needs the universe as an object
from which to distinguish Himself, and thereby to acquire consciousness, than He
needs the universe in order to be omniscient or omnipotent. The self-sufficiency
to absolutely perfect

God plus the universe is no
The author represents

—

and

internal completeness of

God holds
Were the

true in reference to His personality as well

and blessedness dependent upon the existence of a contrasted universe, then that universe must either
be co-eternal with the deity, or else the deity would remain destitute of self-knowledge and blessedness until the universe came to be.
as to any of His attributes.

divine self-knowledge

:
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The influence of this monism is seen even in those parts of the treatise where the
author is clear and pronounced in his theism. While he is positive in reference to
materialism and the mechanical physics, he yet concedes more than we should expect from the general tenor of his reasoning upon such points.
One would think
that so determined an advocate of the power of reason, and of the value of purely
rational processes, would be unwilling even to allow the supposition that “ the rational may have slowly emerged out of the animal nature,” or to concede that “ mind
or intelligence in man would be the same thing, whether we think of him as made
out of nothing, or out of the. dust of the earth, or developed by infinitesimal transitions out of the anthropoid ape ” (p. 34.3).
The nature of a thing is so related to
its origin that the former cannot logically be held in disconnection with the latter.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh, by reason of its birth; and that which is
born of the spirit is spirit, for the same reason. It is difficult to maintain the doctrine of a difference in kind between mind and matter, if both originate in the same
material base.

We have in this very brief, and to ourselves very unsatisfactory' manner, se ized
upon some objectionable points in this significant volume. We regret that we have
neither the time nor the space to point out the excellencies, of which there are many.
We agree heartily with Dr. Caird that religion is rational, that faith and reason are
But we should attempt
in harmony, and philosophy and theology are one at bottom.
We prefer Kant to Hegel dualism to
to prove this position by a different method.
monism. We do not believe that the conception of Identity, though veiled and
guarded under the notion of “organic unity,” will serve the purpose, but will involve
The infinite and finite are two substances
the theologian in insuperable difficulties.
and not one, and they cannot be either a substantial or an organic unity. Each has
;

its

own

intrinsic qualities that differentiate

it

from the other.

We

believe that the

mind and matter, between God and the universe, must be acknowledged and accepted by both the philosopher and the theologian, in order to
the correct solution of the problems with which both are occupied.
old dualism between

W.

G. T.

S.

The Origin and Growth
Egypt.
ix. 270.

Few

of Religion as Illustrated by the Religion of Ancient
By P. LePage Renouf. [The Hibbert Lectures for 1879.] i2mo_. pp.

New York:

Charles Scribner’s Sons.

1880.

have ever been more completely misapprehended than the
And the early Christian
religion of Egypt was by the old Greeks and Romans.
religious systems

writers were hardly

more

correct in their estimates.

It

pretation that brought out the real facts in this, as in so

was only hieroglyphic

many

inter-

other departments of

Mr. Renouf very properly devotes the first two lectures of his
life of the people.
course to the discussion of the sources of information now available to scholars, and
the exhibition of some of the general characteristics of the Egyptian civilization.
With reference to the question, whether this ancient system so polytheistic, and in
the

its later

stages so pantheistic in appearance and interpretation,

was ever

really

mono-

“ One idea prehe gives but a qualified assent to M. Rouge’s judgment
dominates, that of a single and primeval God everywhere and always it is one subHe adds (p. 96
stance, self-existent, and an unapproachable God ” (p. 93).
“ Throughout the whole range of Egyptian literature, no facts appear to be more
certainly proved than these
(i>. That the doctrine of one God and that of many
gods were taught by the same men (2). That no inconsistency between the two
doctrines was thought of.” The radical conception suggested by the word nutar ,
he argues to be “ Power, which is also the meaning of the Hebrew El ” (p. 102).
The word was, however, “ applied indifferently to each of the powers which the
Egyptian imagination conceived as active in the universe, and to the Power from
which all powers proceed. The pantheistic conception finally prevailed. “ Till then
theistic,

:

;

>

:

;

the Egyptian religion

may be

considered as susceptible either of a Theistic or of a

Pantheistic interpretation ” (p. 108).
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We quote once more (p. 262) “ A sense of the Eternal and Infinite, Holy and
Good, governing the world, and upon which we are dependent, of Right and Wrong,
of Holiness and Virtue, of Immortality and Retribution
such are the elements of
Egyptian religion.” This he holds to have been the faith of the people, and not of
the priests only. How a system, so noble in its elements, became so corrupted, both
in conception and in moral influence during its development, Mr. Renouf endeavors
to show by reference, not only to general human tendencies, but also and especially
to other characteristics of the national organization and civilization which were at
work upon it. Ample in learning, acute in discrimination, sober in judgment, the
volume is the most valuable upon its theme that has as yet been produced.
C. A. A.
Non-Christian Religious Systems.
Confucianism and Taouism. By Robert K.
Douglas. F’cap 8vo, pp. 287.
London S. P. C. K.; New York
Pott, Young
:

—

:

&

Co.

The

:

1879.

subject for the

tems of which

fifth

volume

in this useful series is well

chosen.

The two

sys-

although far from being religious in their structure, either
powerfully modify, or serve as substitutes for, religion with the largest family of our
human race. According to the common estimate Buddhism is the all but universal
religion of China
and yet, high authorities like Dr. Legge tell us, that this is so
mixed and modified that by a strict construction hardly more than one-tenth of the
people can be regarded as pure Buddhists. In what shape, and to what extent,
Buddhism is accepted in the religious elements which it offers, depends on the possibility of combining it with the practical and ethical elements supplied by the Confucianism, which is not only native to the soil, but in many ways congenial to the
conservative and secular temper of the Chinese mind. While the professed adherents of Confucianism are found mainly among the cultivated class, its influence is
very deep and wide throughout the Empire. For a millennium and a quarter it has
supplied the entire material for the educational system in those competitive examinations in which we of the West have recently begun to experiment.
‘‘The throneless king,” aside from his divine honors, might be well content with
the dominion which his “ humane, but prosaic ” system (Tiele) holds so securely
among his countrymen. Both of Prof. Douglas’s sketches are well proportioned and
treats,

it

;

sufficiently full

for general information, with copious references

to justify his state-

we cannot commend either for
purity or for correctness, e. g., on three successive pages we find “ princes requisitioned supplies ” “ how different to this is the conduct, etc.”
and “ we have only
but a faint idea.” The author does well in calling attention to the negative “golden
ments and guide the

special student.

;

rule ” contained

His

style

;

in

a single pregnant Chinese character, for which the Chinese

often so unduly praised ; and also, in pointing out (p. 141) the seriously
think, however, that
qualifying maxim, “ Recompense injury with justice, etc.”

moralist

is

We

he fails to understand the Mosaic legislation in regard to the avenger of blood, in
view of which, he seems (p. 145) to exalt the Confucian above the Mosaic morality.
Even should we concede the correctness of his claim in regard to the limits of retaliation, the filial piety which appears to him more dominant with the Chinese philosopher is ethically both less precious and less potent, than the connection which the
Hebrew law-giver recognizes and emphasizes between a human life, and the image,
the gift, the rights and law of God.
C. A. A.

The Religions of China.
Christianity.
ton.
1880.

Confucianism and Taoism described and compared with
London Hodder & Stough8vo.
pp. ix. 310.

By James Legge.

:

In his regular work as an Oxford Professor, in occasional lectures like the brief
course before the London Presbyterian College, which is published in the volume
before us, as well as in his extensive and invaluable “ Chinese Classics ” and his “ Sacred Books of China,” (in Prof. Max Mtiller’s “Sacred Books of the East ”), our author
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certainly contributing his full share to the enlightenment of the Western nations
with respect to the great and ancient Empire of the East. His forty years’ study of
the religions and literature of China has been prosecuted in subordination to the
ends of his missionary consecration and we are not of the number of those who
is

;

believe that the less practical

and interested aims and methods of the professional

savant furnish better guarantees of success in the search after truth.
The original use of the material of this volume, of course, explains its structure,
and prepares us to expect only glimpses of history, and in the treatment of the subject-matter, a discursive style in dealing with the points chosen as representative.
The appreciative warmth with which the author speaks of the religious and moral
elements of these Chinese systems will, perhaps, surprise some of his readers.
He
anticipates the charge that he has unwarrantably put the Christian construction upon seme of these elements, and seeks to justify his representation by copious and
varied quotations from different parts of this vast literature.
His practical purpose concentrates his attention mainly upon three points the
doctrine and worship of God, ancestor worship, and the doctrine of man.
In his
view, “five thousand years ago the Chinese were monotheists not henotheists, but
monotheists.” Of course, he opposes utterly the doctrine of Tiele and others, which
makes the original Chinese religion animistic with fetishist tendencies. The relation
expressed by the name Tt is, tn his view, that of lord and governor.
The formal
organized worship of the Supreme God being limited to the Emperor, the people
have naturally and inevitably fallen into the worship of inferior spirits who are his
ministers, and into ancestor worship.
The ideas of the possibility and of the fact
of revelation, and of the supernatural. Prof. Legge finds also common to the Chinese
religions and Christianity.
He has met in practical work every plea by which men
in China defend their systems against the Christian arraignment, and advocate their
superiority, as well as the pleas to which Western indifferentism and liberalism, like
that of Mr. Samuel Johnson, are wont to resort when Confucius and Lao-Tsze are
brought into comparison with Christ. By its side-lights as well as in its direct exhibition of its subjects, the volume is, therefore, serviceable.
Among other things it
is interesting as showing where one veteran worker has “ found the altar of the Unknown God” in the realm of these ancient and widely ruling systems. The footnotes, and fuller notes appended to the several lectures, point the way to all the most
important literature, native and foreign, that the special student should need to consult.
C. A. A.
:

—

The

Christian Evidences. By G. Frederick Wright.
Andover: Warren F. Draper. 1880.
The author’s aim may be summarily described as an attempt
I.ogic or

i2mo.

pp.

xiii.,

312.

to

harmonize the

presentation of the Christian evidences with the tendencies of modern scientific
thought. In the first part of his book he endeavors at the same time to explain the

nature of the Christian argument, and to vindicate it to scientific men themselves,
by illustrating copiously the nature and method of inductive reasoning, and showing

how,

in the

employment of the one only appropriate and possible mode of proof, the

Christian advocate simply conforms to the nature of his theme and the conditions

under which men are brought to its examination.
In the second part he comes to consider the theistic argument in its present aspects and relations. Using as far as possible the forms of conception and expression
current in physical science, he seeks not only to remove misunderstanding and to
meet objection, but to show that the Christian hypothesis is the most probable and
tenable in regard to the being and attributes of God, and His revealing Himself
supernaturally to men and authenticating His revelations by miracles.
He presses
the unreasonableness of simple disbelief, and urges the obligatoriness of the Christian claim, unless

man

can find positively better proof for some other system.

In the third part he discusses the specific evidences offered in support of Christian-
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history, its Scriptures, and its authentications.
Compactly, and in a wellordered arrangement of the proofs which support the claims of historical Christianity, he presents the cumulative argument, exposing, as occasion offers, the invalidity
of the counter-hypotheses of critical and dogmatic unbelief.
The plan of the book is well conceived and well executed. The author has maniity, its

been a diligent and intelligent student of science, and is familiar with the
and methods of modern doubt. He frequen tly reminds the men of science
that their hypotheses need proof, as well as of their obligation, both logical and
moral, to weigh well the evidences for Christianity, which too often experience at
their hands a supercilious dismissal.
When he maintains that “ Evolution needs
proof, and is not Atheistic” (Table of Contents, p. ix.), and more positively (pp. 8796) that it is “ harmless,” we conclude that he means to make his affirmation in regard to some possible or actual forms of the doctrine, with limitations and exemptions to order, and not in regard to all that are supported by high scientific authorities.
Some men of science smile (imagine the smile of Prof. Clifford) at some of
the forms of doctrine which theists and Christians propose to put into their mouths.
Prof. Otto Pfleiderer {Zur religidsen Verstandigung, Berlin, 1879; Art. iv., Christianity and Natural Science), writing as a philosopher about the possible harmonizing of the teachings of the Bible and Science, says on one point (pp. 96, 9 7)
“In
the face of such facts, science must be allowed the right to treat the primitive paradisiacal condition as a beautiful sensuous imagination, parallels to which are found
festly

principles

:

in

the legends of

all

peoples.

And

should

it

further result, that with this altered

view of the original state of our race the idea of a fall, and of a hereditary sin of
our race dating from it, should become untenable and further, that in consequence
of this, the Church conception of the redemptive work of Christ should undergo a
change (the perfecting instead of the restoration of humanity) with all this, only
the dogmatic form would be altered, in the guise of which the childish fancy of antiquity had clothed for itself the eternal truths of the religious spirit.
What harm
if these husks fall away, and the kernel itself comes out thereby only the more clearly to view?” etc.
We seem to be listening to the voice, not of the Berlin philosopher, but of a more occidental journalism.
And we ask ourselves when and where
the harmlessness of some scientific hypotheses, as science holds them, conclusively
appears? We want to know what is within the sugar-coating.
C. A. A.

—

—

Die Leiire vom Urstand des Menschen geschichtlich und dogmatisrh-apologetisch
untersucht von O. Zockler. 8vo. pp. 337.
[B. Westermann & Co., N. Y.]
Giitersloh

The

:

C. Bertelsmann.

1879.

author’s learned and comprehensive Geschichte der Beziehungen zwischen

und Naturwissenschaft

(2 vols., 1877-79) is usefully supplemented by
While the larger work is simply historical, the smaller
is partly argumentative. The earlier work deals broadly with the“ Relations existing
between Theology and Natural Science, with special reference to the History of the
Creation ” the latter singles out the one central and much controverted point of
man’s original state, with reference to which evolutionary anthropology, monistic
physics, and prominent schools, organs and leaders of modern thought in philosophy, history and archaeology, join issue so sharply with the traditional faith of the
Church, and the obvious teaching of the Word of God. Scared by the din, awed

Theologie

this

more

specific discussion.'

;

by the peremptoriness of scientific assertion, partially convinced by the array of

seeming proof, there are Christian men who are casting about to see what they can
do with their Bibles, and with the name Christian. Has the Church misunderstood
the Bible, or must the Church, holding fast to the Bible, part company with true
science

?

Dr. Zockler published “The Original History of the Earth
1 868,
and Man.” In the appendix to his “ Cross of Christ ” (1875, English translation
1877), he had occasion, briefly, to touch the included questions of Paradise, and the

As

early as
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Dr. Zdckler’s position, as indicated in a sin“
maintain a purer and more elevated
original condition at the starting-point of the development of humanity, not as a
mere article of faith, but as a truth supported by many weighty testimonies of science
native irreligiousness of certain tribes.

gle sentence in his Introduction,

is

this

We

:

also.”

After sketching the tradition of the Church, the doctrine of Scripture, and the
modern natural-

traditions of- heathenism, the author exhibits the opposing view of

and then proceeds to test the proof offered in this behalf, from different quarters.
examines, in detail, the evidence for primitive savagism that is presented by prehistoric anthropology and palaeontology, as well as from the side of language, religion and the history of civilization.
He then discusses the questions of the origiism,

He

homes) of the human race, the length of life ascribed to the patriarchs
and then, as related to man’s primitive state), and
the age of the human race upon the earth.
The only criticism upon the author’s work that we have seen is the contemptuous
comment, that he does not appear to have become wiser under all the teaching of

home

nal

(or

(considered

first in its credibility,

modern science

!

We

observe that

five

of the ten papers, published in Vol. XIII. of

the Transactions of the Victoria Institute, are upon some of these topics, and that
numerous Fellows of the Geological Society, and other learned bodies in Great

and firmly to the advocates of one and another
While Dr. ZOckler is neither afraid nor unable to
own, he often neutralizes bold generalizations and prema-

Britain, say, with our author, calmly

of these theories: Not proven.

present reasoning of his

ture conclusions by the scientific testimony of admitted authorities.

dogmatism

The

irony to

sometimes very effective.
As for Paradise, but one is needed if the race is one, and science is far from having proved polygenism
and as to location, we must be content with the clues that
point to a region in Asia, between the Euphrates and the Indus or the Ganges.
No reason has yet been supplied by history or science that warrants distrust of the
Biblical account as to the length of human life in those early days, in which longevity Dr. Zbckler finds an “after-glow” of the original purity and power of the

which

scientific

is

subjected

is

;

In regard to the antiquity of the race, in many of the estimates
recently in vogue he sees nothing but “ that well-known form of spiritual disease,
archaeomania,'' no true science demanding essentially more than is given in admissiParadisiacal state.

ble constructions of the Biblical data.

The view by which
to

man’s primaeval

race, admitting of

the author would harmonize the Bible and Science in respect
an original and innocent “childhood-age ”of the

state, is that of

development to maturity

nature, while also allowing

all

and discussion so broad, and
is

in

knowledge

of,

and mastery

the deterioration consequent upon the

in

fall.

over,

A resume,

the main so sober and so well fortified by authorities,
C. A. A.

a valuable contribution to our literature.

The Witness of the Heart to

Christ. Being the Hulsean Lectures preached before
By the Rev. W. Boyd Carpenter, M.A.
the University of Cambridge in 1878.
Post 8vo. pp. 174. [A. D. F. R. & Co., New York ] London: S. P. C. K.

This last published volume of the Hulsean course is designed to recall attention in
these davs of erudite and labored criticism to the adaptation of the Gospel to the
needs of man.
not in

its

“The

true

measure” of

capacity to satisfy the

critics,

satisfy diversities of needs, to suit the

terests.”

Positively,

and

in reply to

Christianity, says the author, (p. 15), “is

but

in its

moving

power to do its work ” (p. 16) “ to
and to reconcile conflicting in-

current popular or philosophical objections, he

vindicates the Gospel’s selection of the problems most urgently

and

its

method of solving them.

;

ages,

The power

demanding solution,

of love and hope and faith in their

moral evil that is to be triumphed over and put away, and in their
connection with their appropriate objects, is well illustrated and vindicated. The
difficulties raised by writers like Winwood Reade and Miss Martineau against the
relations to the
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morality of love as a motive, and other kindred objections, are, in their place, fairly
met and answered. The little volume is another of the timely helps which the

Church develops with so sure an

instinct against Protean jealousy

and

unbelief.

C. A. A.

Doom Eternal
By

The Bible and Church Doctrine of Everlasting Punishment.

J. B. Retmf.nsnyder.
Philadelphia
pp. 384.

Rev.

i2mo.

No

:

:

With an Introduction by C.
N.

S.

Ouinej

P.

Krauth, D.D.

.

is necessary at this day for a new book on the question of future retriThe common Church doctrine has of late been so persistently assailed and
from so many unexpected quarters, that fresh presentations of the truth are called
for.
Not that any new arguments are to be looked for, but that the old considerations may be brought forward in precise adaptation to the existing forms of error.

apology

bution.

This is the aim and merit of the present work. Its title has evidently been suggested by Canon Farrar’s famous discourse on Eternal Hope, and throughout it endeavors to meet the most recent denials of endless penalty in the future life. It con1. The Witness of the Church
II. The Teaching of Scripture; III. The
Voice of Reason
and IV. The Fallacies of Restorationism. That the Ancient
Church occupies the first place is owing to the fact that the author intended at first
to treat only that branch of the subject, but, as was to be expected, was compelled
to enlarge his plan.
His book is well executed, and gives a very complete resume
of the various points at issue.
It is, however, popular rather than scientific, and
shows the author to be more of a skillful compiler than an original investigator.
Thus, in the first part, he cites at the head of the list of Apostolical Fathers, the
Epistle of Barnabas, as if that were a veritable production of the Cyprian Levite,
who was, for a time, Paul’s companion. Yet any late edition of the Epistle would
have satisfied him that this is not the case. In other respects the summation of
testimonies, although condensed and brief, is accurate and satisfying.
In the second
part, there is a very fair presentation of the argument, although in his list of authorities one is surprised to see Pickering, and Donnegan, and Parkhurst, and Greenfield,
and Duncan, quoted alongside of such men as Meyer, Grimm, Cremer, and Ellicott.
But we are still more surprised to read concerning the Book of Enoch that “ the
primitive Christians, along with the Jews, revered i's authority as that of inspiration.”
The italics are the author’s. It does not seem to have occurred to him that
if his statement were correct, the book would have necessarily been taken into the
Canon. In like manner, he speaks of the Apocalypse of Ezra, as “similarly esteemed as canonical, i. e., of prophetical or inspired sanction, by the Jews,” which
So, too, after telling what the Talmud is, he quotes
is a very misleading statement.
from it a number of selections, with which he intermingles citations from the Targums, as if these were the same in character and authority. His chapters on Hell
and on Annihilation are good, but that devoted to Apokatastasis is hardly satisfactory.
In the first mentioned, he exposes the gross blunder of Canon Farrar and
Dr. C. E. Hall, of Brooklyn, in speaking of the Romish doctrine of Purgatory as an
These learned gentlemen do not seem to have
alleviation of Future Punishment.
known that Purgatory is not intended for the lost, but for the saved, or, as the Council of Trent says, “ the souls of the pious,” that they may be cleansed by suffering
Purgatory removes none of the terfor a certain period, and so fitted for Heaven.
rors of hell to the wicked, but it greatly increases the sorrow of death to the children of God. What are we to think of the state of theology when such errors are
made by those who set up to be teachers ?
His rhetoric is
In part third, the author makes a very fair and strong argument.
sometimes strained, and always lacks simplicity and grace, but he certainly shows
that the Scripture doctrine, so far from being opposed to nature and reason, is, in
fact, sustained by both.
His chapters do not admit of abridgment, but are well
worthy of consideration. In the fourth and last part, devoted to the Fallacies and

siders

:

;

;
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Evils of Restorationism and Universalism, he deservedly rebukes the vituperation

of those

who oppose

the Church doctrine and exposes their gross errors and mis-

chievous concessions.

He shows

the Creeds on this point,

is

that to renounce the old truth of Scripture

the “ pale negations ” of which even R.

who

hold them suffer both

in

W. Emerson

character and

and

and

to introduce

thinks that they

make those

substantially to bring in another Gospel,

intellect.

We

observe, too, that on

pp. 303-308, he makes a merciless exposition of Canon Farrar’s ignorance or dishonesty, or both, in quoting Luther as saying, “ God forbid that I should limit the

time for acquiring faith to the present life.” He shows that Luther never used these
at all, and that his sentiments were exactly the reverse of what they express.

words

This being the case, the readers of the Canon’s books, should understand that he is
never to be trusted in regard to a quotation. To make such an error, whether intentional or unintentional, on such a man as Luther, and in regard to such a subject
as future retribution,

is

enough

to blast a scholar’s reputation forever.

Mr. Reimensnyder’s book is not free from exception, but it has many excellencies.
The Introduction by Dr. Krauth is worthy of that eminent scholar, and the short,
but weighty letter of Pres. Woolsey, which precedes the discussion, sums up on a
page or two, volumes of argument. The book should have a wide circulation. The
point it treats of is of unspeakable importance.
It is fashionable for some to insist
upon the certainty, but deny the endlessness of future punishment. But this will
not answer. As Dr. Krauth justly says, “ limited retribution is to most men as a
moral force no retribution at all.” Nor can any long deny the Church doctrine on
this point and accept it on others.
The teacher may indeed, by a happy inconsistency, maintain his footing upon the rock, but his disciples will be more logical and
coherent thinkers, and the process by which they get eternal punishment out of the
Bible, will

same

show them how

to get

rid

of other revealed truths which rest on the

foundation.

It is just at this point that the quarrel of the world with God comes to its issue,
and hence the bitterness with which men so often speak of the doctrine. If it be
true, the ground is cut away from beneath their feet, standing where they are, and
there is but one ark, but one city of refuge, but one name given whereby we must be
saved. They are shut up to the faith. The Gospel is as absolute and imperative as
the Roman, who drew the circle in the sand around the Egyptian king’s feet, and
bade him decide before he crossed the line. Hence the heat and venom with which
hell is denounced.
Yet it must be preached, not coarsely, nor harshly, nor, least of
all, angrily
but seriously and solemnly, although with infinite tenderness. With all
;

it, from Scripture, from reason, from the Creeds of Christendom, from the convictions of good men, from the experience of the Church, it
will not do to hold it in abeyance, or speak of it with any sort of reserve or doub'
It is very true that men are not to be frightened into repentance and faith, but it is
also true that the doctrine of an eternal hell is needed to give due emphasis to the
evil nature of sin and to the need and efficacy of the Cross of Christ.
Nor has
there ever been either an eminent believer, or a widely successful evangelist, whose
faith did not include the endless wages of sin as a necessary and essential element
in the moral government of God.
We therefore renew our commendations of Mr. Reimensnyder’s book, not as exhaustive or as always correct, but as sound in position, mild in tone, forcible in argument, and frequently very suggestive.
T. W. C.

the weight of evidence for
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IV.

— PRACTICAL

THEOLOGY.

Praktische Theologie. Ein Handbuch fiir junge Theologen. Von J. J. Van OosterZee, authorisirte deutsche Ausgabe von A. Matthia und A. Petry.
Band I., 1878
Band II., 1879. Heilbronn G. Henninger. [New York: B. Westermann & Co.]

;

:

Dr. Van Oosterzee has reason to congratulate himself on the wide audience he
obtains for what he has to say, the most of his works being translated both into

English and German. His last publication was given to the German public by two
of his own pupils (now pastors), working under his direction. In the preface he
speaks gratefully of the favorable reception the work has met with, and the more so,
since he is quite conscious of its shortcomings.
He adds that the domain of Practical Theology is so extensive and in parts has been so imperfectly elaborated, that the
ideal work on the subject can be reached only by the continuous labor of many
writers working toward a common end.
The work has become well known among us by its reproduction in English a year
or two since.
It is the only scientific presentation of the subject we have.
Works
on Pastoral Theology abound, some of them very excellent, but there are none which
take it up according to the recognized distribution of Theological Cyclopedia, and
present its various parts in their due relations and proportions, and certainly none
that give the literature of the subject with such abundant and varied fulness as this
one.
The ordinary division of Practical Theology is into esoteric and exoteric, or
labors within and labors beyond the bound of one’s own congregation.
The author
apparently admits this, but relegates the outer work to a short appendix, in which he
treats in a very summary way of Halieutics and Apologetics. But it seems to us that
he ought either to have treated them at length or to have omitted them altogether.
Surely the great

work

of missions should find copious treatment

somewhere

in

the

be more appropriately placed than in Praktiek?
As to Apologetics, it may with some reason be claimed that this should be made a
distinct department of theological science, as was done by R. KOnig in his “ Versuck einer kurze7i Anleitung zwn Stadium d. Theol. ,” Bern., 1830, whose example,
however, does not appear to have been followed by any of the more recent writers
course of theology, and where can

in the
is

same

made

ling

it

field.

Yet

if

it

which grows in importance year by year,
cannot receive the careful and thorough hand-

this great subject,

only a subordinate feature,

it

deserves.

In his treatment of the inner sphere of Practical Theology the author follows the

He agrees with
Utrecht, 1876) in excluding Ecclesiastics as belonging rather to Historical Theology. It is perhaps natural for continental writers, little
familiar with the actual working of Church courts in an independent sphere, to conusual division into Homiletics, Liturgies, Catechetics, and Poimenics.

Doedes (Encyc.

d. Christ. Theol.,

sider ecclesiastical law as pertaining only to history

;

but in the Reformed and Lu-

theran Churches of this country the question is one of living, practical interest, with
which any minister may at any time be confronted. He ought therefore to receive
precise instruction

upon

it,

not simply as a matter of useful general information, but

as one that directly bears upon the successful discharge of his office as a Christian
minister. Dr. Van Oosterzee devotes one-half of his work to Homiletics, which is cer-

abundant and the importance so great. He disjudgment, and force, and with a copious variety
of illustrations, drawn from patristic and mediaeval as well as later periods.
Liturgies is presented from the point of view assumed by the Reformed Churches
of the Continent, in a good spirit and with acute criticism of some of the offices in
the old liturgies. The tone of the book upon this and the following topic, Catechetics,
renders it a very desirable companion for American pastors and those intending to
tainly proper, the material being so

cusses the subject with

much

insight,
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If there is any point in which the seminaries of our country are apt
weak, it is one or other of these. The last division, Poimenics, although
set forth with the author’s usual vigor, is hardly so well suited to the state of things

such.

to be found

in this country.

The book abounds with apt quotations, fine allusions, and sententious apothegms*
which greatly increase its interest and usefulness. Thus, on the matter of style, the
line of Cicero ,-curam verborum, rerwn volo esse sollicitudinem, suggests a volume.
“The practice of never praying in any other words than those of the Lord’s Prayer,
”
must certainly make that prayer, in the words of Luther, the greatest of martyrs.’
“ It is to be lamented that the excellent confession de peche, composed by Calvin,
and still in use in the Walloon churches, is not brought into due prominence in the
Netherlands Liturgy.” “ An unsought, legitimate, and urgent call to a wider field of
labor is as a rule to be accepted, and only for very conclusive reasons ought to be declined.”
The wise words of Bengel, “The snow which falls upon a damp ground
but at last it forms a thin white layer which gradually beceaselessly melts away
comes deeper and firmer Sparge, sparge, quam potes.” So Schleiermacher, “ What
is wanted is that the teacher remain on the plane of the scholars, but yet on that
plane tower above them.” F. W. Krummacher, “ The [Roman] Catholics preach
into the text, the Lutherans on the text, the Reformed out of the text.”
T. W. C.
‘

;

:

The Christian Preacher.
i2mo, pp. 195.

[A. D. F.

Yale Lectures for 1879-80.
Randolph & Co., New York],

The Yale Lectures on Preaching have taken a
homiletic literature.

It

is

safe to say

no other

By Howard Crosby.

deservedly prominent place

in

series of talks to theological students

have so widely circulated. And the interest has not been confined to the candidates
Trained preachers of the Word have flamed with new enthusiasm
for the ministry.
in their homiletic toil, as they have read and pondered these suggestions of their
gifted brethren.

Henry Ward Beecher’s three courses were the

the series, and that they
be taken always cum grano
Hall, Taylor, Brooks, Dale, Simpson, followed in
satis, “goes without saying.”
creditable and scholarly succession, and Crosby closes the list as it stands to-day.
Each lecturer has copied out of
All have said some serviceable and helpful things.
his own experience as a preacher.
Each series of Lectures has, therefore, been
stamped with the preacher's own individuality. In no case is this more manifest
than in the last, giving us marked illustration of truth in personality the thought
which Philips Brooks so finely put and so thoroughly elaborated in his lectures in
Through and through these lectures of 1879-80, on almost every
this same series.
He is no
page, one meets with the unmistakable impress of Howard Crosby.
theorizer, but an intensely practical and a downright earnest man, who has put his
He has given us, what he thought was intended
soul into these lecture-room talks.
“ the view taken by one man from his own
to be given in founding the lectureship
The personality in
peculiar position, whatever the constituents of his personality.”
this case has a refreshing robustness, and bristles all over with points that answer
to Emerson’s characterization of a genius, “ marked not transferable and good
”

were

brilliant, fascinating

and

in

first

richly suggestive, yet to

—

:

‘

’

‘

for this trip only.’

The seven lectures are, by design, rather on the Preacher than on Preaching, and
they discuss his physical and mental pre-requisites, his disposition, manners, habits,
Godward living, his relation to the world, and his relation to his work. Dr.
Crosby could not discuss such subjects as these without making it worth the while
of all of us to listen to his talk.
No thoughtful young man, on his way to the ministry, or in the ministry, can rise from the reading of these lectures without profit.
One might think the goodly succession of preceding lecturers couid have left little
to be said
but this last volume will be found to be no tame, or even brilliant, repehis

;
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a fresh track of thought followed in a very breezy and Crosbyish way.
of profitable discussion in this department is by no means covered
yet, as we venture to predict the next lecturer in the series will abundantly prove.
One of the chief merits of these lectures, as to their form, is a simple and vigorous style.
admire the unmistakable way in which the meaning is made to stare
tition.

And

It is

the

field

We

Dr. Crosby has no contempt for beauty, but he will not
have beauty at the expense of clearness. Before all else, and if need be at the sacrifice of all else, he will be plain.
So far as words make it possible, he evidently
means his thought shall go to his hearer as he thinks it. He never constructs ornament. He rarely ornaments construction.
the reader in the face.

A

chief excellence of the lectures, as to their tone,

them.
simply.

is

the spirituality that pervades

They are not bom of the brain simply. They are not the talk of the scholar
They are not the practical suggestions of the man of affairs simply. They
of the flavor of devotion.

While entirely free from cant, they are spiritually
and one feels that here is no perfunctory performance of an appointed
task, but a real grapple with the great theme “The Christian Preacher,” in the profound conviction that such a preacher is nothing, if not by eminence godly in his
world-ward and God-ward living.
Dr. Crosby has a sententious way of putting things, and he nicks many a fault by
a happy epithet e.g.. In speaking of worship, he says, the hymns are stolen away
from the people in many cases “ by four living creatures who, instead of leading,
monopolize the heavenly song.” He characterizes the minister who has not the
courage of his convictions on matters of public reform “as a sort of male woman.”
He declares that “ the Church that is loved by the world has lost Christ.” What a
grievous, yet what a common, fault h Sits when he shies his shaft at the ministers
not to enlighten their minds.” Here is an
who “ seek a text to support their vie
apple of gold worth setting in the costliest picture of silver “ A Church that does
not grow symmetrically by the Word of God, will grow deformedly by false teaching.” How lustilv he whacks the dogmatism and narrowness of the men who simHe dubs the so-called “ genius ” as “a pulpit Paganini, playing on
ply “ cram.”
one string, and counting the approbation of his audience as a proof of the classic
And what sturdy blows he deals at the advocates of a
excellence of his music.”
creedless, or jelly-fish, theology, declaring it as his belief that “ at the bottom of
every assault upon Systematic Theology is a repugnance to the written Word of
God.” With his keen lance he thrusts through the hollow sham of Christian benevolence that finds expression in Church fairs and charity balls, defining such benevolence as “ disinterested ” in the sense that it has “ not the slightest interest in its
are

full

uplifting,

:

•

..

:

objects.”

Incidentally he gives us a ringing word on the Old Testament and on the Sabbath.
says, with truth, that “ the modern attacks upon the O. T. are but masked

He

By destroying the genuineness, authenticity and
make Jesus a liar.” We want more of this plainness
Our young men on their way to the ministry, and in the ministry, need

attacks upon our Lord himself.
inspiration of the O. T. they

of speech.

to understand that they cannot logically give

up Moses without giving up Christ.

the head of habits the lecturer takes the just and Scriptural ground that a
minister’s garments are defiled by “ identification with the world’s gayety and

Under

fashion.”

He

expressly

condemns

“ the fast horse, the pleasure yacht, the dashing

dog-cart, conspicuous jewelry, attendance

at

ball,

opera or theatre, as unfailing

marks of a minister low-toned in piety or eccentric unto uselessness.” He does not
deny that there are exceptional cases of worthy ministers indulging in these things,
in practical enforcement of a dangerous theory', and not from any low and worldly
motive, but he has no hesitation in putting them under the head of “ unhappy eccentricities.”
Many will wonder how the lecturer can draw the line on the fast
horse or the pleasure yacht, and not on the wine-glass, and they will regretfully tie
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and labeled.
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he himself has classified

lectures flash from the very swing of virtues.
The lecliving ” is the best and the worst.
It rises to great spiritual

faults of these

ture on “

Godward

elevation.

It urges some grand, royal things.
It touches and reveals the chief
power with God and man. But by the very intensity and vehemence of

secrets of

one extreme the lecturer is swept to an opposite extreme. And in
our judgment the last state is worse than the first.
This is particularly the case in the matter of Prayer and Self-Examination. Take
what is said on Prayer. Amidst much that is most excellent and that needs to be
emphasized, there is much that is pressed to extravagance, and that is utterly without Scriptural warrant. Prayer is represented as “a life,” “an exhalation,” “an
want
And this is well.
effluence,” “ the complement of walking with God.”
far more of prayerful life, of obedience to the Apostolic injunction, “ Pray without
his opposition to

We

ceasing.”

But

this is not all the truth.

And when

this side of truth is pressed at

the expense of the other, and to negative the other, it is misleading.
If an Apostle
said, “ Pray without ceasing,” an Apostle also said, “ The energized prayer of a

righteous
life,”

man

“not an

much.” Yet Dr. Crosby says prayer is “ not an event, but a
but an effluence.” It is both. Paul would have us in the spirit
James would have us intensely engaged in praying for some

availeth
effort,

of prayer always.
“ Dwelling in the secret place of the Most High ”
specific thing.

manner of means, expressive of what “weeping and

fasting

is not, by any
and pouring out the

heart before God” is.
If the former, in large latitude of speech,
terms it, “ an inspired definition of prayer,” what is the latter?

is,

as the lecturer

The

latter is

what

David, and Daniel, and Nehemiah, and Jacob, as well as the Master himself were
Elijah
at, when they were at some great and urgent business with God in prayer.
on Carmel, Jacob at the ford, Daniel by the river Hiddekel, Jesus in Gethsemane,

There was no
are not specimens of easiness of desire and “calmness ” of spirit.
“ sort of penance ” in their strong crying and tears, nor was their “ suffering and
groaning ” an “ end to be desired,” but they couldn’t help them, so much of an
“ effort ” and an “ event ” was their praying.
Prayer is indeed “ the sweetest of all

when one is carrying before God, as the Syrophenician mother
was, the burden of a soul possessed with a devil, it is anything but a gay and festive
exercise.
To quote the command of Scripture, “ to rejoice evermore,” in such cirexperiences,” but

cumstance, seems
“ Importunity
uvalSeia

may be

like trifling.

is

But while every scholar knows
that the translators meant no
“ importunity.”
And Dr. Crosby knows that deris of little value, compared with drift and general

impudence,” says Dr. Crosby.

translated impudence, he also

knows

such thing when they rendered it
ivation or strict verbal definition
sense and nexus.
He misses wholly, we think, the point of the parable of the UnBut the contrast is
just Judge.
It is indeed, as he says, an argument by contrast.
not between “ annoying ” an unjust judge and “ appealing ” to God. This belittles
the contrast. Surely, Christ here teaches, “If this poor widow with a personal
grievance gets avenged of an unjust judge by her daily appeal to him, shall not God
avenge his own elect that cry day and night unto him ? ” And surely “ effluence ” is
not expressed after this fashion.
We deprecate the one-sided view of prayer presented in this lecture, because we
believe its legitimate, though by no means designed, effect, is to enervate our pray-

and rob the Church of prevailing Israels, threatening to substitute a weak,
mawkish, sentimental trust and submission, for a humble but bold, yearning, struggling yea, sometimes a suffering and groaning I-will-not-let-Thee-go-except-Thoubless-me spirit. Between Henry Ward Beecher’s “ I have nothing to pray for since
I have learned what God’s fatherhood means,” and the Master’s “ This kind goeth
not out but by fasting and prayer,” there is an infinite difference. The way to victory is by this latter road.
H. J.
ing,

—
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The Parables of our Lord. Interpreted in view of their relations
By Henry Calderwood, LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy,
Pp. xvi. and 443.

Edinburgh.

Professor Calderwood

is

8vo.

already well

Macmillan

known

&

Co.

London,

to each otherUniversity of
1880.

as an author in the departments of

Metaphysics and moral Philosophy. In this book he comes before the world as an
expositor of Scripture in connection with a very attractive subject, “ The Parables of

His aim, however, has not been to add to the number of scientific or
on that important theme, but the less ambitious though praiseworthy

our Lord.”

critical treatises

one of contributing to the edification of religious people. The book, in fact, is a
memorial of Dr. Calderwood’s ministerial work before he was called to the duties of
a philosophical chair, so he states in the preface.
Viewed from this point of view,
these expcsitions of the Parables may be characterized as excellent specimens of homiletic treatment, exhibiting much of the good sense, sound judgment, and moral earnestness for which the author is well known. We cannot say that we regard the
publication as in any sense an important contribution to the literature of the subject.
We do not think that more works of this kind, in which the use of edification
is supremely regarded, are greatly needed.
There is much more urgent need for an
addition to works of the same class as Trench’s, which, with all its excellencies,
can scarcely be said to have rendered all further efforts of the same kind superfluous.
When we read the announcement of a new book on the Parables by a man
of Professor Calderwood’s calibre, we expected to find in the work promised such a
contribution to the exact study of the parabolic teaching of Christ.
Hence, when we
got the work into our hands we experienced a feeling of disappointment.
In our
judgment the book might have been better in some respects than it is, even as a
popular treatise. We do not find in it traces of any special insight into the thoughtconnections of the Parables. Dr. Calderwood has the credit of recognizing the importance of studying the Parables on that method, but we cannot say we think him
successful in the application of the method.
In several instances he seems to us
infelicitous in his attempt to get at the kernel of the Parables.
Thus, for the parable of “The Friend at Midnight,” his alternative title is “ Asking for others from
God’s Stores.” In the parable of the “ Lost Piece of Money,” he emphasizes the fact
that the piece
lies in

was

spised publicans.
in

silver, to

Mark

iv.

We

observed that

26-29, concerning the blade, the ear, the full corn

profitable servants in
for the

The point of the parable
made it the better representative of the desome important parables are omitted, e. g., that

convey the idea of costliness.

the small value of the coin which

appearance of

attraction which the

Luke
this

xvii. 7.

volume,

theme has

if

;

also that of the un-

While making these criticisms we are thankful
it were only as furnishing one more proof of the

in thoughtful

minds.

A. B. B.

Kirchenlieder-Lexjcon. Hymnologisch-literarische Nachweisungen iiber ca 4500
der wichtigsten und verbreitetsten Kirchenlieder aller Zeiten in alphabetischer
Folge nebst einer Uebersicht der Liederdichier zusammengestellt von Albert
F. W. Fischer.
Gotha: Friedrich Andreas Perthes. 1S7S and 1879. 2 vols.
This is an important contribution to German Hymnology. Protestant Germany
has produced more hymns than any other country', England not excepted. Luther
struck the key-note with his “ Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott,” which has been called
the Marseillaise of the Reformation. He was followed by an unbroken line of singers
More than
in Israel, who embodied their Christian life and experience in song.
four thousand of these hymns have been introduced into public worship and resound
wherever “der deutsche Name klingt und Gott im Himmel Lieder singt.” You
may hear the most familiar of the German hymns and chorals on the prairies of the
West, on the banks of the Mississippi, in the woods of Wisconsin, and on the shores
of the Pacific as well as on the banks of the Rhine and the Neckar, the Elbe and
the Weser.

The hymns

are the liturgy of the

Germans, and congregational singing
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German

the best part of a

The late Dean Koch of Wtirttemberg has
German Kirchenlied, which is at the same time

service.

written a voluminous history of the

German
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,

hundred years.
The book before us gives, in alphabetical order, a list of about 4,500 German
hymns, with literary notes about the origin, history, and merits of each, and at the
close of the second volume (pp. 426 to 486), an alphabetical list of hymn-writers,
with brief biographical notes and the first lines of their most popular hymns. These
notices are collected from the best sources of information with extraordinary indusTo Luther’s hymn “ Em feste Burg” four pages are devoted, to his “ Erhalt
try.
uns Herr bei deinem Wort” three pages, to Gerhardt’s “O Haupt voll Blut und
Wunden ” half a page, to Schirmer’s “ O heilger Geist kehr bei uns ein ” one page,
ruft uns die Stimme ” over two pages, to his “ Wie schSn
to Nicolai’s “ Wachet auf
leuchtet der Morgenstern ” (which Fischer, however, assigns to Josua Stegmann),
two pages. We should like to give some specimens, but space forbids.
The chief defect of the book is the utter ignorance of the English and AngloGerman hymnology. The author nowhere quotes American-German hymn-books
and English translations of German hymns which are now so numerous and excellent, that almost a complete Anglo-German hymn-book might be constructed. John
Weslf.Y and the English Moravians began this English reproduction of the best
German hymns. They were followed in our days by Miss ELIZABETH Cox (“Sacred Hymns from the German,” London 1841 and 1865), H. MILLS (“ Horae Germanicae,” Auburn, N. Y., 1845 and 1856), Miss Catharine Winkworth (“Lyra
Germanica,” two series, London and New York in several editions), Mrs. Sarah
Findlater and her sister Miss Jane Borthwick (“ Hymns from the Land of
Luther,” Edinburgh and New York, 1852 and 1862), Richard Massie (“ Luther’s
Spiritual Songs,” and “Lyra Domestica ” from Spitta, London, i860), John Kelly
(“ Paul Gerhardt’s Spiritual Songs,” London, 1867), not to mention many others who
have given us choice translations or free reproductions of one or more hymns, like
the late Dr. James W. Alexander of New York, whose rendering of Gerhardt’s
“ O Sacred Head, now wounded,” has gone into every respectable American hymnbook of recent date. If the author knows English at all, he would do well to avail
himself of these works which have naturalized the best German hymns in England
and America, and as far as the English language is spoken.
Notwithstanding this defect, Mr. Fischer has produced a work which is invaluable
for reference to every hymnological scholar, and excites a desire for a similar work
on English hymnology, which, next to the German, is by far the richest, and cona history of

piety during the last three

!

tinually growing, even

more

“These Little Ones."

rapidly than the

By

the Rev.

German.

William Scribner.

P. S.

Presbyterian Board of

Publication.

This little book is well entitled.
form of administration, presenting
internal, the
is

Church

visible

and

here attractively explained,

The
for all

“ everlasting covenant,’’ in its

Abrahamic

economies a two-fold aspect, external and

making the family institute a unit for both,
form of sound words, without the quaintness

invisible,

in the

Adam

Gib and Herman Witsius.
and wonderfully comprehensive. He does
not affect originality. He does not care to be thought as an author at all, in the
urgency with which his great subject possesses himself, and shapes his argument for
the instruction of pastors and parents. This is rare excellence, nowadays.
The Church membership of infants, under both dispensations, harmonizing with
the whole system of Scriptural doctrine the refutation of prevailing errors and misrepresentations, which have hidden its value from the popular mind
the discriminating analysis with which it is shown to be entirely distinct from the teaching of
Bushnell and others, who would make the descent of piety from parent to child, an
and must of

The author

is

earnest, lucid, logical,

;

;
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life, excluding the sovereignty of grace from the
which binds the generations of godliness together these, and similar topics, of
the deepest thought and dearest interest, are handled judiciously and ingeniously.
If there be one subject more thin another calling for vigorous treatment at the
present day, it is the family covenant, the true relations of this primitive bundle to
It
the Church of God, under any definition of it that is Biblical and historical.
is not Anabaptism alone, which disintegrates “ the Church that is in their house."
There is communism lurking everywhere about. And just in proportion as covenanted parents themselves keep away from the Sunday-school, and pastors fail to
represent the parents by attending there, the family is melted down and the great
sponsorial security of the family safe is loaned out for brokerage in the streets. This
book is, therefore, timely, as it is cogent and sound.
Some expressions and citations might be challenged as unsafe, had the title been
“ These big ones.” The relations of baptized members, when they have passed from
“the rod and reproof” of a parental home, and become directly amenable to the
Session, as naturally and properly as to the civil authorities of the land, are yet to be
defined and settled in our literature. The Church-membership of such persons cannot be allowed to rot off untouched, in the way of “ self-suspension,” or “ self-excision,” merely, without inconsistency and incompleteness of ecclesiastical oversight.
A. T. M.

organic propagation of spiritual

link

;

Robert Raikes, Journalist and Philanthropist. A History of the Origin of Sunday-schools.
By Alfred Gregory. New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

book contains a careful and well-written account of the origin of Sundaysketch of Robert Raikes shows how Providence trained him for his
great work.
He was first a journalist and philanthropist and to this circumstance
much of his success as the founder of Sunday-schools is no doubt to be ascribed. His
efforts in aid of the poor wretches confined in the Gloucester gaols prepared him to
pity and devise a plan for the rescue of the ignorant “ little heathens,” who swarmed
on the outskirts of the city and the Gloucester Jour7ial enabled him to reach the
ear and appeal to the heart of the Christian public in their behalf, as he could have
done in no other way. The story of his life and labors, as told by Mr. Gregory, is
How little he or anybody else dreamed what a vast,
full of almost romantic interest.
world-wide power the Sunday-school would grow to in a hundred years
This

little

The

schools.

;

;

!

G. L.

P.

V.— GENERAL LITERATURE.
Silver in its Relation to Industry and Trade The Danger of Demonetizing
it.
By William Brown. Montreal Lovell Publishing Company.
:

:

This

is

one of the many productions of which economics, especially

in the depart-

ment of Money and Finance, are so prolific, and which are relieved by many gleams
No science more abounds in docof truth, overshadowed by predominating error.
This is a chief cause of the discredit into which it has extensively fallen.
trinaires.
Mr. Brown, while apparently holding enough fundamental economic truth, to teach
him better, if he knew how to make a right application of it, seems to think that,
unless silver be on the same footing as gold, in actual use and circulation as money,
and unless these metals alone are used as currency, to the exclusion of all paper
money, redeemable and irredeemable, industrial and commercial interests must suffer
great damage, while the laboring class especially will be defrauded of their dues and
plunged into

ruin.

He

is

not fastidious

in

his characterization of those

who

differ
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with him. On Secretaries Sherman and Boutwell, and particularly Professor Bowen,
he showers his invectives.
He rightly commends “ the true labor ratio ” involved in producing gold and silver
respectively, as indicating the proper ratio of exchange between them, and between
each of them, and all other articles, p. 17. This fundamental principle of economics,
that, disturbing causes aside, equal amounts of labor, quantity and quality considered,
or their products, tend to exchange for each other, he appears elsewhere to have
grasped. Thus he says, “ A day’s labor digging gold is worth just a day’s labor of
digging silver,” p. 29. “ By value, in exchange, we mean simply equivalent amounts
This being settled, if logically applied, would
of human labor exchanged,” p. 108.
settle, and that in the negative, nearly every distinctive contention of the author,
although it is subject to one qualification which he attempts to set aside. While it
is true that labor is, on one side, the condition and measure of value, insomuch that
what can be had without labor will command no labor in exchange for itself, yet, if
labor be expended in producing what nobody wants, or wants enough to pay equivit, it is labor ill-applied, and will not ordinarily exchange for
an equal amount of labor better applied. One who should make the old Continental
costume never so well, would get his labor for his pains, because there is no demand for it. This on the one hand. On the other, the extreme limit of value in
any article capable of unlimited production is the cost of labor required for its reproduction. Whatever the cost of making clocks a century ago, clocks will only sell
But says Mr. Brown,
for the present cost of making them, including a fair profit.
“ Demand and supply are the source of exchange, but never the source of value.
Our wants, our demands, confer no value on what we produce labor alone can con-

alent labor in return for

—

Take away

fer value,” pp.

92-94.

equipage, and

how much

or by exchange

the desire of

men

for precious stones or elegant

labor would they expend to procure them, either directly

?

If this be so, of what avail is it for Government to ordain that a piece of silver
which, according to its cost of production, and as tested in the markets of the world,

worth t8j£j of a gold dollar, shall circulate on an equality with the latter ? The
mere fiat of the Government may give it an equal debt-paying power. It may give
the same to worthless bits of irredeemable paper, or accomplish the same thing in a
still shorter way by stop-laws forbidding the collection of debts.
It may, by its mere
despotic fiat, rob creditors. But this cannot be carried out in international payments. In them money will pass only for its worth. The consequence must be that
the gold dollar will go out of the country where it will pay no more indebtedness
than the silver dollar, while the silver dollar will stay here where it will pay as much
debt as the more valuable gold dollar, if each be legal tender for the same amount,
unless this result be prevented by some counter legislation or other special influences.
is

The

reason

why

the silver dollar in this country has not yet supplanted the gold

monetary standard, according to Gresham’s law, is, that the Government does not allow owners of silver bullion to turn it into legal tender coin, at a
nominal seignorage, as in the case of gold, while the course of foreign exchanges has
prevented the exportation of specie. Whenever these two conditions unite, viz, the
free coinage of silver dollars below gold, in the labor they cost, or in bullion market
value, but equal to gold in enforced legal debt-paying power, and any considerable
dollar as our

demand

arises for coin to settle foreign balances against us, the gold coin will leave

it down to an equality with what is
worth only nine-tenths as much as itself, and it will pass to countries which take it
at its real value.
Nay, whether wanted to meet foreign balances or not, if owners
of silver bullion could have it freely minted into dollars which will pay as much debt
as gold dollars worth ten per cent, more, then the gold would find its way to London,
where $10,000 of it will purchase silver enough to be minted here into $ir,oooor
more, where it is equal in debt-paying power to as many gold dollars.
This

the country in which the law attempts to force
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result must come, and will come, though deferred somewhat, because the Government keeps the monopoly of coining dollars worth less than gold, which it compels creditors to accept as equal to gold.
But it does not yet pay out these dollars
to any extent to those who prefer gold ones, as nearly all do
consequently its silver
dollars are accumulating so that it has no room to store these cumbrous, depreciated, and useless coins. But when they come into use for payments, of more than a
few dollars, or fractions of a dollar, in which they now fulfil the office of token;

money (which we need not
dollar meant, in

present dollar.

discuss here), they will banish the gold dollar. The
contracts and exchanges, will then be worth about y& of the

all

This

is

the relative value of each measured by the labor they cost, as
If this fails to be the true index, if equal amounts

the markets of the world show.

come to be better rewarded in producing gold than silver, at the present
market value, then mining industry will pass from silver to gold till an equilibrium
shall be restored.
If it were proposed to mint legal-tender dollars of silver, increased in amount to
an equality of value with gold dollars, and then made equally legal tender, we would
not object.
Such a procedure has no taint of fraud.
But on account of their
greater bulk and inconvenience for practical use than gold, they would not easily cirof labor

culate concurrently with
lars,

it.

Indeed,

it is

notorious that, except for fractions of dolall alongside of redeemable

or at most of five dollars, neither will circulate at

paper money, this being so greatly the superior of the metallic in convenience. All
Mr. Brown’s invectives against redeemable paper money, as a fraud or a sham, are

when we consider

that bank or Government notes are immediately exand give an immediate title to, their face amount in coin. They are,
therefore, gladly accepted in lieu of that to which they give a perfect title, just as a
man prefers carrying a bill of exchange to the coffee, or flour, or gold it represents,
or which underlies it. And if it is immediately convertible into silver or gold dollars,
do not these possess the same value, and represent the same quantities of labor,
which they would, if obtained, not through a bank-note, but by direct labor or barter ?
Can anything be plainer, or is anything more necessary to expose and explode the
incredible amount of nonsense that finds currency on such subjects ? Is it not equally
evident that in the vast monetary and commercial transactions of the most advanced
pointless

changeable

for,

nations, the actual uses of the precious metals as money are chiefly for small trade,
or settling international balances, or as a measure of value ? all which Mr. Brown inAnd do his allegations, in regard to bi-metallic nations being
dignantly repudiates.
“ full-priced,” and endued with the^ special advantages thereby of selling high and

—

buying cheap, count

for

much,

in the light of his

fundamental principle, that ceteris

paribus, equal quantities of labor, and their products tend to exchange for each
other the world over, whether silver, gold, or any other commodities ? Are the
Asiatics, as silver countries, at the top of the

commercial and industrial world

?

L. H. A.

Economic Studies By the late Walter Bagehot.
'ton. London Longmans, Green & Co. 1880.

Edited by Richard

Holt Hut-

:

This volume, though made up of valuable papers, is still incomplete and fragmentposthumous works are wont to be. Its disquisitions treat of some of the elementary questions in economics, such as the transferability of labor and capital from
one place and occupation to another, which underlies the power of competition so
largely the stimulus and regulator of industrial effort, and the corrective of its misproHis chapters on Adam Smith, Malthus, and Ricardo, give
portions and irregularities.
discriminating estimates of their respective contributions to modem economic science.
While generally solid and well-poised in his judgments and reasonings, he is not
without some tendencies to extravagance and paradox. His assertion that the most
“luxurious articles are capital if they reward and stimulate labor” (p. 51), needs
ary, as

—

,
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qualification.

He

results from abstinence,
Still

this
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controverts the prevalent economic doctrine, that capital

not spending the savings which constitute capital.

i. e..

brings us to the verge of one of the most unsettled questions in politi-

—

economy the extent to which unproductive consumption is requisite to the most
productive condition of industry, and stimulates the largest savings and accumulations.
It is hard to controvert the author when he says: “It is not a Spartan or
cal

On the contrary, if a whole
motive for saving,” (p. 172). This is unquestionnot paradoxical to call “ harems a great form of capital ” ? p. 167.
L. H. A.

ascetic state of society

which most generates saving.

society has few wants, there

But

able.

is it

is little

The Nineteenth Century.

A

London, Edinburgh, and

463.

By Robert Mackenzie.

History.

New York

:

Mr. Mackenzie has been very successful

T. Nelson
in

&

Sons.

his attempt to

well-proportioned, attractive, and comprehensive sketch of the

i2mo, pp.

x.

1880.

produce a compact,

more important events

and features of our century. He has given much more than the leading political
movements and incidents of the period. The great social, economical, industrial,
educational, evangelistic features of the age find clear recognition, so that from

these bright and readable pages one

may

about two-fifths
other countries

gain a very good idea of the world’s progBritish Empire not unnaturally occupies

While the
of the volume, that which

ress within these generations.

well outlined.

is

The

is

most important

welfare are strong and outspoken, and his pages offer

tone or their facts, to those

in the history of

author’s sympathies with

who doubt whether

little

human

comfort, either

the world moves.

many

progress and
in their

Appreciating

thoroughly the great advances of material civilization, his enthusiasm kindles much
more over the redress of wrongs, the developments of charity, the endeavors and
successes of Christian zeal and love. His chapter on Turkey, and his allusions to

some

of the recent British wars, breathe the spirit and exhibit the keenness of a

Scotch

C. A. A.

liberal.

Reminiscences of Rev. Wm. Ellery Channing, D.D. By Elizabeth Palmer Peabody. i2mo, pp. 459. Roberts Brothers.
Channing. A Centennial Memory. By Charles T. Brooks. i2mo, pp. 259. Boston
:

Roberts Brothers.

1880.

These two books have been called out by the centennial of Dr. Channing’s birth’
which has been so fervently celebrated by his earlier and later disciples.
The object of Miss Peabody’s volume, as stated by herself, is “ to make a clean
script of the impression Dr. Channing made on [my] her mind in the years between
1816-1842.” That he seemed to her a “fixed centre around which was much revolution of thought, in Massachusetts,” and that he was an .oracle, whose words were
received as the latest and best light on all subjects, is sufficiently clear from this
statement, p. 1 17
“ This daylight of reason, this sense of
:

communion

as absolutely partaking of the

divine nature, he described with a calm sublimity, which proves that he himself dwelt
it and was completely redeemed from the bondage of sin and death.”
Throughout the volume Dr. -Channing is seen in this glorified condition. The
book gives us reminiscences of conversations, sermons, addresses, pictures of the
home-life at Newport, with some letters of Dr. Channing to the authoress.
Not the
least interesting portions are those which describe Dr. Channing’s impressions of
such men as Brownson, Emerson, Garrison, and Parker.
The conversations vary over a large variety of subjects education, Sundayschools, Satan, Swedenborgianism, Quakerism, preaching, etc., etc.
Many of them
are long monologues of Dr. Channing, connected by a slight thread of rejoinder from
his listener. They lack the easy flow of conversation. They read more like reported
sermons or addresses.

in

—
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A

considerable part of the volume

They add nothing

sermons.

to our

taken up with abstracts of Dr. Channing’s
knowledge of Dr. Channing’s qualities as a

is

preacher gained from his already published discourses. It will, however, strike some
readers with surprise to meet statements implying that Dr. Channing’s preaching
was by some Unitarians regarded as likely to “ produce fanaticism and unfit people

common

pressing duties ” (pp. 155-6).
book repeated efforts to define Dr. Charming’s philosophical as well as theological position. That portion which brings out his views
for

There are

and

life

and

its

also found in the

may have some value, especially the converBut the conversations are too deeply and darkly
mystical to allow of any accurate classification of Dr. Channing as a philosopher.
Those who are interested in his philosophical opinions must look elsewhere for any
full and satisfactory statement.
The book has one very great merit. It gives us a clear view of the characteristics
both of the time and of the community in which Dr. Channing lived. For those who
are desirous of studying the Unitarian movement in its earlier and later phases, it
will have a decided value.
The volume by Dr. Charles T. Brooks is in most respects the contrast of that just
noticed.
It is marked by an orderly arrangement of thought, by a careful analysis of
its subject, and by a lucidity and beauty of style which make it attractive.
It passes in review the entire life of Dr. Channing, beginning with his parents,
and discussing his childhood, boyhood, education, the progress of his mind, the
change of his views from less to more pronounced anti-Calvinism. As bearing on
the question how far Dr. Channing’s views are in sympathy with the later Unitarianism, the paragraph (p. 208), entitled “ Channing’s Unitarianism,” may have some
value.
Indeed, the volume has the tone of a “ Defence ” of Channing in several
feelings as to the Transcendentalists

sation on Mr.

Emerson

(pp. 374-382).

portions (pp. 141, 155, 158-173, 206-7, 230).
learn (p. 243) that Dr. Channing’s unfinished

—

work on man five chapters ot
We
which were written will shortly be published, and the author thinks will exhibit
“Channing in a new light, as presenting in scientific statement, moral and spiritual
truths and principles upon which all his preaching and his philanthropic writings had

—

been based.”

The English
I.

Chaucer

J.

Poets.
to

Selections, edited

Donne.

Vol.

II.

O.

by Thomas Humphrey Ward, M.A.
Macmillan & Co.
to Dryden.

M.
Vol.

Ben Jonson

may

be said at once that these volumes give promise of supplying an admitted
of an anthology which may adequately represent the vast and varied
field of English poetry.
What was done for French poetry by M. Crepet’s “ Les
Poetes Fran^ais,” the editor has aimed to do for English poetry “to present a colIt

want

— that

—

chosen and judged by those whose tastes and studies
In this feature,
specially qualify them for the several tasks they have undertaken.
the present work differs from its predecessors in the same field, and in this featuie
After a general introduction by Matthew Arnold, the
its high excellence consists.
poets from Chaucer to Donne (Vol. I.) and from Ben Jonson to Dryden (Vol. II.)
are represented by selections from the “ best and most characteristic of their writings,” arranged in chronological order, so far as that could be secuied.
What, however, is specially admirable in this collection, is the critical notice of
each poet prefixed to the selection of his poems. In its two volumes under notice
twenty different writers are employed, among whom are such scholars and critics as
Professors Dowden and Ward, Gosse, Skeat, Pattison, and Goldwin Smith. In the
construction of such a work, proportion is a most important element.
It would be
difficult to explain why a poet like Herrick should have thirty-four pages allotted
him, while Spenser has only sixty-six. Yet, on the whole, proportion has been well
maintained. Chaucer has ninety pages, Milton eighty-five, Dryden fifty-eight, while
lection of

what

is

best in

it,
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Waller has nine, Sir John Denham seven, and Davenant four. Why fifteen pages
should have been given to Gavvin Douglass we cannot see. One use of such an
anthology is to call attention to poets whose lighter works are overshadowed by the
greater names. Such poets are far too little read. The danger, however, is that
many will rest content with the selections, and not go from them to the original and
full sources.
It will be overcome only in so far as the anthology begets a taste for
poetry which will lead the reader to study each poet separately in his own works.
Mr. Arnold’s introduction has, we think, been somewhat extravagantly praised.
The first paragraph is a quotation from himself, in which the statement is found
“There is not a creed which is not shaken, not an accredited dogma which is not
shown to be questionable, not a received tradition which does not threaten to dissolve.” This quotation is made to show that the “ future of poetry is luminous,” and
that in the general dissolution of creeds, traditions, and dogmas, poetry will be
found an “ever surer and surer stay.” That poetry will have so high a destiny, we
may with Mr. Arnold confidently expect. The vital element in poetry is, however,
according to this master in criticism, “the orrovdaioTw" the high and excellent seriousness which Aristotle assigns as one of the grand virtues of poetry. Such seriousness is surely the offspring of faith rather than of doubt. Is it not assuming
much to conclude that a coming age of negation will call for poetry as a stay in life
because of the seriousness embodied in poetry? Certainly in our English poets it is
the Christian element which has made that seriousness.
Nor will Mr. Arnold’s critical judgment of Chaucer, that “ he is not one of the
great classics,” pass unchallenged. It is doubtful whether, taking Mr. Arnold’s own
test as to what admits a poet to this high distinction, Chaucer will not pass it.
But may not a poet be a great classic, whose poetry like Chaucer’s, though not
wanting in “criticism of life” lies in such elements as Mr. Sewell has so clearly
pointed out in his essay on Chaucer?
With these exceptions, this introduction by Mr. Arnold is masterly in its exposition of the method by which poetry is to be estimated
and masterly also in its
criticism of poets by way of illustration.
The biographical and critical notices of
the different poets are, as we have said, deserving of special commendation.
They
are compact and illuminating.
Some of them, like Prof. Dowden’s notice of Shakespeare’s poetry or Mr. Gosse’s notice of Herrick, are models of critical insight and
handling.
There is no greater mistake than the notion that anybody can see the
There is a training needed for this, as for
beauties of a poet by reading him once.
This training is well supthe full enjoyment of masterpieces in painting or music.
plied in the critical estimates which point out clearly the beauties of each poet.
Of the Selections it must be said that they have been made with great judgment
and excellent taste. It is here that the method of committing different poets to men
who have made special studies of them shows its worth. To expect that in every
case the selection should be the most apt and beautiful, would be to expect too
much. Sometimes, as in the case of Longley, the passage given does not strike us
The quotation from Drayton’s Polyolbion, that
as being most characteristic.
rhymed gazetteer of England, is the best practically, but not the most characteristic.
A better selection from Spenser’s minor poems we are very sure might have been
given.
But after all abatements have been made, the work, as a whole, is admiraIt cannot fail
bly done, and is published in very attractive and convenient form.
of doing good service in leading the student of English literature to a larger and
:

—

more

appreciative knowledge of the English poets.

Maxuel de la Langue Assyriemne.
This book
gist

is

J.

Par Joachim Menant.

O.

M.

Paris, 1880.

in substance a revision of previous works, for the veteran Assyriolo-

whose name

it

bears has written often and much.

In form and appearance

it
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It is a handsome volume of 380 pages, with broad
margins, paper and type of the best, and shows careful attention to formal details.
It cannot be said, however, that it either makes great contributions to scientific
knowledge, or offers the beginner a safe introduction to the Assyrian language.
The former, perhaps, was not to be expected. It is designed to systematize what is
already known, rather than to publish new discoveries. But the latter we might
fairly look for, and disappointment is reasonable when the advanced scholar finds so
much to vex him, and the tyro so much to mislead. There are several reasons why

leaves nothing to be desired.

is not a good introduction to the language. The first is its dogmatic method.
Everything is asserted almost nothing is proved. Such a method may be the
proper one for a children’s text-book, or for an outline primer to serve a temporary
purpose, but this work claims to be relatively complete, and students of Assyrian
are not children.
No one takes up the language of Nineveh and Babylon without
an acquaintance with other Semitic dialects, and some -maturity of mind that may
entitle him to independent judgments.
Moreover, the science itself is not yet in a
position to justify dogmatism.
however certain the general facts on
It is still
which it rests full of hypothesis and controversy as to details. The only security
for a beginner is to be put in possession of the facts, that he may test the conclusions
of others, and form his own. The study of evidence is here essential to all safe
progress, and it is the corresponding duty of those who would be guides, to offer
their proofs, at least, for every disputed position.
But our author writes as if the
true entrance on the study of the Assyrian tongue were quietly and trustfully to accept his unsupported conclusions.
We need only compare this book with Schrader’s
“ Assyrisch-Babylonische Keilinschriften,”
still, after eight busy years of discovery
and debate, the best systematic exposition of the language to see the difference
between the scientific teacher and the dogmatist. The student has the right to
know, for example, why the cuneiform system of characters is called “ l’ecriture
sumerienne,” and not “ l’ecriture accadienne.” He has the right to know on what
ground the Aorist (imperfect) is declared to be the only tense, etc.
We may pass over the second important defect the absence of a philosophic
spirit, which explains processes, and asks for causes— to speak of a third, the absence of comparative philology. There is comparison with other Semitic dialects
Yet
at only a few disconnected points, and then it is superficial and worthless.
probably the majority of Semitic scholars care for Assyrian less for its own sake
than for the light it throws on the cognate languages.
A fourth defect is the presence of numerous inaccuracies, which the method of
It is, for example, inaccurate to
the book renders it hard for the beginner to detect.
“ II n
say, (p. 7)
y a pas, cn effet, 11 11 seul ideogramme qui ne se traduise par des

the book

;

—

—

—

—

—

:

signes syllabiques.'’

So much
1st.

The

in general.

Syllabaries

;

2d.

case of susu, mentioned below,

We

notice

Grammar

;

some

is

in point.

The book is in three parts
reading. The first part shows

particulars.

3d. Selections for

:

the author’s wide acquaintance with the texts, and the signs, with their values, are
arranged in various tables, for complete presentation and convenient reference. This
is

the most valuable part of the book.

in

eight columns, of which the

first

Most

noticeable are the tables (pp. 24-91),
Hebrew consonants the second,

contains the

;

the next five different forms of the corresponding sign (hieratic,
Babylonian, archaic and modern, and Ninevitic, archaic and modern), while the last
column is devoted to observations on the character and its value. It is to be regretted that the modified i sound is represented by e instead of x a habit of the Enthe Latin syllables

;

—

glish Assyriologists as well.

The table (pp. 101-151), giving the signs arranged according to their form, with
their values, both phonetic and ideogrammatic, is not free from carelessness, e. g.,
No. 195, whose phonetic value is as or dil, has nadan, “ to give,” as an ideogrammatic value. But as a matter of fact this value of the character occurs only in com-

—

—
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That

limitation is not made.
Further values of the same
Assur (name of the god) and hablu, “son,” are entirely
In like manner, No. 2 37, phonet. bat and kur, is given with ideogram,
omitted.
value nasaru, “ to protect,” and ahn, “ brother,” both of which it has only in proper
names. No. 432 is the compound ideogramme for “ horse.” The elements of it,
translated, mean “Ass of the East”;
how it was pronounced in Assyrian has not
been known. Menant gives with no proof susu (Heb. Qr,Q). Doubtless such
Sayce, for example, has them— but, by this
faults have existed in other syllabaries,
time there might be a list of the signs and their values in which we could put some
confidence, and which should at the same time be tolerably complete.
Delitzsch's
Syllabary (“Assyrische Lesestiicke,” second ed., 1878), is worth far more than this.
The second part is devoted to the grammar. Here we find a number of the hobbies
of the French school still maintained, e. g„ the sc-called “ emphatic state ” (p. 159).
Assyrian nouns appear sometimes with, sometimes without, a final vowel, most often
”
u. The longer form Oppert and Menant compare with the Aramaic “ emphatic state

character in proper names

—

—

—

This analog}’ has been demonstrated by Schrader (A. B. K. pp. 227 ff.), to be groundinasmuch as the Aramaic “ emphatic state” makes the noun definite, while the
vocalic termination in Assyrian can belong to a definite or indefinite noun.
This
vocalic ending does not therefore, take the place of the article, but is much more
like the absolute state of the Hebrew noun, since it appears (with some exceptions),
when the noun is independent of other words, and the short form is used in dependence, like the Hebrew construct.
This genuine analogy Menant obscures still further
by calling the short form, the absolute state.
The “ mimmation ” or ending of nouns in an m (v), preceded by a vowel, Menant
(still following Oppert) compares with the Arabic “ nunnation,” (p. 167).
This is
again misleading, since the “ mimmation ” can appear in a definite as well as an indefinite noun (Schrad. A. B. K„ p. 233).
The author recognizes, however, the traces of case-endings in the vowel of the
less,

,

final syllable.

Of

the dual,

Menant remarks

(p.

1

6

1

)

:

“

Le duel ne parait pas

avoir,

en assyri-

enne, une terminaison speciale distincte de celle du pluriel.” The existence of a
dual sign (which Menant gives) proves, however, almost certainly of itself that there

was some sound corresponding

and the good reasons for holding the
A. B. K., pp. 225-6).
In the treatment of the verbs (pp. 192 ff.), we remark an over-eagerness to make
the paradigms formally complete. The eight conjugations are given in full, and we
are left to suppose that every form is in actual use,
no hint is given as to which
are so, and which are not.
dual termination to have been d,

to the sign,

Menant

quite neglects (see

—

—

—

The author rejects as already said all tenses but the Aorist (impf.), even the
appearances of a (seemingly) genuine perfect (A. B. K., p. 266). He thus avoids all
necessity of discussing the question, whether the Semitic Perfect is a secondary
formation, to his own comfort, no doubt, but not to the enlightenment of his readers.
The “ paragogic form ” of the verb in umma, etc., is paraded again (pp. 236in
spite of Schrader’s careful proof (A. B. K„ pp. 267-8), that ma (va) is here
7),
only the appended copula “ and.”
The treatment of the formation of nouns and of the syntax is hopelessly superficial.
To the former, four pages are devoted, to the latter, two. Of the “emphatic
“ L’etat emphatique remplace 1’ article de 1’ hebreu et de 1’
state ” he says again
arabe il suit presque toujours les regies des langues arameennes. Son emploi est
plus etendu que celui de i article en hebreu (!)." The modal relations he dismisses
with the following: “ Les modes ne paraissent pas avoir plus d’importance en assyrien que dans les autres langues sbnitiques."
To which he adds three lines on
the Imperative and Precative.

—

:

;

The

third part contains selections for reading, illustrating different periods, differ-

—
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ent sorts of cuneiform writing, and different styles of composition.
less

be of

much

This will doubt-

practical use for learners.

On the whole, when compared with the thorough work of German, and some
English scholars, this new publication must tend to diminish the confidence of students in the methods as well as the results of French laborers in the Assyrian field.
They have discovered much, deciphered much. They are learned Menant himself
among the foremost they write brilliant and valuable monographs they shrink from
no mechanical labor, but if there is not to be a deviation from the too common
pattern of the present book, it is not to them that we can look for the worthiest
contributions to our systematic knowledge.
F. B.

—
—

;

;

Early Man in Britain and His Place
Dawkins. London McMillan & Co.
:

in the
1880.

Tertiary Period.

By W. Boyd

man on the earth, and the time of his first apone which cannot fail to excite, to a high degree, the
interest of every reflecting mind.
In the work before us this interest is not lessened
because, in accordance with the title, the author seems to restrict the special field of
his inquiries to the British Isles
for the treatment of the subject made it necessary
for him to embrace the area of all Europe and even of a part of Africa and Asia.
He is thus led to discuss all the main questions which are suggested by modern discoveries regarding primaeval man.
Setting apart the Biblical account of the creation of man, in the first chapter of
Genesis, our ideas upon the origin of mankind derived from tradition, philology, ethnology, and history were necessarily too indefinite to be satisfactory. Geology and
pre-historic archaeology have come to the rescue, adding an array of positive data,
the number of which is increasing everyday; and it maybe admitted that these
studies bid fair to pass gradually from the domain of speculation into that of wellThe

question of the antiquity of

pearance

in

geological ages,

is

;

ascertained facts.

worthy of remark that before and since the great palaeontological discoveries
first quarter of this century, no part of Geology has received less attention than the study of the surface deposits in which we should naturally look for
the traces of the presence of man.
Even such a classical work as that of Schmerling on the Bone Caves of Belgium, 1833, in which human implements and human
bones were found associated with the remains of extinct species of animals, attracted
but little notice, or was received with a good deal of incredulity. In 1840, however,
the lively discussion raised by the theory of a glacial period closing the geological
ages revived the interest of geologists in the phenomena of the drift. Almost at the
same time Boucher de Perthes, in France, published his account of flint implements
and human bones found together with remains of the mammoth in the diluvian drift
But with the
of the valley of the Somme. This work was also at first unheeded.
discoveries of the more elaborate implements of stone, bone, and bronze in Denmark
and in the lake-dwellings of Switzerland in 1854, began a new era of archaeological
investigations.
These have been, since that time, so extensively continued, and still
proceed with such rapidity, that notwithstanding works like Lyell’s “ Antiquity of
Man,” Lubbock’s “ Pre-historic Times,” and many others, a new review, founded
upon a thorough sifting of all the facts in the case, old and recent, and summing up
our present knowledge of this interesting subject, was highly desirable.
Such a review Mr. Dawkins has attempted to give in the present volume. In a
previous work of great merit, “ Cave Hunting,” published in 1874, giving mainly the
results of his own labors in that field, he showed himself a diligent and careful investigator, cautious in his judgments, distinguished by much candor, and possessed in
no small degree of a power of generalization. We can thus say, though we may not
fully agree with all his conclusions, that he was ably prepared for the task he has undertaken and has accomplished it well. The book is written in a pleasant and flowIt is

of Cuvier, in the

—
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ing style, and one of its merits, worthy of especial mention, is the clear arrangement of the vast amount of material used, together with the fulness of references to
the sources of information.
The author recognizes in the history of the Life-system three great phases which
the Primary, when fishes and amphibians were the
are universal on the globe
:

highest living forms the Secondary, during which reptiles had the mastery and the
Tertiary, in which the higher mammals first appear.
The last phase, that of mammalian life, is alone discussed, for it is the only one in which man could be expected
to appear, and it is taken in its entirety; for “in it,” says the author, “each life;

;

group is so closely linked to that which went before and followed after, that there is
no break of sufficient importance to be used as a starting-point in our special inquiry
into the ancient history of

man.”

He

thus denies to the Post-Tertiary or Quartenary division of the geologists the
dignity of a new age, and extends the Tertiary period through and far beyond it into
the

Age

of man.

He

divides the Tertiary period, thus limited, into six stages, de-

fined by the gradual progress in the development of

which he retains the well-known names of

mammalian

life

and of man,

for

them, however, a more
rational foundation than the percentage of the living molluscan species in each of
Lyell, giving

those divisions.

The Eocene, in which only orders and families of mammals now living are
2d. The Meiocene, in which living genera appear, but no living species.
3d. The Pliocene, with only rare living species.
4th. The Pleistocene, in which living species are abundant, associated with a few now extinct, and man appears. 5th.
The Pre-historic, with man abundant; with domestic animals and cultivated fruits.
6th. The Historic, in which events are recorded in history.
ist.

present.

A

glance at these divisions, of what the author terms the third phase of life, shows
first three are purely geological, and comprise the biological age, usually

that the

called the Tertiary.
The Pleistocene, which is the equivalent of the Post-Tertiary,
or Quaternary, for which we would fain retain the old and very appropriate name
of Diluvian age, is geologico-archaeological and forms the transition from the Geo;

logical ages to that of

man.

The

last

two divisions belong

entirely to the history of

man’s development. The union, in the same phase of life, of the mammalian development and that of man, two elements so unlike in dignity and in far-reaching
consequences, can hardly be justified by the reason given above by the author, viz
the absence of a break sufficiently marked to make a beginning. In his desire to lay
particular stress on the continuity of the geological and human history he fails to
:

7

,

recognize the fact that with the introduction of

man

as the central figure of the Life-

man, alone possessed of the sense of the invisible which prepares him to
citizen of the spiritual world
man, endowed with moral freedom and an
intelligence adequate to the requirements of his destination, a new world is opening,
a new element is added, the development of which, in human history, constitutes a
new age the age of the mind differing far more from all the preceding ones, notwithstanding the continuity of the terrestrial phenomena, than any of the geological
ages differs from another.
This defect, however, does not impair the presentation and discussion of the facts
This is done with much
relating to each of the successive stages above indicated.
method in a series of interesting tableaux describing, in broad outlines, the changes
i. e., in the extent and boundaries of land and water
in the Physical Geography
by
successive elevations and depressions, in the climate, in the plants and animals which
We see, passing before our eyes, a
characterize each of the biological divisions.
series of landscapes adorned, during the Eocene, by the most luxuriant tropical vegetation and forests of palm, in which roam the strange forms of the early mammals,
now all extinct. In the Meiocene, a vegetation hardly less varied and beautiful, but
indicating a mild and equable sub-tropical climate, analogous to that of Louisiana
system

;

become a

—

;

—

—

:
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is accompanied by many of the generic forms of the higher
our time, including the elephant, the rhinoceros, the horse, bear,
In the Pliocene, a climate somewhat cooler, but still warmer
lion, and the ape.
than that of the present day, fosters in Central Europe an evergreen vegetation not
unlike that of the Mediterranean region.
The mammalia differ from those of the present day more in their species than in
their generic forms we approach the time of man, though he is still absent.
The
author discusses here two cases which have been described as affording a proof of
the existence of man in Italy during the Pliocene, and finds the evidence Unsatisfac“ It is very improbable,” he adds, “ that man will ever prove to have lived in
tory.
this part of the world, at that remote time, since of all the European mammals then
alive only one has survived to our own days.”
This argument against the exaggerated antiquity of man, derived from the law of
the successive appearance of animals in the order of the grade of their organization,
is a forcible one.
Whether we explain this order, as the author does, by the doctrine
of evolution, or otherwise, the law remains the same, and calls for the coming ot
man after all the other members of the Life-system. His appearance at an earlier
time would be an anachronism.
In the Pleistocene the present fauna succeeds the preceding, accompanied by a
few species which have survived from the Pliocene and gradually become extinct.
At last man appears in the middle and latter part of the period. The evidence of his
presence in the early Pleistocene is still doubtful.
The Pleistocene is a time of great oscillations both geographical and climatal.
The contending elements have not yet come to rest. In the early Pleistocene the
continent of Europe was raised higher. The bottom of the North Sea laid dry was
covered with an extensive forest in which large mammalia, migrated from Asia, lived
the mammoth, large rhinoceros, the Irish elk, the cave bear, and
in great numbers
others.
The Mediterranean region had been lifted up so as to connect Europe with
Africa by two land bridges from Sicily and Gibraltar. The climate grew colder a
glacial period began.
The northern animals, the reindeer, the musk ox, spread over
the continent, mingled with the others, as far as the Pyrenees. They retreated again
northwards, as the climate grew warmer, in the latter part of the period, and were
replaced by the temperate group of mammals. Owing to the oscillations of the lands
the British Isles were repeatedly united with, and separated from, the continent.
It is during these troubled times that man wanders, probably from the central
plateau of Asia, as the author thinks, into Europe, and leaves the traces of his
presence in the rough, chipped, flint implements found in the drift of river deposits.
Another race follows, leaving in the Bone caves instruments of the same
kind and others more elaborate, but no pottery. These two races of hunters, the
River-Drift men and the Cave-men, constitute the Palaeolithic or old Stone age.
The Pre-historic period follows the disappearance of the Cave-men. A new race,
identified with the Iberians, still using stone and bone implements, but polished and
more artistically fashioned, begins the Neolithic age, and brings with itself from
Asia, domestic animals, agriculture, the art of weaving, and pottery.
A very acceptable feature of the book is, that after the full discussion of the facts
relating to each of the divisions of his subject, the author gives, in a last paragraph,
would also note the
a summary of the conclusions at which he has arrived.
great value of the classified lists of mammalia which characterize each of the Life-

and the Canary Islands,

mammalia known

to

;

—

;

We

stages.

sums up thus the general results of his inquiry into early man
main part of which we give in his own words
“ In the Eocene and Meiocene ages the British Isles formed part of a continent
extending northwards to Iceland, Spitzbergen, and Greenland, with a warm climate
and a luxuriant vegetation, inhabited by wild beasts belonging to extinct species.

The author

in Britain, the

finally
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mammalia then

alive are

now

living,

it

is
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unreasonable to suppose

man, the most highly specialized of all, should then have been on the earth.
Nor is it likely that he lived in Europe in the Pleiocene age, after the land connecting Britain with Greenland had been submerged, and the Atlantic was. united to the
North Sea and the Arctic Ocean, because the living species of mammalia are so few.
that

When
in

became abundant, he appears just in the Pleistocene stage
mammalian life in which he might be expected to appear. The
man first comes before us, endowed with all human attributes, and with-

the living species

the evolution of

River-drift

out any signs of a closer alliance with the lower animals than

is presented by the
savages of to-day; as a hunter, armed with rude stone implements, living not merely
in Britain, but throughout western and southern Europe, northern Africa, Asia
Minor, and India. Next follows the Cave-man, possessed of better implements, and
endowed with the faculty of representing animal forms with extraordinary fidelity,
living in Europe north of the Alps and Pyrenees as far as Derbyshire, and probably
belonging to the same race as the Eskimos.
“ The disappearance of the Cave-man from Britain coincided with the geographical
change by which it became an island, the change from a severe to a temperate
climate, the extinction of some animals, and the retreat of others to northern and to
southern regions. In the Pre-historic age the earliest of the present inhabitants
The small, dark, non-Aryan peoples, who spread over France
arrived in Britain.
and Spain, brought with them into Britain the domestic animals and the cultivated
The next invaders
plants and seeds, and laid the foundation of our present culture.
were the bronze-using Celtic tribes composing the van of the Aryan race. They
crossed over from the continent and introduced a higher civilization than that of the
Neolithic age. In the course of time the use of iron became known, and in the Prehistoric Iron age the condition of Britain was higher than it had ever been before.
A commerce was carried on with the Mediterranean peoples, and works of Etruskan
art penetrated as far to the west as Ireland.”
After having further noticed the influence of the classical people of the Mediter-

commerce on

ranean, of the Phoenician, Etruscan, and Greek

the barbarians of the
he closes with these
words “
found Britain at the beginning of our inquiry part of a continent without inhabitants we leave it at the end an island with its inhabitants and its connorth,

in

:

Gaul, Switzerland, Germany, and

Scandinavia,

We

;

by the historian. Each of the changes recorded has left its
and so intimate is the continuity running through all
events, that the Tertiary period must be extended so as to embrace our own time.
History takes up the story of human progress at the point where it is dropped by
geology, archaeology, and ethnology, and carries it on to the present day.”
It must be owned that Mr. Dawkins has given us a plausible history of the difficult period of transition, which comprises the end of geological times and the beginning of human history. Whether all his generalizations will stand in the light of

dition to be dealt with

mark

in the Britain of to-day,

newly-discovered

facts,

it

is

too early to say.

the able French archaeologists,

who

Should, for instance, the opinion of

consider the

tall

race of

men

with perfect skulls

represented by the skeletons found in the caves of Cro-magnon and Mentone as
Palaeolithic, ever prevail, and their identity with the River-drift men and the later inhabitants of Europe be established, the beginning of the history of

Mr. Dawkins would have to be modified.

many

The extreme

man

as given by

difficulty of deciding, in

doubtful cases, the questions of superpositions and disturbances of the strata

drift upon which the relative age of the traces of man depend, the frequent
mixture of palaeolithic and neolithic implements, will cause many still to suspend
their final judgment.
can say the same of the hypothesis of large tracts of land
connecting Europe and America assumed simply to explain the distribution of plants

of the

We

and animals and

their

order of facts before

supposed migrations. We would desire evidence from another
fully admit their existence. But, however this may be, we can

we

,
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say, in justice to

Mr. Dawkins, that his interesting volume is a long step toward the
man in Europe, and indirectly of the origin

elucidation of that obscure period of early

of mankind.

Before

we

close

we may be permitted

to

add a few general remarks on questions

intimately connected with the subject of this work.

We

Dawkins when he tells us that the “ argument
Darwinian theory of evolution founded upon the specialization of mammalian life in its progress from the Eocene down to the present day, seems so strong
as to be irresistible.” That beautiful law of a gradual and progressive development
which culminates in the unfolding of the perfect Life-system of to-day, with man at
its head
a progress which our author has so admirably set forth can no more be
the result of geographical or climatal changes than the organic form of the plant is
the product of the soil, temperature, and moisture in which it grows. That law has
its source in life itself and not in the environments, which are but the conditions of
are unable to agree with Mr.

in favor of the

—

its

—

development.
of biological

It is

of the

fittest

and not of material order.

may determine

Natural selection and the survival

local varieties or the disappearance of

some types

;

they

do not account for the progressive character of the new types nor for the regularity
of the whole system.
Moreover, evolution by lineal descendence signally fails in the case of man; for
geologists now agree that when man appears it is with all the attributes of man
without intermediates between him and the lower beings with which he is associatedHis spiritual nature is a new germ, superadded to the life of the animal, the development of which begins a new order of existence.
From the stand-point of Natural Science, Creation and Evolution are both hypotheses, by means of which we try to account for the phenomena observed. But
in the case of man we find in the Divine will and intelligence an adequate cause for
the introduction of an entirely new element, while evolution leaves us before such a
gigantic fact as the development of human history without the shadow of a cause to
account for it.
In ever)' history the order of the succession of events which enables us to discover
and effects, or the providential law by which they are

their relations as causes

guided,

is

the telling fact.

On

this point all facts so laboriously

gathered from geol-

ogy and archaeology agree. They leave no reasonable doubt as to the appearance of
man being the last and highest stage of progress of life on earth. After his coming
on the scene a few coSval mammalia become extinct, but no new generic or specific
form has been added. The long train of organized forms in ascending succession is
closed.
We hardly need to remark that this is precisely the place assigned to man’s
creation in the Biblical account viz, in the latest phase of the mammalian age, as
;

Again, the Bible speaks to us of a long antediluvian age
comprising one-third of the human history. So does geology for early man, even
in Europe, has lived in the midst of that great diluvian period, and has preserved
almost everywhere the tradition of its floods.
As to the determination of the absolute time at which these events took place we
do not consider it of primary importance. It is more a matter of curiosity than of
necessity.
The order of events is the true history. We may only remark that the
millions and hundred thousands of years that some geologists thought neces:ary for
estimating the distance which separates us from Palaeolithic man have dwindled
down, in the light of more careful studies, to almost as many centuries and assumed
historical proportions.
It will be still more the case when the work of the diluvian
Meanwhile we can
age, on the surface of our earth, shall be better appreciated.
afford to wait until, on one side, we have learned better to understand the mode and
meaning of the Biblical chronology, and on the other, until geological investigation
A. G.
has finished its work.
the last act of creation.

;
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